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Abstract

Privacy breaches are continually reported in the mainstream media. This phenomenon has shown

that privacy is a significant concern in our everyday lives. It turns out, however, that there is a lack of

technological support for privacy and personal information management in practice. Although there

are many so-called privacy-enhancing technologies available, the occurrence of regular breaches of

privacy demonstrate that a fundamental problem remains. A key reason for the lack of comprehensive

solutions to privacy management is that there is no consensus of the meaning of “privacy” in the

literature and contemporary society.

There are three key aspects to the development of a better understanding of privacy. First,

privacy has a subjective nature: it is person-dependent and highly contextual - privacy requirements

can vary significantly, both culturally and spatiotemporally. Hence, it is difficult to specify privacy

ontologically. Second, privacy is complicated by contemporary information technologies and social

media, and as a result its informational aspect dominates the privacy status of the individual. Third,

privacy concerns personal information. In today’s digital age, the kind of information that can be

considered as personal is often vague or shared, e.g. DNA, medical health records, marriage, or

friendship. The context and information at stake can make it difficult to determine one’s right to

privacy.

These problems promote privacy as an ontological challenge with significant practical implica-

tions. To tackle this challenge, this dissertation takes an ontological approach to develop a new

understanding of privacy within a framework of selfhood, and a conceptual model for learning the

privacy implications of information. In recognition of privacy’s conceptual complexity yet practical

nature, this dissertation argues the need for a new theory of privacy management. Based on the

ontological understanding and the conceptual model developed herein, the foundations of a privacy

theory are constructed in two dimensions using a high-level descriptive language for different levels

of privacy stakeholders to communicate privacy concerns and specify privacy requirements, as well

as a privacy system for managing privacy goals designed to achieve the desired level of privacy.

This dissertation is conceptual in nature. It seeks to advance privacy management in contempo-

rary society. The theory and conceptual development will be able to be used by business analysts,
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system designers and developers, and other theorists to create better privacy management frame-

works, systems and technologies. The theoretical work will help to guide the adoption of privacy-

enhancing technologies and thereby reduce privacy breaches. As a demonstration, two applications

are presented. Using an Information Systems lens and mechanisms that could be used to implement

the research findings, the theory and conceptual development are applied to two important areas

that have significant privacy implications in society, namely, social network recommendation and

Privacy-by-Design for information systems.



Chapter 1

Introduction

A person does not have to be seen for his/her existence to be known. You might hear about a person

from your contact who is also a contact of the person, whether directly or indirectly. Sometimes,

you hear news - good or bad, or neutral - about a person, from mutual friends, from media, blogs,

mailing lists, or discussion groups. “I’ve heard a lot about you” - many of us might have experienced

this the first time we met a close school friend’s family. In many cases this could be a pleasant

introduction to meeting people, yet it could be unpleasant in many other contexts. Imagine my

best university friend’s sister-in-law is my business competitor and I do not want her to know my

personal weaknesses. However, her husband has learned a lot about me from my friend, and she

knows my personality through her husband. She may use her knowledge about me to re-strategize

her business plan to be more competitive with me. Imagine my friend describes my blog message

on her blog. Even though I only allow close friends to read my blog, and her blog is only for her

family including her in-laws, one of her in-laws shares his story with colleagues in a company where

most employees put almost everything onto their Facebook network. The story I described on my

blog has thus become widely known.

“Respect my privacy.” “You invaded my privacy.” “That violates my privacy!” - these forms

are often used to claim privacy problems. However, the meaning of privacy is often unclear. This

vagueness gives rise to the following questions: What is privacy? Can it be described and how can it

be described? How should it be understood such that it is of value to us? Can privacy be protected?

How can it be protected such that its value to us can be maintained? This chapter is an introduction

to the dissertation, which attempts to answer these questions. Beginning with motivations, the

problem domain in the topic area is identified. The research aim and a research design are then

presented, followed by outlines of the subsequent chapters. Lastly, a list of contributions is presented.

1
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1.1 Motivation

In 1890, Warren and Brandeis [215] described privacy as the “right to be let alone”. Since then,

the word “privacy” has been understood as a right, as dignity, property, secrecy, confidentiality,

accessibility, or autonomy. Accordingly, there has been wide-ranging interest in the topic of privacy,

from personal information to national security, from individual dignity to social value or social

impact, from philosophical notions of human beings’ fundamental needs to business value in the

new economy, from a physical world problem to a cyberspace issue driven by Web 2.0 technologies.

Privacy seems to be everything but nothing [199] - it seems related to everything, and therefore,

appears to be nothing [199] - “You have zero privacy anyway,” the CEO of Sun Microsystems [150]

Scott McNealy said, “Get over it.”[205]

If your family’s medical records or your credit card details are published on the Web, it might

be a problem to “get over it”. Privacy invasions are often claimed and reported in the mainstream

media. They often result in security threats, loss of reputation and trust, and/or relationship damage

- clearly, privacy has a value that is more than “nothing” to us - a value that is important for our

survival needs and desired social status.

There have been many interpretations of privacy, but there is no consensus of what privacy is.

This deficiency has created vagueness in respect of privacy expectations and difficulties for justifying

the invasion of privacy. In other words, it is still unclear what one can expect about one’s right to

privacy and what can be considered as privacy invasions.

Privacy invasions reported in the mainstream media are in large part related to personal, identi-

fiable information. Since such invasions have a high impact on individuals’ and society’s well-being,

awareness of the challenges posed by new technologies (e.g., Web 2.0, Social Computing, Cloud

Computing, Big Data) is increasing. In response to society-wide concerns, privacy-enhancing tech-

nologies (PETs) have been developed to address privacy issues; however, they largely focus on

security protection mechanisms such as authentication, access control, storage, backup, incident re-

sponse and recovery. Unlike security, which can relate to all kinds of information, privacy deals only

with personal information and concerns individuals’ rights to manage their personal information.

Thus, security does not always align with privacy; in fact, there are often trade-offs. For example,

personal information is often required to achieve access control. A familiar example for email users

is two-step verification access control - e.g., Google’s 2-Step Verification [84]. In order to access

stronger security protection for information associated with their email accounts, users are required

to provide a valid phone number to the email service provider. If a user has privacy concerns for

both the information under protection and the information associated with the phone number, this

security protection approach is unable to address the user’s concerns.

Despite their focus on security, the failure of PETs in privacy protection is also due to their
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assumptions for users - PETs assume user awareness, meaning that without an awareness of privacy

threats, a user will not be able to use appropriate PETs [28]. The importance of user awareness

of privacy is also highlighted by privacy regulation that positions self-awareness as a prerequisite

for privacy protection. For example, the EU-Directive 95/46/EC [157] allows personal information

to be processed only if the data subject is aware of its processing, purpose and potential privacy

threats. The continuous increase in privacy invasions reported by the mainstream media indicates

that the awareness assumption does not apply in practice. In fact, without a clear understanding of

what privacy is and to what extent it is of value to us, awareness of privacy cannot be referenced.

1.2 Problem Domain

Given the phenomenona in current privacy practice described above, we argue the key challenges of

privacy management from the following three aspects. First, privacy is person-dependent; however,

it is a “socially created need”[12] - “Without society there would be no need for privacy.”[12] Society

implies norms. Normatively, the perception of intrusion, interference and the right to information

can vary significantly, both culturally and spatiotemporally. Hence, it is difficult to specify privacy

ontologically and justify its value to us. Without an ontological understanding of privacy, however,

the value of privacy is difficult to specify and justify. Thus, to manage privacy and make use of its

value, we need to understand its philosophical root.

Second, in today’s information age, information is intensive and ubiquitous. Advanced tech-

nologies have stimulated the information revolution1 and digital transformation2. The availability

of digital information that is easy to duplicate, reform and propagate, low cost mass storage, any

time anywhere access to enormous amounts of information, and open-ended global networks has

transformed our living environment, our society and its institutions from the physical world into a

cyber-physical world. This transformation liberates us from physical restrictions in many aspects

of our lives, creating extensive global networks that bring people and cultures together, and creates

new social dynamics in the process. Information plays a key role in this transformation. As a result,

new dimensions have emerged to rebuild the philosophy of “You are your information” [57]. Such

a philosophical rebuild has a key impact on the practice of information privacy in contemporary

society and requires us to understand what capacity information has with respect to its impact on

privacy and how we can manage information’s capacity for privacy management.3

1Information revolution refers to “the proliferation of the availability of information and the accompanying changes
in its storage and dissemination owing to the use of computers.” [151]

2Digital transformation refers to the changes associated with the application of digital technology in all aspects of
human society [48].

3By “capacity”, we mean information can be used to make a difference in the topic area. By “difference”, we mean
changes and/or implications. That is, capacity to stimulate changes or to create implications in the topic area for
agents (e.g., individuals) under consideration. In this dissertation, we use the term information capacity to refer to
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Third, privacy concerns personal information. In today’s digital age, the kind of information

that can be considered as personal information is often vague or shared - e.g., DNA, medical health

records, marriage, friendship. The context and information at stake can make it difficult to determine

one’s right to privacy. The ability to communicate privacy concerns and to express reasonable privacy

requirements is, therefore, imperative for privacy stakeholders to enable them to learn and claim

their right to privacy in respect of the information under consideration. On the other hand, privacy

is not absolute. It is highly contextual. In today’s digital age, the context of information at stake is

often dynamic. To achieve the desired level of privacy, information needs to be managed strategically

with privacy implications in mind.

In summary, the key challenges in privacy management are i) an ontological foundation for

understanding privacy, ii) an understanding of the role information capacity plays in privacy man-

agement, and iii) strategies and methodologies for describing and communicating privacy concerns

and requirements, and for managing information to achieve the desired level of privacy. These

challenges have not received much attention in the literature, and they remain as research gaps in

privacy management.

1.3 Research Aim and Research Design

The aim of this dissertation is to develop an approach to conceptualizing privacy that can assist in

understanding privacy in an informational environment and may create possible ways to engineer

privacy to advance its management in contemporary society. A research design including scope,

objectives, research strategies, data collection and data analysis is presented as follows.

Scope

As described above, privacy is a “socially created need”[12]. One might argue that the social

shaping of privacy indeed creates a paradox for privacy practice, since privacy is person-dependent.

In what follows, the agent taking up the responsibility for privacy management can be uncertain.

To a certain extent, this paradox is true; however, it is beyond the scope of this dissertation. In this

dissertation, we are concerned with personal privacy where

• the individual has control over the information’s creation, which can take various forms - e.g.,

giving away information freely, creating channels for others to generate information with which

information’s ability to making a difference in the topic area. We refer to “privacy” as the topic area, by default, for
applying information capacity; unless otherwise specified. For example, “information capacity in privacy management”
means information can be used or has the ability to make a difference to privacy for privacy stakeholders.
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the individual has privacy concerns, or channels for linking information that can have privacy

implications; and

• the individual has the right to personal privacy under their particular legal system.

In other words, the research conducted in this dissertation is based on the assumption that indi-

viduals have primary responsibility for the management of their personal privacy without cultural

restriction and legal enforcement.

Objectives

The following four research objectives are set out to achieve the aim of the dissertation:

• Objective 1: To identify fundamental steps to achieve the desired level of privacy. We refer to

this objective as an ontological path to privacy.

• Objective 2: To develop an ontological framework for understanding privacy.

• Objective 3: To develop a conceptual model for understanding information capacity in privacy

management.

• Objective 4: To construct foundations of a privacy theory that can be used to describe and

communicate privacy concerns and requirements, and to improve the management of privacy

in the digital age.

Research Strategies

The following research strategies are established to achieve the four objectives:

• Research Strategy 1: To achieve Objective 1, the privacy literature is studied to gain a philo-

sophical understanding of privacy, and modern computation paradigms that have major soci-

ological and legal impacts on today’s digital age are reviewed to understand privacy issues in

contemporary society. The primary influencing factor in privacy management identified from

the literature study is then used to develop our notion of privacy, which in turn is used to

reason about the path to privacy.

• Research Strategy 2: To achieve Objective 2, the nature of privacy is studied. Moor’s [130]

Core Value Framework (CVF), which addresses common attributes in all human cultures, is

extended to reflect the value of privacy. The quality dimensions that constitute the concept
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of privacy is then identified based on extended CVF. An ontological framework is developed

based on the identified quality dimensions and their interrelationships.

• Research Strategy 3: To achieve Objective 3, Bateson’s [14] thesis of “Information is a dif-

ference which makes a difference” [14] and the extended CVF are used to analyze and model

information capacity in our social life. By taking a discourse analysis approach [172], Bateson’s

thesis is extended to include privacy concerns to investigate and model information capacity

in privacy implications.

• Research Strategy 4: To achieve Objective 4, the privacy theory is designed to include a privacy

language for privacy communications and specifications, and a privacy system for improving

privacy management. The privacy language is developed based on the ontological framework

of privacy, the capacity of information and the analysis of discourses. The privacy system is

built on the ontological foundation of privacy and the conceptual model of information capacity.

Data Collection and Data Analysis

Narrative case study is a form of narrative inquiry [50] that captures personal and human dimen-

sions of lived experience with an account of the influence of cultural context on individual experience

[40]. Given that privacy is person-dependent and has significant practical implications, we use nar-

rative case studies to identify its ontological dimensions and practical issues. Cases are presented

as narrative stories to represent everyday life scenarios and to reflect current privacy practices that

need to be addressed as a priority. On the other hand, privacy is a multiplex yet subtle concept,

and a single case study is insufficient to capture the major dimensions of privacy and key issues in

existing privacy practice. Motivated by phenomenology-based research that can be used to identify

the essence of human experiences concerning a phenomenon [40, 67], we use small stories to capture

phenomenona that have significant privacy implications.

Narrative stories (as data) are described in phenomenona that naturally occur for individuals or

between people and reflect the importance of personal perspective (i.e., subjective experience) or

the everyday structure of society.

Discourse analysis can be used to study social interactions; minds, selves and sense making;

and culture and social relations [229]. To express privacy concerns and describe privacy require-

ments, linguistic communications are necessary. We utilize a discourse analysis approach to identify

dimensions and references for discourse constructions for privacy communications.

Narrative analysis and phenomenological analysis are therefore integrated to analyze narrative

stories throughout the dissertation. When communications are involved, discourse analysis is also

integrated - i.e., to achieve Objectives 3 and 4 (as described in Research Strategies 3 and 4, above).
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1.4 Contributions

The major contribution of this dissertation is the development of an approach to conceptualizing pri-

vacy that can assist in thinking about privacy theoretically and pragmatically in an informational

environment, and that may create possible ways to engineer privacy to advance its management

in contemporary society. This dissertation is conceptual in nature. The contribution lies in the

area of conceptual modeling spanning information and privacy management, privacy-by-design, in-

formation systems, knowledge representation and reasoning, discourse analysis, narrative analysis,

phenomenological analysis and requirement engineering. A summary of the contributions is listed

below:

• Establishment of an ontological path to privacy (Chapter 4).

• A new ontological foundation for understanding privacy in contemporary society (Chapter 5).

It consists of:

– an extension to the Core Value Framework [130] to reflect the value of privacy;

– ontological dimensions of privacy and their interplay;

– a classification of identities;

– a framework for the evaluation of identity privacy;

– a cyber-physical relationship taxonomy;

– a situation claim ontology;

– a goal taxonomy; and

– an ontology of privacy.

• A conceptual model for understanding information and its capacity for privacy management

(Chapter 6). It consists of:

– an Information Value Framework that illustrates information capacity from a multiple-

value perspective;

– the ontological status of information capacity via its social paradoxical property;

– two frameworks of information social network that illustrate information’s social capacity

to build social networks for our lives;

– an operational platform for individuals to exercise information’s cyber-physical capacity

for personal desired privacy status, and for system designers and developers to identify

essential components for building privacy-friendly systems.
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– a set of criteria for justifying the relevance and quality of information capacity in privacy

management;

– introducing a definition that defines an information structure for instantiating status as

a basis for describing privacy;

– introducing a definition that defines information status in the context of privacy and is

built on composite criteria to justify information status for describing privacy; and

– two ontologies of information status that will enable users to express their goals for

privacy.

• A privacy theory foundation formed by a descriptive privacy Language for specifying and

communicating privacy requirements and a privacy System for understanding and managing

privacy goals to achieve the desired level of privacy. (Chapter 7)

• An application called Privacy-as-a-Value for Social Recommender Design, in which privacy

rights and the two well-recognized central concepts of privacy are modeled against representa-

tional issues. (Chapter 8)

• An application called Privacy-by-Design in Information Systems, in which a three dimensional

requirement framework is developed for analyzing privacy requirements for information sys-

tems. (Chapter 8)

1.5 Outline

This dissertation comprises nine chapters. Chapter 1 presents the motivation and the problem do-

main it elicits, the dissertation’s aims, research design and contributions.

Chapter 2 presents a philosophical study of the privacy literature. From different interpreta-

tions and categorization, to dilemmas and valuation, it develops a philosophical understanding of

privacy - as everything but nothing.

Chapter 3 studies three major areas of information technology that have major sociological and le-

gal impacts on the information revolution and digital transformation, and whose applications create

a social context to observe the “socially created need”[12], privacy, in a technology-enabled environ-

ment.

Chapter 4 establishes an ontological path to privacy. From the ancient philosophy of self, to
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the modern notion of selfhood, it identifies the roots of privacy - an integrity of selfhood context.

By establishing a path to privacy, this chapter serves as the problem definition of the dissertation.

Chapter 5 develops a new ontological understanding of privacy within the existing legal and soci-

ological framework. It studies the nature of privacy, identifies the ontological dimensions of privacy

and illustrates its ontological status in each dimension, as well as the interplay between the dimen-

sions. This chapter serves as a basic platform for the dissertation.

Chapter 6 elaborates information capacity against the thesis of “information makes a difference”[14].

It uncovers information capacity from different aspects where “information makes a difference”, in

particular to privacy. It studies information capacity to accommodate privacy status and presents

new definitions of information structure, information status and status ontologies.

Chapter 7 constructs a privacy theory foundation in two dimensions, namely descriptive privacy

Language and privacy System. The language can be used by privacy stakeholders to communicate

and specify privacy requirements. The privacy system consists of the ontological status of goals and

a strategic framework for understanding and managing privacy goals.

Chapter 8 presents two applications, each of which addresses a specific application domain, namely,

i) social recommendation, a practical activity that creates a rich resource for privacy practice; and

ii) Privacy-by-Design, a well-recognized approach to managing privacy, but which nevertheless lacks

systematic requirement analysis.

Chapter 9 concludes the dissertation with contributions to the literature of privacy management

and related areas. Aiming at the sustainability of this dissertation’s research topic, it identifies the

limitations of this work and presents potential future work identified as a result of the potential

theoretical and practical impacts of this dissertation.



Chapter 2

Towards an Understanding of
Privacy: A Philosophical Study

“I who have been so many men in vain want to be one and

myself. The voice of the Lord answered from a whirlwind:

Neither am I anyone; I have dreamt the world as you dre-

amt your work, my Shakespeare, and among the forms in

my dream are you, who like myself are many and no one.”

– Jorge Luis Borges (1964) [25]

There have been many definitions and analyses of privacy as a concept; however, clarity and

consensus of the concept are still lacking. How should privacy be understood such that it is of

value to us? Philosophers, sociologists, legal theorists and jurists justify the right to privacy as

fundamental, while the general public largely understand privacy from a security perspective, and

information systems primarily regard privacy as a limitation of information access. Is the right to

privacy fundamental to privacy protection? What are the essence and scope of this right? What

aspects of an individual does privacy protect? Different understandings and interpretations have

resulted in a wide range of approaches to privacy management, each addresses a particular aspect

and some of them are interrelated. As a consequence, addressing one privacy management problem

can introduce other problems, and problems can be transferred from one aspect to another. The

fundamental privacy problems largely remain unsolved due to a lack of understanding privacy’s

ontology. To gain an insight into the ontological status of privacy, this chapter studies existing

interpretations of and approaches to understanding privacy with a focus on their practical impact.

Beginning with one of the earliest and most cited definition, Warren and Brandeis’ [215] conno-

tation for privacy - the “right to be let alone”, we learn different interpretations of privacy in the

literature. Then, we learn different approaches to understand privacy, namely categorization and

10
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valuation. Next, we learn privacy dilemmas from a cost-benefit perspective on privacy. Last, we

learn privacy’s informational aspect and conclude the study.

2.1 Interpretation

There have been different understandings and interpretations of privacy. This section presents the

interpretations that have been widely cited in the literature and implemented in practice, organizing

them in four subsections namely the right to be let alone, inaccessibility to the self, seclusion, secrecy

and anonymity and control over information.

2.1.1 The right to be let alone

In their article titled The Right to Privacy, Warren and Brandeis [215] define privacy as the “right to

be let alone” and they underline the privacy principle as “inviolate personality”. This definition has

generated a multitude of scholarly arguments on rights for protecting one’s privacy in practice. Two

key contradictory arguments have been noted: i) it is not necessary, namely, the right of being-let-

alone is too broad to understand privacy, because not that all violations to being-let-alone necessarily

violate privacy [198]; and ii) it is not sufficient, namely, the right of being-let-alone is too narrow for

privacy in practice (a privacy protection theory), because it does not contain the semantics of what

is counted as not-being-let-alone [69, 186]. Both arguments stand on what being-let-alone means in

theory and in practice.

To the extent that being-let-alone refers to being free from disturbance or interference [69], a

claim to the right to-be-let-alone is not necessarily a claim to the right to privacy - often there are

disturbances and interferences not in the realm of privacy. For example, the busy traffic passing my

window is disturbing but nobody has violated my privacy because nobody knows that I am writing

at home - and, even if they did, it would not be general considered to be an invasion of privacy.

To the extent that being let alone refers to seclusion [71, 152] - e.g., I know you are at home

because I smell your cooking and we all know you are the only one living in this house. You are in

the state of being away from other people but not in the state of being secluded - you stay at home

where it is your private space and nobody disturbs you - you may not know that I know you are at

home. I have not violated your privacy; but, perhaps, you have lost your privacy in this situation.

A suggestion from this scenario is that being let alone can be related to secrecy [169]. If one is able

to keep one’s location a secret, one can be let alone in regarding the secrecy. However, being let

alone to have secrets does not warrant that is free from disturbance on other matters.

On consideration of both seclusion and secrecy, being-let-alone has two key aspects respectively,

namely, physical and informational. In the example above, physically, you are being let alone in your
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private home; however, informationally, you are not able to keep the fact that you are at home a

secret because your cooking has revealed your presence (combined with our previous knowledge that

you are living on your own and that you never let others stay at your place without your presence).

If secrecy is essential to privacy, you have lost your privacy. Note the precondition for the loss of

privacy in this scenario is “secrecy is essential to privacy” and you consider your state as a secret. It

follows that, privacy is person-dependent because others might not have the same view that secrecy

is required for achieve privacy.

Following this line of reasoning, being-let-alone does not define the boundary between physical

and informational aspects of privacy. In situations where the physical-informational boundary is

blurred, it is difficult for one to claim a right to be let alone. Obvious examples are clandestine

surveillance and spying. In these situations one is let alone physically; however, information is

collected and can be made known potentially for future usage. The disclosure of your information

can lead to situations in which you will not be let alone physically - as Floridi’s [57] thesis of “you

are your information” describes.

2.1.2 Inaccessibility to the self

From a accessibility’s perspective, the right to privacy involves the ability to determine and control

accessibility to one’s self. Taking this stance, philosophers and legal scholars view privacy as a

condition - Bok [22] defines the condition as “being protected from unwanted access by others”;

Gross [89] states such a condition is to limit others’ “acquaintance” on one’s self or affairs, and

conceives such a condition is fundamental to human life; whereas O’Brien [152] views privacy as

“an existential condition of limited access”. In Bok’s [22] view, objects of the “unwanted” include

“physical access”, “personal information” and “attention”. Bok [22] does not give a clear notion of

what “physical access” is unwanted and what information is referred to as “personal”. “Attention”

is subtle - if understood as “notice”, it is in line of Haag’s [92] notion of privacy entailment namely

“watching”. However, one watching another in a public zone does not involve a violation to being-

let-alone. One cannot control others watching one watering plants in one’s front yard. Even though

one does not like to be seen in watering plants, one is not able to claim a right to be excluded from

being watched by a person walking in the street and passing one’s front yard. It is unclear the

extent one is entitled to claim about what can be excluded from being watched by others. Gavison

[69] attempts to avoid this vagueness by adding an extent to restrict one’s accessibility to others

- i.e., referring accessibility to as “the extent” to which i) one “known to others”; ii) “others have

physical access”; and iii) one is “the subject of others’ attention”. Gavison [69] reduces broadness

of accessibility that Bok [22] refers to; however, he does not define the aspects of oneself with regard

to their accessibility to others - e.g., before defining the extent to which one is known to others, it
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is necessary to know in what aspects of one’s self (i.e., the physical self) or affairs to which “the

extent” refers.

With protection of privacy in mind, Gross’ [89] condition entails one has a right to claim anything

about one’s self. Consider an event that was organized by a group of people. In the line of Gross’

[89] condition, all involved in the event organization is entitled to claim any information related

to the event - i.e., in Gross’ [89] term, “acquaintance” with the event. In such a situation, one’s

claim can cancel another’s. It follows that, Gross’ [89] condition to accessibility is vague, and thus,

incomplete. O’Brien [152] appears to understand privacy as a “post-condition” of accessibility and

accepts objects of “limited access” from non privacy zone because accessible objects are referred to

“an individual’s life experiences and engagements” that can be far beyond a private zone. Solove

[198] criticizes O’Brien’s [152] notion of privacy omits one’s right to choose what about one’s self to

be made available to others. Such an omission disconnects privacy and society and opposes Moore’s

[12] observation about privacy is a “socially created need”[12].

The right to control inaccessibility to the self gives one the power of choice about self-disclosure.

Consider making-inaccessibility-to-the-self and being-let-alone as two sets of rights to choice about

self-disclosure, the former is a subset of the latter - making-inaccessibility-to-the-self is a result of

proactive actions from subject of being-let-alone. Since inaccessibility-to-the-self can be viewed as

a subset of the being-let-alone, it has fewer associated uncertaintities. If the kind of private access

can be defined, it is a “concrete” right1, meaning protection strategy of the right to privacy can be

established without vagueness. However, subjects bound with inaccessibility are difficult to located

in social context. Within the existing sociological framework, one connects to others in networks.

One can connect to another directly or indirectly. This difficulty demonstrates privacy fails to fit

into the zone of inaccessibility-to-the-self due to the nature of social networks in human society. If

A enables B to access A’s diary and disable C ’s (i.e., makes inaccessibility to C to A’s diary), A will

not be able to claim an invasion to the diary if C makes access to the diary through some connection

to B . However, in this situation, A can claim a loss of privacy.2 Does the right to privacy protect

one from losing their privacy when an invasion to the object being claimed did not occur? To our

best knowledge, there is no an answer to this question can be found in the literature.

It is noteworthy that, before Warren and Brandeis’ [215] “right to be let alone” was put forward,

Godkin [74] argues that the right to keep one’s affairs to one’s self, and the ability to determine

1According to the Oxford Dictionary [151], a right is “a moral or legal entitlement to have or do something.” We
refer to “right to something” as the right-holder’s permissions to do something, with or without obligations - within
the existing legal and sociological framework.

2Situations of “loss” or “invasion” of privacy are referred to the privacy stakeholders desired status about the
information under consideration. Broadly, when information is disclosed or reaches undesired status due to invasions of
permissions, obligations or regulations, privacy of the information is invaded. When information reaches an undesired
status without breaking any agreements or obligations, privacy of the information is lost. A privacy invasion includes
a privacy loss. However, a privacy loss situation does not necessarily lead to a privacy invasion case.
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what, about the self, to make available for public observation and discussion is a fundamental human

right. Later, around the time Warren and Brandeis [215] identify the “right to be let alone”, Godkin

[75] further advanced the right with privacy concern and details to include the right to decide how

much knowledge of “personal thought and feeling” and “private doings and affairs” to share. When

constructing the right to privacy as the right to inaccessibility-to-the-self, one’s right is to determine

the scope of access to one’s self. Unwelcomely watching, utilizing and entering one’s private realm

are commonly considered as activities that reduce privacy [92].

2.1.3 Seclusion, secrecy and anonymity

In the state of “being private and away from other people” [151] (i.e., the state of seclusion), one

is being-let-alone. To reach such a state one needs to disable others’ accessibility to one’s self. In

other words, seclusion requires the ability to determine and control inaccessibility to one’s self to

maintain in private.

Seclusion views privacy as one’s desire of solitude towards isolation. It aligns with the philosophy

that privacy is dependent on specific individual desires and therefore has a subjective factor. Seclu-

sion can subject the physical self. However, as the cooking-odour example shows, one’s physical

status can be imaged by information. A desire for seclusion can require a desire for secrecy in the

informational aspect of the seclusion. If seclusion explains one’s complete privacy without restricting

the physical status solely (i.e., without an exclusion of informational image of the physical status),

secrecy is an attribute of seclusion; and thus, an essential component of privacy.

With secrecy, privacy is lost with public disclosure. As Solove [198] points out, secrecy can claim

a violation of privacy upon a public disclosure of the information that is previously unsighted. In

this line, privacy is justified, partially or fully, by the total secrecy of the concealed information.

When privacy is coextensive with (i.e., fully justified by) total secrecy, one’s ability to control over

one self’s information is eliminated [101] - as Inness [101] observes, it is not necessary that privacy is

opposed to publicity; but in essence, to enable an individual a control over “certain aspects” of one

self’s “life”. In view of accessibility, Inness [101] views privacy via the lens of the power of control.

Posner [169] separates secrecy completely from seclusion by emphasizing the control and defining

privacy as the “right to conceal discreditable facts about himself”. This view is from the stance

that one’s need for controlling one self’s secrecy that others might use to their disadvantage. Under

this view, one having control is only essential to protect oneself from being disadvantaged. In what

follows, secrecy against public disclosure is conditioned by negative impacts on the self. Note the

subject who creates negative impacts is others (i.e., not oneself). The different “others” can create

different negative impacts. This possibility implies the need of selecting information as secrecy based

on the kind of “others”. Following this line of reasoning, Solove’s [198] view that privacy-as-secrecy
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fails to address one’s need in keeping different things private with different people is rejected.

DeCew [44] observes that secrecy is not necessarily private. For example, a company’s secret

marketing plan and a team’s secret competition strategy are known to all team members. Bloustein

[20] and Simmel [193] support this view with a critique of secrecy because it fails to capture group

privacy3, identifying a key dimension for the concept of privacy. If (total) secrecy (fully) speaks

(complete) privacy, in case of a secrecy held by a group of people, the secrecy holds the group’s

privacy. Vice versa, private matters are not always secret [44]. One’s medical condition is certainly

a private matter. However, if it is the kind of disease that can be transferred via air or touches, it

might be disclosed to some extent, e.g., at an anonymity level.

Secrecy as an essential component (if not equivalent) is the most common understanding of

privacy [198]. However, its role in privacy is not obvious upon closer inspection, and the role of

secrecy has not reached a consensus among theorists. Inness [101] and Posner [169] argue that

secrecy provides a way to control inaccessibility to private information - e.g., personal facts. The

counter argument views secrecy as conflicting public disclosure and this view concludes that privacy

protection only concerns the avoidance of disclosure, which in turn reduces an individual’s ability

to control personal information. This cluster of arguments stands by the fact that privacy is more

than just avoiding disclosure, and that it is more about a satisfaction of one self’s desires - e.g., one’s

ability to control personal information is used for one self’s desired purpose.

It appears that, seclusion and secrecy tend to be understood from the physical and the infor-

mational perspectives, respectively. Although secrecy does not conceptualize privacy completely, it

contributes to the foundation of privacy’s informational aspects, because of its practical impact on

one’s ability to control one self’s information.

2.1.4 Control over information

Control over information is an important aspect of privacy interpretations because of the relationship

to seclusion and secrecy, which capture different aspects of the being-let-alone. Emergence of new

technologies in modern age, in particular in the contemporary information intensive age, the ability

to control information has a profound impact on privacy status. Thus, the concept of controlling

information as privacy predominates the general understanding of privacy as individuals can protect

information from being used. As a consequence, control over information has been regarded as a key

to manage privacy in the area of information technology and application domains where information

is intensive like healthcare, finance and insurance.

Managing control over information for privacy management recognizes the ability to control as

the right to privacy and regards privacy as a claim to control information about oneself. Westin

3Group privacy concerns privacy about a group of people as a whole, rather than an individual.
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[227] construes control as the ability to decide “when, how, and to what extent” information about

oneself is “communicated to others”. Communication provides a key channel to share and exchange

information with others. Putting a restriction on communication channel can prevent information

from being shared with unintended parties. However, information can be obtained outside the

intended communication channels, e.g., propagation via networks without any intentions and efforts

to communicate (in particularly in highly dynamic and evolved social networks or online networking

sites like Facebook). Westin’s [227] definition of privacy implies that a claim can be made only

on the information obtained via target communication channel; thus, fails to explain information

obtained outside intended communication channels. In this regard, Miller [129] has a deeper insight.

He states that one should be empowered to control the “circulation of information” that is related

to one’s self. If circulation of information is understood as making the information public available,

one having the ability to control such circulation will be able control others’ accessibility to the

associated information.

Critiques revolve around control over information to manage privacy have been directed to the

exercise of “information” and “control”. The first argument is the difficulty of defining the kind

of information one is entitled to exercise the control over. Discussions have mainly focused on

personal privacy and the scope of private matter related information, namely, personal information.

Murphy [135] defines personal information about an individual as “data” that is “identifiable” to the

individual. Solove [198] argues that information identifiable to an individual need not necessarily be

private. For example, celebrities can be easily identified by the general public. In fact, privacy cannot

be simply isolated as an individual’s personal matter [198], because it is a “socially created need”

[12] for “social practice”[198]. In other words, privacy involves one’s relationship to others [174]

and protection of privacy concerns society’s judgement [198]. Thus, determining the appropriate

information to exercise control is difficult [186].

There are other attempts at defining personal information with respect to different scopes and

aspects. For example, Fried [65] defines the scope of personal information from perspectives of value

and protection. Parker [156] describes personal information as information about one that “can be

sensed by others”. It aligns with Rachels’ [174] insight of “why privacy is important”. However, one’s

public presence cannot always be claimed as a private matter. For example, one can be “sensed”

by others when walking in the street, giving a speech, or shopping for food. Fried [65] argues

that personal information is “knowledge about oneself”. This connotation indicates two notions: i)

information over which one can control is determined by its value to “fundamental relations” [65]

of “respect, love, friendship and trust” [65] - in Solove’s [198] term, such information is “intimate

information”, for which is used to form and foster one’s relationships with others; and ii) to manage

privacy one needs to have the ability to control not only relevant information (as scoped in i), but
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also knowledge about the information. To a certain extent, the notion of “knowledge” aligns with

Parker’s [156] notion about “sensed by others” - perception forms a basis of knowledge. One might

be able to control certain information; however, having this ability does not entail having the ability

to control others’ perception or knowledge about the information.

Upon the difficulty in scoping the information, the kind of control one can expect is another

difficulty to manage privacy. The study above shows that, reasonable control cannot be defined

without knowing how the information of interest is related to an individual and others. Recall

that there are notions of personal privacy and group privacy. For information about a group, who

can control what information about the group? Often control about tangible objects is judged by

ownership to the objects - i.e., one can control doings on their properties because that are their

belongings. For example, while shopping in a supermarket with a handbag, one should have full

control of any actions conducted towards the handbag (provided one has got the permission to enter

the supermarket with a handbag). However, ownership can be subtle. If I throw a glass of water into

the ocean - I owned the glass of water that is now mixed with the water in the ocean - do I own the

ocean, or even part of it? Information about one’s relationship to others should be controlled by the

parties involved in the relationship. Information related to a relationship or generated based on a

relationship, is difficult to assign control, i.e., the kind of control, and access to whom. For example,

information about one’s shopping list issued by the shop’s register indicates i) one’s relationship

to the shop - i.e., the buy-and-sell relationship; and ii) information about one’s shopping content.

Intuitively such information belongs to the buyer because it is something about the buyer’s life;

however, on the buy-and-sell relationship, it is something about the shop’s business transaction.

Thus, it is difficult to determine to whom it “belongs”, and therefore who can control it.

IP law protects copyright for the expressions of ideas, not the idea itself [11]. Can expressions of

one’s self be protected? Expression about one’s self can be generated by others. They can be the

kind of information that can be used for identification, or to learn certain aspects about one’s life.

With respect to ownership, one will not be able to control others’ expressions about oneself because

such expressions “belong” to those who generated them. A claim on ownership is not adequate to

claim privacy protection. Accordingly, privacy cannot be realized by controlling information based

on ownership or justified by the connection to oneself (i.e., information about oneself).

One’s ability to control information related to oneself gives one a practical way to manage personal

information privacy. However, information related to oneself can be shared or generated by others

where one can fail to claim the ownership. One’s ability to control such information can be removed or

reduced (e.g., shared information like relationship information). A right to control such information

is insufficient to be claimed as a right to one’s privacy.
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2.1.5 Summary

The interpretations of privacy and the ability to manage one’s privacy are complex. Each inter-

pretation discussed in this section provides insights into the wide range of aspects of privacy. The

interpretations discussed have been shown to overlap and conflict; they highlight numerous failures

and difficulties that arise when one attempts to define “privacy” and develop strategies and mech-

anisms for privacy management. This phenomenon suggests that a way forward is to categorise

key aspects and dimensions of privacy as a means to conceptualise it for the purpose of developing

strategies and mechanisms to manage privacy.

2.2 Categorization

Different interpretations show privacy is difficult to define and conceptualize. For every definition

there are always counter examples. Towards an understanding of privacy, a number of scholars have

proposed different categories to capture privacy issues on different sets of criteria such as access

control, descriptive and normative, state of individual privacy [227], context, and harmful activity.

2.2.1 Access Control

Control over access to an individual can be physical or informational. Based on this nature, Moore

[131] distinguishes physical privacy and informational privacy. Physical privacy refers to one’s right

to control access to oneself and one’s tangible properties, whereas informational privacy refers to

access to one’s “personal information” regardless ways of instantiating it.

A number of conceptualizations of privacy have dedicated to the “limited access to the self” and

the “control over personal information” concepts [198].

With “self” at focus, limited-access-to-the-self concerns “individuals desire for concealment and

for being apart from others” [198] and the extent the individual wants to share with others about

oneself [27]. In Gavison’s [69] terms, limited-access-to-the-self consists of “secrecy, anonymity, and

solitude” and promotes “liberty, autonomy, and freedom”. Limited-access-to-the-self as privacy is

difficult to achieve privacy, since the concept does not provide access dimensions, channels and

extents that are necessary to constitute a privacy violation as a means to understand privacy.

An emphasis of the “self” is a highlight of “others” - without one another is meaningless. This

connection between the “self” and “others” implies an acknowledgement from the limited-access-

to-the-self that privacy is a “socially created need”[12] - “Without society there would be no need

for privacy”[12]. While much attention of the notion “access” has been given to physical access and

personal information access, a third kind of access, namely attention [22, 69], is noted - the “self” is
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“the subject of others’ attention”[69]. Other’s attention brings one awareness about oneself “as an

object” “seen through another’s eyes”[16]. Attention access creates significant overlaps between the

limited-access-to-the-self and the right-to-be-let-alone.

Control-over-personal-information concerns the ability to control personal information. Consider

control-over-personal-information and limited-access-to-the-self as two sets of rights to choice about

information, the latter includes the former. As a subset of limited-access-to-the-self, control-over-

personal-information concerns the extent “personal information” one wants to control and the ability

one has to control the information. As elaborated in Section 2.1.4, the notion of personal information

has been defined with different extents, aspects and degrees. The difficulty of reaching a consensus

has made control-over-personal-information as privacy difficult to claim and achieve.

2.2.2 Descriptive and Normative

Based on his study of Information Privacy Rights, Moore [131] states privacy can be viewed from de-

scriptive and normative perspectives. Descriptive privacy accounts privacy as “a state or condition”,

whereas normative privacy considers “moral obligations or claims”. In this light, Parent’s [154] view

of privacy being a “condition” that disables others’ ability to process one’s “undocumented personal

knowledge” is the kind of descriptive privacy. DeCew’s [44] consideration of “legitimate concern of

others” gives a normative account. The view of privacy as personhood [198] concerns the protection

of an integrity of personality is normative centric.

Normative privacy is concerned as a guide to shape privacy law and policy in the future [198]. To

adapt to the increasing surveillance, privacy is required to have a normative component for analyzing

and determining what can be considered as private for the law to protect.

2.2.3 State of Individual Privacy

In a study of “Privacy in the Modern Democratic State”, Westin [227] categorizes privacy of an

individual in four basic states:

• Solitude - a state in which an individual is physically separated from others and freed from

any observation from other people.

• Intimacy - a state in which an individual is acting as part of a small unit in which the individual

is able to utilize “corporate seclusion” to achieve a “close, related, and frank relationship” with

others.

• Anonymity - a state in which an individual is free from being identified and systematic observed

when the individual is presented in public.
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• Reserve - a state in which an individual is able to create psychological obstruction to against

unwanted intrusion. In this state the individual limits communication about self to others.

The notion of privacy state is identified to capture the nature of democratic states [227]: solitude is

the most complete state of privacy that an individual can achieve; intimacy is the essential condition

to achieve basic human contacts; anonymity state is essential because without which one will not

be able to preserve “the sense of relaxation and freedom” in public; and reserve state is essential

because most of our lives are not spent in solitude or anonymity, but in situations where we are

known to others. “[C]ommunication of self to others” in intimate relations “is always incomplete”

because one needs “mental distance” to secure “meaningful privacy” in modern society.

2.2.4 Context Categories

Based on contexts in which privacy is a concern where an individual can expect noninterference,

DeCew [44] characterizes privacy in three aspects below:

• Informational privacy, which concerns what can be viewed as information an individual need

not divulge and can expect others to guard.

• Accessibility privacy, which consists of physical access and informational access, where the for-

mer includes ways via “sense perception, observation, or bodily contact” and “circumstances”

that can be caused by “distraction, inhibition, fear, and vulnerability” - the latter overlaps

with informational privacy (above) when (intended) information acquisition involves attaining

access to an individual.

• Expressive privacy, which concerns ways of expressing one’s self-identity or personhood. This

kind of privacy enables one to carve out “self-identity through self-expression and interpersonal

relationships”.

2.2.5 A Union of Three Clusters

Kang [105] groups privacy concerns into three clusters as follows:

• Space cluster, which concerns an individual’s physical space particularly in which the individual

is shielded from invasion by “unwanted objects or signals”.

• Decision cluster, which concerns an individual’s ability in making decisions without “state

interference”.

• Information cluster, which concerns an individual’s control of the flow of personal information.
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Privacy concerns in these clusters, to some extent, one overlaps with another. They are functionally

interconnected: spatial privacy often promotes information privacy and facilitates decision privacy

- which in turn strengthens information privacy. Thus, privacy of these clusters often concurrently

occur in the same situation or be implicated by the same event [105]. These overlapping clusters

can be seen as “a union” [199] - as Kang [105] declares, these clusters can be integrated into a

single abstract cluster with moral value, sociopsychological process, accessibility, or political theory

grounds.

2.2.6 Activity-Based Taxonomy

By partitioning the privacy problem in the form of “harmful activities” from which privacy invasion

can occur, Solove [199] proposes a taxonomy of data-centric activities involving two data agents

namely data subject and data holder. An data subject is an individual whose life is “most directly

affected” by the taxonomy activities, whereas a data holder is one who collect the data. The

taxonomic activities are organized into four groups:

• Information Collection, which concerns surveillance under watching, listening to, or record-

ing of an individual’s activities; and interrogation that can be performed in various forms of

questioning or probing for information.

• Information Processing, which concerns ways of storing, manipulating and using the collected

information. Activities in this cluster include:

– aggregation, in which fragments of information about an individual are combined;

– insecurity, in which a problem is caused by the way information is handled and protected;

– identification, in which available information is connected to an individual;

– secondary use, in which the collected information is used for purposes that have not

granted permissions, at or after the collection of the information; and

– exclusion, in which information about an individual is processing without making the

individual aware.

• Information Dissemination, which concerns information about an individual is transferred or

released by others. Activities in this cluster include:

– breach of confidentiality, in which an agreement of keeping one’s information confidential

is broken;

– disclosure, in which information about an individual that has impacts on others’ percep-

tion about the individual’s character is disclosed;
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– exposure, in which certain physical and emotional attributes about an individual that can

create embarrassment and humiliation on exposure is exposed to others, however, rarely

involves information that can be used to assess the individual’s character or personality;

– increased accessibility, in which accessibility of information is expanded;

– blackmail, in which personal information is threatened;

– appropriation, in which information about an individual is identifiable to others and is

used unexpectedly; and

– distortion, in which false or misleading information about an individual is disseminated -

i.e., spread, transfered, or a threat to do so.

• Invasion, in which private affairs is invaded, with or without, involving personal information.

Activities in this cluster include:

– intrusion, in which one’s tranquility or solitude is disturbed; and

– decisional interference, in which one’s decision about private affairs is invaded by the

government.

2.2.7 Summary

Westin’s [227] four basic states are democratically based; they are disconnected on spatial distance

and separateness, physically or mentally. They exclude many dimensions of information privacy

[199] because they focus on the democracy aspect only.

DeCew [44] and Kang [105] both emphasize informational privacy and share a few views. DeCew’s

[44] physical access and Kang’s [105] spatial privacy both consider informational impacts. Self-

expression is a result of decision. When a successful expression about self-identity or personhood

requires noninterference, expressive privacy necessary concerns decision privacy. The information

cluster concerns informational privacy in the aspect of personal information flow. Kang [105] does

not explain what can be referred to as “personal information” that one will concern its flow. DeCew

[44] puts a weight on the individual’s judgement - noninterference for what one expects not to

disclose and others to guard. However, DeCew [44] does not consider the flow of information, which

is crucial in informational privacy. Solove [199] criticizes the breadth of DeCew’s [44] categories and

Kang’s [105] clusters restricts their usefulness in law.

Solove’s [199] taxonomy provides a rich understanding of harmful activities in respecting to

privacy. By centralizing activities to data, privacy problem is partitioned into four groups with

an emphasis on information in the first three groups where significant informational issues are

illustrated by the well-grounded activities in each group. Solove [199] has initialized a significant
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step in understanding privacy problem from a pragmatic perspective. The taxonomy provides a

framework to learn potential source/cause of privacy. It can serve as a basis to regulate harmful

activities to avoid privacy invasions. However, deficiencies exist in:

• Issues are illustrated at a higher-level where fine-grained and subtle issues cannot be captured.

• Activities from one self’s (i.e., the data subject’s) side are omitted - it tends to emphasize

external factors; however, in practice, internal factors like self-awareness and self-regulation

play an important role in managing privacy.

• Data agents are limited to data subject and data holders. In reality, there are various data

agents other than just data subject and data holders - e.g., data brokers.

In summary, different criteria result in different understanding of the types of privacy (problem)

defined. Among them, overlaps exist. A common deficiency of these taxonomies (above) is that none

of them provides an understanding with respect to reasonable vs. unreasonable privacy expecta-

tions; individual vs. share/group privacy; privacy value preservation (from protection perspective) -

absolute vs. countervail values; as well as considering criteria in relation to the nature of information

and their agents.

2.3 Valuation

A disclosure of certain behaviors, actions or facts can cause embarrassment, even if it is not in a

situation like blameworthy or stigmatized situation [105]. A visual disclosure of one’s activities in

the bathroom would embarrass most people. In a security area that is under surveillance, bathrooms

dealings are activities considered private; thus, not under scrutiny. The simplest form of privacy’s

value is to avoid such a simple pain of embarrassment or avoid its occurrence. Zones in which certain

behaviors, actions or fates could cause embarrassment are culturally contingent. Viewing each zone

as a special interest of those applicable, Scanlon [184] values privacy as an empowerment for one’s

“special interest” being “free from certain kind of intrusion”.

In recognizing Scanlon’s [184] view, Rachels [174] studies privacy as a condition to protect one’s

interests in “competitive situations” and to guard against embarrassing situations to occur. Two

blatant examples are: i) having one’s weakness known by opponents would benefit them; and ii)

having one’s medical records revealed to the public. As investigated, Rachels [174] notes that

many privacy issues arise from situations in which embarrassments, shame, unpopularity are not

involved. He states that the value of privacy should be justified “in normal or ordinary situations” -

i.e., in the context which Rachels [174] considers as “social relationships”. He argues that privacy is

necessary for one to create and maintain a variety of relationships with different people by separating
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associations. In other words, Rachels [174] views privacy as a precondition for building a diverse

array of social relationships that one values, and a condition for maintaining such relationships.

One needs to be able to control i) access to the self, and ii) access to information about the self

in order to be in desired relationships with others. Access to the self can be understood as access

to one’s physical self and physical environment in which the physical self remains. In what follows,

access to the self with respect to relationships means access to the physical space where physical

connections held; and in turn access to information about the self referred to information about one’s

physical behaviors and the physical space that one exercises, and the condition for maintaining such

exercises. In Rachels’ [174] observation, the kind of relationships determines one’s behaviors. Thus,

the physical space needs to be partitioned for each kind of relationship to allow one to behave

differently. By an example that illustrates information about an intimate couple’s personal matter

does not necessary to share with their boss, Rachels [174] states his stance that it is necessary for

one to maintain different levels of interactions in the society.

Behaviors, on the other hand, can influence the cultivation of relationships. Partitioning interac-

tion context allows one to adopt their behaviors towards others with whom one intends to cultivate

relationships. In Rachels’ [174] terms, such context partition is “separation”, which allows appropri-

ate behaviors to be conducted differently, with different groups of people. This theory with respect

to separation4 explains privacy as “an aspect of liberty” [174]. Solove [198] describes The Supreme

Court’s [208] explanation as follows, personal choices that are central to personal dignity and au-

tonomy, are central to liberty. By this interpretation, dignity and autonomy are essential to exercise

liberty. This follows that, Rachels’ [174] notion of privacy in respecting to liberty can be extended

to understand privacy as a context of dignity and autonomy. In the realm of being-let-alone, a space

is required to being-let-alone for one’s cultivation of relationship with dignity and autonomy. To a

certain extent, this promotes individuality; thus, privacy in this extent is a context of individuality.

With dignity, “the state or quality of being worthy of honor or respect” [151], one remains in the

“state” or having “quality” of “being worthy of honor or respect”. Autonomy gives one “the right

or condition of self-government” [151]. Individuality ensures “the quality or character of a particular

person or thing that distinguishes them from others of the same kind, esp. when strongly marked.”

[151] These three notions are fundamental to humans in society; thus, fundamental to personality -

“the combination of characteristics or qualities that form an individual’s distinctive character” [151].

Privacy as a context of such notions is deemed as a protection of “the integrity of the personality”

[198]. As Bloustein [21] states, privacy protects one to against “demeaning to individuality” and “an

affront to personal dignity”. Reiman [176] argues one’s “interest in becoming, being, and remaining

a person” must be protected by the right to privacy.

4We refer to Rachels’ [174] notion of separation as separation theory for illustration in the rest of this dissertation.
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Personhood, “the quality or condition of being an individual person” [151], requires an integrity

of one’s personality as “a form of protecting personhood” [198]. Normatively, the state of personhood

is the most normal and ordinary state of one “being an individual person”. In Rachels’ [174] view,

situations where such a state remains is fundamental to justify the value of (personal) privacy.

In the lens of personhood, privacy is important because it is an essential context to achieve the

state of personhood - the state of being an individual with dignity and autonomy. However, aiming

at such a state often leads to a focus on “limiting state intervention in our decisions” [198] and can

result in “too little attention to the private sector” [198]. In other words, speaking personhood from

noninterference states is insufficient to speak privacy. In fact, what constitutes personhood has not

reached a consensus - as Solove [198] has investigated, “an adequate definition of personhood” has

not been articulated. On the other hand, scoping personhood as dignity, autonomy and individuality

does not make a sufficient contribution to define privacy as the context of personhood, because these

concepts are difficult to define and certain overlaps exist. Solove [198] points out, an offense of one’s

dignity and personality does not necessary associate with privacy. To illustrate with two examples:

i) throwing a shoe onto a public speaker affronts to the speaker’s dignity, however, not inducing

a privacy issue; and ii) liberty tends to be understood as “freedom from official regulation” [198].

Accordingly, privacy as a context of personhood can enlarge the right to privacy go beyond what

one can expect.

In some cultures, the affront of throwing a shoe (in the example above), is a serious insult.

Normatively, the perception of dignity, autonomy and individuality can vary significantly, both cul-

turally and spatiotemporally. Such variation can introduce incompleteness or bias in understanding

privacy if the cultural and spatiotemporal issues are not addressed completely - which, in practice,

is unlikely to achieve. In an attempt to tackle this problem, Moor [130] proposes a Core Value

Framework (CVF) based on the philosophical idea that an object’s value is composed by intrinsic

value and extrinsic value. Intrinsic value concerns the value an object has in itself or for its own

sake, whereas extrinsic value concerns the value that can be generated from intrinsic values. Intrin-

sic value is absolute but can be contextual, while extrinsic value can be subjective and contextual.

The philosophical value of an object provides a philosophical foundation upon which the importance

of privacy can be justified by its value. For example, by connoting privacy as a right, privacy has

intrinsic value because of its associated rights which are fundamental to human dignity (of - e.g., life,

happiness, freedom, knowledge, ability, resource, security, respect). In human society, individuals

develop relationships with dignity and mutual respect. Consequently, privacy has extrinsic value,

i.e., the power of rights, which protects us from losing dignity. Without privacy we will not have the

necessary dignity that enables us to build relationships with others in society - which aligns with

Rachels’ [174] thesis that privacy enables us to form relationships with other people.
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Motivated by this philosophical notion of an object’s value, the CVF has been proposed to

uncover common attributes in all human cultures as a means to justify the importance of privacy.

Values of these attributes must be fundamental to human evaluation such that they can be shared

by all humans regardless of their cultural contexts. Such values represent human needs, and are

thus core to dignity. In the CVF, privacy is seen as an extrinsic value to support all the core values

for human society. By this interpretation, privacy intrinsically supports human society because it is

an expression of a core value namely security. In this light, Moor [130] views all the core values as

mutually supporting.

Even though, all the notions studied above have not yet reached consensuses in detail, they are all

essential for human being’s existence. Thus, privacy provides an essential context for us to maintain

our personhood - in a general context - i.e., the basic condition for being an individual person. In

fact, the notion of common attributes in all human cultures delivers this basic condition. In what

follows, these attributes are amounted to the essence of personhood.

Apparently, privacy is important to us because it enables us (i.e., provides a context for us) i) as

human beings to develop our personality with respect, love, trust, resources, ability, security; and

ii) as social entities to exercise our individuality. It provides us a space to develop our social value

via social relationships. Thus, privacy provides an essential context for us to develop and maintain

our selfhood5 - an essential context for our individuality to be recognized by the society.

2.4 The Privacy Cost-Benefit Dilemma

The interpretations discussed so far have highlighted some of the benefits one can obtain from

satisfaction of privacy - e.g., satisfaction of i) being-let-alone guarantees one noninterference; ii)

seclusion and/or inaccessibility-to-the-self enables one to stay away from physically vulnerable; iii)

secrecy and/or control-over-information prevents one from feeling embarrassing and physically vul-

nerable. From the perspective of one’s self, arguments about benefits lie in oneself’s “well-being”

[201] “physically, psychologically, socially, and morally” [147] because privacy alleviates “personal

tensions” [226]. Privacy is of vital importance for “self-development” [201] namely “self-discovery,

self-awareness, self-direction” [64] for “uniqueness” and “the oppression of commonness” [64], as well

as functioning intimate relationships development [174]. In a society’s development, privacy plays

a crucial role in democracy development because it allows “moral autonomy” that is the central

to democracy [69] and that encourages “social participation and contribution” [4]. This cluster of

views promotes privacy as “both an individual and a social good” [225].

5The difference between personhood and selfhood is out of the scope of this study. For the purpose of this
dissertation, we take their overlaps namely the quality of being an individual person and individuality. In the rest of
the dissertation, we use the term “selfhood”.
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On the other hand, privacy has also been criticized for bringing harm to both individuals and

their society. For example, keeping the facts that one has transmitable disease can create an obstacle

for one to obtain healthcare service and insurance while at the same time it can bring harms to the

society on health threat. Criticisms also lie in conflicts between privacy and other fundamental

interests, in particular, i) personal privacy vs. security [131, 225] - “security trumps” [131] vs

“privacy trumps” at different levels, e.g., individual’s, society’s and national security [131, 201]; ii)

trust [225] - privacy enhance trust vs. privacy degrades trust; and iii) privacy as anonymity vs. public

accountability with respect to “social stabilizers” [225], “community” [225], and “truthfulness” [105]

These criticisms and views largely fall in the informational aspect of privacy, with main cost-benefit

dilemmas namely anonymity, security and trust.

2.4.1 Anonymity

Anonymity “ensures that a user may use a resource or service without disclosing the user’s identity.”

[102]. It allows artistic expressions and encourages robust communications, where such are impossible

in a public life or with “fear of community reprisal” [201]. Anonymity provides a special zone

acrossing public sphere and private sphere for one to develop own views, opinions and expressions

about society related matters without fears or judgements that will lead to a hardship for their social

position. When privacy values anonymity, one can exercise self development and social participation.

To this extent, privacy benefits the developments of both individuals and their society. However, as

Kang [105] points out, anonymity is contextual, since the associated individual may be identifiable

in another context or with additional information.

To some extent anonymity lacks accountability when it enables disconnection of “social ties” for

social norms, legitimation or regulation enforcements [225]. Anonymity reduces access to self [198]

and consequently can reduce choice to receive personalized services [225].

Free from identification, anonymity enables one to avoid prejudices [199], bias [199], dangers

[199], obstacles and the like negatives that can incur as consequences from an identification. When

access to identifications of one’s self is disabled, remaining anonymity can fail one’s privacy claims

[105]. In addition, it can reduce the strength of the social ties others towards self and result in a

decrease of trust from others.

2.4.2 Security

Security is “the state of being free from danger or threat” [151]. Physical privacy prevents one from

being approached, thus, away from being physical intrusion. In such a state one is being protected

with physical security. Informational privacy, in large measure, protects one from unwarranted
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invasions and infringements - e.g., “industrial espionage, unwarranted invasions into private domains,

and information warfare or terrorism” [131]. To this extent, protection of informational privacy

enhances security, in particular, information war that impacts competition or national security

[131]. The change of airline regulation after the September 11th, 2001, terrorist attacks on the

World Trade Center in New York City is a demonstrating example. Thus, privacy protects security.

On the other hand, privacy costs in a loss of security has long been criticized on the society level.

As Solove [201] studies, privacy can be “socially detrimental” because it is a “retreat from society”.

According to Hannah [96], privacy, “in ancient feeling” (of the Greek), is “a state of being deprived

of something”. One lives only with a private life, is not a “fully human”; because a private life will

deprive essential things to a “truly human life”, e.g., one’s connection channel to reach others or be

reached by others [96]. The same issue worries feminist scholars who argue that privacy can lead

to abuses and oppressions of women at home [4]. From this cluster of views, the public sphere is

an essential realm of human existence; and it follows that, the private sphere is a valuable realm,

merely, for sustaining public participation [201]. Privacy can threaten “community and solidarity”

because it can protect individuals to the “detriment of the community” [201] when social order is

supreme.

When conflict with public interests - e.g., free information flow, communication, information

sharing and exchanging, collaboration - privacy reduces public accountability. When conflict with i)

detection, prevention or punishment of disobedience; and ii) national security, privacy can impede

“social control” [201], because it hinders enforcement of laws and norms [181]. The feminist issue is a

good example. Under the protection of “family privacy” [231], many women’s issues were considered

as private matters and hidden from public discourse. The right of being-let-alone becomes men’s

power to oppress women [117], potentially putting them into a threatened state.

Himma [99] attributes a security state as a condition for continuing one’s life - specifically, the

condition for being free from physical injury that threatens one’s ability to maintain the state;

financial injury that puts one into health or life hardship; or psychological trauma imposed, by

others, on one to care for oneself. Himma argues that, such a state construes the basic needs and

hence the survival of a person - which is a need of one’s physical preservation - a need of rights to

one’s life. In this line, security is intrinsically valuable to one’s life. Informational privacy, on the

other hand, is valuable - when, use of the information of interest will cause “damaging consequences”

to one’s well being. In other words, information privacy is valuable, solely, when it supports security;

consequently, is instrumentally valuable to one’s life. In what follows, security trumps privacy when

interests to them are conflicted. However, when, what and how conflicts will occur have not been

clearly understood. Thus far, there is no unique answer to the arguments of privacy trumps security

or vice versa.
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2.4.3 Trust

Trust plays a key role in building communities with “regular, honest, and cooperative behavior”

[66]. Nock [143] describes it as one of the “basic ingredients in social order”. As observed, privacy

hinders one to judge others’ reputations, which in turn temporizes one to trust them [143, 225].

The important role of trust in communities is also reflected in sharing of information in a society

where people feel comfortable to share information with reputation - in a private context, one trusts

another to allow them accessing to one’s information; in a commercial context, consumers trust a

service provider on their reputation - when privacy is of concern, consumers are sensitive to the way

their information is managed by the merchant [221].

Fried [65] sees trust as one of the four values6 of privacy for “control over knowledge about

oneself”. Thus, privacy enhances trust. Privacy enables one to share information, knowledge and

even private space or tangible properties - with Rachels’ [174] separation theory implemented, one

can select different objects sharing with different parties. One keeps secret from a party but share

with another because one trusts the latter on the subject about the secret. One’s trust on another can

enhance the other end’s trust back onto oneself. When privacy is valued as control-over-information,

privacy enables one to avoid disclose matters and facts that can lead to embarrassment, bias or

harsh judgements towards an individual. When privacy is valued as confidentiality, it discourages

communal exchanges, which can establish or increase trust relationships. When privacy is valued as

anonymity, it tends to against essential social tires of reputation and accountability [225], leading

to a decrease of trust.

2.4.4 Summary

These dilemmas show privacy’s multiplex value aspects - a benefit for one person can cost another,

individual’s can cost society’s; and vice versa. Different value stakeholders and their perspectives

can provide different justifications to balance and prioritize the benefits or the costs. This set of

dilemmas presents privacy a challenge to respond to social reality. The value of privacy as an aspect

of social practice is an important dimension to cultivate such response.

2.5 Information Privacy

The studies above have showed that, different interpretations and classifications understand privacy

in various aspects; interrelated or disconnected. Common to these understandings is that they reveal

an essential aspect of privacy - i.e., the informational aspect. Privacy, physical or normative, as a

6In Fried’s [65] term, enabling “control over knowledge about oneself”, privacy is to protect “fundamental relations”
of “respect, love, friendship and trust.”
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right, a condition, a claim, or a state, can be described informationally. Disclosure of associated

information can increase opportunities for others to abuse the right and results in infringement of

the right to be protected, damage of the condition to maintain the right, make invalid of the claim

to protect oneself or to against others, or destroy a state to satisfy one’s desires (or, to achieve one’s

goals). The value of privacy as an essential context for personhood and selfhood, after all, cannot be

fulfilled without the protection of its informational aspect. However, information that is relevant to

privacy and that can be protected has been under questioned. Though, there has been much debate

about “personal information” - as described in the Section 2.1.4, personal privacy’s informational

aspect claims personal information. The notion of “personal” has been given meanings that largely

lie in the notion of “private” [175] and “identifiable to an individual” [135]. However, there are

counter examples that can cancel these meanings.

The criteria developed by Kang [105] create a significant stage in clarification of personal infor-

mation. With the notion of personal information “describes a relationship between the information

and a person”, Kang [105] proposes three relationships between information and an individual as

criteria to justify the information’s personal property, namely an authorship relation to the individ-

ual, a descriptive relation to the individual and an instrumental mapping relation to the individual.

Authorship information is created by the individual. Descriptive information can be related to the

individual without an authorship relation - typically includes biometric state, biographical facts and

social connections. Instrumental information can be mapped to the individual by others without

an authorship relation and a descriptive relation. The fact of not being mutually exclusive does

not obstruct these three clusters of information to form three channels to strengthen information’s

“personal” attribute with appropriate values. However, on the other hand, they do not span the

space of personal information an individual shares with others. For example, information about

social connections is of the instrumental relation type and is personal information for both of the

entities holding the relationship - which of the entities is entitled to claim the information as personal

information can not be clarified by Kang’s [105] criteria.

Given the notion of “identifiable to an individual” as the embedded meaning of “personal in-

formation” by common recognition, the term “personal identifiable information” is also commonly

used for “personal information”. A notable definition is proposed by Weiss [210]. The author defines

personal identifiable information as information that is identifiable or can be used to contact or lo-

cate an individual, or can be used to derive such information with or without integrating with other

information. This definition enriches the meaning of “identifiable to an individual” by including

“contact”, “locate”, “derive” and “linking” capacities. However, it is not applicable to information

that can be used to contact or locate a group of people including the individual of interest. For

example, a share email account can be used to contact those who has access to the account - the
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email address is the information that can be used to contact or locate an individual who can access

the email, however, it is not personal to the individual.

It is noteworthy that, the terms “data” and “information” are coextensive in many circumstances,

if not all, when privacy is concerned. Consequently, the terms “personal data” and “personal

information” are commonly used to refer to the same concept. The European Data Protection

Directive [157] defines personal data as “personal data shall mean any information relating to an

identified or identifiable natural person (‘data subject’); an identifiable person is one who can be

identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one or

more factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity.”

It can be seen that, the problem of personal information privacy is largely the problem of personal

information. The scope of information can be claimed as “personal” is one aspect; the level of

“identifiable” is another aspect - a topic that is still under addressed.

2.6 Conclusion: Privacy is Everything but Nothing

Privacy “seems to be everything” [199]. It means “so many different things to so many different

people” [122] - to “generate goodwill on behalf of whatever interest is being asserted in its name”

[17]. However, from different interpretations to different types - as we have studied above, there are

always counter examples to show that privacy is a “sprawling and complex” [199] concept that still

suffers from “an embarrassment of meanings”[185] and “nobody seems to have any very clear idea”

about “the right to privacy” [220] - privacy “appears to be nothing” [199].

How should privacy be understood such that it is of value to us? The privacy cost-benefit

dilemmas reveal privacy’s multiplex value aspects that position privacy value at the intersection of

personal desires and social reality - privacy is of value to us when we have socially created needs. In

other words, valuation of privacy builds on our existence as social entities. Understanding privacy

from this perspective involves an understanding of own existence - although there is no consensus

of a privacy definition, common to the interpretations of privacy and approaches to manage privacy

studied in this chapter is the involvement of “self”. For example, self-disclosure, self-expression,

self-awareness, access-to-the-self, access-to-information-about-the-self. An emphasis of the “self” is

a highlight of “others” - privacy is a “socially created need”[12]. Thus, we argue, understanding

“self” should be taken as the first step towards an understanding of privacy and managing privacy.

Given that “You are your information”, “so anything done to your information is done to you.”

[57] Information is an essential aspect of privacy. A claim to privacy claims certain aspects of relevant

information. Debates in the literature on what to claim for privacy surrounding two keys, namely

“private” and “identifiable to an individual”. In the information age where information is intensive
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and ubiquitous, the absence of a consensus of the notion of “private”, the notion of “identifiable to

an individual” and the meaning of “identifiable” can make a privacy claim unachievable - without a

shared understanding of what information and what aspects of information are of value to privacy

practice, a claim of privacy is meaningless.

Despite the debates in the literature, advanced technologies have pushed new dimensions for

information as an aspect of privacy. The context of understanding privacy, thus, needs to embraces

these new dimensions. The next chapter studies relevant technologies that have impacts on the

context of understanding privacy. Chapter 4 studies the role of “self” in privacy management and

defines the problem domain of this dissertation based on the findings from Chapters 2 and 3.



Chapter 3

Technological Implications of
Privacy

“On the Internet, nobody knows you’re a dog.”

– Peter Steiner (1993) [212]

The rapid evolution of information technology and the information revolution [151] are trans-

forming our living environment, our society and its institutions - our lives across-over the physical

world into a cyber-physical world. This blended existence via digital transformation [48] liberates us

from physical restrictions in many aspects of our lives, creating extensive global networks bringing

people and cultures together, and creating new social dynamics in the process. As a result we have

experienced a huge shift in the way we access information - and thus, a shift in the way we manage

information. Accordingly, the context to understand privacy and the path to achieve privacy are

greatly affected. This chapter studies three areas of information technology that have major socio-

logical and legal impacts on the information revolution and digital transformation, and whose appli-

cations create a social context to observe privacy-a-socially-created-need1 in a technology-enabled

environment. These three areas are Social Computing, Cloud Computing and Big Data.

3.1 Social Computing

Social computing refers to systems that intermediate social relations [187]. To support decentralized

system, social computing “shifts computing to the edges of the network”[153]. Users are empowered

to engage in collective actions and social interactions; and to create, share, disseminate and propagate

information online - social computing environment provides a platform for information collection

on a wide variety of aspects. Social computing platforms are various. Popular ones include blogs,

1See Chapter 2 for the notion of privacy as a socially created need.

33
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wikis, social bookmarking, peer-to-peer networks, open source communities, photo and video sharing

communities and online business networks. Though, different platforms are built with different

characteristics, they share “a high degree of community formation” and “user level content creation”.

[153]

Social networking systems (SNSs), one of the most popular social computing platforms, enable

users to social networking and to build a rich social infrastructure for information sharing and

exchanging, have been growing dramatically. Since social networking represents an important and

desirable coordination mechanism for social computing, and social networks provide rich resource

for investigating information privacy issues for social computing, this section focuses on SNSs.

A typical SNS is Facebook, which has 1.4 billion users [209]. One of the earliest privacy impli-

cations from SNSs is Facebook’s Beacon service [141] - a core element of Facebook ADs system for

targeting advertisements to targeted users. When it was launched in 2007, there were 44 websites

using this service allowing users sharing their activities on external websites with their Facebook

contacts. From a business perspective, this is an innovative service. From a social perspective,

Beacon facilitates users’ social activity. However, in practice, this innovative service can lead to

some embarrassing situations - for example, broadcasting one’s purchase secret. Although soon af-

ter the launch of Beacon, Facebook has released opt-out features to allow users to decide whether

to share information with others internally or externally, complaints remain since Beacon is enabled

by default and opt-outing requires a complex process. If a user is unaware of the feature or fails

to complete the opt-out, the user can suffer from the risk of privacy infringement since once the

information is leaked, it can never be retrieved.

The Beacon case has raised many privacy issues in social networks that protection of or access

control to personal information should not be the only primary key for privacy protection. Since

social networks are designed to encourage users sharing their personal information like physical,

mental, cultural and social attributes. Often users are not aware of who has access to their informa-

tion except their friends on the social network and the service provider. The Facebook Beacon is a

good example showing that privacy in social networks should concern many more issues in addition

to data protection and access control. In the following we take a look at issues we have learned from

the Beacon example: privacy control, privacy setting, and the third-party domain.

3.1.1 Privacy Control

Privacy control on SNSs is to control over information that can introduce privacy implications -

in particular, negative implications. Solove’s [199] study about information related activities can

constitute or lead to harmful situations with respect to privacy2 is a practical guideline for privacy

2See Section 2.2.6.
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control on SNSs - i.e., privacy control over information is to control the occurrence of information

related activities.

Information sharing on SNSs is commonly posts that are created by users on their own profiles

or on the profile of other users. Pictures, profiles and other information like location information

are also frequently shared and exchanged between users. Depending on the social network platform,

users can link to third party applications to access additional functionality for developing networks

and sharing resources. Contextual information provided by tagging can be shared. These channels

for information sharing on SNSs stimulate and motivate many activities, potentially leading to the

issues below.

Profiling

Profiling is a process of discovery of “patterns in data that can be used to identify or represent

a human or nonhuman subject (individual or group) and/or the application of profiles (sets of corre-

lated data) to individuate and represent an individual subject or to identify a subject as a member

of a group (which can be an existing community or a discovered category) and/or the application of

profiles to individuate and represent principals or groups.”[98] Profiling can threat privacy in differ-

ent aspects, through information collection and processing detailed profiles. If profiling cannot be

prevented, adversaries can collect, aggregate and link personal information to create a digital dossier

[90]. If additional information (e.g., residential address) can be linked to an individual’s profile on

SNS, privacy threat can be increased [100]. Profiling can lead to price discrimination (e.g., [144, 203]

observe that customer profiles can affect vendors in charging different prices), identity theft (e.g.,

Smith and Milberg [197] show decision-making based on incorrect or insufficient information can

result in prejudgement, Bilge et al. [18] demonstrate existing SNS accounts can be cloned to estab-

lish a connection with victim to obtain their information) and prejudgment (e.g., be exclusive from

services [204]). These consequences of profiling modify the economics of privacy of the information

subject.

Protection against profiling has been highlighted with Data Minimization [145, 157], a key prin-

ciple that requires a data controller to limit the collection of personal information to the extent of

necessity in terms of accomplishment of a specified purpose and retention of the information to fulfill

the purpose. For SNS, servicer providers are the data controllers. Enforcing the principle of Data

Minimization to the service provider can prevent service provider from linking personal information

that is unnecessary to fulfill a task. By maximize disconnections of personal information, chances

to build digital dossiers can be minimized. However, the Data Minimization principle is difficult

to implement for targeted advertising-centric SNSs, since in large these systems rely on personal
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information to deliver advertisements that are personalized to individuals. The offset to against the

Data Minimization phenomenon can be showed by the collection of personal information at regis-

tration beyond the necessary data to interact with a social networking service. As Bonneau and

Preibusch [24] have studied, gender and birth data information are particularly required. Although

they are useful to personalize the site, but should not be mandatory. The study found that among

the 29 SNSs they investigated, there were only 3 accept fully pseudonymous registration. Further,

the study noted every site required an email address to join, with 26 out of 29 further required

email verification and almost half of the sites requested password to the email address provided for

retrieving the user’s email contacts.

Access control as protection to against profiling at the service providers’ site tend to implement

options for limiting profile page’s visibility to different groups of viewers - e.g., the public internet, all

other members of the site, the user’s contacts, or contacts of the user’s contacts, the user’s continent,

other sub-networks. However, limiting viewers can present a false impression of privacy protection

- e.g., with free membership offer, everyone can sign up to view people’s profile [24]. In fact, this is

a strategy to encourage memberships [24], in particular for the targeted advertising-centric SNSs .

Identifiability

The notion of identifiability, as defined by Spiekermann and Cranor [204], is “the degree to which

(personal) data can be directly linked to an individual”. To achieve identifiability, information is

required. Profiling can increase identifiability. Information retention adds another dimension. Com-

munication on SNSs can result in a permanent storage of personal information, if the service provider

does not enforce permanent deletion in a timely manner. Since identifications can be achieved when

personal information is accumulated to an amount that is sufficient to identify an individual. If

identifiability of the self can not be controlled, one will not be able to construct one’s identity since

contradictory information can be available online [200]. A further implication is losing the ability to

maintain different identifiability for different contacts - Goffman’s [76] notion of audience segregation

to present self to different audience to maintain different relationships is key to achieve privacy for

one as a social entity.

Some legal systems (e.g., the European Data Protection Framework [157]) require service providers

to remove personal information when the purpose for the collected information ceases to exist. How-

ever, if the information has already been propagated to other users or sites, a permanent deletion

can only be achieved in its source location. Information in the propagated-to locations can remain in

existence with associated identifiability that beyond the information subject’s awareness and control.
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Contextual Boundary

Self-awareness for privacy implications is a key to achieve privacy. In SNS, this means aware-

ness of who has what information about the self and how the information is or can be processed

[211]. Awareness cannot be achieved without service provider’s transparency to the users with re-

spect to information-related activities - collection, processing and dissemination. Transparency in

a social environment enables individuals to recognize contextual boundaries that is important to

contextual integrity [142] - a condition to privacy. In a SNS setting, transparency is realized via

service provider’s policies - e.g., privacy policy and data usage policy - that are clear, user-friendly

and comprehensive and that are made available to the users.

Bonneau and Preibusch’s [24] study shows that obstacle to transparency includes i) vocabulary

- there is no standardized vocabulary for policy writing and legal jargons are difficult for ordinary

users to understand; ii) length - existing privacy policies in general are too long to provide usable

relevant information or to be expected by most user; iii) legal issues - missing of specifications of

national data protection law and the nation in which the data is stored and processed, an effective

date and legal contact information creates a hurdle of legal jurisdiction; and iv) data - meaningful

rights assign to users and operators regarding data collection and retention, and sharing of rights

and data with third parties provide guidelines for data claim. In fact, Solove’s [199] categories of

harmful activities should be applied to data claim - i.e., not only the right to data collection should

be meaningful, data processing and dissemination within the SNS created social networks, with

the service provider and with third parties need to be included for user-level data claim practice.

However, Bonneau and Preibusch’s [24] study shows most existing SNSs fail to address more than

one of these obstacles.

Moreover, technical accessibility (e.g., display requirements, viewing features, save and print)

and visualization (e.g., visualization of the user’s network position) can enhance transparency for

users to learn contextual boundaries and chances to avoid uncontrollable situations.

Network Effects

SNSs capitalize network effects with variations of “Your friends are using this site.”[24]. For exam-

ple, listing the number of user accounts or the number of users logging in or having some similarity

(e.g., from the same area), showing sample user profile as a strategy to promote the site [24]; using

recommender as a service to grow the network (e.g., most sites provide a “People you may know” list

to encourage users to connect with them) [36]. Such capitalization can disclose user’s information

to unwelcome hands.
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The widely adoption of FOAF [45, 60] as a standard vocabulary for representing social networks

adds another dimension. FOAF is used by many large social networking sites to produce Semantic

Web [223] profiles for their users. FOAF profiles are decentralized, however structured and ex-

tensible. At the user-level, FOAF is implemented as a type of social relations for interaction. For

example, Facebook allows users to grant viewing privileges at different levels of granularity including

“Networks”, “Friends” and “Except These People”, where “Friends” can be “Friends of Friends”

(FOAF), “Only Friends” or “Only Me”. If the user allows viewing for FOAF, then FOAF of the

user’s FOAF will be able to view the information granted viewing privileges for the user’s FOAF and

can result in untraceable situations in the network. While FOAF allows users to grow their networks

rapidly, its openness facilitates privacy invading. Researchers have demonstrated that FOAF-based

structured data is an accessible resource for spammers and attackers [139] and profiles of an indi-

vidual from multiple social networking websites can be merged [77].

Ownership

Users take control of the information in their profiles - e.g., visibility control. However, a user

can post information about other users. For example, a user can tag a picture of another user and

gain the control of the tagged picture. The user to whom the information refers has no control about

the information’s privacy implications. This is in contrast to some privacy regulations (e.g., [145])

that protect the data subject’s control over information about him/her.

Privacy Awareness

Privacy awareness is crucial to achieve privacy. Despite legal protection and technology support,

self-awareness is a key requirement for privacy protection. As Burghardt et al. [28] have investigated,

many existing technologies and legal protection mechanisms were established on the assumption of

users’ awareness of the impacts of uncontrolled information disclosure. Studies have found most

users underestimate privacy risks and rarely use available privacy settings [2] or never change their

privacy settings [2, 108, 109]. Since SNSs often make unnecessary information about personal at-

tributes available to the public by default (e.g., to the public internet, to all other members of

the site, to the user’s continent, to the user’s sub-networks), awareness of default settings must be

prioritized.

Privacy awareness, as the study of Burghardt et al. [28] shows, counts awareness in both theoret-

ical dimension and practical dimension. On SNSs, privacy settings add themselves to the practical

dimension, since false perception in settings provides incorrect privacy awareness that can lead to
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inability to privacy control.

3.1.2 Privacy Setting

On SNSs, privacy settings play a crucial role in privacy control. Deficiencies in privacy settings to

support privacy control leading to privacy loss or breach have been reported, below.

False Perception

Settings that provide false perceptions can mislead users to negative privacy implications. As Zheleva

and Getoor [233] point out, accessible visibility can not guarantee what is believed can be expected

from the actual privacy settings. For example, tags can modify objects’ visibility. The user who

tagged an object gets a copy of the object in his/her profile and becomes the owner of the object.

The user then takes control of the object and can specify its visibility. Though in fact, it is a copy of

the object, it makes no difference to privacy implications of the original object. Information is visible

to more users than the privacy settings intended. Privacy settings in such case present users a false

perception that can lead them to the blind spot of privacy implications from sharing of information.

Unfriendly Dilemma

Lack of feature support settings present a dilemma to the user - e.g., on Facebook, a user with

an unsearchable profile cannot be friend with another user makes the same to his/her profile [23].

Level of Social Interaction

In the real world, we share and exchange different selected information to different group of people

to maintain a consistent image for social interactions, impressions and resources access. Since we

can live with different roles and there might be potentially conflicts between roles in everyday life

[76], we need to maintain different relationships with different groups of people [174] for different

role performance such that audience are segregated for each role performance [76]. In SNSs, this

is a problem of level of social interaction for fine-grained control of information sharing. For ex-

ample, Facebook allows users to grant viewing privileges at different levels of granularity including

“Networks”, “Friends” and “Except These People”, where “Friends” can be “Friends of Friends”

(FOAF), “Only Friends” or “Only Me”. While only users 18 years or older can grant privileges,

Bebo allows users to define a range of ages. Similar to Facebook, in Orkut and Friendster privileges

can be granted for FOAFs. Simplify users’ social relationships to friends or not - in other words,
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restricting users’ social interactions with friends or not friends can not satisfy information sharing

with different privileges. For example, opt-outting Beacon in Facebook will not stop broadcasting

secret, if viewing privilege is granted for FOAFs and one is not careful in specifying exceptions or

not being aware of who is a FOAF. Though, FOAF cannot satisfy all the needs of socialization that

requires different level of interactions, it has been a de facto standard for most of the online social

networks’ business models. As Bonneau and Preibusch’s [24] study shows, there are only 8 out of

29 sites allow users to segregate contacts into abstract and self-defined groups with access control

set at the group level.

Insufficient options in settings to support level of social interactions is an obstacle to manage

information sharing with control, but potentially create opportunity for privacy breaches if one can-

not foresee the implication. The Beacon case described above evidenced this obstacle.

Divulged Default

The primary privacy setting is accessibility to one’s profile page. Options for profile page’s visi-

bility limited to different group of viewers are implemented by most service providers. However,

most SNSs make profiles publicly accessible as a default [24]. If users are not aware of or rely on the

default settings, they make their profiles to the public internet. In fact, there could be cases that

awareness of available settings makes little or no contribution to privacy control if the SNS does

not implement functionality to support settings. For example, in the case of Facebook’s Beacon,

after opt-out feature made available to the users, researcher found that information was still being

collected and disseminated to Facebook regardless users’ opt-outs [160].

3.1.3 The Third-Party Domain

The Beacon has demonstrated third-party advertisers and data aggregators are potential sources of

induce privacy risks. One of the goals of social networks is to produce as many page views as pos-

sible to generate incomes by selling them to advertisers. As a result the third-party domain drives

social networks to build and support capabilities to track user activities with personal information,

creating the following issues to privacy.

Uncertainty

The use of third-party domain is highly uncertain to users. Many social networks have estab-

lished “comprehensive” privacy policies. For example, Facebook’s Blocking People feature “may not

prevent all communications or interactions such as in apps or groups” [52], and Plink “use third
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party analytics services such as Google Analytics to help understand use of our service...Google’s

Privacy Policy governs use of this information.”[164] “The Services may include advertisements and

offers, which may be targeted to the Content or information on the Services, queries made through

the Services, or other information about you and other Users. The types and extent of advertising

and offers on the Services are subject to change.”[165] These examples show that social networks

tend to direct their responsibilities to the user’s “self-regulation” on the ignorance of their connec-

tions to the third-parties in distributing users’ data - i.e., variations of “we assist you to distribute

your data at your own risk”.

Information Portability

In their Privacy Policy, most sites indicate they will reserve the right to share with third par-

ties as well as reserving the right to change the terms without notice [24]. In their OpenSocial

initiative, Google grants developers and third parties free access for their applications [126]. In their

systematic review of the top 150 Facebook applications, Felt and Evans [55] have found that 90.7%

of the applications are given access to more private information than they need. A notable dimension

is mash-up applications, in particular with those developed with open source software. Often these

applications were built without considerations of privacy practice - e.g., Privacy-by-Design [32] and

appropriated privacy requirements.

Secondary Use

The phenomenon of information being portable from within their SNS to other applications im-

pose secondary use [3] of the portable information. Secondary use can make wider information

aggregations and enhance network effects, which can increase the identifiability of the subject the

information refers to. In the lens of contextual integrity [142], secondary use commits a violation of

the information’s privacy because it is taken out of its intended context. A commitment to secondary

use of information modifies the information subject’s purpose to use the information. According to

Westin’s [227] notion about privacy, such a commitment is a violation of privacy because it disables

one’s ability to decide “when, how, and to what extent” information about oneself is “communicated

to others”.

Retention

Within some legal systems, information retention is regulated. For example, under the regulation
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of EU-Directive 95/46/EC [157], service providers are to delete the information once the specified

purpose of the information is accomplished. However, if the information is portable to a third party,

the information can be re-purposed with another service provider without the information subject’s

consent. Deletions can be impossible.

Regulation Enforcement

National data protection law can be significantly different. When the information is portable to

a third party regulated by a different national data protection law, control of data storage and

processing can be uncertain and have no guarantee.

3.2 Cloud Computing

Cloud computing has attracted considerable attention in the Information and Communications Tech-

nology (ICT) industry, enterprises, governments, academic and research communities. There are

different definitions describe cloud computing as i) services with underlying infrastructure - “Cloud

computing refers to both the applications delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware

and systems software in the datacenters that provide those services.”[9]; ii) a computing paradigm -

a “large-scale distributed computing paradigm that is driven by economies of scale, in which a pool

of abstracted, virtualized, dynamically-scalable, managed computing power, storage, platforms, and

services are delivered on demand to external customers over the Internet.”[61]; iii) resources - “Clouds

are a large pool of easily usable and accessible virtualized resources (such as hardware, development

platforms and/or services). These resources can be dynamically reconfigured to adjust to a variable

load (scale), allowing also for an optimum resource utilization. This pool of resources is typically

exploited by a pay-per-use model in which guarantees are offered by the Infrastructure Provider by

means of customized SLAs3”[136]; or iv) a model to access resource - “Cloud computing is a model

for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable

computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly

provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.”[125].

Through an analysis of the definitions, Stanoevska-Slabeva and Wozniak [207] define Cloud Com-

puting as a computing paradigm in which “Infrastructure resources (hardware, storage and system

software) and applications are provided in a X-as-a-Service manner. When these services are offered

by an independent provider or to external customers, Cloud Computing is based on pay-per-use

business models. Main features of Clouds are virtualization and dynamic scalability on demand.

3Short for Service Level Agreements.
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Utility computing4 and SaaS5 are provided in an integrated manner, even though utility computing

might be consumed separately. Cloud services are consumed either via Web browser or via a defined

API6.”

Despite variances, these definitions characterize the key capability of cloud computing in provid-

ing remote resources access in a dynamic environment with economics of scale. Accessible resources

include hardware, storage, development platforms, systems software and services. Accesses are en-

abled via three layers-as-capability [207], namely infrastructure, platforms and software. Commonly,

these three layers are referred to as X-as-a-Service[207] in which the X is one of the three layers. In

this way, the capability of could computing is interpreted as [13, 207]:

• Infrastructure as a service (IaaS):

IaaS delivers computing resources that can be obtained as a service. Resources in this cluster

include on-demand raw hardware infrastructure (e.g., storage space) [13, 207] and virtualized

infrastructure [207] (e.g., virtual machines). Examples are Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud

(EC2) [5] and Simple Storage Service (S3) [6].

• Platform as a Service (PaaS):

PaaS delivers platform resources upon which applications can be developed and executed. PaaS

offers can cover lifecycle management of software or a specific area. Examples are Google App

Engine [79], Salesforce Force.com [183] and Microsoft Azure [127].

• Software as a Service (SaaS):

SaaS delivers applications on a pay-per-use basis or as free service. Examples are Google Mail

[80] and Google Docs [81].

In the existing infrastructure of cloud computing, these services are deployed via different cloud

environments. Cloud refers to “the datacenter hardware and software”[9]. A cloud environment

can accommodate one or more than one cloud - refer to as single-cloud environment or multiple-

cloud environment, respectively [207]. On the basis of the owner of the datacenter, in a single-cloud

environment, the cloud exists as a private cloud or a public cloud. A private cloud is accessible

restrictedly within a private network owned by an organization. Private clouds are operated by the

associated organizations they serve or by third parties. A public cloud is accessible to the public

Internet [9]. From a user’s perspective, a public cloud is own by a third parties [207]. Examples

include Amazon EC2 [5], Sun Cloud [213] and Google App Engine [79]. In fact, a single cloud can

be used by more than one organization with shared concerns. Single clouds can be combined to

form a multiple-cloud environment. Depending on the types of clouds are combined, clouds can

4In a public cloud, “the service being sold is Utility Computing”[9].
5Short for Software as a Service - see below.
6Short for Application Programming Interface.
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exist as hybrid clouds or federated clouds [207]. A hybrid cloud consists of two or more clouds with

portability of data and applications between its component clouds that remain separate. A federated

cloud is a collaboration among some public clouds and private clouds [207].

The infrastructure and service models of cloud computing offer economic benefits for use and

maintain underlying infrastructure; and scalability, flexibility, reliability and mobility for services

and resources access, sharing and management. However, at the same time these benefits pose

notable privacy issues that can become obstacles for cloud computing development and applications.

Privacy issues mainly due to clouds’ global and dynamic nature and their implications in regulation

settings. We categorize these privacy issues arise into two categories, namely Contextual Boundary

and Regulation Uncertainty.

3.2.1 Contextual Boundary

As a computing paradigm, cloud computing delivers IT capabilities to external customers. From a

user’s perspective, this means IT capabilities can be obtained from external providers [207]. Since

making use of IT capabilities requires information support, using cloud computing means putting

information in the cloud. As Anderson and Rainie’s [7] study points out, the growth of cloud com-

puting is driven by cloud storage. From user-owned computers to cloud storage systems, information

is moving from local storage to remote storage. This shift of storage location enhances the flexibility,

availability and mobility of access to information without restrictions of time and location; however,

poses privacy threats with respect to transparency for users to learn awareness and ability. These

privacy threats mainly lie in the aspects of location, personalization, accessibility, delectability, own-

ership and responsibility.

Location

Since users access to their information virtually via Internet connection, they do not need to know

where the information is in order to access it, and often they are unable to know the location of the

information [13]. Without the knowledge of the geographical location of the data center where the

information is stored and processed, legal requirements and protections applicable to the information

processed in the data center is unknown. Geographical location emphasizes jurisdictional scope of

privacy laws. In particular, when information is transferred cross national borders, legal protections

from the nations involved can be significantly different. For example, the Australian Law dealing

with transborder data flows is limited to transfers to third-persons [85, 86]. Under the EU Data

Protection Directive [157], transfers are limited to personal data by companies to foreign countries

that offer adequate protection. Whereas in the US data transfers are restricted by the Safe Harbor
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agreement [51] that permits personal information transfer from the European Union to the United

States.

A service provider can subcontract other service providers and subcontractors can do the same.

Users whose information involved in the subcontract-chain may not be notified about the implica-

tions the subcontracts have on their information. They can easily lose the track of subcontractors

whom had or are having contact with their information, the extent the contact is under their control

and the legal system regulates the subcontractors. If a provider in the subcontract-chain moves

to new management - e.g., bought by or merged with another company under different polices or

juridical system. Such a move modifies the information’s context, recreating contextual boundaries

of the information - regardless users’ knowledge about the move.

Personalization

The on-demand self-service characteristic features cloud computing flexibility and scalability to

deliver personalized services dynamically. The level and quality of personalization depend on the

information provided by the user. Such information can include personal information or privacy-

relevant information on context. Personal information provided for personalized service is identifiable

to a certain extent. Thus, personalization enables identification. On the other hand, information’s

privacy is highly contextual. Knowledge of the information’s location affects justification of the in-

formation provided and expectations of personalized service. Since cloud users are highly uncertain

about the location of their information, expectations of personalized service and expectations of

privacy can be contradictory or conflicted.

Accessibility

Putting information in the cloud means giving the control of the information to the cloud provider.

Without control over the information, access to the information is not guaranteed. Access to the

information concerns accessibility to all the information putting in the cloud, who has access to

the information, when the information is being accessed for purpose, and if the information being

accessed was stored or processed - and, in what ways such actions were taken. That is, once the

information is in the cloud, accessibility to the information is opaque.

Deletability

Since information is stored in cloud storage of third parties that users do not have the control
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over the information, users lack the ability to commit a permanent deletion for information when

a termination of information’s lifecycle or a change of providers is required. A permanent dele-

tion means all copies of the original information are deleted from the storage they resided, and the

deleted information cannot be recovered or restored. Since information can take many forms, the

target of a permanent deletion is required to include all forms of all copies. Concerns for recovery

and restoration of information include the information’s original form and all possible forms of the

information.

Ownership

Data center as the basic unit [123] of the cloud offers infrastructure resources in terms of hard-

ware, storage and system software. This means the underlying infrastructure to store and process

information is owned and controlled by third parties from a user’s perspective. Users inherently

have no control over learning awareness of any violation occurrences, threats, misuses (secondary

use), unauthorized processes and disseminations occurring to the information - in the dimensions of

where and when - in the cloud.

Responsibility

In the cloud information can be duplicated in multiple places simultaneously managed by differ-

ent providers. For example, to cut down energy costs, cloud providers may direct traffic to a data

center in the evening where it has lower energy cost and/or environmental impacts. Which parties

involved in this traffic direction is responsible for privacy of the information flow and the information

copy? Cloud services can be composited. For example, a SaaS provider uses PaaS and IaaS from

third parties to build and run its service. Which providers have the responsibility for users’ informa-

tion required by such a SaaS? Does responsibility concern cloud providers’ contractual agreements

and/or legal requirements?

Lack of transparency in these dimensions creates obstacles to contextual boundary claim to maintain

a contextual integrity of the information.

3.2.2 Regulation Uncertainty

Outsourcing parts of cloud environment to an outside party is a characteristic of the cloud paradigm.

Putting information into the cloud is to outsource its processes - the information crosses organiza-

tional boundaries [63]. The global nature of cloud computing can put this boundary-cross between
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legal jurisdictions with offshore information process [1, 87] and knowing the jurisdictions involved

can be very difficult [94]. The dynamic nature of cloud computing can pose a problem of knowing

geographic location of cloud activities occurring (as described above). This problem of location can

turn into a problem of regulation uncertainty, due to the many regulations in the world. Regulation

uncertainty furthers regulatory complexity in the cloud, which are mainly caused by the following

issues.

Transborder Information Flow

Information cross-border transfers from most countries with national legislation are restricted; how-

ever, national laws are various. For example, the Australian National Privacy Principle 9 that

regulates cross-board transfers of personal information from “an organization in Australia” to third-

persons [86] is not applicable to cross-border transfers of personal information within the same

organization - e.g., information stored in Google Docs [81] is transferred from one Google server to

another Google server in a deferent country. The OECD allows transborder flows of personal data

from its member countries to another country if the data controller remains “accountable” control

over the transferred personal data regardless the location of the transfer-to country in which there

are “sufficient safeguards exist” or substantial observations of the OECD Guidelines [145]. The

Canadian PIPEDA [146] does not restrict transfers of personal information from organizations in

Canada to “an organization in another jurisdiction for processing”, if organizations is transparent

about their handling practices of personal information [149].

Transborder information flow applies to transfers within an organization and between organiza-

tions/entities [214]. In a situation where a cross-border information transfer occurs under the cloud

provider’s control and there is no any third parties involved in the transfer, it is an intra-organization

transborder transfer. When third parties are involved, it is an inter-organization/entity transbor-

der transfers. A legal transfer cannot guarantee the transferred information’s privacy. There are a

number of issues involved. First, as the example showed above, regulation restriction on transbor-

der information flow cannot cover both intra-organization and inter-organization/entity transfers.

When a transfer is beyond the extent the law covers, it is legal. On the other hand, the restriction is

often vague. For example, to what extent safeguards is considered as sufficient and observations are

substantial - the requirements of OECD; and to what extent it is considered as transparent about

the organization’s handling practice - the requirements of PIPEDA. Second, when the information

is accessed from a different location (i.e., the transfer-to country) without an agreement bound with

its use in the original location (i.e., the transfer-from country), the transfer imposes a secondary use

of the information. As described in Section 3.1.3, a commitment to a secondary use of information
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is a violation of the information’s privacy. Third, when the information is accessed from a different

jurisdiction, inherent complexity of governance, maintenance and liability can be uncertain. For ex-

ample, it is highly unlikely that users can know if a government of which country (i.e., the transfer-to

country and the transit county, if any) has obtained his/her information from a cloud provider and

the information was stored or processed [13]. Fourth, it is highly unlikely that users can know if a

request of information deletion is or can be fulfilled, if the transfer-to jurisdiction does not protect

a permanent deletion of information on request.

Ownership

Transactional information often has unclear or dual ownership. When a user claims the owner-

ship of his/her purchase information, the service provider might have an ownership claim over the

information for their business records. Unclear ownership of information poses uncertainties on

control over the information. The ease of information duplication and the nature of transactional

information creation on the Internet increase uncertainties of information ownership. To take control

over the information, legal and contractual agreements are required. However, in the cloud where

there are legislative differences and uncertainties, control over ownership with legal protection can-

not not guaranteed. For example, transferring information from a EU member country regulated

by the OECD [145] that protects data subjects, to a non-member country that protects ownership

in the sense of data control, poses a protection inconsistency and uncertainty problem for the data

that expects a protection from regulation enforcement. Without a global unified legal framework,

a transborder information flow creates an ownership issue - which produces many privacy relevant

issues, e.g., retention, secondary use, accessibility and permissions that can result in privacy loss or

breach.

Responsibility

If information is duplicated in multiple places concurrently managed by different providers - e.g.,

within the nation or cross the border, within one organization or more than one organization - then,

who has the liability and obligations for the information’s collection, processing and dissemination

with respect to its privacy protection is difficult to identify. In a transfer occurrence, concerns in-

clude all three types of activities - a transfer itself is a collection activity from the transfer-to party’s

perspective. It is also a processing/dissemination activity from the transfer-from party.
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Regulation uncertainty adds a legal dimension to enforce contextual boundaries building, to de-

velop and maintain a contextual integrity.

3.3 Big Data

As reported [68, 192], the quantity of a global digital data has reached 1227 exabytes in 2010 where

it was 130 exabytes in 2005. It is predicted to grow at 45.2% to 7910 exabytes in 2015. Advanced

information technologies and infrastructures have driven us from the phenomenon of “Information

overload” and “data deluge” into a “Big Data” era. As defined by Manyika et al. [118], “Big data

refers to data sets whose size is beyond the ability of typical data software tools to capture, store,

manage and analyze.” The notion of “big” is difficult to define. In fact, there is no clear definitions

for it. However, it has been widely accepted that, Big Data is not just about the size, but about

the capacity that “exceeds the processing capacity of conventional database systems”[47]. Big Data

requires “an alternative way to process the data”[47] to “gain value” from them. Current recognition

of Big Data lies in the three “V”s - the Big Data phenomenon is charactered as “high volume, high

velocity and/or high variety” [47, 119]:

• Volume means “big”, in relation to the capacity of conventional database and systems can

manage, where the capacity is determined by the Big Data’s other “V”s - in particular, the

Variety.

• Variety means diverse of sources and structures. Big Data is constituted by data sets from

an array of sources from the Internet - to name a few, ubiquitous of sensors, smart devices,

cameras, microphones, radio-frequency identification readers, wireless sensor networks, social

mediae, software logs, financial transactions, medical consultations, search engine histories,

emails, instant messages and VOIP calls. Big Data can be unstructured, semi-structured or

of different structures - e.g., free text, weblogs, social media feeds, databases, tables, images,

videos or audios.

• Velocity means data’s frequency of its creation and delivery. In comparison to its conventional

notion in the speed of data arrival, storage and retrieval, velocity in the context of Big Data

is given an additional notion in motion - namely, the speed the data flows. For example, data

generated through product and service consumption and delivery using the ICT infrastructure

can flow back to the providers - e.g., user’s history of clicks and interactions, behavior and

preferences, location and transactions are often compiled and flow back to the provider.

It is believed that Big Data potentially has significant economic values. Valued as the “new

economic asset” [182], Big Data has been used for fraud reduction [182], disease outbreaks mapping
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[182], scientific research [166, 182], business process improvement [182], product advanced devel-

opment [182], national security [166], marketing and credit risk analysis [166], medical research

[26, 166], public health [166], urban planning [166], disaster recovery [166], optimization of energy

consumption [166], climate change [26] and law enforcement [166]. To realize its value, Big Data

is created by aggregation, tracking and analysis of large volumes of data across a wide range of

varieties of source at high velocities. This creation process inevitably involves information about

individuals and societal context with technical tools. As Boyd and Crawford [26] define, Big Data

creates:

“a cultural, technological, and scholarly phenomenon that rests on the interplay of:

1) Technology: maximizing computation power and algorithmic accuracy to gather,

analyze, link and compare large data sets. 2) Analysis: drawing on large data sets

to identify patterns in order to make economic, social, technical, and legal claims. 3)

Mythology: the widespread belief that large data sets offer a higher form of intelligence

and knowledge that can generate insights that were previously impossible, with the aura

of truth, objectivity, and accuracy.”

The Big Data phenomenon is a socio-technical phenomenon. Whilst offering an “economic asset”

[182], Big Data creates many challenges for the privacy community and stakeholders. Challenges

relevant to personal privacy within this dissertation’s scope are presented in the subsections below.

3.3.1 Identification and Re-Identification

Re-identification is the reverse process of de-identification that is “the removal of identifying informa-

tion” [189] from a given dataset. De-identification is often used to prevent one from being identified

when sharing information or conducting activities. It has become a key component for business

models dealing with sensitive personal information like health data, financial data, behavioral data

and data processed in clouds [219].

Big Data by default is anti-de-identification - by aggregating different data sets, anonymized data

can be matched with data in other data sets and be linked together to identify an individual. Typical

examples can be found in Sweeney’s [216] study - which shows that linking de-identified patient-

specific medical data to a population register can re-identify patients by name; and in Narayanan

and Shmatikov’s investigation [138] - which shows that de-anonymizing Netflix [140] database can

uncover customers’ sensitive information. As Narayanan and Shmatikov [138] point out, once a

linkage between a piece of information i and a real identity is established, any association between

i and a virtual identity can break anonymity of the latter.

Re-identification technology enables incremental effect [219]. User’s online experience like search

query history, browsing history, behavior, preferences, transactions, communications, activities are
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often collected by the service provider for analysis for business reasons. When information collected

for a user is accumulated to an amount where an identification can be achieved, the user’s profile

can be completely exposed [148].

In the context of re-identification, Big Data poses an identification problem to privacy. A re-

identification enabled by aggregating data from different domains can reveal the identification tar-

get’s existence in and relationship with associated domains, the identification privacy problem is

extended to a relationship privacy problem. A revelation of relationships from different separations

can disable the identified individual’s ability to implement separation theory in the connection space

where the relationships being revealed were instantiated. When associated information is taken

out from the de-identification context, the information is imposed with a secondary use. Thus, an

achievement of re-identification is a commitment of secondary use of the information involved. In

this context, Big Data poses a contextual integrity problem to privacy.

While computer scientists implement computational methodologies towards solutions, legal schol-

ars propose a legal examination on the intention to use Big Data and commitment to prevent re-

identification - i.e., implement legal enforceable organizational commitments and obligations for not

to and not attempt to re-identify [219].

3.3.2 Personalization Analytics

Intelligent technologies enable automatic processing information. A practical dimension for auto-

mated personalization is analysis of individuals’ current status and prediction for future experience.

While predictive analysis can be used to create societal goods like national security enhancement,

public health improvement, disaster recovery, utility saving, it can create obstacles for individuals.

The pregnancy prediction by Target Inc.[217] is a good example. As reported [46], Target uses

historical buying records of women to discover their preference and buying history to predict a teen

girl’s pregnancy and sent her coupons and advertisements for baby products. The girl’s father was

angry to receive the offer and marketing information without awareness of the girl’s pregnancy.

Advance decision-making at low cost with automation is another Big Data application domain.

When applied to one’s personal life and social life, automated decision-making creates new identities

for individuals [155, 222] by implicitly categorizing them based on analysis results (e.g., credit

scope). These “identities” can be biased due to incomplete or incorrect information obtained. Being

identified by and communicated on a biased identity can result in discrimination (e.g., job prospects)

and narrow down choices (e.g., resource access) which in turn degrade self-determination for the

individual who is associated with the new identity.

When an analysis is based on sensitive information, the analyzed result can lead to embarrassing

or unwelcome situations, or unfair prejudice. Categorization is an essential step to apply the analysis
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result. In the pregnancy discovery example above, Target essentially needed to put the teen girl

into the category of “pregnant woman” before sending her coupons and advertisements. It might

further place her into other categories based on her preference or shopping habits. Category can

be seen as a separation. Putting one into an unwanted separation enforces one’s new relationships

established with and in the separation - i.e., one’s relationship with the category (e.g., the teen girl

was given a relationship to Target’s pregnant customers category), and those are in the category

(e.g., the teen girl was built a relationship with other customers in the category sharing the same

relationship to Target). New separation emerged can affect one’s existing relationships and privacy

in other separations - e.g., the teen girl’s family learned to know the fact after receiving coupons

and advertisements. If this known status is unwanted, the girl lost her privacy with respect to this

fact in her family. Being placed into a category also enforces an identity to be used in the category.

Thus, privacy concerns also include relationship and identity privacy.

In the context of personalization, Big Data introduces an information intermediary context in

which a privacy problem of the-right-to-control-over-use-of-their-information is posed. Within the

existing legal framework, this is also a problem of the right to consent information consumption -

as Tene and Polonetsky [219] point out, a fundamental principle of privacy law within the existing

legal frameworks is consent and control. In addition, since categories are separations, Big Data in

this context inherits privacy concerns under Rachels’ [174] separation theory.

3.3.3 Accessibility

The value of Big Data is in large accrue to government and business, not individuals. At large

individuals do not have access or even not aware of the information they generated online. As Tim

Berners-Lee (in [107]) points out, “My computer has a great understanding of my state of fitness,

of the things I’m eating, of the places I’m at. My phone understands from being in my pocket how

much excercise I’ve been getting and how many stairs I’ve been walking up and so on.” The service

providers collect individuals’ data and can learn every aspect of their online experience, e.g. their

habits, preferences, locations, communications, transactions, purchase histories. By harvesting these

data into their data set, service providers can share and trade individuals’ data to create their Big

Data from which business values can be obtained. However, individuals do not have access to or

even are not aware of their existence in which service provider’s Big Data. Privacy in this context

concerns individuals’ accessibility to their information, upon which consent established and control

can be enacted.

The precondition of accessibility must be attributed to data collection - if no data was collected,

accessibility is meaningless. However, impossibly zero collection can be committed when data has

business values, in particular with free services. Privacy concern in this context is extended to
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Data Minimization - a fundamental principle of privacy law [145] that limits data collection to the

extent where collected data is not beyond the necessity for legitimate goals achievement. With the

“volume” and “variety” characteristics, Big Data is antithetical to Data Minimization. To utilize

Big Data and to release its value, privacy concern in this context challenges alternative notions of the

Data Minimization principle. As Tene and Polonetsky [219] propose, this could be de-identification

of data when possible, implement reasonable security measures, limit use of data.

3.4 Conclusion: Privacy is a Challenge for Nobody but Ev-

erybody

The information revolution and digital transformation have created a new context for privacy prac-

tice. Sociological and legitimate impacts from information technologies have contributed to the

major causation of this new privacy context. With existing technologies, digital information can be

stored, shared, searched, combined and duplicated at low cost [110] - imposing a high cost of privacy

protection. With their rich infrastructures and resources for creating societal goods and economic

values, social computing, cloud computing and big data technologies play key roles in continuation

of the information revolution and enhancement of the digital transformation. However, they also

create phenomena in which existing legal framework fails in many aspects for privacy and data pro-

tection. Notable issues have been remarked in the dimensions of data collection, retention, consent,

and identification. The privacy issues discussed in this chapter related to the technological trends

of Social Computing, Cloud Computing and Big Data can be positioned in these dimensions and

integrated as follows.

• Data collection:

The notion of Data Minimization should be given alternative notions in the Big Data context

[219]. If the Data Minimization is re-conceptualized, the Collection Limitation should be

adapted accordingly. However, in a world of ubiquitous data, should a principle for collection

limitation exist [110]? From an information subject’s perspective, does Data Minimization

necessary or sufficiently protect their privacy in the context of Social Computing and Cloud

Computing? In the absence of consistent regulation protection across jurisdictional boundaries,

does the information subject play an obligational role in Data Minimization?

• Retention:

Deleting data from one source is feasible, however, from another source can be difficult or im-

possible. Further, stopping data flow initiated at another source is challenging [110]. Should a

right-to-be-forgotten be implemented at sources other than the source from where the data was
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collected [110]? When analytics is conducted, data may need to be retained for followed-up

purposes to track, test and validate the findings [116] - in this case, the right-to-be-forgotten

is not feasible and alternatives are required. In the absence of consistent regulation protec-

tion across jurisdictional boundaries, who should be granted the right to control retention of

information from the information subject’s privacy achievement perspective?

• Consent:

The role of individual consent needs to be re-examined [110]. However, as Big Data is aggre-

gated from diverse sources, obtaining consent for all relevant data may not be practicable [116].

When analytics is conducted, Big Data is explored for what and how its data can be used for

what purposes, it may not be feasible to obtain fully informed consent [116]. Moreover, analyt-

ics often involves iterative processes [116], allowing re-consent under circumstances to ensure

stakeholder’s consent is current is needed [182] for data in the Big Data. At the user-level,

does consent play an enactable role in the control of against exclusion7 of the information

or its propagation - e.g., when network effects are capitalized8? In the absence of consistent

regulation protection across jurisdictional boundaries, does consent play a consistent role in

the control of activities of the information bound with the consent?

• Identification:

Re-identification rewrites the ability for identification commitment - the context of an iden-

tification can be achieved necessary includes the context in which a re-identification can be

achieved. A re-identification can rewrite one’s visibility on the Internet from “nobody knows

you are a dog” to “everybody knows you are dog”. In the absence of consistent regulation

protection across jurisdictional boundaries, can the context of re-identifications be identified?

It has been evidenced that there is always a distance for regulation to catch up with technology pace.

While current technologies are pushing ahead at a rapid pace for the information revolution and

the digital transformation, regulation protection for privacy and data protection is lagging behind

the changes. In the absence of a comprehensive global legal framework, is privacy achievable?

Rethinking privacy from its philosophical root to identify fundamental problems is compelling to

achieve privacy in the new context enriched by the continuously becoming more and more complex

digital transformation. The next chapter serves for this purpose.

7See Section 2.2.6.
8See Section 3.1.1.



Chapter 4

Self, Selfhood and Privacy

Knowing others is wisdom;

Knowing the self is enlightenment.

Mastering others requires force;

Mastering the self needs strength.

– Laozi (576BC)

The studies presented in Chapter 2 have shown the involvement and the importance of “self”

in understanding and managing privacy. Thus, an understanding of “self” is positioned as the first

step of privacy management within a selfhood.

Begin with a study of the philosophical self, in this chapter we identify the notion of self from an

informational perspective to meet the contemporary need. Then, we identify the role of information

about a self plays in a corresponding selfhood. Next, we identify the notion of privacy in selfhood.

Lastly, we conclude the chapter by establishing a path to privacy as the problem domain of this

dissertation.

4.1 Self

This section studies the philosophical notion of self, as the foundation to develop a more comprehen-

sive conception of the notion of self from a contemporary perspective in the cyber-physical world:

the subject of self, the types of self and the informational aspect of self.

4.1.1 Philosophy of Self

Ancient philosophers identified the “self” as “an aspect of the human being” [202]. This aspect is

particularly understood as that one being distinct from others on “the fundamental truth about

55
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human nature” [177]. The problem of self, is thus mainly discussed at the metaphysical and onto-

logical level to “locate the self among the basic entities of reality” [177]. As the subject of selfhood,

self is also discussed in the “philosophical landscape around the problem of selfhood” [177], which

can be traced at the intersection of “metaphysics, philosophical psychology and ethics” [177]. This

section reviews three ancient ideas of the self that are philosophically significant from contemporally

perspective to challenge our assumptions and intuitions with privacy in mind.

Laozi’s Self-Knowledge

In his Dao De Jing, Laozi (576-BC) says “Knowing others is wisdom; Knowing the self is enlight-

enment. Mastering others requires force; Mastering the self requires strength.” In this proposition,

the idea of self is associated with knowing facts about one and others. One’s knowledge about the

self that can enlighten one to master the self. One’s knowledge about others that can potentially

enlighten one to master others. Such knowledge emphasizes individualism and self-awareness, how-

ever, rather abstract. It is not clear what aspects of the self and others one needs to know in order

to be enlightenment and wisdom. Such abstract knowledge is insufficient to constitute a self being

distinct from others. The innovative idea can be inferred from this proposition is one can distinct

the self from others as objects to be mastered differently, because to master others implies not being

mastered.

Panaetius’ Four Personae

Panaetius’ (185-BC) notion of a self is an individual’s character constituted by (as outlined by

Cicero (106-BC) [72, 95]):

• a universal persona that shows universal nature of humans as rational agents endowed with

reason [95], speech [95], and the capability of virtue [72];

• an individual persona that shows each individual’s distinctive qualities and inclinations;

• a fortune persona that shows each individual’s status dictated by birth and social situations;

and

• a choice persona that shows the image created by choice of the individual.

These four personae differentiate and particularize the appropriation of individuality [72]. Su-

perficially, the universal persona makes no contribution to individuality, since it is shared by all

humans. However, this persona is fundamental to individuality because it enables an individual

to “achieve what is fitting” as to “the outward face of virtue” [72]. In other words, it provides a
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context for other personae to exercise the individual’s human rationality [72, 202]. Cicero amounts

“consistency” between four personae to a self. Upon a consideration of the fortune persona and the

choice persona, consistency is achieved by coordinating the individual persona with the universal

persona [72]. This notion of consistency, in Hanchey’s [95] observation, implicitly connecting an

actor’s behavior to any individual’s ethical behavior. Such a connection highlights Gill’s [72] view

that, it is ethically important to account the universal persona.

The set of four personae shows an interest in individuality. If Cicero’s notion of consistency

is implemented, individuality can be discounted due to the rationality of the universal persona is

common to all [202]. Moreover, it is unclear whether this set of personae is capable of valuation of

unique individuality [72], though Cicero implies uniqueness by the same or different situations [202].

In other words, unique individuality refers to an individual’s character uniquely exists in a situation

[202].

Panaetius’s concept of four personae as a self emphasizes the key role individuality plays in the

framework of self [72]. However, the problem of uniqueness and consistency has given raise to the

following concerns:

• Uniqueness of Individual

Is individual’s uniqueness necessary for a self? What defines such uniqueness? The uniqueness

problem concerns fundamental identity of an individual.

• Sufficiency of Individual

What constitutes a self such that it is sufficiently an individual?

Epictetus’ Inviolable Self

Epictetus’ (AD 55-) idea of prohairesis, the standard Aristotelian term for “choice” or “decision”

[72], interpreted by Sorabji [202] as one’s ability to stay inviolable by identifying one’s “will” directly

related to one’s own character and rationality. Self as an inviolable object, in Sorabji’s [202] line,

is one’s idea of me - the aspect others cannot violate. This idea of me does not include one’s body.

By inference, the idea of me is a picture one intends to make available to others. Such a picture

represents “the inner man, the ‘I’ of personal identity” [104].

Prohairesis as self positions a significant role to individuality. Prohairesis as inviolable self de-

mands self-awareness for an idea of me (which in Sorabji’s [202] term, is me-ness). Gill [72] believes

Epictetus’ proposition that one is constituted by one’s prohairesis is essentially ethical approached

by “appropriation” that counts personal and social aspects - i.e., “personal appropriation” as a

motivation to pursue virtue. “Social appropriation” refers to one’s desires to benefit, “in principle,
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anyone”. Both types of appropriation are fundamentally to human agents’ rationality. A self, in this

context (i.e., in the context of prohairesis), presents an integrity of these two types of appropriation.

Quality and Ability

Three ancient philosophers’ idea of the self, described above, reflect a variety of problems. A common

recognition is the significant role of individuality in the self and the need to be distinct from others.

Panaetius emphasizes individuality on ethical commons of human beings, Epictetus amounts indi-

viduality via ethical appropriate actions, whereas Laozi underlines individuality through intellect.

However, none of them qualifies constitutions of individuality, the extent that allows a self being

distinct from others sufficiently to be an individual, and the necessary and sufficiency of unique

individuality.

A practical approach to understand this philosophical problem is to identify abilities required

to function one as an individual. Having such abilities as fundamental capacity of a self provides

a way to understand what can be a self, fundamentally, towards an understanding of the qualities

of the self. From the ancient philosophers’ idea of the self, these abilities are required to enable

one to obtain self-awareness and self-knowledge for rationality and self-development to achieve in-

dividuality independently. More specifically, Laozi’s proposition implies necessary ability to know

facts for wisdom development and for control, Panaetius’ four-personae entails essential ability to

maintain consistency between personae, and Epictetus’ inviolable self infers inherent ability to act

appropriate personally and socially. Though, different vocabularies are used, a common ground to

their implications is the fundamental ability to exercise human rationality to maintain the consis-

tency between a self and others the self connects to. In Laozi’s view, the consistency lies in between

enlightenment and wisdom. In Panaetius’ personae, the consistency is considered between individ-

ual and universal. In Epictetus’ vision, the consistency is required between personal appropriation

and social appropriation. Achieving such kind of consistency as essential capacity of a self creates

fundamental criteria to determine what a self is (i.e., essential dimensions) and what a self can act

(i.e., ability).

Consider practical advance with philosophical significance, i.e., consider both aspects of quality

and ability, the problem of the philosophical self is central to the problem of self-awareness and

self-determination. Self-awareness of being an individual and in relation to others. In particular,

awareness of the “me” in personal and social dimensions. In the personal dimension, one’s awareness

of “who am I” constitutes a “personal me” that has not been effected by those “not me”, i.e., others

(e.g., one’s body, appearance, intellect, achievement). In the social dimension, one’s awareness of

“who am I” indicates the existing or intended self-exposure. In order to maintain the self, one needs
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to be able to determine what to present and roles to act to create and maintain the “social me”(s).

Self, from this perspective, is an active executor. It requires autonomy to act, as a subject. On the

other hand, self is also an object - “who am I” is the way the subject “I” sees the object “who”, the

self-concept. Towards the problem of “who am I”, one needs the ability to serve as both subject and

object concurrently. In this light, Laozi’s vision can be interpreted as the self as a subject to know

facts for mastering the self as an object. Similarly, Panaetius’ individual persona can be seen as a

subject to adapt the self to the universal persona as an object and to create an object as a choice

persona, and Epictetus’ prohasiresis as inviolable self can be understood as one as a subject to make

decision to achieve one’s self as an inviolable self. The co-existence of these two roles (i.e., as subject

and as object) a self required to play has been recognized as one of the distinctive characteristics of

an individual [179]. In Mead’s [124] view, such an ability indicates a self is reflexive.

The necessity of a self, to the extent of quality and ability, thus far, is understood as having

the ability to achieve reflexivity and individuality. By reflexivity, we mean one has the ability to

act and observe the self as an object, from an external stance (compared to one’s body and mind

as “internal”), to learn the self (’s capacity with respect to handling information about the self)

and its affecting factors (e.g., who the self connects with - physically and mentally, the environment

the self can exercise own wishes, intentions, or decisions). By individuality, we mean one can

exercise own desires, intentions and decisions without being controlled by others. In what follows,

reflexivity is a precondition of individuality. Being able to observe self (behavior) to understand own

strength, weakness and positions in the environment in which one survives is crucial to develop and

adjust for exercising and realizing own desires, intentions and decisions. Activities incurred from

exercising reflexivity and individuality are information-oriented, due to one’s behaviors, perceptions

and cognitions enabled by these abilities can produce rich information and conducting such activities

requires one to process information about the self. In what follows, one’s awareness about “who

am I”, from a reflexivity’s perspective, is informational equivalent to “what information can be said

about me”; from an individuality’s perspective, is informational equivalent to “what I want about

my information”.

In conclusion, on practical advance with philosophical significance, the constitution of a self, is

one’s ability to exercise reflexivity on oneself to achieve individuality for oneself. Informationally,

this means having the ability to self-processing information about own existence of body and mind.

4.1.2 The Subject of Self

A self essentially refers to one’s existence as an individual. In ancient philosophy, such existence’s

background is the physical world. If one conducts activities in the cyber world, the existence

background will need to be extended to include the cyber world, In the latter case, a self has a
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digital complexity.

To integrate and model the digital dimension, we define a cyber-physical person (CPP) as a real

person in the traditional physical world with the ability to conduct cyber activities. Information

related to a CPP is shared and exchanged between the cyber world and the physical world, and

can influence the CPP’s behaviors, mentally or sociologically, in both worlds. A CPP, may or may

not, partially rely on cyber activities for physical survival needs. Taking Phoebe as an example -

her studentship in the university largely relies on email communications with supervisor, university

administrative staff and colleagues. Thus, during her candidature at the university, she is a CPP -

more specifically, a university CPP - which we call a cyber-physical university student. The world

in which CPPs exist is referred to as cyber-physical world. When cyber activities are involved, the

subject of a self is a CPP. Accordingly, such a self is a cyber-physical self (CPS).

4.1.3 Type of Self

The notion of quality-and-ability as constitutions of a self allows various types of selfs co-exist for a

human agent. On human’s nature and social ability, a human agent has a physical body and mind

interacting with other human agents in their society. This human nature fosters three forms of selfs

that can be distinguished for a human agent, as follows:

• an embodied self - one’s embodiment of self to function one’s body as a human kind;

• a social self - one’s sociality of self to function one’s behaviors as a survival entity in human

society; and

• a mental self - one’s mind of self to function one’s embodied self interacting with the world.

Referred to the self of a human agent in the physical world as a Real Self (RS), an RS is a union of

these three forms of selfs. To some extent, the social self can overlap with the mental self - if one’s

mental self functions connections to others, it overlaps with the social self. The mental self captures

the result of reflexivity. One sees the self as an object and mentally processing information about

this object’s existence to guide own behaviors to achieve individuality. When a human agent is a

CPP, its associated RS has a counterpart -

• a cyber self - one’s cybersurfing of self to conduct activities in the cyber world.

The self of a CPP, CPS, is a combination of, and coordination between, one’s survival in the

physical world and one’s activities in the cyber world. It is not only a union of one’s RS and its cyber

representative’s all cyber activities, but an integrity of how they are connected to function each other

in the cyber-physical world. For example, if Phoebe’s university email account is the only channel
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that she uses to communicate with other cyber entities, then her CPS is an integrity of her RS and

her cyber self that is represented and enabled by her university email account to conduct activities

associated with the email account. If she also has a Facebook account, then her Facebook activities

will contribute to the constitution of her cyber self. Since cybersurfing is a kind of sociality, a CPS’

cyber self is considered as part of its social self - i.e., its RS’ social self integrate with its cyber-self.

In the above example of Phoebe, most of her university email contacts are her university friends

who she knows personally. Her interactions with these friends in the physical world and her email

communications with them affect each other. As a result, her University social self is an integrity

of both of her physical interactions and email communications. Figure 4.1 depicts the relationship

between these forms of selfs.

Figure 4.1: Types of Selfs of a Physical Person

4.1.4 Informational Constitution of Self

Floridi’s [57] ontological interpretation of informational privacy suggests considering each person as

being constituted by his or her information - “You are your information.”[57]. From this stand,

one’s self can be seen as being constituted by the information that describes oneself and that can

distinguish one from others. This nature creates one an informational representation layer on which

one’s self as a subject communicates to the world and on which one’s self as an object can be

communicated by the world. One’s information on this layer provides a proxy to one’s self. From a

perspective of one’s privacy, anything done to this proxy is done to one’s self. This logical relationship

between one’s information and one’s self suggests viewing the description of one’s self that can

distinguish one from others as one’s self for one’s privacy practice. For illustration, we refer to

such a description of self as a descriptive self. Each form of self categorized in Figure 4.1 has a

corresponding descriptive self - as shown in Figure 4.2, described as follows:

• Descriptive embodied self (iCPSembodied) refers to information about one’s survival as a human
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Figure 4.2: Types of Selfs and Their Corresponding Descriptive Selfs

kind in the physical world. In essence, physical body and physical behaviors constitute a human

being. Behaviors, one acts in response to the physical environment in which the physical body

remains, generate rich information about one’s survival and can stimulate new situations.

Thus, one’s iCPSembodied is constituted by information about one’s physical body, physical

behaviors and the corresponding physical environment.

• Descriptive physical social self (iCPSphysocial) refers to information about one’s physical and

mental survivals as an individual in the human society. Typically, one’s iCPSphysocial shares

the common of iCPSembodied and iCPSmental in relation to one’s social survivals - i.e., so-

cial behaviors in response to the social context. Thus, one’s iCPSphysocial is constituted by

information about one’s social behavior in context.

• Descriptive cyber self (iCPScyber ) refers to information about one’s cybersurfing as an auton-

omy agent, and domains in which one’s cyber agent conducts activities and behaviors.

• Descriptive social self (iCPSsocial) refers to information about one’s social survivals in the
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cyber-physical world. In essence, one’s iCPSsocial includes one’s iCPSphysocial , iCPScyber and

the connecting channels between them.

• Descriptive mental self (iCPSmental)
1 refers to information about one’s mind functioning the

cyber-physical self in the mental world that is formed by information arose from one’s senses,

thoughts, emotions, imaginations and creativity, as well as one’s perceptions and cognitions

through them. Such information typically includes knowledge, ideas, intellect, beliefs, desires

and intentions - i.e., the essence of iCPSmental .

• Descriptive cyber-physical self (iCPS ) refers to information about one’s survivals as a CPP in

the cyber-physical world. In essence, one’s iCPS is a union of one’s iCPSembodied , iCPSsocial

and iCPSmental .

Constituted by information, a descriptive self can be represented by a set of informational objects.

Figure 4.3 depicts a descriptive self of an RS. Each circle represents a set of informational objects

that constitute the corresponding descriptive self. Note, the size of circle is not comparative between

circles, but a conceptual indication of the interrelation and disconnection between circles.

Figure 4.3: A Descriptive RS

Figure 4.4 illustrates a descriptive CPS (iCPS ) evolved from an RS’ descriptive self. As shown in

Figure 4.4, the iCPSembodied overlaps with the iCPSmental . However, there is unperceivable physical

1The iCPSmental here overlaps with the self-concept - a psychological concept that is widely accepted as the
“totality” of an individual’s “thoughts and feelings having reference” to the individual “as an object” [178]. Self-
concept emphasizes reference to the individual. It includes past, present and future selves [120, 137]. The iCPSmental

concept can include what self-concept denotes about the current self, but might not include the past and the future
selves that the self-concept connotes. The iCPSmental emphasizes self-awareness about one’s interactions with the
world and self-knowledge that is currently applied to one’s attitudes and behaviors. On the other hand, researchers
[29, 178] have argued that the self-concept is comprised of several dimensions. As a dimension of the self-concept,
social self denotes one’s belief about self in the perception of others. The iCPSsocial differs from this notion in two
aspects. First, it is not passively constituted from the perception of others, but proactively interacts with the world
- others and the environment. Second, it is not a dimension of the iCPSmental - its contribution to the constitution
of the iCPSmental relies on the self-awareness and self-knowledge about how oneself interacting with the world.
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Figure 4.4: A Descriptive CPS
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behaviors, the physical body and their supporting environment that cannot be reached by the mental

self. Similarly, overlaps exist between the iCPSsocial
2 and the iCPSmental , while there are kinship

and hidden networks the iCPSmental is unable to reach. Overlaps also exist between the iCPSsocial

and iCPSembodied - they intersect at physical behaviors with social purpose. As a conclusion, a social

entity with cyber ability is not simply a sum of an RS with a cyber self. The cyber self will affect

the physical social self, and results in a change of the mental self (perception, beliefs, thoughts and

knowledge) and embodied self (behaviors).

4.2 Selfhood

Defined by the Oxford Dictionary [151] as “the quality that constitutes one’s individuality” and

“the state of having an individual identity”, selfhood, can be understood as the quality of being

an individual to interact with the world, to cause changes and affected in and by the world, and

to perceive and being perceived by others like and unlike the self. “You are your information.”[57]

The quality of a selfhood relies on the way information about the self is generated, presented and

used. As we have studied3, self-exposure is the first gateway to such information where privacy of

the information is the first assessment point for a desired selfhood. This section describes the kind

of information presented that has impacts on the constitution of a quality selfhood, namely separate

existence and self-presentation and self-representation.

4.2.1 Separate Existence

Rachels’ [174] separation theory4 shows that, one can separate contexts of associations for social

needs. Each context of associations is a separation. One behaves differently in different separations.

In each separation, one behaves as an individual social entity. From a self’s perspective (i.e., quality-

and-ability5), each individual has a “self”. A “self” indicates a person’s existence. In each separation,

each individual has a “self” to indicate his/her existence. We refer to the self of an individual social

entity as one behaves in a separation as one’s separate existence. For example, a CPP’s physical

social self and cyber self are two separate existences in the physical world as one separation and

the cyber world as another separation of the cyber-physical world, respectively. As we studied in

Chapter 2, interacting with the world via separations can promote and enhance one’s core values.

Separate existence facilitates selected self-exposure for a desired selfhood. Human beings have

social nature and needs. Such social needs demand a two-fold separate existence. First, it is one’s

2which includes iCPSphysocial , iCPScyber and the connecting channels between them.
3See Section 2.5.
4See Section 2.3.
5See Section 4.1.1.
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ability to separate one’s Self6 from other individuals - the most fundamental ability of being an

individual. To achieve such a separate existence, one needs to either be an independent individual

to separate the Self completely from the rest of others7, or to separate the Self as part of a com-

munity from others in the community8. Separations defined in such a way indicate the degree of

one’s independency to others. Second, it is one’s ability to separate one’s Self for different social

contexts [174]. This separation indicates the degree of one’s intrinsic dependency to the dependent

social context. We refer to these two kinds of separations as inter-separation and intra-separation,

respectively. Intra-separation enables one to establish various kinds of relationships by making in-

formation about the Self in various degrees and extents available for different others. In light with

Rachels’ [174] view, informational privacy protects i) one’s information sharing out for maintaining

relationships; and ii) physical partitions being informatively sharing out. Thus, intra-separation

enhances individuality by facilitating inter-separation in separate social contexts.

Inter-separations include intra-separations or consider existing intra-separations. An inter-separ-

ation maximumly separate one’s Self from the rest can be seen as a separation of one’s Self into one

context and others into another context - it is a maximum intra-separation separating a Self into

two sets with one containing the complete Self being separated for one context and the other an

empty set (i.e., there is no “self”) for another context. An inter-separation relies on the “existence”

of the dependent social context. This dependency relationship indicates an intra-separation exists

prior to the occurrence of the inter-separation. At the highest abstraction, the intra-separation

separates a context into two sets with one containing the complete context being separated and the

other an empty context. An effective intra-separation for a Self’s existence will consider potential

inter-separations.

Separation of a Self, on the other hand, regardless inter-separation or intra-separation, concerns

separating a complete descriptive self (in the rest of this dissertation, we refer to an descriptive self

as an iCPS ) into different sub-selfs in the physical, mental or social dimensions - i.e., iCPSembodied ,

iCPSmental or iCPSsocial , respectively. We refer to such separation as self-separation. Separation

of a Self also concerns separating a sub-self or a set of sub-selfs - refer to as sub-self separation.

For example, for personal reasons, Phoebe Smith wants to separate her Cyber Self from her yoga

buddies as part of her Social Self in the physical world. Thus, she does not disclose any information

about her cyber identifications and activities to her yoga buddies (i.e., sub-self separation of her

Social Self). She also wants to separate her Facebook network from her university network, due

to Facebook’s poor privacy protection. Therefore, she does not use her university email address

6We refer to the word “self” as a self associated with one’s separate existence and the word “Self” as the complete
self of an individual person.

7The notion of “separate” in this context takes the meaning of recognizing the Self as an individual person being
different from the rest of others. By “completely” we mean one’s behaviors do not rely on others.

8The notion of “separate” in this context takes the meaning of recognizing the Self as an independent individual
in a community.
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as her Facebook ID and makes her Facebook ID unknown to her university network (i.e., sub-self

separation of her Cyber Self).

4.2.2 Self-Presentation and Representation of Self

In each separation one presents a self to the world to indicate the self’s existence. To communicate

with and be communicated by the world one needs to be identifiable by the world. An identification of

an existence and its dependence to the world relies on the available information of the existence. The

information and the way one presents to the world about one’s self constitute one a representation to

be identified and recognized. Such a representation can be an identity or an identifier. As “the fact

of being who or what a person or thing is” [151], an identity indicates “the state of having unique

identifying characteristics held by no other person or thing” [41] - an identity uniquely identifies an

existence of an entity. As “a person or thing that identifies someone or something” [151], an identifier

is “to establish the identity of” [97] its subject and “to establish an identification with another or

others” [97] - an identifier identifies a distinct entity within a given context [31]. Though, an identity

and an identifier of the same subject can both enable an identification of their subject, there is a

subtle but important difference between them. An existence of an entity creates the entity’s identity,

whereas an identifier is created for an existence. An entity can exist without having any identifiers

that denotes its existence. An identity is the fact that its subject exists as a unique entity; thus,

an identity can only be associated with one entity. One identity can have multiple identifiers - e.g.,

a student has a student ID number and a student email ID. An identifier identifies an existence at

a certain level of its dependence to the world. An existence can have multiple identifiers for the

same level of its dependence to the world - e.g., one can be identified as an independent individual, a

community member and/or an anonymity. In a separation one can present the self in various ways to

create different identifiers for the world. Represented by different identifiers, one can receive different

response from the world. For example, despite her university identity, Phoebe is known by “The

TaiChi Girl of the Innovation Group” and “The Winner of Math4Fun” in her university. These two

identifiers bring Phoebe different attentions and recognitions by different groups of people, giving her

different opportunities to interact with people as an individual. The implications from interacting

with the world via these two identifiers towards Phoebe’s expectations about being an individual

constitute a state for her selfhood - the quality that constitutes her individuality is justified by her

expectations and the information she made available to the world.

The fact that an identification can reveal the identifiable subject’s dependance to the world is

another key factor for an identity or identifier as a representation-of-the-self. The core to identity

is an identity can be referred back to its subject as being a unique entity - as explained by the one-

to-one cardinality of the association of an identity with its subject. For identifiers, such “reverse”
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identification is not applicable when an identifier representing its subject’s dependence to the world is

at an abstraction level where there is insufficient information distinguish a unique entity from others

in the identifier’s intended context. Examples are a shared email address ID of an organization, a

mac address of a shared computer, a residential address and a recycled phone number.

4.3 The Notion of Privacy in Selfhood

Selfhood is a state. An accomplishment of a selfhood is an achievement of desired status of being

an individual - the achievement of individuality. The studies presented in the previous sections have

showed that information plays a key role in the constitutions of the subject of selfhood - one’s Self

to accomplish one’s selfhood. Information privacy as an essential context fundamental to autonomy

that enables one - the subject of selfhood - to exercise individuality is inherently a kind of status.

From an individual’s perspective, the quality that constitutes one’s individuality is a self-recognition

achievement (on reflexivity). Taking this stance, we argue:

Personal privacy is an individual’s personal desired status of something about the Self.

Within the framework of selfhood, privacy is an individual’s desired status of his/her per-

sonal information. “Personal information” refers to any information that is identifiable

or can be related to an individual, directly or indirectly. Information that is “Identifi-

able to an individual” refers to any information that can be used to directly or indirectly

contact or locate the individual, or disconnect the individual with others; at any level of

associations. “An individual” can refer to a physical person, a cyber-physical person, or

any separate existence of a physical person or a cyber-physical person.

This notion of privacy connotes two keys to privacy: i) information about one’s Self, and ii) one’s de-

sired status about the information under consideration. These two keys elicit the following problems

to privacy:

• Information

– What information about the Self one can set with a goal to achieve a desired status?

– What status can be set on information - what capacity information has to accommodate

a privacy status?

– What constitutes an information status that can indicate a privacy status?

• Goal

– What constitutes a goal such that an achievement of the goal can indicate a privacy status

accommodated by the information capacity?
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– What kinds of goals can be set for stating privacy expectations?

As can be seen, these problems are constructed based on the knowledge of “privacy status”. A

fundamental problem is imposed in the constitutions of privacy status. In responding to its quality-

and-ability property, Self, as the privacy stakeholder to address the problems of information and

goals within the selfhood extends the problem to the constitutions of privacy status as an integrity

context of selfhood.

4.4 Conclusion: An Ontological Path to Privacy

Philosophically, fundamental to personal privacy must be understood within the selfhood frame-

work. Self, as the subject of selfhood, has philosophical significance in understanding privacy. In

practice, however, it is difficult to understand self completely and identify its dimensions compre-

hensively. The review of relevant ancient philosophical ideas suggests a quality-and-ability approach

for understanding the properties of self. This approach has a practical advance in understanding

the concept of self in relation to information processing about one’s existence within one’s selfhood.

Understanding self by quality-and-ability with respect to processing information about own exis-

tence naturally allows an extension of the existence’s background from the physical world to include

the cyber world9 where users’ self-processing information is intensive. This facilitates further ex-

aminations of one’s self-processing information in the increasingly complex cyber world, and the

integration of the physical world and the cyber world - i.e., the cyber-physical world. Accordingly,

privacy as an integrity context for selfhood in the physical world is extended to the cyber-physical

world. With respect to information privacy, the subject of one’s selfhood is one’s Descriptive Self.

The notion of privacy as a personal desired status for information about the self imposes a

constitutional problem for privacy status, information status and goals. A path to privacy, thus,

lies in addressing the fundamental problem of privacy status, information capacity with respect to

privacy status, and goals to achieve information status with respect to privacy. These three problems

are studied in the next three chapters, respectively.

9Web 2.0 enabled



Chapter 5

The Ontological Problem

“You are your information.”

– Floridi (2005) [57]

By ontology, we mean, “the nature of being” [151]. For a concept, we mean, “what it is”,

fundamentally. We see “the ontological problem” of a concept in two folds. First, it describes

quality dimensions that constitute the concept - without which the concept is incomplete. Second,

it describes interrelationships between the concept constituents - without which the concept is se-

mantically incomplete. The ontological problem of privacy studied in this chapter is scoped in the

framework of a selfhood. Begin with its nature, quality dimensions of privacy are elicited. Constitu-

tions and issues are then elaborated in each dimension, along with their interrelationships. Lastly,

an ontology is presented as a conclusion of the study in this chapter.

5.1 The Nature of Privacy

Chapter 2 described a number of disparate interpretations of privacy in the influential literature,

and demonstrated that there is no consensus of how privacy is currently understood. This affects

one what can claim as personal privacy and what to manage in order to achieve personal privacy.

Privacy’s multiplex value aspect (as studied in Chapter 2) suggests justifying value as an approach

to justify privacy - to what extent is it of value to us? Philosophers justify an object’s value as a

compound property of intrinsic value and extrinsic value. Intrinsic value concerns the value an object

has in itself or for its own sake, whereas extrinsic value concerns the value that can be generated

from intrinsic values [130].

The philosophical value of an object provides a philosophical foundation upon which the impor-

tance of privacy can be justified by its value. Privacy has intrinsic value because of its associated

“rights” which are fundamental to human dignity (e.g., life, happiness, freedom, knowledge, ability,

70
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resource, security, respect.) In human society, individuals develop relationships with dignity and

mutual respect. Consequently, privacy has extrinsic value, which protects us from losing dignity.

Without privacy we will not have the necessary dignity that enables us to build relationships with

others in society - as Rachels [174] states, privacy enables us to form relationships with other people.

The intrinsic value of privacy suggests a way to understand the nature of privacy by using the

situations in which dignity is required as criteria for justifying the scope of privacy:

• Natural dignity in a naturally private situation. For example, one’s dignity in relation to what

one looks like when one is sleeping.

• Normative dignity in a normatively private situation protected by ethical, legal or conventional

norms. For example, one’s dignity in relation to one’s consultation (the content and the

activity) with one’s doctor.

Accordingly, privacy with natural dignity and normative dignity are referred to as natural privacy

[130] and normative privacy [130], respectively. In the natural dignity example, natural privacy con-

cerns the right of not-being-disturbed and the right of not-being-observed - e.g., not being observed

when one is sleeping; whereas in the case of normative dignity, normative privacy concerns the right

of keeping the consultation content and information about the consultation activity private.

However, these two categories provide insufficient insight into the nature of privacy because they

do not identify situations in which dignity is determined and obtained. Moor [130] gave a better

interpretation by emphasizing situations as follows:

“An individual or group has normative privacy in a situation with regard to others if and

only if in that situation the individual or group is normatively protected from intrusion,

interference, and information access by others.”

It can be seen that the key to determining privacy status is the situation, which essentially

involves others (in relation to the privacy protection subjects) and further requires justification of

intrusion, interference and the nature and kind of information access. This justification is necessary

to understand “what is not a private situation” - which facilitates one to develop an understanding

of “what is a private situation where privacy can be protected”.

From a normative perspective, the perception of intrusion, interference and relevance of infor-

mation access can significantly vary, e.g., culturally and spatiotemporally; hence, the difficulty to

specify ontology for privacy. Moor [130] proposed a Core Value Framework (CVF) to uncover com-

mon attributes in all human cultures as a means to justify the importance of privacy. Values of

these existences must be fundamental to human evaluation during which the values can be found in

all human cultures. That is, these values can be shared by all humans regardless of their cultural

contexts - they represent human needs, and are thus core to dignity. In the CVF privacy is seen
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as an extrinsic value to support the core values for human society. By this interpretation, privacy

intrinsically supports human society because it is an expression of a core value namely security. In

this light, Moor [130] views the core values are mutually supporting. We agree with this philosoph-

ical stance and furthermore we argue that privacy is not only an expression of security, but also it

supports all other core values with its own intrinsic value by exercising rights. Subsequently privacy

is a core value of humans in society - Figure 5.1 graphically depicts this argument as an extension

to Moor’s CVF. It follows, to a certain extent, that a personal privacy claim is a publicity claim,

which necessarily reveals identification of who is making the claim because such a claim requires

recognition from others. In other words, one’s perception about one’s relationship to others involved

in a given situation in which the claim is valid needs to be presented.

Figure 5.1: CVF-Extension

A successful person identification performed in one context might not be performed successfully

in another context. This is because identities are valid only in certain contexts. A situation claimed

for occurrences such as intrusion, interference and information access that related to one’s privacy

status is valid only when one can be identified in the context where the situation occurs. This

follows a situation to be claimed for relevant occurrences essentially a claim of identity in context

and associated accessibility (and inaccessibility), which involves a view of one’s relationships to

others.

Following this line of reasoning, privacy is a form of claim to rights, situations and identity

(typically via relationships), in one’s desired status. With this interpretation, our aim for privacy

protection does not align with the common understanding that information privacy is the minimum

amount of personal data to be shared i.e., “data minimisation” as requirements Leenes et al. [112].

Our approach demands that privacy protection protects one’s rights in claiming the desired status

of information about oneself, while not violating others’ rights.

To develop a justification of one’s privacy status, the following sections explore dimensions of

concepts relevant to privacy claims, namely, rights, relationships, identities, situations and goals.
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5.2 Rights

A right is “a moral or legal entitlement to have or do something” [151]. Based on the notion of

privacy defined in Chapter 4, we argue, the right to information privacy is one’s right to exercise

information about oneself - a problem of “who can do what to the information about oneself”

(WCDW) - within the existing legal and sociological framework. From this stand, we understand

the right to information privacy in three aspects. First, it is one’s relationship to others. This

concern requires a consideration of situations in which the relationship is valid/recognized. Since

relationships evolve over time, a situation is determined spatiotemporally - i.e., when and where, if

applicable. Thus, the right to information privacy has a situation dimension - i.e., in what situation

can the right be claimed. Second, it is the information content and details about oneself. The right

in this dimension is to determine size, volume and granularity of the information one intends to

exercise. Third, it is the actions on the selected information.

Three key rights required for one to exercise information about oneself with the concerns above

have been identified as [230] choice - the right to select information about oneself for one’s personal

privacy practice; consent - the right to declare (self-)choice to others (what and how to control);

and control - the right to enact the consent. That is, the right to information privacy is the right to

choose who has permission to do what to information about oneself to develop and maintain one’s

desired status of the information.

5.3 Identities and Identifiers

As described in Section 4.2.2, identities and identifiers can both enable identifications on their

subjects within a given context. They differ from their associations with their subjects in terms of

cardinality - i.e., an entity has a unique identity and can have multiple identifiers. A unique identity

can enable an identification of its subject universally whereas an identifier requires a specific context

to perform an identification on its subject. Recall that one can have social needs and such needs

can drive one to create multiple separate existences1, each of which is a “self”. In consideration

of separate existence, we consider the difference between identities and identifiers from a self’s

perspective. That is, one’s each self has an identity in its separation where the identity can have

multiple identifiers. In practice, identities that have been developed from a functional perspective

can fulfill a specific purpose of identification - e.g., the scope of an identification can be carried out,

the level of details the identity subject can be identified. We refer to such identities as functional

identities.

1See Section 4.2.1.
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Based on the understandings described above, Section 5.3.1 presents a classification of identities.

Section 5.3.2 investigates three types of functional identities that are relevant to the classification of

identities and that have privacy implications. Section 5.3.3 identifies and discusses the dimensions

of privacy implications of identities. Section 5.3.4 describes the ontological status of identities in the

dimensions identified in Section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Classification of Identity

Physical properties form natural identities for all beings. One such identity has an one-to-one

association with the identity subject. Humans are beings that have social ability and requirements.

In human society, identities are often seen as social identities. Inherits from the notion of natural

identities, a social identity has an one-to-one2 association with the identity subject - the associated

social entity - in the society. From this viewpoint, an identity uniquely identifies its subject in the

context where the identity is created and recognized. Refer to such a context as the intended context

of the identity, the subject that can be identified as an independent individual in the intended

context is the identity subject.

With regard to privacy in selfhood, we classify identities by taking an account of the information

source - the descriptive selfs that serve as identity subjects. Such a classification can facilitate a

social entity to manage information about themself from the source (i.e., the identity information)

and triggers (i.e., the self who presents the information), which in turn enables the social entity to

understand, justify and develop their ability of reflexivity3 on the identity information, and to learn

availabilities (internal and external conditions) for functioning individuality4.

Self Identity

Self identity is one’s recognition of the self for “who I am”. Such an identity is one’s perception

about one’s existence that constitutes information about one’s physical properties, mental proper-

ties, social properties and these properties’ relation to surroundings (i.e., environment and society).

One’s perception evolves as personality developed and ability improved; and vice versa. Perception

evolves upon context. Perception about self in a context are self-beliefs that are identifiable in the

context. We refer to such beliefs as one’s self identity in the context, namely contextual self identity.

One can have multiple contextual self identities, which are established on self-reflexivity - an ability

2 Note, for identifiers, the reversed association is one-to-many. In other words, a subject can have multiple identifiers
in a given social context.

3See Chapter 4.
4See Chapter 4.
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to obtain essential, sufficient and correct information about the self in specific contexts. A contex-

tual self identity is a sub-identity of a complete Self Identity. In other words, one’s perceptions and

beliefs about the complete Self form one’s complete Self Identity - a set of contextual self identities.

Personal Identity

A personal identity identifies an individual in all situations. The notion is two-fold. First, a personal

identity is solely used to identify an individual universally. Second, a personal identity can evidence

the identity subject’s personal continuity. In other words, a personal identity is valid only when it

serves the identification of an individual over time. This diachronic problem extends one’s existence

beyond present, i.e., to include the past. One’s personal identity is a comprehensive identity for

one’s existence. “Comprehensive” means it is necessary to include all aspects of the identity sub-

ject. Obtaining such a comprehensive identity is unlikely to achieve due to human’s social nature

and needs in the increasing complex structure of societies. This comprehensive requirement for an

existence raises a lifetime issue that requires to prevent one from identity theft from the beginning

of their life. The “Social site divulges child’s personal data” [111] is a good example showing the

need of personal continuity - a diachronic problem amounts personal continuity to context integrity.

In response to the notion of separation5, integrity of contexts is required to consider two types of

separations: contexts separated by certain time points on one’s continuity and contexts separated

by behavior needs in the present time (and in the future, if considered).

Human’s social nature and needs introduce context separations [174]. Consider a context sep-

aration as a complete world in which one exists as an individual. Then, a personal identity for

an individual is needed in each separation. Referred to one such identity as a contextual personal

identity, in all situations an individual is identifiable by his/her contextual personal identity in the

associated separation. Uniqueness in the universal and personal continuity require context integrity.

One’s complete Personal Identity is the sum of all his/her contextual personal identities.

Social Identity

In Appiah’s (in Taylor [218]) view, a social identity has collective and personal dimensions. In

a society, an individual often belongs to various social categories (e.g., categories of qualification,

profession, leisure, race, gender, religion) where the individual is judged by others to fit in. This

judgement reflects others’ view in recognizing the individual’s collective position; therefore, it can

be seen as an identity of the individual in the collective context under consideration, i.e., collective

5See Section 4.2.1.
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identity. The collective dimension of one’s social identity holds the intersection of one’s collective

identities. Analogically, the personal dimension holds the intersection of all social properties that

do not comprise a social category (e.g., intelligence, attractiveness, objection). Both dimensions

intersect a complete Social Identity. By emphasizing the “social importance” of properties as a

criterion for social identities, Appiah sees a property as part of one’s identity essentially relies on

others’ response to the property. This view largely reflects the fact that:

• “others” who give response form a context - identities are generally valid only in certain

contexts - i.e., an identity valid in one context might not be valid in another context. This

fact is evidenced in many everyday’s scenarios. For example, a student ID of a university is

valid in this University but not valid in other universities, a driver license is valid in State A

but not in State B, a University fitness membership is not valid in the public Fitness.

• the “response” from others show the relationship between the individual and others, with the

property as the mediator.

As described above, identity has one-to-one association with its subject in its intended context. In

the scope of this dissertation, the subject of an identity is a self of an individual in a separation

of the individual. To reflect Appiah’s view about social identity, we define a social identity as an

informational entity that can enable one to interact with others in the intended social context. One’s

complete Social Identity is the sum of all his/her social identities.

Figure 5.2 depicts the relation between three types of identities. One’s Self Identity and Social

Identity serve the one’s Mental Self and Social Self, respectively. One’s Personal Identity is a super-

set of one’s Social Identity. It intersects with one’s Self Identity and results in two disjointedness:

• The disjoint part of Personal Identity indicates the associated Mental Self lacks perception,

awareness and knowledge on facts about the complete Self’s existence. Such lacks can due to

time continuity, space inclusion, behaviors intension or consequences. Privacy concerns on this

disjointedness can lead to inappropriate goals (i.e., privacy decision). To give an example: A

has a connection to B due to C ’s referral. However, since the referral was only made known

to B , A is not aware of this connection. Therefore, A’s Mental Self does not recognize Self’s

position in this network (i.e., C -B -A-C ). As a result, A does not include this fact in the

constitutions of Self Identity. Lack of this knowledge can have impacts on A’s goal setting.

The intersection of the Social Identity with this disjoint part indicates the Self lacks awareness

of the Self’s social availability.

• The disjoint part of Self Identity indicates the associated Mental Self’s recognition of what

really “belong” to the Self - i.e., lack of judgement of the Self’s current position or evolution
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of the Self. Unawareness of a suspended bank account is a good example. Privacy concerns

on this disjointedness can lead to inappropriate goals set for personal privacy.

Both disjointedness indicates some level of deficiency in reflexivity. As we have learned, this defi-

ciency can degrade individuality and in turn impacts privacy of concerned.

Figure 5.2: Identity Classification for a Physical Person

Cyber Identity

We refer to a cyber agent as an agent representing some human agent to conduct activities in

the cyber world. A cyber agent can be a user, or a service provider. A cyber identity is an identity

that can be used to identify a cyber agent in a specific cyber domain. It can be created by or as-

signed to a cyber agent for identification of its cyber activities - e.g., an online trading ID is created

by the service provider for a user to use its service, an email ID is created by the user to set up an

email account, a social network login ID is created by the user to use the social networking service.

Cyber identities can also be by-products of social identities in the real world - e.g., once a student

ID is created, the university assigns an email ID to the student for email communications using the

university’s email service. In addition, cyber identities can also be a part of or some combination of

unique information that the user presents to the cyber world - e.g., an IP address, a mac address of

a computer or cyber behaviors of the user.

Given that cyber activities are conducted in domains, contexts are domain-separated - i.e., sepa-

rations to conduct activities are generally not on creation purpose but on the availability of services.

A cyber agent can use different services (e.g., email, social networking, trading, flight booking, gam-

ing, banking). Therefore, different cyber identities are required from different service providers.

However, due to the nature of the cyber world where “nobody knows you are a dog” [212], cyber

verification, emails are often used to verify a cyber existence and phone calls are used to verify the
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physical person behind the cyber agent. For this reason, email IDs are often used as user IDs for

many online services.

A cyber agent can conduct cyber activities and behave in different cyber domains; thus, having

different identities in different domains. As a result, one’s Cyber Identity is the sum of all cyber

identities of one’s cyber agent.

Cyber-Physical Identity

A cyber-physical identity is a unique identity of a CPP in all situations within the CPP’s phys-

ical counterpart human agent’s selfhood. A cyber-physical identity is a compound identity. As the

name suggests, it has two dimensions, each holds an identity in the related world - i.e., a cyber

dimension that holds an identity for the CPP’s cyber activities and a physical dimension that holds

an identity for the same CPP’s activities in the physical world. The linkage that connects the cy-

ber and the physical dimensions has a key impact on the cyber-physical identity’s status. A third

dimension is needed to hold this status. We call this dimension as the connection dimension.

The identity in the physical dimension serves to distinguish the CPP’s physical counterpart

existence from others. It recognizes universal uniqueness. For an individual, it is the individual’s

Personal Identity. The identity in the cyber dimension is a Cyber Identity. As described above, it

implicitly represents the entity’s specific relationship to the domain in which the entity’s activities

are conducting. Thus, a cyber identity is a kind of social identity. In other words, the Social Identity

of a CPP includes its Cyber Identity as an extension to its Social Identity in the physical dimension.

In this light, a Cyber-Physical Identity is a real person’s Personal Identity extended to integrate the

identity subject’s Cyber Identity. The notion of context in the cyber dimension is embedded with

social importance. Thus, the identity in the physical dimension can be largely reduced to a Social

Identity.

Figure 5.3 shows the evolution of a physical person’s identities into a CPP’s identity. As can

be seen, the evolution is not simply expending the Social Identity to include the Cyber Identity,

but necessary adaption is performed to embrace the information from the cyber counterpart. Social

Identity is extended to include the Cyber Identity. This inclusion results in two extensions in the

physical dimension and in the cyber dimension, respectively. In the physical dimension, the ex-

tended set is a result of the cyber counterpart agent’s connections to other CPPs’ cyber counterpart

agents. The extended set in the cyber dimension is a result of the physical counterpart human

agent’s connections to other CPPs’ physical counterpart human agents. The disjoint set between

the Self Identity and the Cyber Identity indicates one’s unawareness about the Cyber Self’s ability

(e.g., being created a cyber identity for use of cyber resource) and behavior (e.g., cyber behavior
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can create unique information to form an identity within context). The disjoint set between the

Self Identity and the Social Identity in the cyber dimension that exclude the disjoint set mentioned

above indicates one’s unawareness of the Cyber Self’s connection to other CPPs’ cyber counterpart

agents. The disjoint set between the Self Identity and the Social Identity in the physical dimension

indicates one’s unawareness of the Embodied Self’s connection to other CPPs’ Embodied Selfs.

Figure 5.3: Identity Evolution from a Physical Person (PP) to a Cyber-Physical Person (CPP)
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5.3.2 Functional Identity and Identifier

While an identity is essentially characterized by attributes that describe “being who or what a per-

son or thing is” [151], an identification is carried out by either one’s self assertions or assertions of

another. The fact that an identity describes the nature or features of the subject does not automat-

ically imply an identification of its subject has to be carried out based on its attributes and their

values. In practice, an identification relies on how the subject is described (either by self or others).

Information status about one’s self relies on the availability of attribute values of one’s identity.

One’s control of this availability, in the first place, is the key to manage these status. Referring

to a primary identity as what is constituted by attribute values that characterize a person, then,

secondary identities can be derived from a primary identity to control its public availability while

allowing an identification to be carried out on the person. Secondary identities are often created for

specific practical purposes to replace a primary identity for identification of its subject with an aim

of maintaining information status of the subject at a certain level. Identifications through secondary

identities can avoid revealing comprehensive identity information. From the perspective of iden-

tity privacy, a secondary identity can be seen as a functional identity of the identity subject whose

privacy is under consideration. In the following we study functional identities that have practical

advance in privacy preservation of one’s identity, namely partial identity, pseudonym and anonymity.

Partial Identity

A partial identity [162] is a subset of a complete identity. In a certain context, a partial iden-

tity can serve as a full-fledged identity of an entity, and can be a collective identity if it is valid

in a collective context. In reality, this is not necessary always the case since a partial identity can

contain more or less information than a collective identity requires. Thus, partial identities can be

recognized in wider or narrower contexts than a collective context of an independent category. On

the other hand, unlike collective identities that are recognized collectively, partial identities mainly

rely on the identity subject about how they want to be identified by others in order to connect to

them on a desired relationship. In other words, partial identities reflect how the holder intends or is

allowed to interact with others within the context in which the partial identity is valid - as studied

by Goffman [76], partial identities are revealed by the individual with concerns of what part of self

identity is prepared to show to the world (i.e., an intended context) and therefore it is essential to

keep contexts separated for partial identities.

Partial identities can contain noise, due to their “source” - Self Identities - or their intended con-

texts. First, a partial identity is subdivided from a contextual self identity. When the self identity
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is incomplete, bias or contains noise (e.g., unnecessary6 or incorrect information), a partial identity

that has overlap to the biased or noisy part of the self identity inherits these characteristics. Sec-

ond, noise can be introduced into a partial identity when the intended context is narrower than the

context in which the partial identity can take effect, or wider than the extent in which the partial

identity can serve an identification to be carried out on its subject. A wider context indicates the

identity does not contain sufficient information, whereas a narrower context says unnecessary infor-

mation is taken as part of the identity. Both the source issue and the extent of intended context

have privacy impacts. An example of noise from unnecessary information is attaching a residential

address to an email ID to establish an email contact or register an online discussion group. Noise

from incorrect information can be introduced, typically when a partial identity overlaps with the

disjoint subset of the associated self identity intersecting with its associated personal identity. In

this situation, the purpose of the partial identity cannot be achieved due to incorrect information

included and necessary information to achieve an identification is insufficient.

Remarks on Privacy

On the problem of self-representation7, privacy over a partial identity concerns:

• Creation purpose

This concerns the sufficiency of the identity information in achieving identification purpose.

It also concerns noise information that will effect the achievement of purpose with respect to

unexpected expansion of context within which the identity can take effect.

• Integrity on unlinkability

This concerns the linkability between a partial identity and some subset of the holder’s Self

Identity that does not overlap with the partial identity in its intended context. If the linkage is

available or can be established, the linkable part can be added, virtually, to the partial identity.

Consequently, the partial identity’s effective context is expanded. An intended partial identity

expanded by unintended partial identity increases the visibility of both identities.

• Information re-purpose

This concerns re-purpose of information related to the holder unexpectedly through use of the

partial identity. E.g., using a Student ID Card for flight check-in has changed the fulfillment

of purpose of using the card within the university scope.

6Generally, correct but unnecessary information is not “noisy”. However, here we should keep in mind the notion
of “noise” is concerned from the perspective of privacy implications.

7See Section 4.2.2.
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Pseudonym

From its origin, the Greek “pseudonymon” meaning “false name”, a pseudonym is referred to as a

fictitious name created to allow one to undertake an activity without using his/her real name. For

example, when a person making a dinner reservation using a different name other than his/her real

name, the name under the reservation is a pseudonym of the person. There are many pseudonyms

in our daily life - to name a few typical examples: pen names, aliases, nicknames, stage names and

screen names. Though, different forms of pseudonyms have different purposes, a common feature

is that a pseudonym should be able to represent its subject in some context where the subject can

conduct an activity without the need of using or being uncovered by his/her real identities. To sat-

isfy this notion, a pseudonym is generalized as a replacement of a real identity including names. In

other words, under the problem of representation, the notion of pseudonyms should be generalized

to a level at which individuals can use them to prevent his/her real identities from being known by

inappropriate parties.

Pseudonyms, as interpreted by Pfitzmann and Borcea-Pfitzmann [161], are “identifiers of partial

identities”, where the link between a partial identity and its subject is not visible to some observers.

When the link is unknown, a pseudonym is an anonymity (which will be discussed later in this

sub-section). This interpretation shows pseudonyms’ capacity in protecting one’s real identities;

however, it lacks a recognition of the important role self-awareness (reflexivity) plays in making

application of pseudonyms. Since pseudonyms not only can be created or chosen by their subjects,

but can also be assigned to the subjects by others. When a pseudonym is created by its subject self,

it is a partial identity of the subject as it shows the subject’s belief that he/she can be represented

by the pseudonym without being truly identified - i.e., the belief about self’s ability to conduct an

activity in the context where his/herself can be pseudo represented. The pseudonym is thus included

into the subject’s Self Identity. However, when a pseudonym is assigned to its subject by others,

the subject might not receive the notion of the pseudonym to apply it in practice - e.g., when and

how it can be used to prevent self being identified. As a result, one does not recognize (fully or

partially) the assigned pseudonym and can exclude it from his/her Self Identity, the source of partial

identities. Under such circumstances, pseudonyms are not partial identities.

When a pseudonym is created or chosen by its subject, those who know the pseudonym can

know the subject’s existence. If the pseudonym is used for communication, those whom the subject

is communicating with using the pseudonym will be able to relate it to the subject. Note in such

occasions “know” has an extension or level of details of the known object. That is, the ability to

relate a pseudonym to its subject must be interpreted by “some form of details”.

In Pfitzmann and Hansen’s [162] view, pseudonyms must be qualified by maximum anonymity
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retained. This justification is based on the notion of “privacy by data minimization” (PbDM)[112].

From this perspective, privacy over pseudonym is largely an anonymity retainment issue. However,

as we argue in the previous section, privacy is a claim of one’s own desires about information related

to one’s self. Here we argue, pseudonym-by-self (i.e., created or chosen by one’s self) over privacy

must amount the notion of self - i.e., a pseudonym is an identifier of a partial identity representing

a self in the context where the partial identity takes effect.

Remarks on Privacy

Pseudonyms-as-identifiers of partial identities can take three forms:

• One-to-one pseudonym-partial-identity: a pseudonym is an identifier for one partial identity

only. Privacy over pseudonyms in this cluster concerns availability, visibility and accessibility

of the link between the pseudonym and its associated partial identity to subjects other than

the identity subject. If any of the three abilities can be obtained, privacy concerns is extended

to privacy over partial identity8. For example, “NiZwen on Rainbow” is Phoebe’s pseudonym

for a S&P research mailing list. One of her research contacts, Tom, who she knows personally,

is also on the mailing list. Tom knows “NiZwen on Rainbow” is his contact Phoebe. Matt

knows Phoebe by “NiZwen on Rainbow” and her discussions on the mailing list. Matt and

Tom are friends. One day they talked about the discussion topic initiated by “NiZwen on

Rainbow”. Tom by the way mentioned about the person is Phoebe. Matt surprisedly learned

some information about Phoebe from Tom.

• One-to-many pseudonym-partial-identity: a pseudonym is an identifier for more than one

partial identity. Privacy over pseudonyms in this cluster concerns, in addition to the concerns

in the cluster of one-to-one (above) for each link, knowledge and ability9 obtained over one

link can affect knowledge and ability that can be obtained over other links. Concerns also

include the linkability between partial identities that the pseudonym associated. For example,

“NiZwen on Rainbow” is Phoebe’s pseudonym on her personal blog, a research mailing list

called S&P and Facebook (assume she hides her Facebook ID - her email address - from her

FOAFs) and communicates with them on her pseudonym. If one of her colleagues from her

lab is in the S&P mailing list, by accident to access her blog, and by FOAF to reach her on

Facebook; then, her colleague might be able to link all her pseudonyms from the three cyber

domains together. If her colleague knows this pseudonym on the S&P list is Phoebe who he

knows personally, all her pseudonyms will be linked to the physical Phoebe.

8See Section 5.3.1.
9Why knowledge and ability are relevant to privacy is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.
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• Many-to-one pseudonym-partial-identity: more than one pseudonym is identifiers for the same

partial identity. Privacy over pseudonyms in this cluster concerns, in addition to the concerns

of the cluster of one-to-one (above) for each link, the linkability between elements in different

pseudonym sets. For example, Phoebe has two pseudonyms namely “NiZwen on Rainbow”

and “TaiChi on Rainbow” used for S&P research mailing list and Life&Privacy research social

network. At the start the S&P and the Life&Privacy are two disjoint private gatherings.

Phoebe has “phoebe@innovation.exampleedu”10 as her identity for her research community.

Her friends, Tom and Mary are on the S&P and Life&Privacy, respectively. They both know

“phoebe@innovation.exampleedu” is their friend Phoebe. After attending a conference, Tom

and Mary become friends. After sharing some topics from S&P and Life&Privacy, they learned

to know Phoebe’s another pseudonym. Phoebe’s intention to keep her pseudonym disjoint fails

in the knowledge Tom and Mary has obtained.

Communication on one pseudonym can affect another pseudonym’s status if they are both as-

sociated with the same partial identity, due to communications can potentially change the partial

identity status. Communication using partial identity rather than its associated pseudonym can also

change the linking status. Such concerns must be added to the three clusters above.

Anonymity

Meaning “(of a person) not identified by name; of unknown name”[151], anonymity is a form of

identification result of not having one’s characteristics identified or disclose. Anonymity is neither

of type identity, nor identifier. However, when equalling to an “unknown name”, it is analogous to a

pseudonym despite having a link visible to an existing subject (person), i.e., an identity of a hidden

object as the subject of anonymity.

Being an aim of one’s known status to others, anonymity has a reference to a subject who has a

target set of other subjects. In Pfitzmann and Hansen’s [162] definition, such a target set is called

anonymity set, within which the subject having anonymity status is not identifiable. The anonymity

set is expected to include all possible subjects determined by the knowledge of attackers. This view

understands anonymity from a security perspective. With respect to privacy, we argue, anonymity

need not necessary related to attackers. The anonymity set depends on the subject’s representation

- the subject’s desired status of his/her information with respect to the ability to distinguish the self

from others.

10To avoid potential ethical issues with real domain names, we prefix the top-level domain label with “example”.
Such labels are applied throughout this dissertation when domain names are presented.
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Remarks on Privacy

Pseudonyms bridge anonymity and partial identities invisibly. Anonymity-as-invisible-pseudonym of

partial identity inherits pseudonym’s privacy concerns with respect to partial identity. Anonymity

can be disabled if it is in the intended context, when

• communications use pseudonyms or partial identities rather than anonymity;

• communications use anonymity from one of the one-to-many or many-to-one relationship to

partial identity bridged by pseudonyms; or

• linkages between subjects in and outside of the anonymity set exist.

Persona: An Integration of Identification and Verification

“Every man is born as many men and dies as a single one”. Martin Heidegger’s (in [228]) phi-

losophy in this quote says opportunities and options company every life in being the kind of person

one wants to be. However, as one learns and grows, he/she will miss some of these opportunities and

options will be reduced. At the end of the life there is only one possibility for one to be. Interpreting

this philosophical notion from a persona’s perspective, life offers a platform for one to exercises

personae but as one grows his/her personae will be merged into some specific types and turn out

one at the end.

Identity identifies its subject. However, when a subject has autonomy ability, an identification

of the subject need not necessary relies on its identity. An identification of a subject with autonomy

can rely on how the subject is described. Let the subject be a person. This description is established

first, by the person self - i.e., his/her presentation about the self to the world; and second, by others’

perception about the person’s self-presentation. In other words, an identification of a person relies

on his/her public face - persona.

One communicates to the world via personae. Those who one wants to communicate to on a

persona need to be able to recognize and locate the persona. Thus, a persona as a communication

interface requires an identifier for others to distinguish it from other personae. An identifier not

necessary represents its subject’s personal characteristics,11 since a persona enables one to connect

to others at circumstance without revealing one’s identities. One can share a persona with others

- for example, a medicine specialist persona, a kindergarten teacher persona, a researcher persona.

11“In Jungian’s psychology, a persona is “a kind of mask, designed on the one hand to make a definite impression
upon others, and on the other to conceal the true nature of the individual.”[103] On this notion, a persona of an
individual is a social face the individual presents to the world.
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Without linking to identities, those present themselves with a specific persona are identical to those

who see the persona.

One can choose what to constitute his/her persona. When a persona identifier is a partial iden-

tity, or when a pseudonym as a persona identifier can be linked to a partial identity, the persona

integrates an identification and a verification on the identity subject. Such integrations can also

occur for a persona having multiple identifiers. When one or more than one identifiers are or can be

linked to partial identities, those communicating to the persona via a non-identity-included identi-

fier potentially will have the chance to obtain some information about the identity. For example,

Phoebe has a Tutor of Subject A persona in her university. For students enrolled in this subject,

she is being referred to as either “Phoebe” or “the tutor of the Monday evening class”. Since these

two references have the uniqueness in the tutors of this subject, they serve as Phoebe’s identifiers

of her persona. If any of these two identifiers can be linked to “phoebe@nizwen.exampleorg”12 - her

partial identity in her online research social network - then, people who know this identity in her

social network have some connection to her students to learn her email address will be able to verify

“phoebe@nizwen.exampleorg” is the tutor teaching Subject A for the Monday evening class at the

Innovation University. If a student in her class knows this link, the student might be able to obtain

(via some connection) some information about her from the online research social network.

Remarks on Privacy

A persona can be seen as a presentation of an existence. When an existence presented by a persona

represents a self, the persona is the self’s communication interface to the world (i.e., the separation

in which the self exists13). When the link between a persona and its associated partial identity

is made available via the persona, privacy concern over the persona inherits its concerns over the

partial identity. If the associated partial identity is the self’s personal identity in the separation (i.e.,

a contextual partial identity with the separation as the context), privacy concern over the persona

concerns the self’s privacy relevant core values. In sum, the link between a persona and its associated

partial identity is the key to manage privacy in the world where the persona can be reached.

When multiple personae are associated with a partial identity, two issues arise. First, if some

personae have some overlaps, the availability (e.g., visibility, accessibility) of a link between one

persona with the partial identity can affect the availability of links between other personae with

the partial identity. Second, if links between some personae and the partial identity are made

available, the linkages between these personae can be established. Privacy concern over these two

issues concerns the availability of the link between persona and partial identity.

12E.g., she told her students sending emails to this email address rather than her university one.
13See Section 4.2.
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5.3.3 Identity Privacy

An identification performed by using an identity can affect the identity subject’s privacy status. For

example, the existence of the identity subject, the level of details of the information associated with

the identity subject and the identity’s intended context can be revealed through an identification.

Moreover, such revelation can elicit further information about the identity subject and modify their

privacy status indirectly. For illustration, we refer to one’s privacy status that can be affected by

identifications using one’s identity as identity privacy.

Recall that identities are defined with respect to selfs of separations. Since separations are cre-

ated on social needs and one’s social needs can evolve, separations can evolve. In what follows,

identities in relation to separations can evolve and in turn the identifiability of identity subjects can

evolve. On the other hand, the interrelationship between separations has impacts on the relation-

ship between identities that are associated with the separations. Following this line of reasoning, we

take an evolutional approach to learn the ontological status of identity privacy. We use the level of

identification and association of intended contexts as the criteria to evaluate identity privacy in four

aspects, namely Uniqueness, Dependency, Reachability and Transferability.

Uniqueness

Uniqueness of an identity refers to having the identity’s sole identifiable entity in its intended con-

text. The Uniqueness dimension concerns necessity or sufficiency of information as the constitution

of an identity that will have capacity to distinguish one from others in a context. Having such

capacity means having the ability to accommodate level of identifications - the level of detail of the

information that is associated with the identity. An identity has uniqueness provides the lowest level

of abstraction with respect to identifiability in the intended context.

Privacy remark:

An identity without uniqueness is a functional identity. Without uniqueness the identity subject’s

identification privacy14 cannot be guaranteed, due to an identification on one subject might enable

an identification on another, if both share the identity and the connection between them is known.

Such enablement can modify the identity privacy.

Dependency

Dependency refers to the dependent-depended relation between identities, in particular, between

14Identification privacy refers to one’s desired status of the information about oneself can be identified.
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different types of identities of the same identity subject (i.e., a self of an individual, a persona of

a self) or between different identity subjects (i.e., different selfs of the same individual, different

personae of the same self, different individuals). The dependency dimension concerns conditions of

an identity’s validity, reflecting in separation - i.e., dependency between intended contexts of the

identity and other identities. On the other hand, it concerns context integrity with dependencies.

A dependent identity refers to an identity whose intended context has an depended context. An

identity having the depended context as its intended context is referred to as a depended identity.

A dependent identity with uniqueness in its context will lose uniqueness in its depended context.

Privacy remark:

A depended identity’s status can affect its dependent identities statuses. Such status include evolu-

tion (from an old status to a new status), identification (availability or de-identified-ability), moni-

tored, manipulated or de-manipulated.

Reachability

An identity is reachable if the information constitutes the identity can be reached. Being reached

means being located - a prerequisite of viewing. The reachable dimension concerns information

includes the identity’s content, format, creation and existence conditions, purpose, subject, creator

(and manager, if any), as well as entities with the ability to access potential path with or without

permissions to reach these properties of the identity. An identity with dependency relationship to

another can affect each other’s being-reached status. The level and amount to be reached of a de-

pendent identity can be affected by its depended identity; and vice versa.

Privacy remark:

A reachable identity cannot prevent the preservation of its existence and location privacy from those

who can reach it. It opens a path to those who can reach the identity to further learning about

its status (e.g., via viewing, monitoring) to explore its subject’s other information. Reaching a

dependent identity enables a reach to its depended identities, at the minimum the existence of the

depended identities are disclosed upon reached.

Transferability

An identity is transferable if it can be used to perform an identification in a context other than

its intended context. The transferable dimension concerns changes of the identity’s uniqueness and
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dependency status. It also concerns who has the ability to perform a transfer. A transferable identity

is reachable in the identity’s transfer-from or transfer-to context by those who have access to the

identification in either context. However, a reachable identity is not necessary transferable. When a

transferable identity has different identity subjects in the transfer-to context and the transfer-from

context, the identity is said to be sharable by the identity subjects in both contexts. We refer to one

such identity as a subject-transferable identity. When the identity subjects of a subject-transferable

identity are the unique identity of two “self”s of the same individual, we said the identity is self-

transferable.

Privacy remark:

A self-transferable identity can disclose its associated individual’s one self (and its existence context)

to the individual’s another self and its context (e.g., its network), creating a linkage between the

two contexts. Having access to an identification with the identity in one context might be able to

establish a path to access the “self” in another context, if the existence of the identity in another

context is known. A subject-transferable identity can disclose an individual’s information that can

be associated with the identity and modify the individual’s identification privacy and identifiability

in a context other than the identity’s intended context. In addition, transferable identities inherit

privacy concerns from the dependency and reachable dimensions.

It can be seen that, the four dimensions are interrelated based on the nature of the type of identities.

This interrelationship implies that the four dimensional evaluation framework for identity privacy

is applicable to unique identities, functional identities and identifiers. For illustration, to learn the

ontological status of identities within this evaluation framework, the next sub-section looks at the

five types of identities identified in Section 5.3.1.

5.3.4 Ontological Status of Identity Privacy

This subsection looks at identities’ ontological status within the four dimensional evaluation frame-

work described in Section 5.3.3.

Uniqueness

Self Identity

Established by self perception about own existence, a Self Identity generally includes similarity

and distinction between the self and others in the same environment. Uniqueness of a Self Identity
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is determined by justification on the distinction, which relies on the ability of reflexivity to see what

and how self is being distinct from others. One’s ability to justify the similarity the self to others can

enhance learning of the distinction - awareness of appropriate similarity prevents one from including

similarity as distinction, or justifying distinction on unimportant or unnecessary similarity, which

can distract one from exercising desired individuality.15

Self Identity does not require uniqueness because it is a recognition one about the self, not

about others or from others. However, approaching uniqueness is desired, because it indicates one’s

awareness of the degree of distinction from others. The closer to the uniqueness, the fewer disjoint it

is with the associated Personal Identity. The more one is aware about the self, the more distinction

one is aware, the bigger reflexivity one has and the better one can exercise individuality by avoiding

exercises on similarity.

Incorrect or incomplete perception can lead to failures of exercising individuality (e.g., not able

to exercise individuality or exercising on “fake” individuality - e.g. on similarity). Consequently,

such failures can lead to inappropriate exercise of separation for Social Identity’s creation. Thus,

context is important. It reduces the scope of the perception, which in turn reduces probability of

incorrect or incomplete perception.

Personal Identity

Every comprehensive individual is unique. A Personal Identity represents a comprehensive individ-

ual. An individual’s Personal Identity is, therefore, unique. It is a combination of social recognitions

and intrinsic physical properties. Its uniqueness can be a mirror of one’s self recognition (i.e., Self

Identity). The notion of universal uniqueness implies unconditional satisfactory of the necessity and

sufficiency conditions. However, obtaining a complete Personal Identity is difficult to achieve.

Social Identity

In line with Appiah’s (in Taylor [218]) view16, a Social Identity is the sum of identities in the

collective dimension and social properties in the personal dimension. Social properties held in the

personal dimension are not identifiable (e.g., intelligence, attractiveness, objection) in their own,

the uniqueness of a Social Identity largely relies on the uniqueness of at least one of the collective

identities. A collective identity created, merely, for an intended individual in the collective context

is unique. “Merely” means subjects that can be identified in the collective context is one, only. This

15E.g., identifying the self in a culture-based community where all members are from the same cultural background,
cultural similarity suggests non-cultural similarity towards distinction.

16See Section 5.3.1.3
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is a pre-condition for uniqueness, since a collective identity created for a group of individuals has

no uniqueness for any individual. When a collective identity is created at a higher level than at an

individual’s personal level, social properties in the personal dimension need to be considered for the

justification of uniqueness - i.e., these properties will contribute to making the uniqueness.

Cyber Identity

“On the Internet, nobody knows you’re a dog.”[212] Cyber identities like email ID, login ID, mac

address and IP address can be shared by more than one cyber agent without additional obligations

enforced. When such occurs, identifications on a cyber agent with a shared cyber identity cannot

be achieved. A cyber identity shared by multiple cyber agents to grant permissions for conducting

activities has no uniqueness to an individual cyber agent.

Cyber-Physical Identity

The uniqueness of a Cyber-Physical Identity is an integrity problem of identities from the cyber

world and the physical world. The identity from the physical world to be integrated is a Personal

Identity which makes Cyber-Physical Identity an extension to Personal Identity. Inherits from the

uniqueness of Personal Identity, Cyber-Physical Identity is unique by default.

Dependency

Self Identity

Constituted by self-perception, dependency of a Self Identity lies in self-awareness of all relevant

context’s existence, scope, involvement and the inter-dependency between the contexts involved.

Personal Identity

Strictly unique Personal Identity’s dependency lies in its constitutions, which are physical properties

and social behaviors and activities, as well as environment associated with them. The dependency

of a Personal Identity is the sum of constitutions of all selfs of its holder.
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Social Identity

A Social Identity sums all identities in the collective dimension and social properties in the per-

sonal dimension. The dependency of identities in the collective dimension - collective identities -

relies on all the collective contexts and their interrelationships, as well as their connections to other

contexts. For example, if a collective identity’s context (i.e., collective context) depends on another

context, the collective identity will have a dependent relationship to another context. The depen-

dency of personal social properties relies on the dependency of contexts where personal values of

these properties are instantiated. When personae are presented, their identifiers can modify the

associated collective identities and personal social properties, if applicable. That is, collective iden-

tities and personal social properties have a dependency relation to personae within their contexts.

In what follows, the dependency of a Social Identity exists on the dependency between associated

collective identities and personal social properties.

Cyber Identity

Created for access to services, dependency of a cyber identity concerns availability of service -

i.e., existence and scope. The validity of a cyber identity relies on the validity of the associated

domain/service. A service can depend on other services. Cyber identities in the dependent service

domain have a dependency on the depended service domain. For example, services other than email

service often ask for an email address as a login ID or as a tool to verify the existence of a cyber

agent. An email address as a cyber identity in service domain other than the email domain intro-

duces a dependency relationship between the cyber identity and the email account. The dependency

of cyber identities can also lie in the dependency between services provided by the same service

provider. For example, a Skype number[196] can be created and exist upon a valid Skype account

ID (i.e., Skype Name [195]).

Cyber-Physical Identity

As an extension, Cyber-Physical Identity strictly inherits the uniqueness of Personal Identity. The

dependency of a Cyber-Physical Identity is compound. It relies on the counterpart Personal Identity

and Cyber Identity, and their connection channel - the strong integration of a cyber component into

a real person.
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Reachability

Self Identity

Self created identity is reachable by the Self. It is also reachable by those who the Self shares

the associated information with. Theoretically, those connecting to the entities who can reach the

identity can reach it. Entities who can reach identities that are associated with one’s Selfs can reach

one’s partial Self Identity that overlaps with them.

Personal Identity

A Personal Identity is reachable by the Self, partially, for what one is able to observe and is aware

of. It is reachable by others, partially, for what others are presented to (by the Self) and are able to

perceive.

Social Identity

A Social Identity is reachable on a basis of contexts, namely, within context, overlap contexts,

dependency contexts and transferable contexts. Interpreted on contexts, an identity is reachable:

• Within the collective context by those who created it, or those who are able to distinguish the

identity subject from others in context by the identity other than his/her persona.

• Within some overlap context where an identity for one context overlapping with another con-

text is reachable within its own context and from another context within the overlapping

sub-context.

• From depended contexts where an identity for a dependent context can be reachable from the

depended context; but not vice versa.

• From transferable context where an identity is reachable from a transferable-to context upon

a transfer is completed.

Cyber Identity

A cyber identity is reachable by its creator and domain service provider, from its depended ser-

vice domains, and in the following situations:
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• By overlapping contexts - A cyber identity for one context overlapping with another context is

reachable within its own context and from another context within the overlapping sub-context.

• By their special infrastructure - An email identity is reachable from all mail servers’17 domains

that are between an email sender and all email receivers.

• By third parties - If the service is associated with some functionalities provided by a third

party, then the identity is reachable from the third party’s domain, where the level of reach-

able details will depend on how the service is associated with the third party.

Cyber-Physical Identity

A Cyber-Physical Identity is partially reachable by entities who can reach its associated social

identities and cyber identities.

Transferability

Self Identity

Self awareness about one’s selfs are transferred into one’s Self Identity. Such self awareness in-

cludes relevant identities and their inter-connections. When self awareness and knowledge correctly

reflect the world where the Selfs exist, contextual self identities are transferable into the identities

of appropriated selfs.

Personal Identity

As a comprehensive and unique identity of a physical individual, a Personal Identity includes a

Social Identity. A contextual personal identity is transferable into social identities of its subject.

Social Identity

Despite being transferable into Self Identity, Social Identity can be used as Cyber Identity. E.g.,

Phoebe reset her password of her university email account, online, using her student ID number, day

of birth, post code and two security questions. The system accepts her reset request after verifying

the account holder by using her registered physical social identity (i.e., her student ID number),

17E.g., mail transfer agents, mail delivery agents, and others systems that provide email services.
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rather than her cyber identity (i.e., her email address). The values of day of birth, post code and

two security questions are used to verify if the requester is “Phoebe”, not others; they are not part

of the identity.

Collective identities of the overlap collective contexts can be mutually transferable or one trans-

ferred into another, depending on the way the contexts overlap. For example, when one context

includes another, the identity of the included context is transferable into the identity of the includ-

ing context; however, not vice versa.

Cyber Identity

Cyber identities can be used as social identities in real world - e.g., “he is the person who has

this icon on Facebook.” Under the existing email service infrastructure, email IDs can always be

adopted as identities or alternatives in other online service application domains with an email veri-

fication. Individual copyrighted icons can be used as identifiers, repeatedly, in the domains that can

accommodate them. In such cases, digital icons as identities are transferable between contexts.

Cyber-Physical Identity

As described above, Cyber-Physical Identities are transferable from their associated Personal Iden-

tities, Social Identities and Cyber Identities; and are transferable into their associated Self Identities

with associated Self’s recognition.

5.4 Relationships

Relationship is “the way in which two or more concepts, objects, or people are connected, or the

state of being connected” [151]. The state of being connected is multiplex. One can connect to

another via different ways. Two connected entities can be attached on different conditions, with

different desires and intensions. Relationships are multiplex.

On the notion of self-separation, a relationship between two entities is a relationship between two

sub-selfs of two entities. In the scope of this dissertation, a relationship indicates a connection and

connectivity between two entities on their sub-selfs separated in the contexts under consideration.

The way entities connected in the cyber society differs from traditional society. Cyber connections

can change physical connections, if cyber entities are personae representing physical persons in the

real world. New relationships can emerge with cyber-physical connections. This section presents

a new classification of relationships that cyber-physical persons can establish, and new dimensions
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they prompted.

5.4.1 Classification

Classification for relationships is split into two layers. The first layer determines in which world

the relationship is instantiated. There are three worlds defined in this dissertation: the physical

world, the cyber world, and the cyber-physical world. Based on these three worlds, relationships

at this layer are classified into three groups, namely physical relationship, cyber relationship and

cyber-physical relationship. The second layer implements different criteria for each type at the first

layer based on the nature of each world and its capacity for relationship cultivation. The following

describes definitions of the first-layer relationships and criteria for their classifications on the second

layer.

Physical Relationship

A physical relationship indicates a relationship connecting two or more people in the physical world.

Kinship is the first natural relationship for human beings. Therefore, the first boundary to di-

vide physical relationships are between kinship and non-kinship relationships. The social nature

of human beings develop non-blood based relationships for social needs. For example, housemate,

classmate and “coffee buddy” indicate non-kinship relationships. This cluster of relationships is

generally purpose-based (e.g., employment purpose, organization purpose, task purpose, objective

purpose) or interest-based (e.g., professional interests, social interests, leisure interests). The types

of relationships in this cluster is highly dynamic and theoretically, unending.

Cyber Relationship

A cyber relationship indicates a relationship connecting two or more cyber entities. Since cyber

space is divided by service domains, cyber relationships are domain-based. The types of relation-

ships in this cluster are dynamic and rapidly increased as new services emerge expeditiously. Exam-

ples of cyber relationships are email-relationship (e.g., gmail relationship - e.g., gmail provider-user,

gmail contact, gmail-conversation-contact; yahoo email relationship; hotmail relationship), social

network relationship (e.g., Facebook relationship - e.g., Facebook friend, Facebook foaf, Facebook

network; MySpace relationship, Blog relationship - e.g., Sina blog (best) friends) service-provider-

costumer relationship (e.g., Amazon user, Sina blogger, Skype user). From a service perspective, at

the highest level, relationships can be categorized as “user-to-user”, “user-to-serviceprovider”,“user-

to-thirdparty” and “serviceprovider-to-serviceprovider”.
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Cyber-Physical Relationship

A cyber-physical relationship indicates a connection between at least two CPPs. Such a connection

is compound due to the compound nature of a CPS. Connection status between CPS is multiplex. It

indicates the connections between their cyber-selfs and their physical-social-selfs, and between these

two pairs. It necessary comprises the connection between the cyber-self and the physical-social-self

in each CPS. It can include a sub-self of one CPS to another sub-self of the other CPS, as well as

sub-selfs’ relationships to third parties.

The types of relationships in this cluster is on sub-selfs’ connection based, namely, one-world-

connection and two-world-connection. One-world-connection means two sub-selfs of different CPS

are connected in the same world. Two-world-connection refers to sub-selfs of different CPS are

connected crossing two worlds. Each type of connection can be further grounded into sixteen cate-

gories indicating sub-selfs’ connections. To illustrate, we develop a geography-like notion - drawing

a line between the physical world and the cyber world - referred to as CPline, we use geographical

notions of horizontal, vertical and cross to indicate the connection’s location, conceptually, against

the CPline and define horizontal, vertical and cross connections. A horizontal connection indicates

entities stay connected without any connection across the CPline. A vertical connection means a

physical self and a cyber self connected to form a CPS. A cross connection connects sub-selfs between

CPS cross the CPline. Below, we present categories having relationships that are relevant to the

CPline, fully or partially, in relation to the number of selfs of the CPSs involved.

• One-World-Connection (OWC)

– Full-Horizontal (FH): Two physical-social-selfs (pcs) and two cyber-selfs (cs) are con-

nected in the same world - i.e., physical-to-physical and cyber-to-cyber.

– Partial-Horizontal (PH): Two connected physical-social-selfs with their counterpart cyber-

selfs are disconnected, or vice versa.

• Two-World-Connection (TWC)

– Full-Horizontal (FH) Extension

∗ FH-Full-Vertical (FH-FV): Two sub-selfs of the same CPS are connected for all FH

CPSs.

∗ FH-Partial-Vertical (FH-PV): Two sub-selfs of the same CPS are connected for some

FH CPSs.

∗ FH-Full-Cross (FH-FC): Two sub-selfs of one CPS are connected to two sub-selfs of

another CPS crossing the CPline for all FH CPSs.
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∗ FH-Full-Vertical-Full-Cross (FH-FVFC): Two sub-selfs of the same CPS are con-

nected crossing the CPline for all FH-FV CPSs.

∗ FH-Full-Vertical-Partial-Cross (FH-FVPC): At least a sub-self of one CPS is con-

nected to a sub-self of another CPS for some FH-FV CPSs.

∗ FH-Partial-Vertical-Full-Cross (FH-PVFC): Two sub-selfs of the same CPS are con-

nected for all FH-PV CPSs.

∗ FH-Partial-Vertical-Partical-Cross (FH-PVPC): At least a sub-self of one CPS is

connected to a sub-self of another CPS for some FH-FVFC CPSs.

– Partical-Horizontal (PH) Extension

∗ PH-Full-Vertical (PH-FV): Two sub-selfs of the same CPS are connected for all PH

CPSs.

∗ PH-Partial-Vertical (PH-PV): Two sub-selfs of the same CPS are connected for some

PH CPSs.

∗ PH-Full-Cross (PH-FC): Two sub-selfs of one CPS are connected to two sub-selfs of

another CPS crossing the CPline for all PH CPSs.

∗ PH-Full-Vertical-Full-Cross (PH-FVFC): Two sub-selfs of the same CPS are con-

nected for all PH-FV CPSs.

∗ PH-Full-Vertical-Partial-Cross (PH-FVPC): At least a sub-self of one CPS is con-

nected to a sub-self of another CPS crossing the CPline for some PH-FV CPSs.

∗ PH-Partial-Vertical-Full-Cross (PH-PVFC): Two sub-selfs of the same CPS are con-

nected for all PH-PV CPSs.

∗ PH-Partial-Vertical-Partical-Cross (PH-PVPC): At least a sub-self of one CPS is

connected to a sub-self of another CPS for some PH-FVFC CPSs.

It can be seen that the OWC categories provide a backbone for the TWC categories. The types of

cyber-physical relationships are defined based on the connection categories - i.e., connection status.

Horizontal connections inherit the characteristics from the relationship types in the same world - i.e.,

physical-social-relationship or cyber-relationship. Vertical connections are different. They connects

relationships (i.e., relationship between a pair of entities connected together in the same world) or

entities across different worlds.

Cyber-physical relationships are compound relationships. A cyber-physical relationship is de-

scribed by the counterpart physical relationship, the counterpart cyber relationship and the connec-

tion status between the four counterpart selfs. A connection status between counterpart selfs can

be described on a purpose or knowledge based, with respect to some counterpart selfs or a pair of
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counterpart selfs in the same world. For example, a CPS’ cyber-self is associated with its physical-

self - e.g., an email account created for a student must be associated with the student’s successful

enrollment. A CPS’ physical-self knows the existence of its cyber-self - e.g., a student is aware that

he/she has been created an email account by the university. A pair of two CPS’ counterpart selfs in

the same world is known as their counterpart selfs in another world - e.g., the cyber Phoebe and the

cyber Tom in the same social circle are known as the physical Phoebe and the physical Tom in the

same lab; the cyber Mary is known as the travel agent of the physical Mary and the physical Phoebe.

These connection status can be indicated in a further ground with references to third parties. For

example, the gmail contacts Phoebe and Tom are known as the physical Phoebe as a member of the

ABiGroup and the physical Tom as a student of the Innovation University.

Figure 5.4 shows a taxonomy for relationship types in the Physical World, the Cyber World and

the Cyber-Physical World.

5.4.2 Dimensions

There are six dimensions in each of which there is a value, together with another five values required

to constitute a relationship between two social entities. These six dimensions are Type, Direction,

Duration, Connection End, Connecting Entity, and Connection Degree and Connectivity.

Type

Type indicates characteristics of a relationship that connects two entities. In the physical world,

common recognized types are kinship and non-kinship social relationship. A kinship comes with

birth. A non-kinship social relationship can be a perception (e.g. friend, trust), a commitment (e.g.,

employment), or an interdependence (e.g., trade). The type of a non-kinship relationship is per-

ception, purpose or interest dependent. In the cyber world, a relationship is established on service

availability, e.g., email contact, social network contact and blog contact. Thus, characteristics of a

cyber relationship is service domain dependent.

In the cyber-physical world that integrates the cyber world and the physical world, a relationship

connecting two CPPs is a compound of their cyber relationship, counterpart physical relationship

and the connection status between their sub-selfs’ purpose or knowledge. The characteristics of a

cyber-physical relationship highly depend on the integration of the three components.
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Direction

Direction indicates symmetric/asymmetric property of a relationship. A relationship is symmet-

ric if entities involved in the relationship share the same perception and attitude of the relationship,

i.e., recognize the relationship under the same conditions; otherwise, the relationship is asymmetric.

For example, the relationship between A and B is symmetric if both set the relationship to the same

type under the same conditions. The relationship is asymmetric if A sees B as a friend but B sees

A as a colleague. The asymmetric property implies the existence of direction in a relationship.

Direction for a cyber-physical relationship is complex. The compound relationship can consist of

multiple simple relationships like a physical-social-relationship and a cyber-relationship. Thus, it is

not a simple symmetric or asymmetric relationship. It can combine both. The difference between a

physical relationship and a cyber relationship makes a cyber-physical relationships asymmetric. An

asymmetric relationship can include symmetric simple relationships and becomes compound asym-

metrically as a whole.

Duration

Except for kinships, every relationship has an effective time period during which the relationship

exists within a selfhood. The duration dimension holds a time period value for a relationship.

Connection End

A connection end is one of the two connected entities under consideration. Social entities involved in

a relationship can be at different levels of abstraction. For example, a relationship can be individual

to individual, individual to group where the individual can belong to the group, group to group

where one group can belong to another group or they can overlap or be completely disjoint. A

connection end of a relationship has an abstraction level, explicitly or implicitly.

Connecting Entity

Two entities can be connected directly or indirectly via other entities. A connecting entity is one of

the entities between two connection ends.
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Connection Degree and Connectivity

An indirect connection between two entities can be described by the distance between them, and

the relationship between all the entities connecting them (i.e., the two entities under consideration).

For a simple relationship (i.e., a relationship in a single world), the distance between the connection

ends is described by a connection degree that takes the number of connecting entities between the

two connection ends. For example, if A connects to B , and B connects to C , then A is said to be 2

degrees away from C , i.e., the connection degree between A and C is 2. If there are multiple paths

connecting A to B , technically the connection degree of A and B is the length of the shortest path

between A and B , because it reflects one’s ability to connect to another economically. However,

when considering privacy, the length of a connection path is not a dominating factor in assessing a

relationship; rather, the types of relationships involved in the path have more impact on one’s pri-

vacy status. The concept of relationship by connectivity (RBC ) is used to describe this complexity

of relationships. It describes a set of relationship types between two entities under consideration

and the related connection degree from one of the two entities as a reference. In the above example,

if A and B are colleagues, B and C are friends, and A and C do not know each other, then the

RBC from A to C is described as a path: {(“work”, 1), (“friend”, 2)}.
For a compound relationship, however, cannot be simply indicated by the concept of RBC . To

show the complexity, consider a scenario in which Phoebe connected to Chris via her professional

email contact Matt’s student Jenny’s sister Mary’s Facebook friend Katy who was a coworker of

Chris. The cyber connections, Phoebe and Matt by email, and Mary and Katy by Facebook, could

not show the connection connectivity (which means one’s ability to reach the other) because of FOAF

connections in Facebook. By the notion of RBC , Phoebe was five degrees away from Chris. However,

the cyber reach is difficulty to measure. By email, Phoebe reached Matt by online discussion group

where she posted a question and one of the members in the group passed the question to others not in

the group. After a few months she received Matt’s email regarding her question. Matt told Phoebe

her question was forwarded to him via Jeff, who was outside Phoebe’s circle of contacts. So, Phoebe

connected to Matt via unknown links. On Facebook, Mary got connected with to Katy via networks

that implementing FOAF. So, both them did not know how many Facebook users between them.

In other words, these two pairs’ connection cannot be described by connection degrees - i.e., RBC

is not applicable to these two connections. So, Phoebe connects to Chris via a mixture of physical

and cyber contacts is analogous to that if Phoebe connects to Chris via Facebook or email, with

respect to RBC . A way to describe cyber connectivity is to reference the service domain to imply

the possibility and uncertainty. For example, the RBC between Phoebe and Chris can be expressed

as {(“Gmailcontact”, 1), (“studentof ”, 2), (“sister”, 3), (“Facebookcontact”, 4), (“ex −coworker”, 5)}.
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Using “Gmail contact” and “Facebook contact” as the type can implies a possible Google+ [82]

connectivity and a FOAF connectivity - which means dynamic and open - which are factors to raise

awareness of uncertainty at the degrees of 1 and 4.

In summary, the status of a relationship is described by the status of type, direction, duration,

connection end, connecting entity, and connection degree and connectivity.

5.4.3 Identities and Relationships

With the purpose that relationships between the individual (whose partial identities are under

consideration) and others’ can be established and maintained, partial identities are created by making

a subset of an identity available in a context where some others have access. Such a purpose provides

a way to discover identity via relationship (either existing ones or potential relationships). A claim of

identity implicitly makes a claim of relationship. That is, claiming an identity makes a relationship

that can be implied from the identity to be known by those whom the claim makes to. On the other

hand, a successful claim one makes about one’s relationship to another requires the recognition from

those whom the claim makes to about one’s identity. That is, a relationship has a dependency on

identities of the relationship connection ends - at the minimum an identity of one connection end.

An identity is valid when the information it carries is sufficient to identify an entity in its intended

context. The validity of a collective identity relies on the validity of the social category in which

the identity instantiated. If a collective identity is made available outside the social category, a

claim of the identity will reveal the identity subject’s relationship to the social category, and implies

relationships to those in the same social category. A partial identity may or may not be valid in

its intended context since partial identities may be made available by the individual whose identity

is under consideration. They may be subjective due to the unawareness of the intended context -

e.g., intended relationship types, networks, situations and their implications - or due to incorrect

self identity created. Failure to claim a partial identity implies uncertainty of the relationship one

has to partial identity’s intended context (e.g., a social category).

Relationships can be unending (i.e., kinship). Most relationships have a lifetime with start date

and end date, and other conditions bound to it. Conditions can include obligations that entities of

the relationship must carry on in order to be tied to the relation. Obligations on an asymmetric

relationship can be different for the entities on the relationship. In other words, obligations can be

asymmetric for an asymmetric relationship. When entities are involved in other relationships, the

obligation may be inherited by other entities that connect to them. Asymmetric obligations can lead

to permissions transferred to those connecting to them. Situations that involve such occurrences

can easily lead to situations where information flow along unexpected or unintended pathways and
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resulting in an increase in uncertainties of obligation and permission enforcements.

5.5 Situations

Context determines appropriate scope of settings and doings. It helps to isolate problems and reduce

subjectivity in problem definition. In the problem domain of this dissertation, context provides

meanings of constraints on validity of identity and relationship between entities. It affects the

quality of self-perception, presentation and representation. Context separation18 comes from the

level of reflexivity. It has an effect on individuality.

As a kind of status, privacy provides a context for doings dealing with situations. For achieving

a selfhood, situations deal with identities, relationships, self-presentation and representation for

reflexivity and individuality. A privacy context claims relevant situations in context.

5.5.1 Dimensions

Situations show how relationships and privacy relevant occurrences are situated in context, and thus

determine their status.

Occurrence

Situations capture state of affairs of entities in contexts. To allow a complex problem decomposed

into sub-problems, we refer to the term “situation” as an instance of a sub-context to allow multiple

situations co-exist in a context. In an intended context where one’s identity is created, occurrences

are relevant to privacy when any information about an entity (e.g., identity or other relevant in-

formation that can be related to the entity) was created or used unexpectedly. Such occurrences

include positive do-actions like welcome services and negative do-actions like intrusion, interference

or invasion. The size and volume of the information, and the degree and extend the unexpectedness

effects - we refer to these factors as granularity of unexpectedness - determine the type of occurrence.

A situation is determined by a set of relevant occurrences capable of affecting a status that

describes the environment of the situation. This includes conditions that triggered the occurrences

and subsequence of the occurrences.

An occurrence affects the environment only when an actor activates it under certain conditions.

It remains active in those circumstances. An occurrence may or may not have co-occurrence that

may or may not affect the environment. A privacy occurrence is an occurrence that affects one’s

privacy status (i.e., the context that effects one to exercise reflexivity and individuality). The actor

18defined by the separation theory described in Chapter 2.
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of such an occurrence can be the person whose privacy is under consideration, or not. The impact of

an occurrence can be positive or negative. For the purpose of privacy’s ontological status, we only

consider occurrences that will generate negative impacts on one’s privacy. Since privacy indicates

one’s desired status about one’s information, claiming a privacy occurrence shows one’s believes of

the occurrence’s impacts on one’s privacy status. Thus, a claim of a privacy occurrence claims:

• type of the occurrence that distinguishes from other occurrences,

• actors who triggered the occurrence,

• conditions under which the occurrence is active,

• reasons about the claim,

• co-occurrences as subsequence of the occurrence (if any), and

• implications that one believes that will occur.

Relationship

Claiming occurrences for a situation introduces an identity and relationship dimension. A successful

claim relies on one’s identity. First, one needs to be recognized by the society as preconditions for a

claim to be identified - i.e., who makes the claim. That is, to make the reason one believes that the

self has the right to make the claim, one needs to present the self to be recognized by others. Such

presentation is to show one’s information about one’s identity, one’s relationship to the situation

context and to those who are required to recognize ones identity. Second, a claim on an actor reveals

one’s relationship or perception about the relationship to the actor (i.e., actors are claimed via the

span of relationships). Third, a claim on implications that one believes involves one’s position in

the society and reveals one’s information that is identifiable to the society. A claim of a relationship

claims relationship’s properties in relationship dimensions.

5.5.2 Basic Status

Basic status lies in the two basic dimensions: occurrence situation and relationship situation.

Occurrence Situation

From a static perspective, an occurrence situation shows the result of satisfactions on pre-conditions
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or post-conditions of an associated event or action at a particular time. For informational occur-

rences, the result is the status of the information under consideration. For example, a privacy lost

occurrence indicates one lost some privacy as a result of some information being made known to

unintended parties or given to wrong hands. It is a result of “made known” or “used” (i.e., “given

to”) actions. The pre-condition is “made known to unintended parties or given to wrong hands”. Its

post-condition can be a pre-condition for subsequent events or actions like security threat or leading

to privacy-invading actions.

Most occurrences related to one’s privacy have actors other than oneself. Such actors are typically

explicitly or implicitly, connected to the privacy stakeholder. When there is more than one actor

of a negative occurrence, the occurrence situation can explain a potential privacy-invading network19.

Relationship Situation

A relationship situation reflects the connected entities’ perceptions on the relationship. For exam-

ple, A and B were “friends” and both agreed to keep each other’s personal information confidential.

They both work for the same company where A was in the marketing department led by B . One day

client C called A on her mobile for a potential contract. A was surprised that C knew her personal

mobile number. A then received a call from B who said that he gave C her number because that

would be a potential big contract for the company. A was upset that B saw her as a colleague more

than a friend. At the time A received the calls from both B and C , B exposed his attitude towards

his relationship with A as “colleague” not “friend”. From this example we can see that a claim on

actors via relationship is a claim of the actor’s view. Since each relationship is identified by a type,

a direction, connection ends, connecting entities, connection degrees and duration. When the con-

nection degree is greater than one, a relationship situation is identified by the RBC . The direction

of the relationship from one end (P) to another (Q) is described by the same relationship directions

on the path from end P towards end Q . Consider a scenario in which P is Q ’s classmate’s (X )

colleague’s (Y ) friend, and Q is P ’s friend’s colleague’s classmate, i.e., P sees his relationship to Q

as: RBC (P ,Q) = {(“friend”, 1), (“work”, 2), (“classmate”, 3)}, where Q sees her relationship to P

as: RBC (Q ,P) = {(“classmate”, 1), (“work”, 2), (“friend”, 3)}. In other words, the RBC direction

from P to Q and Q to P are the sum of the relationship directions of {(P ,Y ), (Y ,X ), (X ,Q)} and

{(Q ,X ), (X ,Y ), (Y ,P)}, respectively.

When there is more than one path connecting P and Q , the shortest path20 is first considered

as their RBC (with respect to their connectivity). In case of information sharing or distribution

19A privacy-invading network is formed by those who have the potential to invade one’s privacy.
20A path is built by the connecting entities. The length of a path is the value of the connection degree, such

that, the lower connection degree a path has, the shorter the path is. The shortest path is prioritized here, on the
assumption that, the shorter a path is, the lower economic cost to connect P to Q .
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is a threat, the longest path is prioritized. This is because the more connections in between, the

more chances information can leak to the connecting entities and their networks. However, such

prioritized paths are not applicable to cyber relationships. As illustrated in Section 5.4.2, the

concepts of connection degree cannot be used to indicate the connectivity between cyber connections.

Email forward is a typical example. When recipients explicitly remain listed during some un-

disclosed recipients forwards, there is no way of tracking the connection degree unless a strict policy

is implemented upon detailed requirements in which information flow permission is specified.

Consisting cyber relationship as a key component, cyber-physical relationships inherit cyber

relationships’ characteristics in relation to the connection degree. This unmeasurable connection

degree is also applicable to the connection of physical pair, if there is at least one cyber agent as

a connecting entity of the pair. Cyber-physical relationships are compound. They are held across

the cyber world and the physical world. A cyber-physical relationship situation reflects, not only

the two physical entities’ physical relationship situation and their counterpart cyber entities’ cyber

relationship situation, but also the situation reflecting the connection of them. Thus, a relationship

situation for cyber-physical relationship is the sum of three sub-situations.

5.5.3 Situation Complexity

The previous subsection describes situations from a static perspective. This subsection looks at

situation complexity from a dynamic perspective. Situation complexity lies in different levels and as-

pects. It enriches and complicates the properties of theory. Below, situation complexity is examined

to further determine properties and lower-level ontological status for comprehensive requirements.

Situation implications are justified by claims21. A situation claim means one uses the situation to

assert status of relevant information situated in the context where the situation was instantiated.

Context Dependency

Situations inherits complexity from contexts where they were instantiated. A situation instanti-

ated by a partial context of or beyond a complete intended context may not recognize one’s identity,

or the complete network in the complete intended context. A claim of such a situation can fail or bias

perceptions without an acknowledgement of dependency between relevant contexts. On the other

hand, the notion of context separation injects lower-level complexity into situations. An acknowl-

edgement of relevant contexts’ integrity is essential when claiming a situation that was instantiated

in a separated context, due to the integrity of separated context can affect the validity of the situa-

tion being claimed.

21Here situation implications and claims are all in relation to privacy concern.
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Situation Dependency

Situations can be isolated or overlapping. A situation is isolated by unique status uniquely de-

scribed by all its properties. An isolated situation is disjoint from any other situations. Situations

overlap when they are not disjoint. Situation complexity in this dimension lies in the dependent or

subordinate interplay of situations. Dependent interplay of situations concerns control, determine

or reliance relationship between situations. A situation is controlled or determined by, or relies

on another situation is referred to as a dependent situation, whereas the latter is referred to as a

depended situation. Dependent situations and depended situations can have considerable impacts

on the situation under consideration. A situation claim can partially or completely imply claims of

its dependent and depended situations. Relationship between situations can inherit the dependency

characteristic from the relationship between contexts where the situations were instantiated. Situa-

tions instantiated in all the dependent and depended contexts of the context that instantiated the

situation being claimed can have considerable impacts on the situation claim with a dependent or

depended relationship; they are considered when making a situation claim. Subordinate interplay

of situations concerns abstraction association between situations. A situation can be an abstraction

of other situations. If a claim is associated with an abstract situation, justification must be based

on all situations (and related) that support the abstract aspect of the situation being claimed. If

a claim is associated with a subordinate situation, justification must consider all situations (and

related) that the situation being claimed supports.

Situation Inference

Situations can be used to infer other (possible) situations. Given two situations A and B . When

A’s precondition is implied by B ’s post-condition, A can be triggered upon the end of B . For ex-

ample, in a situation where information is lost, intrusion, interference or disturbance occurrence(s)

can result in an invading situation. Thus, situation inference can occur by the connection between

a post-condition and a precondition of different situations. Situation inference can also be resulted

from situation dependency. A claim for maximum rights (privacy) needs be intelligible to include

“future situations” in accordance with potential inferences. For example, a situation regarding loss

of identity privacy can infer a situation of loss of privacy of relationship that can be implied by the

identity.

Situations related to oneself include not only the above complex scenarios, but also necessary

situations for those who are in one’s potential privacy-invading networks. A successful claim of one’s
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privacy right needs to be made on all possible situations. However, in a complex social environment

- i.e., large, open, dynamic and complex social networks, it is impossible to learn all the possible

situations. One needs to justify one’s position in the network based on some criteria.

Situation Inter-Transfer

Inter-transfer among situations can occur from various aspects at different levels and degrees, au-

tomatically or potentially. Generally, automatic transfers can occur from depended situations. Po-

tential transfers can occur upon a trigger of inferred situations. For example, a situation in which

information privacy is lost is a result of an automatic transfer from an abuse or a misuse of informa-

tion situation (i.e., used against consents attached to the information). A potential transfer in this

example means a security threat or a privacy invading situation potentially can occur if the leaked

information is abused.

Transfers due in the relationship dimension reflect one or two connection ends’ perceptions on

relationships. Perceptions revealed via an action of an occurrence’s actor can incur a symmetric

relationship situation automatically being transferred to an asymmetric relationship situation; or

vice versa. In the personal phone number example above, the relationship between A and B was

transferred from a situation of A and B ’s perception of their “friends” relationship to a situation

with B’s perception as “colleagues” (even thought A’s perception is unknown in the latter situation).

Perception disclosed via a relationship situation claim can incur a situation transfer about the

relationship.

• Transfers caused by a claim can occur due to a mis-matched abstraction level or RBC 22

between the perceptions or commitments of the connection ends.

• Transfers in this dimension involve identities due to they are transferable to relationships.

Thus, an identity transferable to another identity implies situations of transferability between

their counterpart relationships.

• Situations of cyber or physical relationships can be transferred into cyber-physical relationships

via their counterpart identity’s transfer.

Transfers due in the occurrence dimension reflect information status as a result of an event

or action of actors, heavily relying on relationships. An occurrence situation claim can incur a

relationship situation transfer since to achieve a successful claim one needs recognition from others

about who one is - which can be one’s identity, one’s relationship to others (including the actor of

the occurrence under the claim). For example, a privacy invading situation claimed for an identity

22See Section 5.4.2.
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or relationship can transfer the situation into a privacy lost or invading situation for those related

to the identity or on the relationship, if information involved arrives at a status that against their

desired status for privacy. Claiming a relationship/identity situation can be transferred to a privacy

lost or invading occurrence situation about other’s identity and relationship, and those involved.

On the other hand, a non-negative claim can incur a negative transfer - e.g., a claim that does not

involve invading occurrence can incur an invading occurrence. Such an occurrence situation transfer

can incur a relationship situation transfer. For example, Phoebe makes a claim about a picture on

Facebook uploaded by one of her colleagues that, “That’s my colleague Tom and me.” Phoebe does

not consider the information related to the picture and her relationship to Tom as colleagues as

her privacy. However, since Tom considers the way he looks in the picture being recognized as his

privacy to those outside of the circle of his colleagues, Phoebe’s claim has incurred a privacy lost

occurrence to Tom. This occurrence might incur a transfer of situation in which Tom’s relationship

to Phoebe is attached with “never take pictures with Phoebe”.

5.5.4 Situation in Privacy Claims

A situation is instantiated within a context. An assessment of stimulations of a situation is necessary

to consider the integrity of contexts that are associated with the situation context, and the integrity

of the inter-connection of situations that are associated with the situation under consideration. Situ-

ations’ inter-connection lies in three aspects namely dependency, inference and transfer. Situations’

dependency can inherit from the dependency of their contexts. Situations with dependent-depended

relationships support inferences and transfers between these situations. Transfers of situations enable

building dependency of situations.

A privacy relevant situation describes how relevant relationships and privacy relevant occurrence

are situated in context. A situation claim as privacy relevant involves a claim for an occurrence and

a claim for relationships the stakeholder holds to the context in which the situation was instantiated

and can involve a relationship to actors of the occurrence the stakeholder perceives. A claim of

occurrence includes:

• A claim of the reason behind the claim - a claim of one’s right in relation to the situation.

A successful claim of rights requires recognition from others, therefore it is a claim of one’s

identity, one’s relationship to the situation context and to those who are required to recognize

one’s identity.

• A claim of the occurrence’s characteristics - the type of the occurrence.

• A claim of the actors who triggered the occurrence - a claim of identifications of the actors.

One such identification reflects the perception of individual who makes the claim.
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• A claim of the conditions under which the occurrence is triggered.

• A claim of co-occurrences, if any, as the subsequence of the occurrence.

• A claim of the implications that will lead to stimulations of subsequent privacy relevant situ-

ations.

Figure 5.5 illustrates the ontological grounding of situation claim.

5.6 Goals

Goals indicate desired results. Goals of privacy reflect one’s desired privacy status. Given that

privacy is a fundamental context for selfhood, a desired privacy status provides a basic context to

exercise and achieve a desired selfhood. Goals vary from person to person and situation to situation

- types of goals can be infinite. For the purpose of privacy claims, we begin with common goals

for human beings’ privacy as a value to support core values intrinsically and extrinsically. In other

words, there are common desired results for privacy for all human beings. This section conceptualizes

goals common to all humans motived by the CVF. It then examines ontological issues for goals in

contexts for self separation.

5.6.1 Classification

Goals to achieve informational privacy status demands two types of controls, namely direct control

and indirect control on the information. Directly control means one having the ability to exercise

the information directly. Indirect control refers to one having the ability to prevent the information

being exercised by others. Consider core values namely dignity, respect, security, trust, ability and

resource, common goals expected to support these core values to obtain the type of control required

typically include the following.

Awareness

An awareness goal refers to having knowledge or perception of self’s rights and situations.

Anonymity

An anonymity goal refers to having the ability to undertake an activity without being identified.

Pseudonym

A pseudonym goal refers to having the ability to undertake an activity without being “physically”
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identified by self’s actual identity.

Self-Partition

A self-partition goal refers to having the ability to partition self’s identity and the self for different

contexts.

Integrity

An integrity goal refers to having the ability to prevent information from being misused against

integrity without one’s permission. “Misuse of information against integrity” means using the infor-

mation partially when the permission granted is for the complete information (e.g., self and ID).

Inability-To-Reach

An inability-to-reach goal refers to having the ability to prevent information about the self from

being reached upon an absence of one’s consent or biased preferences.

Inability-To-Observe

An inability-to-observe goal refers to having the ability to be free from being observed. “Observation

of information” means to see, notice, or remark the information.

Inability-To-Present

An inability-to-present goal refers to having the ability to prevent information about the self from

undesired presentation.

Inability-To-Access

An inability-to-access goal refers to having the ability to prevent information about the self from

unwelcome access. Access to information means entering into the place holder of the information to

obtain, examine or retrieve the information.

Inability-To-Manipulate

An inability-to-manipulate goal refers to having the ability to prevent information about the self

from unwelcome modification. “Modification of information” concerns information source and the

subject to make it available. Information source means information obtained via access permission,

observed, or received. Accordingly, subjects to make these information available are self, self and

others.
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Inability-To-Fragment

An inability-to-fragment goal refers to having the ability to prevent information about the self from

being fragmented.

Inability-To-Distribute

An inability-to-distribute goal refers to having the ability to prevent information about the self from

those who has access privilege distributing the information to third parties.

Inability-To-Link

An inability-to-link goal refers to having the ability to prevent information about the self in different

context from being linked together.

Confidentiality

A confidentiality goal refers to keeping information about the self confidential during transfer from

one location/party to another.

Liability

A liability goal refers to obligations as a fundamental requirement to realize all the goals above.

Accountability

An accountability goal refers to having the ability to justify all the goals above on the self’s core

values.

These goals support all the core values from different aspects. Goals can be claimed separately,

jointly, or a combination of both. A claim of one goal might lead to a claim of other goals, implicitly

or explicitly. Detailed analysis of the interplays between goals will be presented in the following

sub-sections.

5.6.2 Taxonomic Semantics

One’s awareness of self’s privacy status is a fundamental goal, without which one will not be able

to adapt other goals in a dynamic environment. Anonymity, pseudonym and self-partition ensure

integrity of identities: i) both anonymity and pseudonymity achieve confidentiality of an identity

and reserve completeness of the identity, and ii) self-partition reduces the chances of misusing one’s

identity by subdividing it based on context.

Self-partition generates partial identities by contexts. Such a partial identity may or may not be
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a collective identity. A pseudonym creates an anonymity version of collective identity.

Pseudonyms can introduce overheads if one creates different types of pseudonyms for overlapping

contexts; particularly, when accessibility or distributability is granted for those who can reach,

observe or access other contexts that are disjoint with the pseudonyms’ contexts. The same is

true in partial identity overlaps. In these cases, pseudonym/self-partition affects achievability of

other goals, and in turn rights of the individual whose identity is under consideration may not be

successfully claimed.

Reachability does not guarantee accessibility. It reflects only probabilities of being reached from

where and/or by whom. Therefore inaccessibility does not imply unreachability. One must be

able to reach another in order to observe him/her. Thus, observability requires reachability; and

unreachability warrants unobservability where unreachbility includes unlinkability. For example, A

talked to B about C when A did not know C personally (i.e., A does not have accessibility to C ).

However, A was able to observe C . Through the communication with B , A enabled B ’s observability

on C . If later on C granted A accessibility to his information and A talked to B again about C ,

B was not able to grant accessibility on C from the second communication between herself and

A. In other words, observability can be transferred but accessibility cannot be transferred without

permission because accessibility includes observability; a transfer of accessibility permits transfer of

observability. Moreover, observability comes with reachability; a transfer of observability includes a

transfer of reachability. Thus, unreachability includes unobservability, which implies inaccessibility.

Manipulability requires presentability. If information can be presented, it can be modified. To

prevent others from manipulate information one needs to ensure others are not able to observe the

information. Accessibility guarantees original information to be obtained. It enables presentability.

One with accessibility warranted manipulability. In what follows, one’s goal to prevent information

from manipulated by others needs to ensure the information is unobservable to prevent it from being

presented which otherwise will enable modification.

Distributability enables accessibility, and follows observability and reachability. One’s goal to

prevent others from distributing the information must include not granting accessibility to those

under one’s consideration. Distributability can also come from observability because one can dis-

tribute what one observes even though one has no access to the information. In the above example,

B does not have accessibility to C , however, she can distribute what she has observed about C to

others. Thus, one needs to assure inaccessibility and unobservability to realise indistributability.

Without achieving confidentiality one will not be able to obtain desired status of one’s infor-

mation. One may be able to achieve unreachability, unobservability, inaccessibility and/or indis-

tributability; however, if one fails to keep the information desirable attributes that where reachabil-

ity, observability, accessibility and/or distributability are enabled, information leaks will be possible.
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For example, if C granted A a distribution permission to distribute his information to B and A passed

the information to B without noting D was within the distance of hearing, then D would receive

the information about C - i.e., C ’s information was leaking - an undesired result that against C ’s

goals of achieving unobservability on D .

To prevent different piece of information to be linked together referencing to the self, one needs

to be aware of self situations that one is able to or unable to claim and what to or not to claim.

Many types of information can be partitioned into parts. Some parts may have the same impact

on one’s information privacy status whereas some may not affect the status or have different types,

levels or degrees of impacts. Use of the complete information and use of portions of the information

can result in different privacy statuses of one’s information. On the other hand, from a contextual

perspective, integrity ensures information is used in intended contexts with permissions. Information

permitted to be used in an unintended context, can result in undesired status of the information.

Thus, the integrity of information is essential to achieve one’s privacy goals completely.

One can see that, the taxonomic semantics interpreted above assumes the subject and target

objects of goals are integrity individuals. Concerns on context separation and self separation further

develop the interplay between goals, enriching their semantics and allowing fine-grained expressive-

ness of goals. The next sub-section describes the interplay with separation concerns.

Figure 5.6: Goal Taxonomies: The Ability-To and The Inability-To
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5.6.3 On Separations

Two types of separations have an effect on the interplay between goals: context separation and self

separation.

Context Separation

Goals on context separation concerns the same information set with different goals for different

contexts. When contexts are connected, e.g., overlap, subsume, imply and inter-dependent, goals

set for different contexts can conflict without considering an integrity of contexts and can result in

information leaking via context connections. To illustrate, we show a few examples below.

Overlap

• Picture:

Phoebe does not share pictures for personal activities with colleagues at work. She asked her

personal friends not to distribute her pictures to outside the circle of her university friends.

So, the goals she set for her personal pictures are “inability-to-distribute” for university friends

and “inability-to-reach” for colleagues. One day, some of her university friends became her

work colleagues. The “inability-to-reach” goal became unrealizable. Upon her awareness of

this change, Phoebe adapted her goal of “inability-to-reach” with an exception for those who

are personal friends as well. However, she did not realize that one of her personal friends,

Mary, described one of her funning pictures (which she feels embarrassing with) to Tom, who

then wrote the funning story on his blog which is open to the public. If she does not want this

to happen, she could share pictures with those who she can ask not to share any information

about the picture to others. If, at the beginning, Phoebe knew these two contexts will overlap

on some of her contacts or their networks, she could set the second goal at the first place and

the information about her picture would never be known to those who she does not want to

share with.

• Email Address:

I have several email accounts to keep personal emails and work related emails separately,

because I wanted to keep my personal life and professional life strictly disjoint for privacy

concerns. But I failed to do so after my housemate Katy moved overseas because she likes to

send messages to a group of people in one email with email addresses explicitly listed in the

CC line. One day I received an email from Tom replying to Katy’s travel message. I did not

know that the sender, Katy’s friend Tom, is my colleague Tom and I hit return to send my
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opinions regarding Katy’s discussion topic. Next an email from Tom reached me asking how I

see the new changes to the holiday policies in my company.

Issue:

In the Picture example, the inability-to-distribute goal in the context-of-university-friends

failed to prevent the information from “being-presented-to” outside the context. The context-

of-university-friends is connected to the context where Mary described the information to

Tom. Then, by Tom, it is connected to the public, where implicitly connects to the context-of-

colleagues. The connection of Phoebe’s two context separations transfers the ability of the cir-

cle of university friends into the circle of colleagues to override the inability-to-reach. Similarly,

in the Email Address example, two contexts are connected by Katy and Tom. The Inability-To

taxonomy (Figure 5.6) shows that, inability-to-distribute cannot guarantee inability-to-reach.

If one can access, present, or observe the information then one can reach it. One as a subject

having these abilities to reach the information can also be an object to receive the information

by as minimum as being-presented-to with the information. This transferability between the

Ability-Of taxonomy and the Inability-Of taxonomy can help Phoebe to better restrict use of

the information within the circle of university friends. In other words, being able to see herself

as a subject having abilities and as an object being given abilities can help Phoebe to better

establish her goals in different contexts to achieve a desired status of her information. The

same is applicable to “me” in the example of Email Address.

Subsume

• Birthday Invitation:

Phoebe used to celebrate her birthday with classmates. She wanted to keep this activity within

the circle of classmates only. So she did not want any information about her birthday and

related activities to be known by non-classmates. At her graduation year she planned to have a

big party to celebrate her birthday with this circle of friends (classmates). Her brother helped

her to send invitations. She gave him her address book and told him to send invitations to

those under the “Classmate” category. She forgot to tell him that there was a sub-category

called “Professional Training” that must be excluded from this event. Her brother then sent

invitations to all in the “Classmate” category. As a result, information about her birthday

and this activity became known to her classmates from the “Professional Training”.

• Apple ID:

When Jenny purchased a Mac with an education price, she used her student email address

for registration. Later, Jenny used the same email address as her iTunes Store ID since she
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though it is an Apple ID. But Jenny forgot that she did not want to use her student email

account for any purchases and she had an email account created specially for online purchase.

Issue:

The context-of-classmate subsumes the context-of-professional-training due to the expansion

of the former - the context at a higher abstraction level. The expansion has enriched the

semantics of the context and resulted in an increase of type, size and volume of information.

Without any specific restriction, the context “Professional Training” inherits goals from the

context “Classmate” where it is subsumed. To avoid the problem Phoebe needs to review her

goals when context evolves.

Imply

• Residential Address:

Jeff joined the Academic Association for Privacy Management (AAPM). Jeff’s membership has

his residential address registered. This year’s AAPM conference is hosted by three universities

overseas. Jeff submitted a paper and it is accepted by the conference. Jeff will attend the

conference to present his paper. When Jeff registered the conference, he used his university

postal address for two reasons: i) the paper is affiliated with his university; and ii) he did not

want his personal address to be known by the conference local organizer and be printed on

the receipt. However, Jeff received a receipt from the conference sent to his residential address

since they generated the receipt from the AAPM system.

• Flight Booking:

Phoebe is a student of the Innovation University. She lives in the University Housing Resi-

dence. Last week she booked her holiday flights on Expedia using her credit card. To purchase

her flight she needed to provide the credit card’s billing address, which is her current resi-

dential address. On complete the purchase the online travel agent Expedia knows she is a

student of the Innovation University from the inference of the billing address, and her bank

knows when she purchased something on Expedia. She failed to keep her studentship and her

residential address secret (i.e., the goal of inability-to-reach) from her travel agent and the

online community (i.e., the Internet).

Issue:

If Jeff did not want the conference to know his residential address, he should not use the address

in the context where the conference had access to - in this case, the AAPM’s Payment System.

The creation of cyber-physical travel self with Expedia and her bank disable Phoebe’s ability to
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achieve her goal of inability-to-reach her residential address and studentship in the cyber world.

Inter-dependency

• Student ID and Email Address:

Email relationship is based on a valid email account. A university student email account is

created on a valid studentship. The lecturer of the subject “Data Algorithm” email announce-

ments to all the enrolled students with their student email addresses and IDs displayed in the

email.

• Medical Conditions:

The bank’s Life Care Insurance requires customer’s medical conditions. Under the insurance

policy, Matt authorized the bank to obtain the necessary information from his family doctor.

Matt did not know this authorization would later disclose his family’s secret medical condition

- the genetic disease - to the bank at their annual update enquiry. This genetic matter had

been keeping as a family secrecy and was only known to family members and family doctors.

Issue:

The goal Ann set for her student ID is to use it only for university and government authori-

ties. Outside these categories, the goal is “inability-to-reach” for student ID and “inability-to-

distribute” for email address unless a permission is granted. However, the inter-dependency

between a student’s email account and the student’s ID made Ann’s goal unachievable after

the lecture’s email announcement. Similarly, Matt failed to keep the family secrecy due to the

inter-dependency between his insurance and medical health records.

It can be seen that subsume and overlap are special cases of overlap, and inter-dependency is a

special case of imply.

Awareness of context integrity is crucial for establishing achievable goals (for the same information

in different contexts). The way contexts connected together (i.e., overlap, subsume, imply, inter-

dependency) dominates the way to integrate goals from different contexts for the same information.

This is particularity important for a cyber-physical person’s goals given that the cyber-physical

world is naturally divided by three high-level contexts: the cyber world, the physical world and

their connection status. In each world where sub-contexts co-exist, sub-selfs are the subjects of

goals in each context - i.e., each context is a self separation.
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Self Separation

The notion of self-separation requires to concern goals for different separated-selfs. Different goals

set for different contexts separated for selfs, goals of a self can be obstacles for achieving goals of

other selfs and lead to an obstacle for being a self in its separation. Employers checking their em-

ployees’ social personae on Facebook [56, 133, 134, 158] are a good examples. Social persona on

Facebook is believed to be a mirror of what constitutes one’s real personality. Employer’s Facebook

check generally aims for discovering (potential) employees’ negative behaviors against or potentially

will against social norm or employer’s benefit. Phoebe is one of Facebook users who enjoyed com-

munications with her Facebook group. In her group nobody worked with others as coworkers in

reality. She was aware that she behaved differently from what she did in her professional circle but

that did not harm her performance in her professional doings. However, since her employer started

checking employees’ profiles on Facebook and used them to reconsider their positions, she became

cautioned and behaved differently from previously. Her sudden change presented her a new persona

to the group and she felt she was no longer herself (i.e., her Facebook self) - not the Facebook social

self (sub-cyber-self in the Facebook context) she wanted to be. This scenario shows that, goals set

for separated-selfs need to consider identities as a priority. Consequently, goals on self separations

concern issues against identity metrics, on each identity and across all separated-selfs’ identities.

On self-separations, an awareness goal includes each self’s rights and situations against their iden-

tities’ metrics. Each goal targets a separated self. For the cyber-physical-self, goals are compound

- one such goal considers the physical-self, the cyber-self and the connection between them. The

connection between two selfs (referred to as cyber-physical connection, short in CPC) is in large a

key component of a CPS. Two separated selfs, one can dependent on, or be transferred to, the other;

or both share the same identity. For example, an appointment ID obtained from an online booking

system is the ID for physical present and check-in. The status of such a connection, can be known

or unknown to others. Knowledge about a CPC status essentially contributes to the achievement of

an awareness goal for the own CPS. The ability to control and to against being controlled the CPC

status is critical to being a CPS. As a result, goals set for a CPS is to consider this component.

On the other hand, since the status has a key impact on identifying a CPS, it is measurable by the

identity metrics. In other words, establishment of goals on a CPS essentially encompass the metrics.

• Uniqueness

Goals in this dimension concern goals on a self who shares the same identity with another self,

where both selfs have uniqueness in their separations, can cancel goals on the other self. E.g.,

when an email address is used as login ID in Facebook[53] and LinkedIn[114], an inability-to-

observe goal on professional status in Facebook can be cancelled by a contact who can observe
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it in LinkedIn, if one’s circle of friends in Facebook overlaps LinkeIn at this contact. Goals on

a CPS, which is partially constructed by two separated-selfs, consider not only the fact that

goals on two separated-selfs can cancel each other but can also invalid goals on the CPS. E.g.,

while marriage status is observable for her physical-self’s contacts, Phoebe has an inability-

to-reach goal for her cyber-self’s contacts. An inability-to-reach goal cannot be achieved for

her CPS due to the ability-to-reach for its physical component. The unpredictable uniqueness

of a cyber-id requires to concern two scenarios: i) one Login ID used for different selfs - e.g.,

the Facebook and LinkedIn example above; and ii) one ID used by multiple entities - e.g., a

shared email account, a shared computer (if mac address is used as the identity in context).

In the second case, cyber-physical relationship types can achieve uniqueness with vertical or

cross connections with respect to the CPline23.

• Dependency

Goals in this dimension concern goals on a self whose identity has dependency relationship with

an identity of another self. This means goals of dependent-self’s will be affected by goals of the

depended-self. When one’s physical-social-self and cyber-self have a dependency relationship,

they form a CPS in their context. Within a CPS, two separated selfs can have different needs

for anonymity. When one of the separated self has an anonymity goal and another does not,

the CPS cannot achieve anonymity. When the self with an anonymity goal is dependent to

the self without an anonymity goal, the goal cannot be achieved. When the connection is

observable, the anonymity is cancelled. E.g., an email is used as an alternative of a fitness club

member ID issued by the club. When anonymity is required for both selfs, a CPS’s anonymity

status is determined by the connection status - the complete anonymity can be cancelled by

the observability of the connection (as above). Thus, if anonymity is a goal for a CPS, the

offset needs to be considered. The same is true for pseudonym, and other goals likewise.

• Reachability

Goals in this dimension concern ability to reach information about a self reaches another self

without permissions. Unexpected reachability granted can due to the connection between the

selfs - whose identities are transferable or have a dependency relationship, or whose contacts are

connected. A connection between two selfs can be an inter-connection within a CPS through

a CPline-based vertical or cross connection. Inter-connections within CPSes increase chances

for reachability to be granted. Thus, goals set for CPS concern CPRs in the TWC category24.

• Transferability

Goals in this dimension concern transferability and overwriting ability between goals on two

23See Section 5.4.1.
24See Section 5.4.1.
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selfs with one self’s identity is transferable to another self’s identity, and such ability’s impact

on goals of the same one’s CPS. E.g., after the Chinese Government puts marriage records

online [15], one will not be able to remain marriage status unknown in the cyber world, and

through other CPS in context to the physical world. The recent security flaw in a university’s

online system for student records [91], the Australia Express Post [170, 171], and the Skype

Number [194] are examples for transferable identities between the physical world and the cyber

wold with a result of goals crashing inside a CPS.

5.7 Conclusion: Privacy as An Ontological Problem of Self-

hood

Figure 5.7 presents an ontology of privacy based on the studies in this chapter. As the figure shows,

privacy is a core value of humans in society. It supports all other core values required by all human

cultures, positioning itself an integrity context for selfhood with its own intrinsic value via rights.

Within a selfhood, privacy is a claim of rights.

Humans have a social nature. This nature requires one to maintain different relationships with

different social entities for different purposed socializations. Each relationship has a context. One

presents the self in a specific context to be known and recognized by those with whom one intends to

maintain a relationship. One’s presence in each relationship context is different from each other, to

some extent25. One’s each self-presentation represents a sub-self having autonomy in the associated

context as an individual social entity. In this line, each context is a separation for a sub-self to

achieve autonomy - which requires reflexivity and individuality with dignity and security - which

require privacy as an integrity.

One is oneself’s information. A claim of rights for the self is a claim of rights for information

about the self - a claim of “who can do what to the information about me?” The “who” is the

social entities the self having a relationship with26. The “do” creates occurrences. When a claim

is made, an identification of who made the claim is activated. One needs to be recognized as who

having the right to make a claim - having the right to be associated with the occurrence, having the

relationship with who are required to recognize one’s identity27.

A claim is made on situations’ characteristics describing status about one’s information, in com-

parison with one’s desired status. Interpreting desired status as a result of goals, privacy is an

25Contexts can overlap.
26The meaning of “having a relationship with” includes those one does not have an explicit relationship with but

knows their existences - by knowing an existence one implicitly creates a connection to it, via the channel of “knowing”.
27The “me” is an identity.
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achievement of goals. To achieve a goal for an information status with appropriate rights, an under-

standing of information capacity in achieving goals for privacy is required. The next Chapter serves

for this purpose. 28

Figure 5.7: Ontological Grounding of Privacy in Selfhood

28In this chapter, Sections 5.1, 5.2 & 5.4.3, and Social Identity in Section 5.3.1 are based on the work presented
in [34]. Sections 5.4.2 & 5.5, and Sections 5.6.1 & 5.6.2 are partially based on [34, 36] and [34, 37], respectively. The
author is the primary contributor to [34], [36] and [37]. [37] is c© by IEEE (www.ieee.org), from whose website the
associated copyright notice can be found.



Chapter 6

Privacy and Information

“Information is a difference which makes a difference.”

– Bateson (1972)

Information is the primary resource of privacy occurrences1 and the motivation of privacy con-

cerns. “You are your information” [57]. What is your information that can make a difference to

your privacy? Can you drive this information towards a state that fits your need for privacy? In an

attempt to answer these questions, this chapter develops an understanding of information. Section

6.1 studies the role information plays in our lives, from its origin to the cyber-physical evolution;

the notion of “information is a difference”; and the center that makes and maintains information

the notion of “a difference makes a difference”. Section 6.2 studies information’s social capacity

in building social networks for our lives and identifies relevant types of information in the social

networks. Section 6.3 analyses the notion of information as “a difference makes a difference” for pri-

vacy practice in the cyber-physical world. Section 6.4 identifies the scope and extent of information

that can create privacy implications. Towards engineering privacy, based on the understanding of

information capacity in implementing the notion of “difference”, Section 6.5 analyses the essential

constructs of information for instantiating information objects for specifying information status as

a means to specify privacy status.

6.1 Information

The term “information” appears frequently in our everyday life - e.g., “give me some information”,

“send me the information for this”, “do you have the information about this?”, “keep this information

in a safe place”, “keep the information confidential”. In many shopping malls, we can see there is

a big “i” counter or window providing free information about the area. Many technical terms are

1See Section 5.5.1
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formed by the term: “information technology”, “information retrieval”, “information extraction”,

“information theory”, “information science”, “information systems”. We are told that we are living

in an “information age” where many of us are overloaded with information inevitably. Information,

in its general sense, is “facts provided or learned about something or someone” or “what is conveyed

or represented by a particular arrangement or sequence of things” [151]. Theoretically, information

is the source of knowledge - the view of “data-information-knowledge-wisdom” [180] has situated

information’s role in knowledge management. When it comes to privacy, information transforms the

term “privacy” into “information privacy”2. The role information plays in privacy management is

obviously an essential element - without information, privacy has nothing to refer to. Given that

privacy is an ontological problem3, understanding information privacy requires an understanding of

information’s ontological problem - its capacity in making privacy implications. This section studies

the role information plays in our lives, from its origin to the cyber-physical evolution (Section 6.1.1);

the notion of “information is a difference” (Section 6.1.2); and the center that makes and maintains

information the notion of “a difference makes a difference” (Section 6.1.3).

6.1.1 The Origin, and The Cyber-Physical Evolution

The concept of “information” was developed from the verb “inform”, which was arose from two

Latin words, namely “in”, meaning into; and “forma”, meaning to give shape to [159]. Middle

English developed the verb to hold the meaning of instruction and learning - to inform is to give

shape to thoughts; and the noun “information” as a place holder for the meaning of formation of

mind like communication of news [151]. Information as a concept in this root was associated with

human activities - instruction, learning, shaping thoughts; and forms - formation of mind. This

ancient lineage of information emphasizes the meaning of properties of forms - by arrangement,

rather than the nature of substances [42]; stressing the important roles pattern and organization

play in understanding this concept. This ancient priority of form-over-content features information

a “technical nature”. In today’s information age, information technology plays a key role in our

society’s well-being development. Such a technical nature of information can facilitate technologies

to adopt the concept. However, societal issues like dignity, reputation, respect and trust that

generally can lead to issues like privacy, security and resource access - which in turn can lead to

situations in which one can suffer from loss of opportunities in many aspects are more than “forms”

can capture (i.e., information-as-forms). If well-being is to be achieved, the notion of information

to be used for technologies that drive the societal well-being development must be able to capture

messages to represent or express these societal issues. Consider the information Tom told Phoebe:

2As studied in Section 2.5, in this information age, privacy is all about information privacy.
3See Section 5.7.
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“Mary is very sensitive”. The form of this information can be understood as “A is B”, which captures

one of Mary’s characteristics, namely sensitive at the degree of very. However, there are important

components of the message reside outside of this form. First, the content of this information, e.g.,

the message with respect to subject, argument and idea, that Tom intended to transmit to Phoebe, is

unclear. Second, regardless the message Tom intended to deliver, how the message was interpreted by

Phoebe on received, is also vague. Both are important components contributing to the information

integrity - the information’s life-cycle. From a technical perspective, e.g., information retrieval,

information extraction, clustering, data mining, this form is of sufficiency within a large technical

extent - meaning the use of technologies to extract patterns. However, from a social perspective,

say reputation and trust, the issue of content has a higher priority than the form: Mary is sensitive

in what sense? Sensitivity often has impacts on behaviors. What content did Tom want to deliver

to Phoebe and how would she interpret? Was Mary suspicious and difficult to communicate? Did

Mary perceive things with bias? Did Tom just transmit what he believed to Phoebe or did he want

to influence Phoebe’s impression about Mary - positively (e.g., Mary is good at spotting problems in

the area they are talking about) or negatively (e.g., to stay certain distance from Mary)? Without

Tom’s further explanation how the message was interpreted and used by Phoebe? Answers to these

questions, regardless their content, Mary’s reputation and trust from Phoebe, and her privacy (e.g.,

as a consequence of reputation and trust) on this personal characteristic, will be influenced and

re-adjusted.

The example, above, give rise to an issue, namely - if information is to give shape to thoughts, it

is compelling to make itself informative to the receiver who owns the thoughts that the information

intends to shape. In what follows, information is socially enabling - to the minimum extent, it

connects a “sender” and a “receiver”. One may argue that, this is not true for information that

a human agent can learn, directly, from substances. If we see a substance as an agent sending

information about itself by nature - that is, the substance naturally presents itself in existence. Then,

the substance is a sender. The information content is the nature of the substance’s existence, and

the message the human agent (i.e., the receiver) obtains, in terms of the quality with respect to the

nature of the information. On the other hand, information is also socially constraining. Regardless

what content of the information Tom wanted to transmit, if Phoebe interpreted the information

negatively towards Mary and intended to stay distant from her, the information is then socially

constraining towards the relationship development between them. We refer to the coexistence of

social enabling and constraining features of information as an enablement-constraint paradox4. This

paradox features information a social paradoxical property5.

4The term “paradox” here is understood in a literal sense, not a logical sense.
5This socially paradoxical property of information is acknowledged as an extension to Shannon’s [190] observation

that information is constraining and enabling.
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In the cyber world, today, powered by Web 2.0 technologies, information is largely created by

cyber users via their cyber activities - directly or indirectly; knowingly or unknowingly. To name a

few, making online transactions, creating networks or joining online communities and be connected

to, writing blogs or being written into blogs, making recommendations or being recommended by

others, presenting self or being presented by others. Cyber users are human agents’ cyber represen-

tatives - i.e., their personae in the cyber world. In other words, human agents are the main drivers

and/or causes of cyber activities. This relationship - humans as cyber actors - indicates a connection

between human agents and cyber users; however, blurs the boundary between the cyber world and

the physical world. This blur adds a boundary issue into the social feature of information and its

“living environment” will follow to evolve, from its original physical world to the cyber-physical

world. This evolution adds a cyber-physical dimension into information’s social consideration. As a

consequence, the social feature of information extends itself to serve human agents’ social activities in

the cyber-physical world and function them as cyber-physical entities. Information has evolved from

the ancient priority of form-over-content to the cyber-physical priority of social-signal-implication.

6.1.2 Social Signal and Value: The Notion of Information Difference

The shift of priority has positioned information as a key candidate for fulfilling human agents’ core

values6 - the values necessary to be achieved in a rudimentary framework in which the social feature

of information can facilitate human agents to achieve their core values. Such a framework, in essence,

is the existing sociological framework.

The recognition of the social feature of information accepts information as the-connection-

between-sender-and-receiver. The shift of priority indicates a need for information to reflect this

connection and social signal with their social implications. Impliedly, information has dependency

on the receiver’s understanding if it is to inform or to give shape to his/her mental status like

thoughts, beliefs, sensations, perceptions and cognitions about the world7. One receives informa-

tion, makes an interpretation by selecting a message meaning from a set of possible message meanings

(about the information), then adapts self’s mental status according to the message selected - e.g.,

accepts the message as a belief that it is the sender’s intended meaning, updates knowledge about

the world to which the message can be related. From a sender’s stance, information is understood as

social signals carrying intended meaning to re-present the world; whereas, the social signals carrying

unintended (chosen, unintentionally) meaning to interpret the world from a receiver’s stance. Un-

derstanding information from the receiver-dependent angle, information is inward-forming relying

on human agents’ mental status about the world in which the information takes effect. Such an

6See Section 5.1 for definition.
7The world which is partly captured by the message the sender intended.
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inward-forming nature places a link between information content and the core values of the human

agents involved. In other worlds, as a social signal, information’s content relies on the sender’s core

values for intended meaning and the receiver’s core values for chosen meaning. This is an ontological

separation between core values attached to or accepted by the human agent to who the social signal

takes effect. The sender constructs the social signal by self’s ability to use available resources to

justify self’s intension (on trust, respect and privacy8 - if any - about others) towards the receiver.

The receiver, on the other hand, unpacks the social signal by self’s ability to use available resources

to adapt self’s mental status9 (on trust, respect and privacy10 - if any - about self and others) about

the world to which the arriving (accepted) social signal interprets. This value separation allows a

view for value change of information between contexts like actors (e.g., sender and receiver, an in-

dividual’s different selfs, different personae, different roles) and social categories (e.g., communities,

groups, or networks).

The value separation aligns well with Bateson’s [14] postulation in which information is defined

as “a difference which makes a difference”. Information is a difference in value-to-change which

makes a difference in value-to-be-changed. Tom believed the signal sending to Phoebe about Mary’s

sensitivity characteristic has a value to change Phoebe’s mental status about Mary “bias, difficult to

collaborate” because he knew Phoebe believed Mary and him were close friends. Phoebe accepted

the signal with a belief that it has a value to adapt her distance to Mary; and to warn others, for

the same reason. This example shows a negative value change on both the sender and the receiver.

It also shows that, information has values to trigger actions. Refer to an action value as the value

the actor believes that is “worth” to trigger an action to achieve a goal. Then, within a sender-

receiver framework, information has action values: the value-to-change and the value-to-be-changed.

Information makes a difference to the sender and to the receiver through its action values.

Action value can make a difference to one’s social position, when the information is sufficient

to distinguish one from others. First, fundamentally, the information indicates the existence of the

social position. Second, essentially, a social value (positive or negative) generated to maintain the

social position’s existence. Such distinction is one’s identity in context. For example, Phoebe’s

student ID number has a value as an evidential resource to qualify her existence as a student in her

university. Tom’s information has a value to his intension-to-change Phoebe’s mental status towards

Mary; outside of Tom, it is a potential value to influence others (Phoebe, and those she wanted

to warn) - “potential” means the information by itself is not sufficient to distinguish Mary from

others. If others were influenced, then the information gained an influencing value. Another obvious

example is an identifier has an influencing value that influences others its holder is not them. When

8The stakeholder of privacy here is understood as the subject the information intended.
9This ability reflects the self’s individuality to act as an individual and reflexivity to see the need to adapt the

self’s status.
10Privacy here is understood as one’s goal for the status of information about oneself.
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the information has an influencing value on one’s social position, it has a social value.

Social values can not be quantified. In addition, social values can be vary significantly, both

culturally and spatiotemporally. Therefore, they are difficult to qualify. For example, when the

difference qualifying one’s accomplishment, it makes a difference to one’s eligibility in context - e.g.,

“Mary is a lawyer”, “Phoebe won the mathFun first prize”. When the difference qualifying one’s

dignity and privacy rights, it makes a difference to one’s privacy - e.g., “She is sensitive to her

past with that boy”; when the difference qualifying one’s privacy status, it makes a difference to

one’s core values - e.g., one’s mobile number, day of birth, residential address are made accessible

to unauthorities (e.g., Vodafone’s customers’ details were made public online [232]), one’s privacy

on this information, and information that can be accessed to by using (any of) these information is

updated towards negative consequences - i.e., lost privacy (already happened) and can be invaded.

This privacy update can make a difference to one’s other core values (compare to the core values

prior to the privacy update) - e.g., security (financial security - financial-relevant information can be

accessed; residential security - residence can be approached without authority), ability (to continue

use the mobile number for self-control purpose, to control authority access to residence, to use day

of birth to constitute security code), dignity (to the ability to control abuse of these information).

Viewing information from this angle, we recall our argument that privacy as an integrity context

of selfhood. Privacy, in a selfhood framework, presents itself an integrity context to maintain core

values. This relationship (Figure 6.1), philosophically connecting information’s action value, social

value and the information stakeholder’s core values, provides a basic value framework to establish,

develop and transfer values between these dimensions.

Figure 6.1: Social Purpose Driven Information Value Framework

The value framework shows the dominating role of core values - which determine an action value

to make a social value. That is, the Core Value Framework provides a platform for information to

make a difference. The state of an individual’s core values is the subject of the “difference”. The
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notion of information-as-a-difference (or, “information difference” for short) describes information’s

capability of making a difference to its stakeholder’s core values. Since privacy is a core value and

it mutually supports other core values, information difference makes a difference to privacy status.

In other words, information-as-a-difference for core values can be seen as information-as-a-privacy-

difference (Figure 6.2). “Making a difference to privacy status” means changing one’s privacy from

one status to another. We refer to information-as-a-privacy-difference as “information is a difference

which can make a difference to one’s privacy status via making a difference to one’s core values”.

Figure 6.2: Ontological Status of Information-as-a-Difference to Privacy

6.1.3 The Home to Information Difference: Self

We are our information11 - we present and maintain our existence, to indicate a difference from

others, which makes us a Self. We disseminate signals carrying our purpose to influence others,

which makes our Self’s personae, which transform the difference from our Self to others.

Self, develops meanings and signals them - with purposes to influence, and with values to trans-

form - is an information center, within which information is generated, received and processed, to

make and maintain the difference. Such a self-centric information center (SCiC) necessary exists

during the self’s lifetime; however, information emerged from within it can continue to exist or be

evolved to make new difference. We receive advice from seniors, we learn wisdom from ancestors,

we grow and become wise - we become a different12 person. We develop our own knowledge and

share with others, information in our lifetime also exists in others’. When information exists in the

cyber world, digital formats with advanced technologies allow the information to exist infinitely.

The vague boundary of the cyber world and the physical world makes physical information cyber-

available; and vice versa. E.g., Phoebe’s cyber-self’s persona for her online travel agent constitutes

11On Floridi’s [57] thesis of “you are your information”.
12By different, here, we mean changes of experience, awareness and knowledge.
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her flight-booking behavior like her favours departure time at midnight and arrival time at around

noon. This information has a value for herself to receive services tailored to her favours from this

agent’s website to save time and receive best promotional price. It also has a value for her agent’s

market analysis, customer retention and third party collaboration. This information contributes to

the constitutions of Phoebe’s persona. If Phoebe cancels her account with this agent, her persona

will expire. However, her information will continue to exist in her agent’s database maintained for

their former customers, and will continue to have the value for their market analysis; and third

parties, if any.

It can be seen, from this scenario, that information can exist outside of the information center

within which it was generated. In other words, information can go out of its original information

center and continue to exist, in other (the receiver’s) information center - i.e., from one self to

another; typically, through either path of the following:

• Communication (from the sender to the receiver) - e.g., from Phoebe to her agent, then from

the agent to a third party. A shift of information center can incur a change of values - e.g.,

the value for Phoebe is to receive better services, the value for the agent is to better manage

business, the value for the third party is to gain better profit. When the path from the

sender to the receiver passing through the mediators, the communication is classified in the

Dissemination, below.

• Dissemination - when information is passing through mediators before reaching the intended

recipient, the meaning of information is interpreted in the mediator’s information center - i.e.,

by the mediator’s selfs driven by their core values as a receiver and as a sender. The success

transfer of the intended meaning from the original sender to the intended recipient will largely

rely on the mediator’s core values (e.g., ability, trust) to re-present the information - i.e., the

application of the core values.

When information is transferred from one information center to another, its meaning will evolve to

align with the interpretations from the central points of the information centers - the selfs. Naturally,

different selfs can interpret the same information differently; and consequently creating a value chain

for the information. The value chain can have impacts on the core values of those involved. Each

set of core values belong to a “self”. Thus, “self” is the home for creating information to make a

difference to others, and to self.

6.1.4 Remarking Information Center’s Capacity: Summary

Information is a difference making a difference. Information difference is capable of making a differ-

ence to its stakeholders via their core values. The creation resource of information that can make a
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difference to one’s core values is fundamentally oneself - one’s existence, presentation and represen-

tation. Refer to oneself the Information Center for processing information to making difference to

one’s core values, the Information Center’s capacity is one’s self-presentation and self-representation.

As the world in which we live and socialize has been evolved into a cyber-physical world, the Infor-

mation Center is expanded to a capacity of handling cyber-physical information created from one’s

cyber-physical existence, cyber-physical presentation and cyber-physical-representation.

6.2 Social Information Network

Though, information about human agents primarily comes from Selfs - the self-centric information

centers (SCiC). In the small world [128], human agents are separated at most six-degrees from each

other. To a certain extent, every single human agent connects to every others. Proactive interactions

between human agents generate enormous amount of information, which can in turn serve as source

and motivation to the Selfs to process informations in their SCiCs.13

In the cyber world, connections between cyber agents can be as simple as just one mouse click.

Cyber agents are not necessary those with human agents behind. They can be services - direct,

or third party. In this “one-click” connectable world, networks are scale-free. Information can be

recreated (from one Self to another - e.g., different receivers can interpret the information differently),

propagated (from one receiver to another) and re-interpreted, or integrated into new message and

encoded with new meaning. Consider a “static” form of the information, different meanings encoded

message as its content appear in the same form at each SCiC will have different impacts on the owner

of the SCiC - the mental status of the Self the information arrives. Such mental status includes

beliefs and perceptions, and will effect related desires, intensions and decisions - about the Self and

others that are relevant to the mental status.

In the cyber-enable living world, ways of generating information is enriched; and infinite - as

advanced ICT technologies emerge, traditional networking methodologies are facing challenges due

to the cyber world in itself is an open world. Cyber networks do not have a close end in the cyber

space, due to data sharing boundaries for users are less defined and more porous, particularly with

proliferation of social media services (e.g., Facebook and Twitter) and ubiquitous mobile devices

(e.g., smart phones). Moreover, with human agents as the drivers of the cyber agents, cyber net-

works are open for interactions with the physical world. As a consequence, the blur of networks’

boundary, not only can occur in the cyber world, but can also cross the cyber world and the physical

world. This phenomenon extends SCiCs to accommodate information generated from this layer. In-

formation is ubiquitous. This characteristic reveals a network infrastructure (within the sociological

13This social foundation builds a social connection layer to information’s social feature.
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framework) - the network within which information is generated, processed, propagated, integrated

and reproduced to deliver meanings and transform values. The following subsections capture the

network model from a value-interaction perspective in terms of value-change as motivation for social

interactions to derive meanings. Section 6.2.1 identifies the three fundamental pillars of information

in a traditional society; Section 6.2.2 analyzes the role core values plays in the three pillars identified;

and Section 6.2.3 summarizes information’s social capacity as networks.

6.2.1 The Pillars

Centric to a Self, information carrying the purpose of showing the value of the Self’s existence, beliefs

and perceptions; and desires and intensions of recognitions from others. On the desire for gaining

recognitions, information is socially generated and exists. However, the purpose of information’s

generation, existence and use can vary and evolve at times, in context. “Self, Other-People, Context”

as the three pillars frame a basic information network. Each pillar holds a cluster of information.

Figure 6.3 illustrates the interplay between the three pillars.

Self Identity and identifiers indicate existence. Personae and roles are evidences of mental or

social existences. They reflect the Self’s beliefs and perceptions; and desires and intensions of -

and can have - recognitions from others. Information comes from identity (i.e., information that

contributes to forming the identity) is intrinsic to the self. Information comes from personae or roles

is mentally and socially generated, and exists. Information in this cluster is extrinsic to the self,

mainly self-presentation (e.g. behaviors) and re-presentation (e.g., identifier, persona, role).

Other-People People who connects to the Self evidences the existence of the Self, socially. Social

connections can influence the Self’s construction and the adaptation of self-presentation - the infor-

mation that is central to personae and roles. Information in this cluster is mainly connectivity and

relationship. It also includes roles the entities on the connection path14 play - roles they play in the

connection space15 and in their own context, which separates from the persona context in which the

connection lies. Such information is often uncertain or unknown to the Self.

Context Channels are required to disseminate information from the Self to others - with or with-

out purpose or targets; with or without conceptual or geographical boundaries; with or without

subjects, themes or topics. They are also used to convey others’ recognitions back to the Self.

14Entities connect one entity to another.
15The social space where the connection exists.
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Figure 6.3: The Basic Information Social Network
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The Networking Ground:

Physical existence generates physical identity for a specific period of time - during a lifetime. Such

an identity relies on physical traits. However, the presentation of the information about the identity

can be constructed, variously in forms or structures. Factors affecting presentation styles include

the Self’s beliefs, perceptions, knowledge, desires and intentions - about the Self’s value in existence.

In referring to social culture, this value reflects the Self’s mental status about Self’s connections to

others. In constructing presentations on identity, the Self presents personae and plays roles under

them - as a result, identifiers16 are introduced.

Connections rely on the context formed by boundaries - geographic or conceptual boundaries, e.g.,

formed by nations, organizations, societies, communities; disciplines like subjects, themes, topics;

and a frame of reference structures communication channel, target and purpose. Each contextual

factor in itself can affect the stability of personae the Self presents and roles the Self plays under

associated personae - e.g., evolution of boundaries, availabilities of the frame of the reference, and

focus of domains. Enormous uncertainties can be encountered due to the other connection ends’ Selfs

other personae and roles, especially, those that are not involved in the connection under consideration

and that are invisible to the Self.

6.2.2 On Core Values (CVs)

Information conveys values between senders and receivers. With intention to transform the value

into the others, a Self encodes message with a value the Self believes into the information. Such

beliefs can be built on one’s perceptions and knowledge about oneself’s social status. In the society,

one’s ability to obtain recourse largely relies on one’s social status. We refers to such ability as one’s

social availability and one’s beliefs about oneself’s social availability as one’s mental availability.

The value encoded in the message is established on the Self’s mental availability, and the Self’s

wants and needs towards and from others. This inclusion of others implies a level of awareness the

Self has about Self’s social availability that can be referred to in social status - which, reflecting in

a number of factors including resource, ability and opportunities the Self can obtain from within

the Self’s social context. The ability to obtain such needs in learning this awareness requires trust

and respect from others; and both trust and respect require a certain level of security and privacy

to cultivate and maintain. In what follows, social availability can change mental availability, which

can in turn influence behaviors towards others and can subsequently adapt social availability. These

availabilities are essential for the Self to develop information about the Self in constructing identity

and identifier presentations (intentionally or unintentionally) and leading to personae and roles. This

fundamental support of information generation and evolution demands a support of trust, respect,

16I.e., partial identity.
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Figure 6.4: CV-Driven Information Social Network

security, privacy, resource, ability and opportunities - all has a positive value17 to the Self. Such

positive values are necessary and sufficient for the Self to be an individual and autonomous subject.

Figure 6.4 shows the role core values play in the Basic Information Social Network.

Self A Self learns the Self’s social availabilities, adapts the Self’s mental status. On mental and

social availabilities, the Self constructs presentations about Self Identity, cultivates and re-presents

it into personae and roles. When a Self learns own availabilities, the Self is a subject (SaaS) to learn

the Self as an object (SaaO). The Self as a subject (S) adapts the Self as an object (O) - within the

17From a Core Value’s perspective, these values as building blocks of the Core Value Framework (described in
Section 2.3 and Section 5.1) are positive to the Self - the stakeholder of the core values.
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CVF18, S adapts O’s existing core values towards S’s desired core values that are reflected in goals.

Upon defining goals about the status of the information about the Self O, the Self S considers the

impacts the value can be conveyed to the receiver. Encoded with purpose, a message is conveyed to

the receiver for goal achievements.

Information in this cluster concerns goals to achieve desired status of core values. Goals are

established by the Self S, consisting of S’s Self Identity of the Self O and its expectations on O - all

reflecting in core values. Core values demand recognition (e.g., for trust and respect) and support

(e.g., for resource, ability, security, privacy and dignity) within a social context. Information in this

cluster thus includes the Self’s perceptions about connectivity to others within context in which

personae and roles are the results of the extension to the re-presentation of the Self’s identity and

identifiers. Information in this cluster also emphasizes purpose of information’s generation, existence

and use for the information targeted by the set of goals.

As shown in Figure 6.1, information’s action value makes social value to generate impacts on

core values. In what follows, information driven by core values is driven by action values. Therefore,

information in this cluster includes the Self’s core values and action values the Self encoded into the

information sending out to emphasize the Self’s existence and intentions to influence others.

Other-People People connects to the Self forms a context for the core values (of the Self) to take

effect - the context from which the Self grants and utilizes social availability. Information in this

cluster is centric to the connectivity between the Self and others. The dimension of connectivity

underlines social availability of the Self. Information in this cluster includes relationship type and

direction, connection degree and their context.

Connectivity enables Others to receive information sent from the Self. Information in this cluster

includes action values Others decoded from the information sent from the Self - in response to

purpose of the information’s generation, existence and use for the information a Self sent. As shown

in Figure 6.1, information’s action value makes social value to generate impacts on core values. In

what follows, information driven by action values impacts social values and core values. Therefore,

information in this cluster also includes Others’ core values and social values the action values

created.

Context Context forms performative information of the SCiC’s inputs and outputs. Inputs are

those encoded with action values received from others about their actions on the SCiC’s outputs that

are encoded with intended value sharing out by the stakeholder of the SCiC - the Self. Inputs and

outputs are shown in the form of information for i) purpose and goals, and ii) usage; respectively.

Performative information has target audience. Discipline and/or conceptual/geographic boundary

18See Section 2.3 and Section 5.1.
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provide a scope for the target audiences to use or be used for the performative information.

The CV-Based Network Ground:

Human’s social nature motivates a Self to extend the Self’s identity and identifiers to personae as

umbrellas under which the Self plays social roles, to indicate the Self’s existence and social value to

influence others and to develop a desired selfhood. In extending identity and identifier to persona

and roles, a Self plays a subjective role (S) to learn the Self (Os), to develop and present the Self

(Os), and to influence others (Oo). Information primarily comes from SaaS and SaaO, where the S

is from the SaaS and the (Os) is the O in SaaO , where the (Os) is an object viewing from the S ’s

lens. The subjective role puts the Self (Os) in action on social objects (Oo) - the Self (Os) is seen

as a social object that connects to others social objects (Oos). These objects act as social objects

as their connections indicate a certain extend of social context. The Self plays a subjective role to

present the Self to others to stress the Self’s social importance - social values.

Social value comes from the Self’s existence to others’ acceptance as social importance is a

transmission of values. Since information is central to the Self, such a value transmission is via

information - from an intended value the Self encodes with the information, into a chosen value the

receiver decodes from the information.

A Self develops goals towards his/her social values. As social values is determined by others’

recognition and willingness to accept, goals to achieve social values are established on the Self’s

existing connections to others, and desired outcomes - i.e., desired connectivity. The action of value

transmission is stimulated by a Self’s intentions towards goals and accomplished by others’ accep-

tance. Thus, social values are generated and maintained by value transmission actions motivated

by goals of Selfs, and achieved on the support of core values.

6.2.3 Remarking Social Network Capacity: Summary

Information having privacy implications primarily comes from the information stakeholder. The

self is a central concern for creating information having such capability, in terms of privacy effects.

Information having privacy implication capability is not isolated to the stakeholder self, it has a

social feature for connecting the self to the world - such a phenomenon creates information a social

network. The role Core Value plays to privacy creates this information social network its own version

- i.e., information network on core values. This network highlights information primarily comes from

the Self. On the support of self’s core values, the Self creates and sends information to Others with

an action value. On the receiver’s end (i.e., the “others”), the Self’s action value is transferred into

a new action value based on the receiver’s core values. The receiver then transfers their action value

into a social value based on the Context information. Within the context, the social value enforces
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an update of the core values of the Self.

6.3 Cyber-Physical Difference to Core Values

In the cyber world, information-as-a-difference is not simply a self issue. Information comes from a

cyber user emerged on the priority to access services. Such information can be freshly generated, or

(re-)presented from the existing information that has been used by the same cyber user elsewhere

or from its physical human agent counterpart. To name a few, a brand new login ID created, an

existing email ID provided for identification or verification outside of the email service provider,

personal information from physical world as part of the identification information - e.g., residential

address, mobile phone number, date of birth, or security questions and answers. Such information

has cyber-physical inputs to core values. This section studies causations of these inputs from cyber-

user-generated information.

6.3.1 Freshly Generated Information

This cluster concerns information freshly generated by cyber-users that can create or enhance a dif-

ference to the user’s core values. For example, information of a new user name makes or enhances a

difference for the service provider to distinguish the user (represented by the user name) from other

users. It also makes a difference for the cyber agent that drives the user, in terms of known status

of the cyber agent’s existence from previously unknown in the service domain to become known. A

further difference is then made to the user’s human agent counterpart, in terms of enhancing its

social availability and mental availability with cyber experience. For example, information generated

by an online flight price comparison makes a difference on the user’s known status about the coun-

terpart human agent’s travel plan behavior. Such a difference can lead to those who obtained the

information to reassess their trust and respect towards the human agent, and can accordingly adapt

resources within their availability for the human agent to access - such evolution, when viewing the

human agent as an independent individual, can make a difference on the human agent’s core values,

among which the most affecting ones are: dignity (reflected by existence known status, identifiable

probabilities) leading to trust and respect, opportunities (that implies resource accessibility) and

ability (to develop the self from available resource) - all can lead to evolutions in the security and

privacy dimensions.

The information difference made by this cluster of information involves interactions in the cyber

world, in the physical world and between the cyber world and the physical world. Each interaction

can involve other parties and accordingly make a difference to associated parties. If the known status

of this experience is made available to parties who will, mentally or performatively, affect the human
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counterpart’s core values, it will make a difference to the evolution of the human agent’s core values.

Remark:

• Information-as-a-difference in this cluster remarks existence of its creator - the associated cyber

agent, its connection to the service provider and to its human agent counterpart:

– From the cyber agent’s perspective, existence as a user of a service means the ability to

access the service as (new) available resource. It also means more information about the

cyber user for others to know about its existence and lead to more opportunities to be

accessed by others.

– From the human agent counterpart’s perspective, existence as a cyber user means the

ability to obtain more cyber experience, and obtain the service resource without physical

restrictions like time and location, physical identification, or physical presentation. It

also means more information about the physical self can be made available for others to

access via its cyber counterpart.

– From an external agent’s perspective19, a new existence comes into the world in which

it lives means new knowledge about the existence and new opportunity to access to the

existence’s resource20.

• This cluster of differences reflects information’s

– social paradox in core values resource (enabling access to new resources) and ability (en-

abling ability to access new resource and building ability on resource usage) vs. privacy

(constraining control of known status for “existence”).

– cyber-physical paradox in core values cyber-ability (enabling new ability to access cyber

resource as an extension to physical ability) vs. physical-ability (constraining ability to

control access to information about the physical self).

6.3.2 Existing Information Presented

This cluster concerns existing information presented from one repository to another, without chang-

ing its content and presentation. Cyber repository of user-generated information is largely reserved

by service provider. For example, an email ID obtained from one service provider is presented to

other service domains as part of the user’s profile to gain access to new services. When the informa-

tion is presented using the existing information, it makes a difference to the information’s usability

19“External” is by comparative to the integrity of cyber agent and its human agent counterpart.
20It can also mean lesser resource available to access from the shared service but here we focus on the difference

the information made to its stakeholder.
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with respect to privacy. This concerns purpose, use limitation and the known status to the existence

of the entity the information represents. The existence of entity largely refers to the cyber agent;

however, it can also include the cyber agent’s human agent counterpart - if a link between the cyber

agent and the human agent is known. For example, an email ID can be used for verification to

access other services, and the existence of the email account is known to a wider extent - i.e., from

previously the email service domain to include the new service domain. If a verification requires

information associated with physical status like residential address, a link between the cyber agent

and the physical agent is established once the verification is performed. A series of subsequent

differences can follow:

• Purpose of the information

If the purpose of the presentation does not align with the information’s purpose of existence

and use, a difference will be made to the purpose and use limitation of the information21. For

example, presenting an organization’s name as one’s affiliation while one is not affiliated with

the organization. Such a difference can make a difference to the information’s social dimensions

(such as liability and rights) and associated core values (such as trust, respect, access, security

and privacy).

• Integrity of the information

Presenting a portion of the information that was created to exist as integrity22 can make a

difference to the conditions under which the information integrity is required. Such a difference

can make a difference to the conditions’ social dimensions (such as liability and rights) and

associated core values (such as dignity, trust and respect).

• Right to the information

A difference made to the information’s existence purpose can adapt the stakeholder’s ability

to control the information towards his/her expectations and a subsequent difference to the

stakeholder’s right to control the information. A change to security level of the information

(e.g., access control) and/or associate security (e.g., financial security, job security) will follow

and stimulate a change of associated dignity, trust, respect towards the stakeholder.

• Access to opportunities

A difference made to the right to control the information can lead to a difference made to

the ability of accessing information, which can result in a value change of the information

on its existing social influence - which in turn makes a difference to the stakeholder’s social

availability (e.g., opportunities) to access the information for developing desired social status

21Details of purpose and use limitation of information will be discussed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8.
22See Chapter 5 for the notion of integrity as a goal.
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towards desired status of core values. E.g., as a result of inappropriate use of affiliation, one’s

right to information representing the affiliation is removed. This can make one’s access to

opportunities associated with the organization unavailable. Accordingly, trust, respect and

ability associated with the affiliation will be adapted.

• Access to the self

Being presented from one repository to another makes a difference to the information’s loca-

tion. This information difference, together with the information difference made to purpose

and usability and its stakeholder’s right to control the information will make a difference to

availability of the stakeholder.

• Cyber-physical separation and integrity

When the difference adapts the human agent’s mental status, it makes a difference to his/her

mental availability, which in turn drives his/her cyber agent’s behavior, and which in turn

makes a difference to the perceptions from or towards other cyber agents it connects to, and

which will result in an adaptation of the information’s action value towards a difference of

social value on the information in:

– The cyber dimension to enable or towards the ability to access to the service - with

this resource the cyber agent expands its human counterpart’s resource (as one of its

core value) to include the service access (if the difference was made to enable access) as

resource, or to increase opportunities to access the service (if the difference was made

towards the ability to access the service). Such a difference made to human agent’s core

values (e.g., resource and ability) can make a difference to influence or bring impacts to

his/her society via connectivities; subsequently, a value difference is made via a transfer

from core values to action value, which makes a social value23.

– The physical dimensions to enable or towards the ability to access to the cyber resource.

If the presented existing information came from the physical world - e.g., the organization

exists in the real world and its name is presented as part of the user profile registered with

the service, a story in the physical world told in the email, a paper picture scanned and

uploaded to a website - then, a difference will be made to the connection24 between the

physical dimension and the cyber dimension. Such a connection provides a new channel

to share resource with the world outside of the human agent self. To a certain extent, this

sharing provides a new social value for the cyber agent, its human agent counterpart, and

the service provider. However, such a social value can decrease the human agent’s privacy

23See Figure 6.1.
24E.g., building a new connection, strengthen the existing connection.
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core value, due to the disclosure to the public/outside world. If the information being

presented is identifiable to others, it will make a difference to the extent the subject being

identified and the use of identification - which can further decrease the human agent’s

privacy core value. As shown in Figure 6.2, a change of privacy core value will stimulate a

change of other core values like dignity, trust, respect, resource, ability, opportunity and

security.

– The cyber-physical integrity in two aspects. First, when the existing information from

the physical dimension is presented into the cyber dimension, it makes a difference in

connecting two dimensions into an integrity within the extent the information “covers”,

or vice versa. Second, the fact that human agents drive cyber agents makes the two

worlds in which they are living indivisible. The integrity makes a significant difference

to networks the cyber agent involved in the cyber world and networks the human agent

involved in the physical world; as well as other agents who are connecting with these

networks - and their networks in the two worlds. The fact that the cyber agent connects

its human counterpart to its network, peripherally, establishes a number of channels that

enable information processed between two ends (of the channel):

∗ A channel between the cyber agent’s network and its human counterpart.

∗ A channel extended to the channel above, to reach the human agent’s network.

∗ A channel extended to the channel above, to reach entities in the human agent’s

network. The extended section of the channel, is the existing channel that the human

agent uses to reach the entities in the network.

∗ A channel extended to the channel above, to reach the entity’s networks in the phys-

ical world, and the entities’ cyber counterpart.

∗ A channel extended to the channel above, to reach the entities’ cyber counterparts’

cyber network, and cyber entities’ physical counterpart.

New channels are extended and propagated between these steps, infinitely, in open-end

networks. The significance the (information) difference made shares the same tension.

Information value evolves as new channels open up, since channels enlarge opportunities

to access resource, which can result in subsequent changes of core values.

Remark:

• Information-as-a-difference in this cluster remarks information’s existence status, purpose of

existence and use, usability and integrity; as well as its stakeholder’s existence status (e.g.,

known status, identifiable status), right to information and be-accessible status.

• This cluster of differences reflects information’s
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– social paradox in core values i) resource (enabling access to new resources) and ability

(enabling ability to access new resource and building ability on resource usage) vs. ii)

privacy (constraining control of known status to existence), dignity (constraining right

to information and de-identification) and trust and respect (constraining ability to fulfill

obligations, if any).

– cyber-physical paradox in core values i) cyber-ability (enabling new ability to access cyber

resource as an extension to physical ability) vs. ii) physical-ability (constraining ability

to control access to information about the physical self).

6.3.3 Existing Information Re-Presented

This cluster concerns existing information being re-presented differently, in structure, content, or

repository, from its origin. Semantically,

• Being re-presented differently in structure means the presentation of the information is different

from the original presentation. E.g., a picture is described in text, a story is described in

different languages or different background (e.g., by filtering out partial context), a relationship

is described by a metaphor, an organization is described as another organization’s partner, a

paper is presented in a different format.

• Being re-presented differently in content means the information is presented differently in

property dimensions like size, amount, volume, granularity, scope, and magnitude. I.e., the

information is expressed in different dimensions to different degrees.

• Being re-presented differently in repository means the information is presented in a location

different from where the information was acquired.

Re-Presented Information inherits information’s capability in making differences from the cluster of

Existing Information Presented25, namely, information-as-a-difference to purpose, integrity, right,

access and associated core values.

On the other hand, through the lens of an object’s life cycle, information as object, information

content can be re-presented in different contexts - e.g., re-presented in different a repository26, differ-

ent communication background. When the same information can be presented in different contexts,

we say the information is scalable to these contexts. Being scalable to a context means being able to

be created, increased, or reduced in corresponding dimensions (properties) in the context. Scalabil-

ity of information means the information content is scalable in information’s property dimensions.

25See Section 6.3.2.
26Meaning, (adapt) information deposit and maintain (storage, retention).
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Scaled objects keep parts proportions to original objects. However, information content is difficult

to be represented in proportional dimensions for meanings towards the receiver’s interpretation for

a scaled chosen value. Re-Presented Information can introduce a scalability difference. When the

information is re-presented from the existing information (with or without additional information),

it (i.e., the re-presented information) makes a difference in scalability of the representation for the

entity the information presents and subsequently making a difference to the expressiveness of the

entity - i.e., the information can be expressed in different dimensions to different degrees.

[Example] Phoebe had a birthday party with her volunteer team. The next day she

uploaded some pictures taken during the party onto her blog. She did not restrict access

to this particular blog because she wanted to promote her volunteer team to the public.

She did not annotate anything in the pictures, but in text instead. The picture showing

the present from her team was presented by Jenny and John. She annotated the picture,

in text, as “Birthday Present”. Tom, by chance, visited the blog and found some lovely

drawings (which is the Volunteer Team’s logo) on the gift bag. He downloaded the

picture and added it to his website under his photo collections “Lovely Birthday Gift”.

Matt googled birthday gift and found Tom’s photo collection. He liked the picture and

put it on his blog labeled “2.14” together with many similing couples’ pictures. Tim,

Matt’s housemate, is also Jenny’s boyfriend’s brother, saw the picture on Matt’s blog

and misunderstood that Jenny had a new boyfriend who was in the picture - i.e., John.

Jeff, a university student maintaining an online “Idea” shop, took the picture from Tom’s

website as a sample of “Gift Idea” in his “Idea” shop. The logo’s was designed by Max

for free for the Volunteer Team. When he saw the logo from Jeff’s website, he believed

that the logo was used for commercial purpose since. He then made an legal action to

the Volunteer Team.

Scalability can lead to a change of information integrity, affecting the information’s purpose and goal

requirements, in the dimensions of its range, breadth, compass, degree, reach, spread and sweep,

when applicable. Such a change occurrence can stimulate a chain change of action values of the

information towards receivers. That is, intended value of the scaled re-presented information from

the presenter (the cyber user) to the chosen value from the receiver - different action values can

be created from the same receiver in response to the information received as its original and as a

re-presented copy, due to the receiver’s perception (based on his/her core values - e.g., ability, trust

and access to resource) of the context. In particularly, if the information’s scope in meaning and

value effect is expanded, a difference will be made to the influenced objects and their reactions (e.g.,

perception, relationship, trust, respect, resource sharing, collaborations) towards the information

stakeholder. This difference then makes a subsequent difference to the circle of social entities within
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the information’s reach. The subsequent difference can make measurable or gradable information

value unmeasurable or ungradable, and quantifiable information can become unquantifiable. Such

expansion means the information content can be made with a difference in extendability. It also

means its lifetime and retention can be expanded and a difference can be made to the cause that

makes the information to last longer (in social values), to postpone for a starting or ending time

beyond the original limit. This difference (to the cause) makes a difference to core values the infor-

mation takes effect within the timeframe extended. Consequently, the original information becomes

visible in the new context, at a different level and degree.

Remark:

• Information-as-a-difference in this cluster remarks information’s existence, purpose, usability,

scalability and integrity; as well as information stakeholder’s existence status (e.g., unknown,

identifiable, anonymity, pseudonym), right to information and be-accessible status.

• This cluster of differences reflects information’s

– social paradox in core values i) resource (enabling access to new resources) and ability (en-

abling ability to access new resource and building ability on resource usage) vs. ii) privacy

(constraining control of known status to existence and to the information’s scalability on

representations, presentations and contexts), dignity (constraining right to information,

de-identification and integrity of the information nature) and trust and respect (constrain-

ing ability to fulfill obligations, if any).

– cyber-physical paradox in core values i) cyber-ability (enabling new ability to access new

cyber resource and to access the resource as an extension to physical ability) vs. ii)

physical-ability (constraining ability to control access to information about the physical

self).

6.3.4 Remarking Cyber-Physical Capacity: Summary

Information’s cyber-physical capacity can make a difference to privacy through making a difference to

core values of the stakeholder. Such capacity is primarily developed through the stakeholder’s actions

beginning from creation and re-creation of cyber and physical information in three types - each

creates a cluster of differences. While all the differences reflect information’s paradoxical problem

in core values “resource/ability vs. privacy” and “cyber-ability vs. physical-ability”, each cluster

of differences contributes to different affecting factors of privacy - namely, access, right, integrity

and purpose in different context. In other words, triggers and accomplishments of information
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stakeholder’s actions relevant to the development of information capacity can significantly vary in

different dimensions. Figure 6.5 summarizes the operational factors of information-as-a-difference to

privacy based on their ontological status in Figure 6.2. The next section, elaborates relevance and

quality involved in this development.

Figure 6.5: Operational Platform of Information-as-a-Difference to Privacy

6.4 Relevance and Quality

To determine what information is capable of making a privacy difference, the relevance of information

to privacy is first to be identified. The meaning of information, in this aspect, plays a key role. An

understanding of information’s meaning helps to determine the information’s capability of making a

difference to a desired status for privacy27. Having understood the key role of information meaning,

we should understand that information is a poly-semantic concept and it has been attributed to

different meanings by different researchers in the field of information theory [191]. Defining the

meaning of information to determine privacy requires a scope. In consideration of information-as-

a-privacy-difference, the meaning of information can be seen as the quality of the information in

making a difference to privacy. We address the relevancy and quality issues in two aspects, namely

type and level of abstraction, respectively. Type tailors out irrelevant information by classifying

information meanings. Level of abstraction tailors information meaning on level of details.

27Recall that privacy is a matter of personal desired status about the information relevant to the self.
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6.4.1 Relevance: On Type

Given that the creation resource of information making a difference to one is oneself, relevance

of information must be relevant to the constitution and social ability of one’s self. The primary

type attributes to one’s informational constitution - “you are your information” [57] - namely,

information-as-self. The secondary type attributes to one’s social ability - self as a social entity

- namely, information-as-communication. With privacy in consideration, the primary type reflects

privacy’s notion as a personal desired status, whereas the secondary type reflects privacy’s social

nature that it is a socially created need.

Information-as-Self (IaS)

Information that can be used to describe a self to the extent that the self can be distinguished

from others is concerned in this cluster - i.e., information makes one’s self as a difference from

others.

• The “others” refers to other selfs of the same individual28 as well as of different individuals.

Information in this cluster with the concern of “others” is identifiers, which include associated

unique identities and functional identities that can be generated by SaaS - via self-presentation,

based on what the “S” (of SaaS) wants to be (i.e., what one wants to be known by others -

e.g., Phoebe wants to be known by her group member that she is a NiZwen speaker); or by

SaaO - others via perception upon the SaaS’ self-presentation (e.g., unique dressing style) or

via creation of identifiers to be associated with the SaaO (e.g., a student ID number).

• The “distinguished from others” means identifiers of the self not sharing the same subject

other than the self (i.e. S of IoS). Concerns also include information about the self that is

undistinguishable from others - i.e., overlapping with others’ information, i.e., at what level

of details the self is distinguished from others. The self with this concern amounts both SaaS

and SaaO: one sees information i1 as IaS, others see information i2 as the O in SaaO - where

the S of SaaO is the S of IaS with i1 as the I. The connection between i1 and i2 - e.g., overlap,

include or can be inferred or linked - is the relevance to S’s privacy status associated with i1.

Information-as-Communication (IaC)

Communications discussed here are between two agents exchanging information without third-party

28See Section 4.2.1.
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interactions. Assumptions are made with “all communications are exercised in a close world29”,

i.e., no one is able to obtain any information about the communication (and related) except the

two communicating agents. A communication related to a self occurs when the self is one of the

two communicating agents or the self is the object being communicated (or can be referred to by

the communication) by two agents. From the self’s perspective, the former is communication-to-

the-self, the latter is communication-about-the-self. Information in this cluster of communication is

those can be used to describe the communication contents and context. Suppose, two agents A and

B are on one such one-to-one based communication. Information related to S , the self of agent B ,

involved in a communication between A and B is categorized on the criterion of S ’s involvement in

the communication, as follows:

• Communication-to-the-self

Agent A communicates to agent B . Each agent sees the other as an object. B , whose self

under consideration, is an object from A’s perspective. At B ’s stance, his self S is a SaaS

communicating to A and a SaaO be communicated by A. At A’s stance, a third party will

interpret the scenario as “A communicates to an object”, where the object is the O of B ’s

SaaO . From this stance, A begins the communication with a recognition of O ’s existence.

This recognition process may require an identification of the O in B ’s SaaO .

Ideally, for self’s privacy, S ’s awareness for what information about his/her existence (for

S in SaaO) and what is made available for A to learn about him/her (for O in SaaO) is

known by the self. In practice, however, this is difficult to achieve due to one’s knowledge,

ability and the dynamics of the world. Thus, incomplete information is often the case. To

a certain extent, communication content and context can compromise this incompleteness.

Communication content can be related to S ’s mental and physical activities (e.g., knowledge,

awareness, intentions, desires, interests, preferences). Communication channel can reveal the

scope of relationship space in which A holds a relationship to S (e.g., via email, online SNS,

IM, phone, discussion group, blog, twitter), the role he plays in the communication (as an

acquaintance, a friend, a foaf, a colleague, a business partner).

Information in this sub-cluster of communication concerns:

– identifiers required for identifications of:

∗ A’s identifiable information made available to O

∗ S ’s identifiable information made available to A

∗ the relationship A holds to O in SaaO representing S for B

29The notion of “close world” refers to a world in which entities are not able to communicate with entities outside
of the world.
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∗ the relationship S holds to A in SaaS representing S for B

– communication content and context (e.g., channel and purpose):

∗ communication channel in both directions: from S to A and from A to O

e.g., S asks A a question via email and A replies (i.e., A communicates to O) from

Facebook.

∗ communication purpose from both ends (if any): A’s purpose to communicate to O

and S ’s purpose to communicate to A

e.g., S sends an email to A to ask a question, A replies with an answer (i.e., A

communicates to O).

• Communication-about-the-self

Agent A communicates with agent C about agent B . Information concerned involves identifier

of the O of B ’s SaaO and the communication content. Identification of A and C , relationship

between A and C and roles they play in the communication are necessary included.

Information in this sub-cluster of communication concerns:

– identifiers required for identifications of:

∗ A’s identifiable information made available to B and O

∗ B ’s identifiable information made available to A and O

∗ O ’s identifiable information made available to A and B

∗ the relationships A holds to B and O

∗ the relationships B holds to A and O

∗ the relationships O holds to A and B

– communication content and context (e.g., channel and purpose):

∗ the communication channels from A to B and from B to A

∗ the communication content and the ways it refers to O (i.e., how O is being recognized

and identified)

6.4.2 Quality: On Level of Abstraction

On the notion of level of abstraction (LoA) [59], the meaning of information relies on the associated

LoA adopted for requirements. The same information can fit different classifications with the LoA

it associates. We adopt this notion to our problem domain by using selfs as criteria to the scope

and types of information nature to personal privacy and that is relevant to privacy decisions. We

term these criteria the abstraction of self (AoS).
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Note, LoAs do not necessary be hierarchicaly related. They can be nested, disjoined or overlap-

ping [58]. Adopting this semantics to AoSs aligns with the separation concept: separations of the

same or different individuals can be overlapping30 or disjoined; abstraction of selfs in separations

follow and interrelate in the same way. E.g., a Facebook self overlaps with a Google Calendar self

on using the same Yahoo email ID address as login ID, as a result both overlap with the Yahoo self.

The key to use the criteria AoS is the concepts of SaaS and SaaO. Understanding information

from a privacy perspective, the primary considerations are the impacts information can have on a

human agent through revising his/her privacy status. To reach a comprehensive understanding, self,

is inevitable a standing point for a human agent to seek affecting objects in the world he/she lives

to perceive and receive information about them. Self, is also a target to be affected by these objects.

Following this line of reasoning, SaaS and SaaO are deemed as “peripheries” of the scope and types

of information nature to personal privacy. Thus, they are relevant to privacy decision.

In what follows, information required to manage privacy concerns is in essence by AoS. Consider

the communication scenario for IaC31. When an identification of the O in B ’s SaaO is required,

A might not need or be allowed to identify the O completely or to an extent in which activities

and behaviors can be associated with the O (i.e., identifiers). A might need or be allowed, only, to

identify O anonymously (i.e., knowing the existence of O somewhere and associate him to relevant

activities and behaviors without knowing the real agent B). That is, the identification of O has

an AoS associated with. Being a SaaO for communication can also demand an identification of the

agent, A, at another end of the communication. However, A, before the communication, might also

have a desired AoS associated with the communication or S - note they can be different, e.g., A

might have two personae made available to S , with one for a specific communication and another

for other communications (e.g., in a general context). With AoS, each identifiable information is

associated with an AoS. E.g., for IaC-to-the-self32, “A’s identifiable information made available to

O” and “S ’s identifiable information made available to A” become:

• A’s AoS made available to O

• S ’s AoS made available to A

Similarly, for IaC-about-the-self33, “A’s identifiable information made available to B and O”, “B ’s

identifiable information made available to A and O” and “O ’s identifiable information made available

to A and B” become:

• A’s AoS made available to B and O

30We consider hierarchical and nested are special forms of overlapping.
31See Section 6.4.1.
32See Section 6.4.1.
33See Section 6.4.1.
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• B ’s AoS made available to A and O

• O ’s AoS made available to A and B

That is, all concerns for IaS and IaC amount AoS. For identifications, concerns of AoS are reflected

on the level of identifications addressing anonymity, pseudonym and partial identities.

6.4.3 Summary

All information can make a difference to some existence, depending on the information’s relevance

to the existence and the information’s quality that is capable to make the difference. The extent and

the degree of difference can be understood variously with the information’s meaning - which, can

be understood variously on its poly-semantic nature. With privacy at focus, information’s relevance

concerns the information center34 from where information generated and processed has privacy im-

plications. Such concerns are central to the concept of “self”. With privacy considerations and

with self-centric, information’s quality concerns the basic enablement for privacy management - i.e.,

separate existence35. Built on the notion of Level of Abstraction, the concept Abstraction of Self

facilitates an understanding of information meanings with respect to its relevance that concerns

privacy as a personal desired status and as a socially created need. In other words, privacy’s sub-

jective nature and social nature is encoded into the criteria for understanding information meaning.

Such criteria enforce understanding information with privacy concerns - i.e., enforce understanding

information in the scope and extent where the information can make a difference to privacy status.

6.5 Construct and Status

Information makes a difference with meanings. A meaning is understood within a scope (Section

6.4.1) and a level of abstraction (Section 6.4.2) associated with the self on whom the information

making the difference. How an intended meaning can be encoded into a given information to make

a difference within the framework formed by the scope and level of abstraction? Understanding

the constitutions of information that have the capacity to accommodate a meaning within this

framework as a means to encode information with intended meaning is the aim of Section 6.5.1 -

namely, Construct. Understanding what makes information’s status from a privacy stakeholder’s

perspective as a means to construct a meaning to be encoded into information to make a privacy

difference is the aim of Section 6.5.2 - namely, Status.

34See Section 6.1.3.
35See Section 4.2.1.
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6.5.1 Construct

Information, either “form” or “content”, holds meanings36. Let a piece of information be an object.

Then, consider components the object needs to accommodate to sufficiently hold a meaning. Con-

sider the information about a university’s student ID number “10001234”. Within the university, the

existence of the student can be described as “The student with student ID number 10001234”(1.1).

Outside of the university, one will need to provide a reference to the university - e.g., “The student

with an Innovation University student ID number 10001234.”(1.2). Consider two sentences: “a white

T-shirt with a forget-me-not logo”(2.1), “the girl with a forget-me-not”(2.2) and “the girl wearing

a white T-shirt with a forget-me-not logo”(2.3). If the information to deliver is about “the girl”

and the “logo” in the communication context, the sentences (2.1) and (2.2) are incomplete since the

subject is missing in the sentence (2.1) and the context of the logo is not described adequately in

the sentence (2.2). From these two examples, we learn two components: a reference subject and

a temporospatial context with a content to deliver a meaning for an information object. In other

words, an information object with content provides a meaning through a reference subject and a

temporospatial context. Consider information as a tuple

< subject , content , context > (6.1)

where context reflects the sum of all natural properties, and the temporospatial context implies

a location and a time period for an effective meaning the information object holds. Then, an

information object is an instance of the Information Tuple (6.1). With this tuple, constructs of the

information described by sentences (1.2) and (2.3) are as follows:

(1.2)
subject: “Student ID”
content: “10001234”
context: (“Innovation University”, “2007-2010”)

(2.3)
subject: “The girl”
content: “with a forget-me-not logo”
context: (“printed on a white T-shirt wore by the girl”, “yesterday”)

Note, variance of a temporospatial context can be accommodated. For information “A and B

are the authors of the book titled ‘Design for Privacy’ published by The Design Group in 2013”(3),

the title “Design for Privacy” together with the publisher “The Design Group” is the location of “A

and B” becoming “authors” in the year of “2013”. Constructs of this information object (sentence

36Section 6.1.1
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3) are:

subject: “Authors”
content: “A and B”
context: (“Design for Privacy, The Design Group”, “2013”)

Each construct in the Information Tuple (6.1) is a placeholder for a value contributing to the meaning

of the information object the tuple instantiates. Status of an information object is an integrity of

status of each component within the extent that the values of the components can remain their

contributions to the meaning of the information object. In a context where privacy of the information

object is concerned, the contribution each component made to the integrity of the information object

includes a meaning and some privacy implications (if any). The next sub-section elaborates various

information status that can be held by information objects instantiated by the Information Tuple

(6.1).

6.5.2 Information Status

Status of an object refers to the conditions under which the object is at a specific period of time. The

conditions are essentially bounded into the object’s properties. For example, a credit card number is

16 digits. The length of the card number is a property of a credit card. The 16 digits is a condition

of the length property. This condition contributes to the constitution of the status of a credit card.

For an information object, additional references are required to constitute a status since information

is poly-semantic.

In the field of discourse analysis, information status is either “new” or “old”, with respect to

one’s belief. In her famous ZPG Letter [172], Prince grounds these two statuses into four based on

references to “hearer” and “discourse”. Information status of a discourse entity is new to the “hearer”

when his/her belief about the discourse entity has changed; and old otherwise. By referencing

to “discourse”, information status of a discourse entity is new when the discourse entity has not

occurred since the discourse-model under consideration was initiated; and old otherwise. With

this accountability, information status is categorized as hearer-new, hearer-old, discourse-new and

discourse-old.

Prince’s [172] classification is difficult to implement due to hearers’ beliefs can often be subjective

and discourse-model’s boundaries are difficult to define. However, its classification criteria suggest

an important dimension to define reference factors and statuses for observing information status for

context-dependent concepts:

• With “hearer” as a subject-reference-agent, the subject’s knowledge of the information under

consideration is the criteria context for status “new” or “old”.
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• With “discourse” as an object-reference-agent, actions on the object under consideration is

the criteria context for status “new” or “old”.

Based on this observation and the notion of privacy, we develop information status for privacy man-

agement in three dimensions, namely, reference agent, criteria context and status criteria.

Reference Agent

Recall that all information has a social purpose. Since information’s social purpose can only be ful-

filled within a sender-receiver framework (SRF)37, “sender” and “receiver” are the reference-agents

for observing status of information objects conveyed between them. Information status defined from

a receiver’s38 perspective reflects the information’s social outcomes within the receiver-context39. In

a SRF, information carries meanings from one end to another. A sender’s intentions to deliver the

meaning initiate the development of information status from the sender’s end to the receiver’s end.

In the social dimension, the status of an information object is relative to social entities implementing

or affected by the information’s social feature - i.e., the sender and the receiver, respectively. When

the sender is the information subject40, the sender is the privacy stakeholder of the information.

From the sender’s perspective, the receiver is an object-reference-agent who contributes to the social

context that creates the sender’s privacy “a socially created need” [12] in the world interpreted by

the information sent. In other words, the receiver transfers the sender’s action value into a social

value to update the sender’s privacy status. When the information subject is a third party, the

sender together with the receiver contributes to the social context for the privacy need; they are

both the object-reference-agents. Since the sender instantiates the information, he/she creates an

action value with the information sending to the receiver who decodes an action value from the

information received. This action-chain creates a social value. When the social value stimulates

a change of the information stakeholder’s core values, the stakeholder’s privacy status is changed

(Figure 6.1) due to privacy is a core value intrinsic to other core values41. This value-chain delegates

an object-reference-agent (ORA) as the subject of a status of the information being communicated

within a SRF. In comparison, the privacy stakeholder in this context is the subject-reference-agent

for the information status.

37See Section 6.1.1.
38In Prince’s [172] term, a receiver is a “hearer”.
39A receiver-context refers to the context in which the receiver has the ability to receive the information.
40An information subject is whom the information can be related to - See Chapter 2.
41See Chapter 5.
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Criteria Context

Privacy concerns personal desired status against “a socially created need” [12]. With “sender”

as a subject-reference-agent, desired status about an information object is to control its status de-

velopment to reach a desired status at the receiver’s end from the sender’s perspective. When the

sender is the privacy stakeholder of the information, the sender as a subject his/her knowledge

enables the receiver as an object the knowledge to develop the information object to some status.

Knowledge about the information object that the receiver (as an object-reference-agent) has and

that is based on the desires of the sender (as a subject-reference-agent) is the information status

from the sender’s perspective. Knowledge means awareness; it implies ability. Awareness means

knowing the existence of the information object and its context. Ability is reflected in the capacity

to act on the information object. In what follows, knowledge and actions form the criteria context

for personal desired status with references to subject agents and object agents.

Status Criteria

Status criteria is relative to reference agents. With privacy in mind, a reference-agent is a subject-

reference-agent whose privacy is under consideration. From a subject-reference-agent’s perspective,

information status of the information object under consideration concerns an object-reference-agent’s

knowledge about the information object. Since knowledge includes awareness and ability, and Sta-

tus Criteria is developed within the Criteria Context that is formed by knowledge and action, one’s

knowledge about an object includes awareness of

1. the object’s existence and its capacity to accept actions; and

2. its current status with respect to oneself’s ability to act on its capacity.

With regard to 1, Status Criteria are existence and action-capacity with a reference to as “aware” or

“unaware”. With regard to 2, status criteria are operations with a reference to “ability-to-perform”

or “disability-to-perform”.

Status Tuple

Reflected in the three dimensions above, status of an information object is an ontological object

instantiated by a tuple S = {RA,CC ,SC}, consisting of

• a set of reference agents RA via whose knowledge a status can be referred to;

• a criteria context CC that is formed by the RA’s knowledge; and
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• a set of status criteria that are developed within the CC and that are in relative to the RA

with reference to their referencing statuses.

A status instantiated by the tuple is expressed by a set of Discourses of the Status Ontology, below.

Status Ontology: Discourse and Classification

Information status to express privacy concerns of a subject-reference-agent, according to the Criteria

Context and the Status Criteria, can be expressed in the two ontological discourses as follows:

(I) < object−reference−agent >
is [to be | can be | will be]
< [un]aware > of
the < existence|action−capacity >

(II) < object−reference−agent >
is [to be | can be | will be]
< [un]aware > of
the self ′s < [dis]ability >
to perform < operations >

The Discourse (I) describes the status classification with a central reference to the information

object itself. The Discourse (II) describes the status classification with a central reference to the

object-reference-agent’s ability. Verbs indicate what is happening; or expect, possible, or predict

to happen - i.e., “is” states current occurrence, “is to be” indicates obligations42, “can be” reveals

possibilities, and “will be” expresses predicts. We refer to these verbs as status reference. The

following elaborates the value of each status.

Existence

Existence of an object can be evidenced via the object’s identity or identifiers. An identifier enables

an identification within its context. One such enablement can across a wide range of identifiers -

e.g., a formal formatted identifier, a comprehensive text description, a casual discourse that implies

an identifier. A role, a persona, an anonymity or a pseudonym can enable an identification to an

extent; awareness of such enablers also indicates awareness of an existence. The following discourses

show examples indicating the existence of objects described in a casual form43:

42The subject-reference-agent sets the purpose for the information with respect to the object-reference-agent’s
awareness of what is under consideration (e.g., ability).

43Since existences implied from casual forms can introduce more complex implications.
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1. “There is a ball on the table.”
2. “Student d10001234 is the winner of the Math4Fun Competition.”
3. “The student is a photographer of the Privacy Lab.”
4. “The person just passing through is a student of the Innovation University.”

These examples show that, knowing an “existence” can be learned through various levels of ref-

erence details like role, persona, name, or anonymity. A closer look at the examples above, we can

see:

Discourse Existence of Object
1. There is a ball on the table. a ball, the table
2. Student d10001234 is the winner Student d10001234, the winner

of the Math4Fun Competition. Math4Fun Competition
3. The student is a photographer The student, a photographer

of the Privacy Lab. the privacy lab
4. The person just passing through The person

is a student of the Innovation University. a student, The Innovation University

Table 6.1: Existence of Object Revealed in Discourse

When refer to an existence’s known status - i.e., the “to be” phrase in the Discourses (I) and (II) - lev-

els of details must be indicated, with reference to some elements in the set of < role, persona,name,

anonymity >. A fine-grained example shows the existence of Phoebe (as an object) :

Discourse Level of Details
1. Phoebe told Tom her name is “Phoebe Smith”. name
2. Phoebe told Tom she is a student of the University. role, anonymity
3. Phoebe told Tom she is a research student of the University. role, anonymity
4. Phoebe told Tom she is a Ph.D student of the University. role, anonymity
5. Phoebe told Tom she is a student of the Innovation University. role, anonymity
6. Phoebe told Tom she is a student of the Innovation University role, anonymity

of Australia.

Table 6.2: Phoebe’s Role

Each discourse in Table 6.2 lends Tom the knowledge about the existence of Phoebe by name, or

as a student of a university at a level of details for role and the context of the role. The fine-grained

level of role has an increase from the Discourses 2 to 4 (i.e., 4 > 3 > 2), and their context has an

increase from the Discourses 2/3/4 to 5/6 (i.e., 5/6 > 2/3/4), as shown in Table 6.3.
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Discourse Role as Existence Context
2. student the University
3. research student the University
4. PhD student the University
5. student Innovation University
6. student Innovation University

Table 6.3: Level of Details of Phoebe’s Role

Accordingly, Phoebe’s known status by Tom is:

1. Tom is aware of what Phoebe’s name is.
2. Tom is aware of Phoebe’s student role in some university context.
3. Tom is aware of Phoebe’s research role in some university context,

at an unknown level with respect to “research”.
4. Tom is aware of Phoebe’s research role in some university context, at the Ph.D level.
5. Tom is aware of Phoebe’s student role in the Innovation University context.
6. Tom is aware of Phoebe’s student role in the Innovation University,

in an Australian context.

Table 6.4: Phoebe’s Known Status

Here, “Phoebe” is a subject-reference-agent whereas “Tom” is an object-reference-agent. Phoebe’s

role in some (known/unknown) context is the information object whose information status is under

consideration.

In responding to the Information Tuple (6.1), “existence” concerns the information object and

its components. Accordingly, each component can be layered. In Table 6.4, Phoebe is a university

student in some given context. In the form of Tuple 6.1, this information is < “Phoebe”, “Student”,

“University”>. According to Table 6.4, layers of “existence” of the content “Student” can be “stu-

dent”, “research student” or “Ph.D student”. Layers of “existence” of the context “University” can

be “university”, “The Innovation University” or “The Innovation University of Australia”.

Remark:

Awareness of an object’s existence includes the object’s level of details and its context. Each element

in the Tuple 6.1 and their levels of details are also needed to be noted.

Action-Capacity

Actions are triggered with aims - meaning, when an action is completed, intentions of achieve-

ments are expected to be satisfied. Achievements resulted from an action can lead to impacts on

the target information object or on other objects, or both. An information object’s action-capacity

means its capability to accept actions without affecting its existence (e.g., removed from where it
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exists) or changing its features. Implementing a feature can create impacts on the information object

self or others. Such impacts can change the information object’s existence or its capacity to accept

actions. Action-capacity, therefore, concerns existence, actions and feature impacts.

A. Existence

Existence of an object creates an identity of the object, and can introduce identifiers in context.

Actions that can affect an object’s existence will44 affect the validity of its identity and identifiers

via affecting their repository, and conditions and obligations for existing as what they are. Status

for an information object with respect to action-capacity concerns its identity and identifiers and

associated contexts as existence (i.e., their affecting factors), which in turn concerns affecting factors

of their validly. Awareness of information status in this dimension concerns these affecting factors’

status.

B. Action

A process of doing something on an object to achieve an aim that triggered the process is an action.

An information object can be (de)activated, verified, identified, observed, accessed, manipulated,

distributed, presented and re-presented.

• Activation: An existing information object’s capacity to accept an action was made deactivate

is activate. E.g., the print function of a pdf file was locked is unlocked.

• Deactivation: An existing information object’s capacity to accept an action was activate is

made deactivate.

• Verification: An information object’s validity (e.g., existence) is verified against the conditions

for being what it is, or for the purpose of identification of an object.

• Identification: An information object is used as a whole, as a part of another information

object, or is integrated with other information object(s) for identifying entities.

• Observation: An information object is watched (i.e., to be seen attentively over a period of

time), remarked or analyzed (e.g., tested, comparison, categorized).

• Access: An information object is viewed or retrieved from a particular place about the infor-

mation object’s content and status about its nature (i.e., format, shape, style, size, volume,

granularity and structure), existence conditions or shortcomings.

44In the research scope of this dissertation, we consider the set of actions that can affect an object’s existence only.
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• Manipulation: An information object is reproduced, aggregated, integrated, modified, restored

or deleted.

– Reproduction means a new information object is created based on the information object

with certain level of similarity - e.g. processes like copy, duplicate, replicate, repeat,

recreate, redo, photocopy, xerox, print, simulate, imitate, emulate, mirror, stemming or

propagate with the original information object as a source. At the post-reproduction age,

two information objects are in coexistence - i.e., the original information object and the

newly produced information object.

– Aggregation means a new information object is extracted based on an aggregation of the

information object and other information objects.

– Integration means a new information object is created based on an integration of the

information object and other information objects for performing specific actions.

– Modification means the information object is altered into a new information object with

regard to content and its nature like format, shape, style, size, volume, granularity and

structure, as well as the information object’s existing status. At the post-modification

age, the new information object replaces the original information object in existence.

– Restoration means ways of keeping the information object in reservation for retention or

other purposes are altered. This means a change of old reservation or the reservation

remains unchanged with a new reservation for the newly created information object from

a reproduction added.

– Deletion means the information object is removed from its existence.

• Distribution: An information object is disseminated, or transferred that will incur a change of

its stakeholders and reservations (in terms of ways and location).

• Presentation: An information object is presented in specific format(s).

• Re-Presentation: An information object is re-presented in a format that is different from its

original format.

• Obligation: An information object to be, or not to be, attached to other information objects

for obligations fulfilment.

• Legislation: An information object to be, or not to be, integrated with other information

objects for legislation enforcement.
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Awareness in this dimension concerns pre-conditions and post-conditions of an action that can be

triggered and performed on the target information object. Since an information object is instanti-

ated by the Information Tuple (6.1), a process done to a sub-object instantiated by any elements of

the Information Tuple (6.1) is also considered as an action. An action performed on a sub-object can

affect action-capacity of the information object instantiated by the Tuple as a whole. For example,

if verification of the context component of < “Phoebe”, “Student”, “TheInnovationUniversity”> is

unachievable, verifications of the whole information object is unachievable.

C. Feature Impact

Consider impacts to generate or to be generated, an information object’s features can be referred in-

trinsically or extrinsically. Intrinsic features are to generate impacts on other objects. For example,

an intrinsic feature for Phoebe’s email address “phoebe@email.examplecom” is to serve as a channel

for email communications. The impacts on Phoebe generated by implementing this feature is to

be identified as “phoebe@email.examplecom” from other email addresses45. By contrast, extrinsic

features are for generating impacts on the information object itself when they are used. For Phoebe’s

email address, these are external identification (e.g., used for Facebook login ID, Google features

like document sharing, calendar), cyber location tracking when an email is sent or received. The

impacts on Phoebe generated by implementing these external features can be “known”, “identified”

or “traced” using the email address outside of the domain “email.examplecom”. Implementations

of external features may generate impacts through triggering internal features usages. For example,

cyber location tracking on email sending or receiving relies on the use of internal feature of conveying

email communications.

An information object’s features are supported by its properties and the context in which it

was instantiated. Executing a feature is an action46. Examples about capacity to accept actions

concerning its natural properties’ capacity can be found as follows. A pdf file locked with the

print function does not have the capacity to accept print actions (1). A file printed on paper has

the capacity to accept scan actions (2). A composite object has the capacity to accept decompose

actions (3). Compared to an object having lower level of details has more capacity to accept analysis

actions like test (4), an object having higher level of details has more capacity to accept analysis

actions like categorization (5). In the example (1), if the print function is unlocked, a print action

cannot be considered as the pdf file’s (original) action-capacity since the file’s feature of anti-print is

45Here “Phoebe” is referred to as other object when “phoebe@email.examplecom” is the information object under
consideration.

46This is not vice versa - i.e., performing an action to an information object not necessary means executing a feature
of the information object. E.g., hacking an email account is an action but is not a feature of the email address (an IaS
for the email account, i.e., < email address > −as− < email account >. Note, however, actions can affect features.
When an action is competed, features can be activated or deactivated.
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changed. Similarly, if the scan function is locked for the file in the example (2), the file’s feature of

not-anti-scan is changed to anti-scan which is beyond the file’s action-capacity. The anti-print and

the not-anti-scan for the files47 are their extrinsic features: the anti-print feature against a change

of structures (in printed form - i.e., reproduced) and the not-anti-scan allows reproductions of the

file into a scan structure - both have impacts on the files’ existence - the content of the file’s form

in existence. Features to decompose an object in the example (3) have the similarity to features in

the examples (1) and (2), in terms of generating impacts on the object’s structure and existence;

they are extrinsic features of the object. The test and categorization features in the examples (4)

and (5), respectively, can be intrinsic and/or extrinsic; based on the feature’s objectives, criteria

and results and its applications. For example, if “sensitive” is categorized into a “hard-to-deal-with”

category of characteristics accepted by agent A and agent B , using “sensitive” to describe a person

in their communications will introduce negative impacts on the person being mentioned in their

communications - e.g., categorization for “Mary” into a “sensitive person” category is an intrinsic

feature of the information “Mary is very sensitive” (see Section 6.1), due to its impacts on “Mary”.

It can be seen that, actions that can change an object’s feature will48 affect implications that

the original features can generate. A change of an information object’s features can be reflected in a

change of feature impacts. Feature impacts are generated intrinsically or extrinsically - on whom (self

or others) the impacts will take effect. Having said that, the inter-transitivity of intrinsic features and

extrinsic features should be noted. Recall that when information is sufficient to be identifiable for a

self, information is a self - i.e., IaS (Section 6.4.1). This means, when “phoebe@email.examplecom”

is sufficient to identify Phoebe from others in a given context, this email address can represent

Phoebe - that is “phoebe@email.examplecom”-as-Phoebe. Internal feature impacts (IFI) on Phoebe

to be identifiable by the email address becomes external feature impacts (EFI). Since now, Phoebe

is the information “phoebe@email.examplecom”. This transitivity of feature impacts on object

is important for privacy management since the implications will take effect on different objects -

Phoebe is now the privacy stakeholder, not the email address itself. Several issues behind transitivity

of feature impacts are keys to privacy management. The following elaborates these issues from an

information relevance’s angle.

• When the information is an IaS, its feature impacts for the S (of IaS) are IFI-as-EFI - meaning,

the information’s IFI on other object who is constituted by the information I (of IaS) that is

identifiable to others becomes the EFI of the S . Since the notion of IaS makes I (of IaS) the

S (of IaS), I ’s IFI on S is the S ’s EFI from I - i.e., IFI-as-EFI. This transferable impacts on

objects is important for privacy management. If the S ’s desired status for the self conflicts

47Here a file is an information object.
48Similar to the concerns of “existence” Status Criterion, we do not consider an exhaust set of actions here but

focus on the set of actions that can generate privacy implications in this dimension.
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with the self’s desired status for the information, S will need to adjust the desired status or

otherwise at least one of the desired statuses will not be satisfied. For example, Phoebe uses

“phoebe@email.examplecom” as her Facebook ID. If Phoebe has desires of “not to be reached

by Facebook contacts outside of the Facebook website”, and would like “to be known by

phoebe@email.examplecom”, she should be aware that “phoebe@email.examplecom” is “the

self” and therefore desired status for both will not be satisfied at the same time.

When the S represents a human agent, decision of goals (i.e., desired status) should take

considerations of the implications on the self for particular core values. Action-capacity in this

cluster of information should give consideration to the transitivity of feature impacts between

the I and the S , both are of an IaS. When the S is the privacy stakeholder, action-capacity

that is to serve determination of desired status will prioritize the transitivity of action-capacity

from the I to the S , if the S ’s privacy is to be achieved.

Take “phoebe@email.examplecom”-as-Phoebe as an example. For this IaS, the I is the email

address “phoebe@email.examplecom” and the S is Phoebe. Using the email address for social

media - e.g., external identification49 - will create impacts on the email address like be-known

about its existence in the social media service domain. When the email address does not

represent Phoebe’s physical existence, this feature impact takes effect on the email address only.

If Phoebe is-known by the email address, the implication will be “carried over” onto Phoebe -

i.e., the scope in which her existence is-known is expended to include the social media service

domain. If Phoebe would like her physical existence to be truly known by this email address,

but does not want to be truly known in the social media, she should not use this email address

in the social media domain. Consider the following scenario. Phoebe has another email address

that is “phoebe@phoebesmith.examplecom”. She uses it for use of social media, since she wants

her presence in social media service domain completely separated from her email.examplecom

and her contacts who communicate with her on “phoebe@email.examplecom”. One day she

sent an important email from “phoebe@email.examplecom” and would like to have a backup,

so she cc-ed to her “phoebe@phoebesmith.examplecom”. After the cc is executed, her presence

in social medial and in the email.examplecom were no longer separated. A lesson from this

example is that, when there are more than one IaS for the same physical individual, action-

capacity in this cluster of information should also give considerations to the transitivity of

feature impacts between all the I s.

• When the information is an IaC, its external feature impact objects are the two agents conduct-

ing the communication. Information to be concerned in this cluster are identifiers one agent

made available to another, including relationships; and communication content and context.

49By external it means an identification can be performed outside of the email.examplecom domain.
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EFI on both communicating agents means that, if one agent receive an EFI, the other may be

caught with the EFI through their relationship and communication channel. For example, A

sent an email to B , who then responded to A’s message on Facebook. Say, A is the “self” in

the communication-to-the-self, the primary object to consider EFI. A and B are colleagues. B

knows A does not use Facebook much. However, B is a fan of Facebook and tends to use it

as a replacement for emails. So, B sometimes forgot about A’s preference of communication

channel. The IaC here is about A’s next potential job offered from a bluechip. The IaC was

sent from A’s personal email account to B ’s personal email address. B ’s response to A was

his congrats and wished the same for himself since he had put himself in the job market. B

used the Facebook at work where their employer monitored employees’ Internet usage. They

noted an access to Facebook so followed up to check B ’s wall. From B ’s Facebook Wall the

employer knows A will leave the company very soon and B is likely to follow; so, immediately

they locked important resource access from A and B . The IaC initiated from A was to show

her social ability in gaining a competitive job and it makes a difference to B ’s impression about

A that, A is a competitive colleague. It made a difference for B ’s perception since he did not

know A has such social ability. The information about the message A sent to B has an IFI on

B , and B ’s responding message has an IFI on himself and through whose relationship to A to

have an IFI on A. It can be seen that B ’s response has a transitivity of feature impacts from

B to A through their relationships. If the message is an IaS, further transitivity of feature

impacts can occur.

In the example above, before the company locked B ’s resource access, after A’s email B received

an email from C who is also a colleague of them. In the email C told B similar news that he

was offered a position by another bluechip. B responded his congrats and telling C that A

also received an offer from a bluechip. In his response, B described his perception of the two

bulechips by comparison. In this scenario, A is the “self” in the communication-about-the-self.

The company found out C ’s intention and locked his resource access. Compared to the scenario

where A was the “self” in the communication-to-the-self, B ’s responding message to C has an

IFI on three objects: B , C and A. Since A did not intend to share the information about the

offer she received, the IFI from B ’s message to C creates a negative IFI about her intension on

this information, and may be transited to her relationship to B and the relationship between

C and her.

When a relationship (as an object) receives an IFI from a message and the relationship is

associated with AoS(es), the IFI can be transited to the associated AoS(es). In the example

above, the relationship between A and B is associated with an AoS of A at the level of

“Colleague+Friend”, and the relationship between A and C is associated with an AoS of A at
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the level of “Colleague”. For A, the notion of Colleague means information share with friends

is not to share with colleagues if they are not considered as her friends. Friends know a lot

of information about A, but colleague only know her information that is work related. After

receiving the IFI of B ’s responding message, A adjusts her policy about sharing of information.

A lesson can be learned from the scenarios above is that, action-capacity in this cluster of

information includes transitivity of feature impacts through relationships and propagation

through the chain formed by relationship connectivity.

It can be seen that, under the concern of information relevance, transitivity of feature impacts can

change information’s action-capacity, and feature impact propagations can be stimulated by rela-

tionships underlying the communication (i.e., IaC). Awareness of an IaC status includes its features

and their impacts from the interrelationships between agents involved in the communication. On

the other hand, since IaC involves a self directly (i.e., IaC-to-the-Self) or indirectly (i.e., IaC-about-

the-Self), information relevance in the form of an IaC includes an IaS - in which transitivity of

feature impacts are stimulated by the “I”s. Awareness of an IaS status includes its features and

their impacts that concerns related “I”s and their interrelationships.

In sum, awareness of an information object’s action-capacity concerns its existence, actions it can

accept to achieve an aim and feature implications on its information relevance. For the Discourse

(I), the clause “action-capacity” includes “existence”. An object-reference-agent’s awareness of any

of the concerns of action-capacity is seen as an information object’s status. For the Discourse (II),

concerns for an action to be performed concern the action from the set of actions constituting the

action-capacity. Concerns for ability or disability to perform an action concern the ability or dis-

ability to create impacts from features associated with the action. Therefore, the Discourse (II) is

based on the Discourse (I). This dependence shows that one’s ability to know what others can do

to the information about one’s self relies on one’s awareness of the information’s action-capacity. A

five-step learning process for action-capacity is described in Table 6.5, below, followed by an example

for illustration.

Step 1. Determine actions that can be performed on the target information object.
Step 2. Determine features of the target information object by checking features

against the information object’s creation purpose with respect to features.
Step 3. Learn feature impacts and possible impacted objects, with consideration

of relationships and relationship by connectivity of all agents involved.
Step 4. Determine Actions (from Step 1) that are not features and their impacts

that will change Step 3.
Step 5. Exclude actions in Step 4 from actions in Step 1.

Table 6.5: Five Steps of Learning Action-Capacity
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An Example of Developing Information Status Specification

Scenario: Phoebe told Tom he could contact her via emails at “phoebe@email.examplecom”.

The assumption for illustration below is that, Tom knows Phoebe by her email address only (i.e., he

does not personally know her). In this scenario, Phoebe initiated a communication within a SRF50.

Phoebe is the “sender”, a subject-reference-agent; and Tom is the “receiver”, an object-reference-

agent. We refer to this SRF as SRF Phoebe Tom, within which the email address is the information

object that Phoebe conveyed to Tom. By Tuple (6.1), that is, < Phoebe, “phoebe@email .examplecom”,

“contact email”>. From Phoebe’s perspective, the information object in relation to Tom is in the

situation that i) Tom knows her email address; ii) Tom can reach her by sending emails to this

address; and iii) Tom cannot use it other than sending emails to her. From Tom’s perspective, the

information object is encoded with the message about the email address’ association with Phoebe.

Tom’s view about the information object constituted by the message includes: i) There is an email

account at “phoebe@email.examplecom” in the domain of email.examplecom; ii) Phoebe is a user of

email.examplecom registered with “phoebe@email.examplecom”; and iii) Phoebe can be contacted

via “phoebe@email.examplecom”.

Through its properties of Information Relevancy, Existence and Actions-Capacity, the informa-

tion object’s status specification is developed within the SRF Phoebe Tom of Phoebe and Tom.

Property 1: Information Relevance

The email address is an IaS for Phoebe to be known by Tom. The “I” is the email address. Since an

email address is an identity of an email account, the “I” represents the account. The “I” therefore

can be seen as the account. When Phoebe is seen as her email address, she can be seen as the

email account. To simplify illustration, we transit the “S” from the account to Phoebe and see the

email address and the associated email account as one entity. That is, the “I” of IaS is the email

address/email account and the “S” of IaS is Phoebe.

Property 2: Existence

1. Tom knows the existence of the email address and its connection to Phoebe.

2. After the first time Tom sent an email to Phoebe or received an email from Phoebe, the existence

of her email address is made known to Tom’s email service provider’s service domain, and all mail

50Subject-references’ (e.g., receivers’) knowledge about the observed concept amounts the context of the concept
(in Prince’s [172] term, a receiver is a “hearer”), and therefore constitutes the information status of the concept. In
a Sender-Receiver Framework (SRF), this is sender and receiver. Here one should have noted that information exists
socially; therefore, exists between a “sender” and a “receiver”.
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servers’ domains between Tom’s and Phoebe’s.

3. An agent knows the existence of the email address and its connection to the email sender after

the agent received an email that distributed51 the email address.

Property 3: Action-Capacity

This property is derived through the five-step learning process showed in Table 6.5.

Step 1: Actions

1. A distribution action can be performed by an agent who knows its existence (e.g., Tom) when

the agent mentions the email address to others, off-line, or included in an email’s content or its TO,

CC, or BCC fields.

2. A deactivation action can be performed by the email.examplecom provider, if it is believed deac-

tivation conditions are met.

3. An activation action can be performed by the email.examplecom provider, if it is believed acti-

vation conditions are met.

4. A verification action can be performed by an agent who knows its existence.

5. An identification action can be performed by the email.examplecom or by an agent who knows

its connection to Phoebe.

6. An observation action can be performed by an agent who knows its existence, under circumstance.

7. An access action can be performed by the email.examplecom provider, or by an agent who re-

ceived emails that included the email address.

8. A spam, hacking or phishing action can be performed by an unexpected or unknown agent.

Step 2: Features

Email communication channel between Phoebe and others. This feature includes:

1. Send emails, including Reply, Forward, CC, BCC and Attach files.

2. Receive emails and download attachments.

3. Delete emails.

4. Archive emails.

5. Move emails between folders.

51See Actions below for the definition of a distribution action.
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Steps 3&4: Feature Impacts and Actions

Action Feature Impact
Distribution send the existence of “I”, and its connection to the

distributor made known to the receiver1

Deactivation2 access the IaS and her contacts
Activation access (re-gained) the IaS and her contacts
Verification receive, reply the existence of “I” made known to the verifier
Identification3 receive, reply4 the existence of IaS made known to the agent who

perform the action
Observation5 receive the existence of “I”, and its connection to the sender

made known to the observer1

Access all features the “S” and possible associated contacts
Spam send, receive the IaS and associated contacts if responded to

unidentified spam, can lead to deactivation

* 1. The connection is made known to the extent the email revealed.
2. Loss the ability to use the email address for email communications.
3. Identifiable outside of the domain email.examplecom.
4. An identification is via a verification.
5. E.g., performing an categorization upon receiving an email sent from “I”
or in which the “I” is distributed.

Step 5: Actions for Action-Capacity

Performing or being performed a Spam or a Deactivation action can result in a change of the rela-

tionship between the IaS and associated contacts. According to the Five-Step of Learning Action-

Capacity process, the spam action must be excluded from the action-capacity - i.e., action-capacity

in this example accepts actions of Verification, Identification, Observation, Access, Distribution, and

Activation. Performing any of these actions will not lead to a change of the email communication

features and their impacts on IaS.

Information Status

According to the Discourse(I) and the Discourse(II), information status for this email address is

to hold Tom’s the awareness about the email address’ action-capacity and his ability to perform

actions. In the form of the Discourse(I) and the Discourse(II), these statuses are:
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• Discourse(I)

(I.1) Tom is aware of the existence of “phoebe@email .examplecom”
(I.2) Tom < status − reference > aware of the < action − capacity > of

“phoebe@email .examplecom”

• Discourse(II)

(II.1) Tom has the ability to < do − action − by − action − capacity > to
“phoebe@email .examplecom”

(II.2) Tom has the disability to < do − action − by − action − capacity > to
“phoebe@email .examplecom”

The (I.1) sets the status-reference to “is”. This comes from the scenario in which Tom was told

about there was “phoebe@email.examplecom” for him to contact Phoebe. The (I.2) does not set

the status-reference and the action-capacity since the scenario does not show Phoebe’s expectations

on the < status − reference > and the < action − capacity >. That is, the status-reference required

to match the action accepted by the action-capacity can represent Phoebe’s desired status about

the IaS. For example, on the basis of capability of making a difference to her concerning her core

values, Phoebe’s desired status is as follows: Tom has the ability to distribute the information and

is aware of a distribution action will not only make Phoebe’s email address known to the receiver but

also disclose his connection to Phoebe - at least his awareness about the email’s existence.

Note, (II.1) does not necessary imply the negation of (II.2) with respect to the < do − action −
by − action − capacity >. For example, Tom has the disability to perform an activation action does

not imply that Tom has the ability to perform a deactivation action. Thus, to express concerns

Phoebe will need to explicitly state her expectations in both the (II.1) and the (II.2).

6.6 Conclusion: Information Makes a Difference to Privacy

Since Bateson’s observation of “Information is a difference which makes a difference” [14] is noted, the

world in which information generated, used and retained - the world that supports this postulation

has dramatically changed. The embracement of the cyber world into our living world is the main

reason that makes this change - the cyber-physical evolution of our life has created information a new

living world. As evidenced, information in this cyber-physical world continues to make a difference,

but more complex, wider and deeper, ever since, to all aspects of our life - emotionally, ethically,

financially or societally.

Information making a difference through its social feature that delivers meanings between social

agents. However, information is poly-semantic. The same information can be interpreted differently,
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depending on the context and the agent’s knowledge and ability. Different interpretations of an

information object can drive different differences made. Information is capable of making a difference;

its poly-semantic capacity makes many differences with uncertain consequences.

Information’s social feature motivates information’s creation - i.e., social agent’s social intention52

motivates generation of information. Self, therefore, is the home for information creation and process

to make a difference - i.e., the main resource for information creation.

All information has some social purpose. Such social purpose can be fulfilled within a sender-

receiver framework (SRF) through information’s social feature. When information is created with an

action value, it can evolve within the SRF to achieve a social value. Information’s social value makes

information a social paradox, through which information makes a difference to its stakeholder’s core

values to which privacy contributes a value. In other words, information makes a difference through

its social value making a paradox that makes privacy a difference. This difference is quantitively

uncertain since social paradox is unquantifiable. To drive the paradoxical effect towards a desired

status for privacy, factors capable of making information a status that can reflect a privacy status

needs to be learned.

Status, developed from a subject-reference-agent’s (SRA) perspective based on an object-reference-

agent’s (ORA) knowledge and ability can minimize the difference of meaning interpretations between

the two agents, better facilitating the SRA to develop desired status for privacy. That is, within a

SRF, the consistency between action values is maximised to create a desired social value for maintain-

ing desired core values. Status Criteria are scoped for information capacity with reference to ORAs’

mental (i.e., awareness) and operational (i.e., ability) status. Status for expressing privacy can be

classified into two discourse ontologies, in which the Criteria-Context requires a multi-dimensional

understanding of information capacity in making privacy a difference. In this way, information ca-

pacity is understood through action-capacity in multiple aspects with a highlight on operational

factors, namely action and feature impact, to reflect the practical implications of information. As

a result, information status is developed with the capacity to accommodate privacy status in a

multi-dimensional operational environment. Such a status is developed in recognition of privacy’s

conceptual complexity yet practical nature. 53

52E.g., intentions to indicate the self as an individual, to influence others or to develop self’s core values.
53In this chapter, Sections 6.1 & 6.3, and “B.Action” in Section 6.5.2 are based on the work presented in [38] and

[37], respectively. The author is the primary contributor to both [37] and [38]. [37] is c© by IEEE (www.ieee.org),
from whose website the associated copyright notice can be found.



Chapter 7

Constructing Foundations of
Privacy Theory

“Nothing is so practical as a good theory”

– Lewin (1945) [113]

Privacy is a practical problem due to its nature of personalization; however, its philosophical

root1 requires an ontological understanding in a systematic manner to guide the practice. “Nothing

is so practical as a good theory” [113] - Theories allow knowledge to be accumulated in a system-

atic manner and the accumulated knowledge enlightens professional practice [88]. Developing the

ontological foundations2 against information capacity3 into theories that allow our knowledge about

privacy to be accumulated to enlighten our personal and professional privacy practice is the aim of

this chapter.

We begin the chapter with an argument of the need of a privacy theory. Next, we describe the

scope of a privacy theory. Then, we present the theory foundation in two folds: i) a descriptive

privacy language consisting a set of high level discourses for privacy stakeholders to describe their

privacy requirements and claim their privacy rights in the four ontological dimensions; and ii) a

privacy system to achieve efficient privacy outcomes by providing an understanding of and strategies

to manage privacy constructs to achieve privacy goals.

7.1 The Need for a Privacy Theory

There are different perspectives on theory, acrossing different disciplines. Despite the dependency

of disciplinary orientation, philosophical view and sense significantly contribute to the construction

1As described in Chapter 4.
2As described in Chapter 5.
3As described in Chapter 6.
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of theories. Among many, we favor a few philosophical orientation due to their relevancy to privacy.

Typically, the following philosophical views aligns well with our privacy notion:

• “understanding the complex world of lived experience from the point of view of those

who live it. This goal is variously spoken of as an abiding concerns for the life

world, for the emic point of view, for understanding meaning, for grasping the actor’s

definition of a situation, for Verstehen. The world of lived reality and situation-

specific meanings that constitute the general object of investigation is thought to be

constructed by social actors.” [188]

We are living in an information age, where the world is dynamic and evolves at an ever-

increasing pace. The world we live in is no longer the traditional physical world. We are

connected to the cyber world, either we make ourselves as users to conduct cyber activities

(e.g., use online services) or be connected to those who are cyber users (e.g., our friends are

using online services). This change of our living world is empowered by advanced technologies

empowering information generation and propagation ubiquitously; and the empowerment of in-

formation continues making changes and empowering us to make changes. This empowerment-

chain has created a complex environment for our privacy, “a socially created need” [12]. Such

a social need implies we are social actors. On the other hand, as individuals we have personal

views and preferences about personal situations, and therefore personal information manage-

ments and privacy desires. In what follows, “situation-specific meaning” with privacy concern

is personal privacy requirements. Given privacy is a social need, commonalities of social ac-

tors need to be investigated - “for Verstehen”. Unlike security, information attributes privacy

a life-long issue - an abiding concern is necessary for privacy management within one’s life

time.

In comparison to a scientific-like theory, which is in a narrow sense that is on a verification-

based concerning only factual information that is verifiable by observation or experience [88]

or that is systems of representations of signs or symbols [167], a privacy theory is to provide

supports for understanding our life world in which privacy-as-a-social-need is created, more

from a Verstehen perspective in a wider sense [188].

• “Theories are nets cast to catch what we call ‘the world’; to rationalize, to explain

and to master it.” [167]

Privacy is a socially created need [12]. Understanding the world in which we live and act

as social actors with the need for privacy helps to understand what privacy is in need and

what can be expected from privacy - which we refer to as awareness of privacy situation.

The separation theory [174] particularly shows “the world” is of fundamental importance for
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one to manage information about the self, and therefore important to privacy strategies and

decisions. The world is complex, seeing it from different aspects or abstraction layers can

reach different scopes and result in different beliefs and strategies to manage privacy. For

example, the world for a descriptive self - e.g., the world for a Facebook-self defined as a

Facebook group, the Facebook website, to include Facebook third-parties, or to include the

human-counterpart’s social world like the organization he/she works for, will be different in

aspect, scope and abstraction; and this difference makes information creation, sharing, use

and propagation different. As a result privacy management of the information will need to be

made different. To enhance the management of this difference, a privacy theory is needed to

provide supports for defining an appropriate “world”.

When technological artifacts are intended, relevant world-views to support theory building

have been noted. These include Habermas’ [93] and Popper’s [168] divisions of “the world”.

Habermas [93] divides the world into an objective world, a subjective world and a social

world. The objective world accommodates actual and possible states, the subjective world

holds personal experiences and beliefs, and the social world is created by normatively regulated

social relations. Popper’s [168] Worlds 1 and 2 can be related to Habermas’ objective world and

subjective world, respectively; where World 1 holds material things and World 2 accommodates

mental states. The World 3, which is for man-made entities that are abstract but objectively

existing, intersects with the social world at the abstract social layer. Such world-separation is

important to isolate problems towards solutions. However, disjointedness between the divided

worlds should not be highlighted when positioning a descriptive self, due to the nature of

the linkages between worlds. For example, a strategy via an individual’s lens is subjective,

therefore finds itself in the World 2 or the subjective world. A strategy built in an abstract

sense separated from individuals’ mind can locate itself in the World 3. Worlds 2 and 3 for the

individual, the stakeholder of the strategy, intersects at the strategy artifact. If the individual

manages a descriptive self without involving the World 2, he/she will not be able to claim

privacy related to the strategy. If the descriptive self is managed within the World 2 only,

he/she will not be able to demonstrate the privacy of his/her descriptive self (in particular to

the strategy-related) a social need and might thus fail to address issues in the social dimension

adequately. It can be seen that, positioning “the world” for a descriptive self or a separation

is important for managing information within a sufficient and not beyond a necessary scope.

Empowered by advanced-ICT technologies, the world we can reach is boundless; thus, unnec-

essary and impossible to learn the entire world. Seeing the world from a sub-world - such as a

divided world of Habermas’ [93] or Popper’s [168] three worlds - can help us to narrow down

the scope to identify and manage our information. A theory to “net cast” the world for our
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descriptive selfs to exercise separations within, is needed. Further, the nature of information

creation and propagation can find its (the information’s) relatedness across/from other sub-

worlds. For example, while social relations are created in the social world, they are necessary

based on or developed from entities in the objective world (like kinship) or the subjective world

(like beliefs, trust and intentions). A theory to catch the interplay between the “net casts” to

learn and master information propagation between the “casts” is needed.

In summary, “the world” is complex. To rationalize, to explain and to master it for privacy a

socially created need as a personal desired state, a theory to provide methodological supports

for us as individuals to find ourselves an ontological position for our personal privacy in our

everyday life - in other words, a theory to find us an ontological position in handling privacy

as a social need - is in need.

7.2 Scope

As Gregor [88] has observed, theories in the discipline of Information Systems are man-made abstract

entities and therefore they reside in the World 3. The nature of privacy, a personal desired state to

satisfy a socially created need, establishes its foundation across the three Worlds. Personal desired

states are mental state, they are subjective and therefore belong to the World 2. Socially created

needs can be man-made abstract entities or an actual state of affair, and therefore belong to the

World 1 or World 3. The following scenarios illustrate “relationship” as an object can reside in

different Worlds:

• A kinship indicates an actual state of affair of the connection type between the kinship holders;

it belongs to the World 1. The “world” for such a relationship first attributes to the World 1.

• A trust relationship reflects a mental state for the truster towards the trustee; it belongs to

the World 2. The “world” for such a relationship first attributes to the World 2.

• A social relationship like an association membership is man-made; it belongs to the World 3.

The “world” for such a relationship first attributes to the World 3.

Consider a theory as an abstract entity, a theory of privacy inherits this notion and lies itself in

the World 3. However, it constructs foundations of objective objects in the World 1 and subjective

objects in the World 2, and their interplay. The scope of a privacy theory with respect to “the world”

is, therefore, spanning the three Worlds of Popper [168].

The valid time frame of a personal state, is the person’s lifetime. Thus, the scope of a privacy

theory with respect to the time frame, is a person’s lifetime. A personal desired state of a subject
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reflects one’s mental state about the quality that constitutes the subject. E.g., Phoebe’s desired

state about her relationship (the “subject”) to her company is “work as a contractor” but remains

“unknown” to anyone else (i.e., others only know she is an employee of the company without knowing

she is a contractor). Thus, the scope of a privacy theory with respect to the quality of being an

individual is selfhood.

In summary, the scope of a privacy theory for personal privacy intends a certain period of time

to a lifelong selfhood, for World 2 objects that concern objects in World 1 or World 3. Consider

personal desired states as objects in World 2, we say

A privacy theory consists of a Language describing World 2 objects that concern states

of objects in World 1 and World 3 and a System managing objects in World 1 and

World 3 to satisfy relevant objects in World 2. Concern of object state means recognizing

the current state, or having desires to move to a specific state. One object satisfying

another means the state of one object reflects the content of another object.

7.3 Privacy Language

A language for describing privacy must be capable for describing World 2 objects accommodating

the privacy stakeholder’s mental states that are in relation to World 1 objects and World 3 objects

within his/her reach. Mental state is person-dependent. A language capable of describing everyone’s

needs implies its capability to describe state for common needs. Such needs are intrinsic to privacy

stakeholders; hence, ontological. The language, therefore, requires capabilities to describe ontological

values that can be understood in common practice. We refer to such a language an ontological

language.

An ontological language of privacy contains ontological components and associated values (i.e.,

ontological values). As illustrated in Chapter 5, the ontological components (dimensions) of privacy

include right, identity, relationship, situation and goal. These components are adapted into four

components of the ontological language based on the following justification. First, since privacy

practice in the dimensions of Right, Identity, Relationship and Goal creates situations, a privacy

situation cannot be described without the involvement of rights, identities, relationships and goals.

Thus, the ontological Language describes situations in these four dimensions. Second, as described

in Section 5.3, identities and identifiers share the same core feature, namely identification on their

subjects. Inherently they share the same properties. For illustration, we refer to the component

for identity and identifiers as IdentityFier. Third, since relationships reflects social positions that

indicate social connectivities, we refer to the component accommodating relationships as SocialCon-

nectivity. That is, the ontological Language consists of four components, namely Right, IdentityFier,
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SocialConnectivity and Goal. Associated ontological values are the properties of these components.

These values are the vocabulary/lexicon of the ontological language. The following spells out the

ontological language.

Right

This component preserves the stakeholder’s right to choose, consent and control the creation, exis-

tence and use of information about the stakeholder self. Using the ontological language one shall be

able to claim his/her rights of choice, consent and control - namely 3CR [36] - on the information

under consideration.

Language description (1)

“<Who> can[not] <do what> to <the information about me>?” (1.1)

This discourse contains the following ontological components and associated values.

Component Value
Choice who, do, what-information-about-me
Consent who, do, what
Control who, do-what-action, what

Component:

Choice, the right to select information, including the information’s natural property and
its private/public property.

Consent, the right to declare the Choice right to others.
Control, the right to enact the Consent right.

Value:

who: others the privacy stakeholder wants to connect to where the connection has (or is
believed to have) impacts on his/her social needs for maintaining a social position.

do: actions to the selected information. This value set consists of operations that the
information has the capacity to accept and that can change the information’s status
with respect to how it can be related to the privacy stakeholder.

what: selective information based on the information’s capacity with respect to how it can
be related to the privacy stakeholder. This value set consists of the nature of the
selected information.
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Privacy remark

Without rights one will not be able to or will not have sufficient ability to manage information

about one’s self; hence privacy. The right to information privacy is the right to choose who can have

permissions to do what to enable control of one’s information on one’s desired status. All rights

can be claimed in any of the three dimensions: who, what and do-action. To claim and exercise the

right one needs to be able to justify and describe the value set of each right he/she wants to claim.

A typical example is use of a mobile phone number. “You can call me on this number but please

keep it confidential.” When Phoebe gave her mobile number to Tom, she gave her permission to him

for using the mobile number to reach her, but also imposed him to keep the number confidential by

saying so. “call” is the do-action on the number that is the value of the “what”, on which Tom can

perform the do-action that is “call”. Using the Right-Discourse Phoebe can describe “Tom can call

my mobile phone” and “Tom cannot disclose my number”.

IdentityFier

The IdentityFier component distinguishes the stakeholder from others. The ontological language

describes “who am I” in a specific context. That is, the information makes one an individual in

context. On personal desires, the ontological language describes “who am I”, “who do I want to be

recognized”. On social needs, it says “I am not others”, “who am I being recognized”.

Language description (2)

“<WHO> am I [not] in <this context>?” (2.1)

“<WHO> <am I being | will I be> recognized [not] in <this context>?” (2.2)

“<WHO> I <can | would like to> be recognized [not] in <this context>?” (2.3)

These discourses imply the following ontological components and associated values.

Component Value
IdentityFier subject, content, context

Component:

IdentityFier, an informational entity with which an individual can be identified from others
in context.
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Value:

subject: the agent can be identified by the IdentityFier in a specific context.
content: the information encoded in the identityFier.
context: the scope, domain, subject and/or condition within or under which

the IdentityFier is valid and intended functions can be performed.

An IdentityFier-Discourse emphasizing self says one’s self-awareness about the fact (e.g., “who I

am”, “who I am being recognized”) or one’s desires about one’s self (e.g., “who I want to be recog-

nized”). Both involve recipients - the identityFier takes effect among the (intended) recipients who

will be able to use it to identify its subject. That is, intended recipients are target audiences who

will use the identityFier to exercise identifications of the identityFier’s subject. An IdentityFier-

Discourse can include reference to recipients to indicate their accessibility to the identityFier. Such

a Discourse says:

“<WHO> <am I | I would like to be> [not] for <these recipients>?” (2.4)

Identification is a function, the primary reason for an identityFier to be created. There are can be

other reasons for the need of an identityFier4. For example, an identityFier is created for enroll-

ment, registration, verification, admission, election, authorization, or access. Functions other than

identification are intended functions. They are necessary built on an identification. That is, an iden-

tityFier is defaulted with an identification function, and can have intended functions for recipients.

An IdentityFier-Discourse can include intended functions to emphasize the scope of the identityFier

subject self. For example, “who am I to be enrolled?” Such a Discourse says:

“<WHO> <am I | I would like to be> [not] for <this set of intended functions> [not] to be

performed in <this context>?” (2.5)

An identification is performed in comparison with a range of others. Similarity between the identi-

tyFier subject and the comparing group required to be identified. For example, “Tom Smith from

the Marketing Department of the 3D SKY PRINT”. This discourse can serve as an identifier of

Tom Smith to distinguish him from others in his company who are “not Tom Smith, but is from the

Marketing Department of the 3D SKY PRINT”; and from those who are “not from the Marketing

Department of the 3D SKY PRINT”. The differentiation is built on the similarity and dissimilarity.

An IdentityFier-Discourse can include reference to a group of people as a comparing group to indi-

cate a social position in referencing to the comparing group. Such a Discourse says:

4The need for an identity indicates the need for a separate existence. The need for an identifier can have multiple
reasons - e.g., to show its subject’s dependency to the world, similarity or dissimilarity to others in the world.
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“<WHO> <am I | I would like to be> [not] for <this reason connecting me to>

<this group>?” (2.6)

The “reason connecting one to a group” indicates one’s similarity to the group under consideration.

For example, “a member of the Reading Group” shows the similarity between one and other mem-

bers of the group. It can also show one’s dissimilarity to the group. For example, “a visitor to the

Reading Group” shows the dissimilarity between the visitor and other members of the group.

A different way to present the Discourses in the IdentityFier component for satisfying a differ-

ent style of language description with the same meanings expressed can be:

“I am <WHO> [not] in <this context>.” (2.1.1)

“I <am being | will be> recognized as <WHO> [not] in <this context>.” (2.2.1)

“I <can | would like to> be recognized as <WHO> [not] in <this context>.” (2.3.1)

“I <am being | would like to be> recognized as <WHO> [not] by <these recipients>.” (2.4.1)

“I <am being | would like to be> recognized as <WHO> [not] for <this set of intended

functions> [not] to be performed in <this context>.” (2.5.1)

“I <am being | would like to be> recognized as <WHO> [not] for <this reason connecting

me to> <this group>.” (2.6.1)

The construct “WHO” of these Discourses is described by the values of the identityFier’s com-

ponents, namely subject, content and context. Note, the value “context” differs from the “context”

construct of the Discourses. The former is the identityFier’s intended context, whereas the latter is

the identityFier subject’s (i.e., the “I” in the Discourses) expected context for “who I am”.

Privacy remark

Recall that privacy is about information status. The subject, content and context of an identityFier

hold different values for setting status with respect to reference agents5. They provide different

privacy values. An identification requires appropriate levels of details of these values.

Identifications are to be performed by intended recipients. Define appropriate set of intended

recipients is the key to successful identifications. The Discourse (2.4) describes the identityFier

subject as the privacy stakeholder’s decision in this aspect.

5See Section 6.5.2.
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Intended functions are to be used by intended recipients. Having permissions to use without

awareness of an intended function, an intended recipients will not be able to use the function. The

Discourse (2.5) describes the privacy stakeholder’s decision in this aspect.

Comparing groups are the basis of identifications. A successful identification relies on an intended

recipient’s knowledge about the comparing group. Comparing groups can show or imply similarity or

dissimilarity; hence, they can reveal or be used to infer relationship between the identityFier subject

and with those who share the similarity or dissimilarity. That is, awareness of comparing groups

can create impacts on relationship privacy. The Discourse (2.6) describes the privacy stakeholder’s

decision in this aspect.

SocialConnectivity

This component indicates the stakeholder’s social position6 and social access availability. Social

access one has to another reflects in the connectivity between them. One can connect to another,

directly or indirectly; one’s social access to another follows to be direct or indirect access. Direct

access means one is able to access another directly; whereas indirect access means one’s access to

another requires at least one mediator. E.g., a salesman does not have direct access to his CEO,

but can access to the CEO via his manager or director. This access partially reflects the salesman’s

social position within his company.

Connectivity is a directional connection. One has access to another does not mean the other

has the same access to him/her. E.g., a Ph.D student has access to a professor as a supervisor, but

vice versa is not true. Under the company’s policy, a salesman can have access to the CEO via his

department, but the CEO has direct access to salesmen. That is, the connectivity from a salesman

to the CEO is different from the CEO to the salesman. With privacy concerns, social access towards

the self is prioritized over the other access direction (i.e., the self’s access to others7), since it is a

social need to support personal desires.

Connection between two entities can have multiple reasons. E.g., siblings can also be colleagues.

Employee-and-employer can also be friends and relatives. The direct or indirect access applies to

each reason of connection. E.g., A has direct access to B as a sibling, but indirect access as a

colleague.

6In sociology, an individual’s social position refers to the individual’s position in associated social categories such
as occupation, profession, hobby. In this dissertation, for illustration, we refer to social position as an individual’s
position in a social context. Such a social context can be a social category, a social circle or a social network.

7This justification is based on the assumption that one is aware of the privacy implication from the self-presentation
in accessing to others.
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Language description (3)

“<Who> [can[not]] connect to me via <what channel> [for <what purpose>] [under <what

conditions>]?” (3.1)

“<Who> [can[not]] have <what access> to <what information about me> [for <what

benefits>] [under <what conditions>]?” (3.2)

“<Who> I [can[not]] connect to via <what channel> [for <what purpose>] [under <what

conditions>]?” (3.3)

“<Who> I [can[not]] have <what access> to [for <what benefits>] [under <what

conditions>]?” (3.4)

These discourses imply the following ontological components and associated values.

Component Value
Relationship connection end, connecting entity, connection degree,

direction, type, duration

Component:

Relationship, an instance of a connection between two entities.

Value:

connection end: a connection end is one of the two connected entities under consideration.
connecting entity: a connecting entity is one of the entities between two connection ends.
connection degree: a connection degree indicates the distance between a connecting entity

and a connection end, reflecting in the number of entities (including
the connecting entity under consideration) away from the connection end.

direction: a connection from one end to another.
type: the reason the relationship exists.
duration: the duration during which the relationship exists.

These values describe the construct “WHO” for the Discourses (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4). Con-

nections involves relationships. While a relationship can serve as an identifier implicitly, an explicit

identifier can be involved for an entity on the connection. When an explicit identifier is required,

values of “subject, content, context” (as per IdentityFier component properties) describe the prop-

erties “connection end” and “connecting entity”.
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Privacy remark

The existence of a relationship can be seen as an identifier of at least one connection end in the

connection space8 where the relationship is instantiated, as well as other parties beyond the con-

nection space where the relationship is recognized or known. E.g., Phoebe is Tom’s Team Leader

for the project EchoPoint. When “My Team Leader” is used by Tom to referred to Phoebe in their

company and among their clients of the EchoPoint, it can be seen as an identifier of Phoebe in this

context.

Recognition of a relationship is a result of an identification of the connection ends (in context)

and such implies the existence of an identifier. As such, a relationship can be used as an identifier

where its recipients are the connection ends and where there are parties having access to the status

of the relationship. The direction property plays a crucial role in relationship privacy that can lead

to identifier privacy in the space where the relationship is accessible. E.g., the discourse “A and B

are landlord and tenant” does not say who is the landlord or the tenant. It reveals the existence of

the relationship; however, an identification can only be performed on the pair, not the individuals -

if only the relationship information is available.

The type property holds some conditions that have implications on privacy. For example, duration

of the type in existence - e.g., information shared prior to the duration of the type can affect the

information privacy within the duration, in particular for information that can be used to infer

privacy that is associated with the relationship and its stakeholders.

On the other hand, showing awareness of an identifier can reveal a relationship the privacy stake-

holder (i.e., the one who is using the Discourse that includes an explicit identifier) to the identifier

subject and to the identifier context.

Goal

This component represents one’s desires and expectations for information about one’s self. It con-

cerns status of information under consideration and status of personal core values9 that can be

affected by the information status.

Language description (4)

“The goal for <this information> is [not] to be in <this status>.” (4.1)

8An individual agent’s connection space accommodates all his/her relationships.
9As defined in Chapter 5.
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The discourse above implies the following ontological components and associated values.

Component Value
Goal status

As illustrated in Chapter 6, information status can be changed by performing operations on the

information based on its capacity. To develop or to maintain a desired status is to apply appropriate

operations and to restrict inappropriate operations to be performed on the information. A way to

determine these operations is to use “purpose” to describe the reason and the need of the object in

existence as a means of developing appropriate operations. To describe these notions, we say10:

“<This information> <is [not] to|can[not to]> be used to perform <these functions> to

maintain <this status> [under <these conditions>].” (4.2)

“<This information> <is [not] to|can[not to]> be [used to perform <these functions>] for

<these purposes> to maintain <this status> [under <these conditions>].” (4.3)

“<This information> <is [not] to|can[not to]> be [used to perform <these functions>] used

for <these purposes> [to maintain <this status>] under <these conditions>.” (4.4)

Given information is generated by existences, the word “information” in these discourses can also

be expressed as “information about” an entity. Variances for Discourses (4) are noted as follows:

“The <information about this object> <is [not] to|can[not to]> be used to perform <these

functions> to maintain <this status> [under <these conditions>].” (4.2.1)

“The <information about this object> <is [not] to|can[not to]> be [used to perform <these

functions>] for <these purposes> to maintain <this status> [under <these

conditions>].” (4.3.1)

“The <information about this object> <is [not] to|can[not to]> be [used to perform <these

functions>] used for <these purposes> [to maintain <this status>] under <these

conditions>.” (4.4.1)

10To simplify the description, we remove the phrase “The goal of” from the Discourse (4.1).
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The discourses above imply the following ontological components and associated values.

Component Value
Goal status, purpose, usage

Component:

Goal, a mental state of an information object that is instantiated
by the Information Tuple 6.1.

Value:

status: a set of information statuses of the information object under consideration,
where an information status is described by a Status Ontology Discourse.

purpose: a set of operational expectations for status.
usage: a set of operations can be performed on the information object.

As showed in Section 6.5.2, a description of a status involves a set of reference agents. Such a

reference agent can be represented by an identity, identifier or a relationship. Thus, the “status”

construct in a Goal-Discourse can be an IdentityFier-Discourse or a SocialConnectivity-Discourse.

Take the Discourse (4.3) as an example, the “status” construct serves as a context of an IdentityFier-

Discourse or a SocialConnectivity-Discourse is:

(4.3.2) < Information >

is [not ] < maintained | used >

< as | for > < IdentityFier | SocialConnectivity >

Privacy remark

Given information that can make a difference to one’s privacy is central to one’s self, an information

object instantiated by the Information Tuple 6.1 to achieve a privacy goal must be facts provided

by, can be learned from, or can be related to entities SaaS or SaaO of the privacy stakeholder. Such

facts include what is presented, represented and conveyed by these two entities.

Status expresses expectations as a scope to develop operational expectations for purpose, which

can facilitate an elicitation of appropriate operations to develop and maintain a desired status.

In what follows, the set of purpose conditions the status to be developed within an operational

environment that is framed by information capacity of the information object.

Information capacity relies on the information nature. E.g., Phoebe’s birth city is Sydney. The

word “Sydney” cannot be stemmed. A goal to stem this information about the name of her birth city
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is not achievable. Information’s natural properties come from the information’s creation. Given that

all information has some social purpose and information’s creation is motivated by some purpose,

fulfillment of the creation purpose of the information builds the information’s initial capacity.

Information creation, in the context where personal privacy is concerned, largely relies on self-

presentation and social position in the three aspects as follows.

First, self-presentation generates information. In consideration of privacy, self-presentation con-

cerns how much information about the self to present, in what form and at what level of details.

Self-presentation can create identifiers and modify identity. When an information object includes

an identifier, the Goal-Discourse of the information object is required to include an IdentityFier-

Discourse as the value or part of the value of purpose. Take the Discourse (4.3) as an example, let

[+] donate optional sub-purpose inclusions, the purpose section includes an IdentityFier-Discourse

is:

(4.3.3) < Information >
is [not ] maintained
[to be] in < STATUS >
for < IdentityFier [+] > [other purposes]

where,

STATUS = {< SOCIALCONNECTIVITY [+] | IDENTITYFIER[+] >,CC ,SC},
such that, < SOCIALCONNECTIVITY [+] | IDENTITYFIER[+] > is the
< object − reference − agent > in a Status Ontology Discourse where [+]
donates optional object-reference-agent inclusions. CC and SC satisfy the
Status Tuple described in the associated Status Ontology Discourse. The
IdentityFier as a sub-purpose and the IDENTITYFIER as the object
reference agent can have overlaps to a certain degree.

Privacy implications for Goal, in this aspect, are inherited from the IdentityFier component. E.g.,

the Forget-Me-Not (FMN) logo is the icon of a well-known charity organization called FMN in the

area. Members of the organization are required to wear a pin with the FMN icon when on duty.

Members are also encouraged to wear a FMN logo pin when and only when participating in activities

that can promote the organization. Tina never wears her FMN logo pin when she is not on duty,

since most of her non-work-related social activities are religious-related and she does not want to

create social impressions between Forget-Me-Not and her religious. To achieve this goal, she has

two different dressing-styles for her activities for the charity and her worship. Her identifier in these

two different contexts are therefore different. The FMN company’s expectations about a FMN logo
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pin can be conceptualized into the Goal component and values as follows:

Information object: < “a wearable pin”, “FMN logo”, “FMN Company”>
Desired status: to be known as the FMN’s icon (for the logo), and

to be known as FMN’s representative (for Tina)
Purpose: representing FMN and promoting FMN in a wider community
Usage: to be used by the FMN employees for their presentations outside

of the FMN as its representatives.

Using the Goal-Discourse, we say:

A Forget-Me-Not logo pin is to be used by the FMN employee1 for representing FMN and

promoting FMN in a wider community2 such that the logo is to be known as the FMN’s

icon and a FMN employee wearing a FMN logo pin is seen as a FMN representative3.

Information about the pin is to be used by the public for verification, identification,

observation, access, reproduction (e.g., described in text), distributed, presented and

re-presented.

It can be seen that usage, purpose and status are constructed in the sequence (i.e. 1-usage, 2-

purpose, and 3-status) to make the sentence smooth. The Goal-Discourse reveals two identifiers:

“FMN logo” and “FMN representative”. The first one can be seen as “FMN logo”-as-FMN, whereas

the second one is seen as “FMN representative”-as-FMN. As can be seen, these two identifiers are

of type IaS and share the same “S”, the FMN. This intersection elicits an implicit identifier, namely

“FMN logo”-as-“FMN representative”. In Tina’s case, this is “FMN logo”-as-Tina.

Injecting an identifier into the Goal-Discourse, the purpose section becomes: “for FMN rep-

resentative to represent FMN and promote FMN in a wider community.” Since Tina is a FMN

representative, the identifier “FMN logo”-as-“FMN representative” becomes “FMN logo”-as-Tina.

The purpose section becomes: “for Tina to represent FMN and promote FMN in a wider commu-

nity.”

Second, social position can facilitate (if not provide, directly) operations to be or not to be per-

formed on the information. Social position relies on social connectivity, a Goal-Discourse can require

to include a SocialConnectivity-Discourse into the status section. Take the Discourse (4.3) as an

example, the status section includes:

(4.3.4) < Information >
is [not ] maintained
[to be] in < STATUS >
for < SocialConnectivity [+] > [other purposes]
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where,

STATUS = {< SOCIALCONNECTIVITY [+] | IDENTITYFIER[+] >,CC ,SC},
such that, < SOCIALCONNECTIVITY [+] | IDENTITYFIER[+] > is the
< object − reference − agent > in a Status Ontology Discourse where [+]
donates optional object-reference-agent inclusions. CC and SC satisfy the
Status Tuple described in the associated Status Ontology Discourse. The
SocialConnectivity as a sub-purpose and the SOCIALCONNECTIVITY
as the object reference agent can have overlaps to a certain degree.

Privacy implications are partially inherited from the social-connectivity component. E.g., an em-

ployee can require personal information not to be shared with co-workers - e.g., to be excluded

from the “birthday celebration for the month” list, i.e., a goal for his birth month he set is not-

to-be-shared with co-workers. However, he cannot stop the access from some staff from the HR

department. Using the Goal-Discourse he can make a request to his company as follows:

Information about my DOB is to be used for my employment purpose only and will not be

used to be included in the Birth-Month list and other non-employment-relevant activities

or any disclosures such that it can be maintained in the status where my co-workers will

not have any knowledge about it.

Third, technology empowerment11, economic incentives and regulation restrictions can motivate,

utilize or enforce information creation. A Goal-Discourse can be required to include action permis-

sions and obligations into the usage section. Take the Discourse (4.3) as an example, the usage

section includes:

(4.3.5) < Information >
is [not ] maintained
[to be] in < STATUS >
on < usage with permission | obligation >

where,

STATUS = {< SOCIALCONNECTIVITY [+] | IDENTITYFIER[+] >,CC ,SC},
such that, < SOCIALCONNECTIVITY [+] | IDENTITYFIER[+] > is the
< object − reference − agent > in a Status Ontology Discourse where [+]
donates optional object-reference-agent inclusions. CC and SC satisfy the
Status Tuple described in the associated Status Ontology Discourse.

11e.g., technology can be used to convert the forms/structures.
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E.g.,

My donation to the Charity will remain anonymity and will not be made available for

distribution for any purpose without my permission and a written statement with obliga-

tions conform to the Charity’s Privacy Policy.

An Example

The privacy language consists of four core discourses for an individual to describe personal privacy

concerns and expectations in the four core dimensions, namely Right, IdentityFier, SocialConnec-

tivity and Goal. The fundamental lexicons of the discourses are identified to facilitate framing the

problem in associated dimensions. The ontological linkages between the dimensions (described in

Chapter 5) enable the four sets of Discourses to be used as a whole to describe a complex ontolog-

ical problem, integrally, in simple plain language with desired level of details. The example below

illustrates the use of the discourses, from “my” perspective.

Objectives:

Describe, declare and claim my privacy.

Requirements:

To what extent it will be adequate to describe my privacy (R1)

such that I can declare it to those relevant (R2) and

such that I will not lose or reduce my privacy when I make a claim (R3) ?

To derive the requirements we break the question down to three sub-discourses:

• For sub-discourse (R1):

Recall: Personal privacy is person-dependent.

My privacy is my personal desired status about myself to live in my community. What makes

me as an individual to stay in the community? What do I want to maintain and what do I want

to change, such that I can continue live as an individual in the community while having some

private space? Refer to the ontological understanding developed in Chapter 5, we understand

the following meanings:

– “as an individual” means having autonomy. (A)
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– “having private space” means free from disturbance. (B)

– “live in the community” means not in isolation. (C)

As such, “adequate to describe my privacy” means I am able to use my privacy right to describe

what I want and what I need about the expectations (A) - (C), above. This further means,

my expectation about how my information exists and being used contributing to what makes

the community recognizes me as an individual member with some private space.

• For sub-discourse (R2):

Recall: Privacy is a socially created need. It is a personal matter; however, mean-

ingful only when it is somewhat related to others.

“Those relevant” means those who will be able to change my privacy status under circumstance

- e.g., if they use some information about me. These include those who I want to be connected

to, and those who will be able to provide or restrict resource I can access to in order to remain

current status as an individual or to develop my status to meet my expectations.

• For sub-discourse (R3):

Recall: “A situation claimed for occurrences such as intrusion, interference and in-

formation access that related to one’s privacy status is valid only when one can be

identified in the context where the situation occurs. This follows a situation to be

claimed for relevant occurrences essentially a claim of identity in context and asso-

ciated accessibility (and inaccessibility), which involves a view of ones relationships

to others. Following this line of reasoning, privacy is a form of claim to rights,

self-situations and self-identity (typically via relationships), in one’s desired status.”

[34]

A claim can reveal:

– information about what is being claimed, self status in the associated dimension

– self identity (i.e., who am I that I think and that I wanted to be recognized)

– operations functioned by the identity

– relationship that can be reasoned from the identity

– social positions that can be reasoned from the relationship

– resources available for access and ability to access the resources
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If claiming any of the above will lead to unwanted status of information under privacy consid-

eration, a loss of privacy will occur and can lead to privacy infringements. If a declaration is

made in relation to a service domain, the claim will need to concern agreements on relevant

privacy policies and data usage policies.

Scenario:

About me -

I am a student of the University of Innovation (UI) in B-Town.

My UI student ID is “10002134”.

I have a UI email account at “10002134@innovation.exampleedu”.

I am the only resident speaking NizWen, an ancient language, in B-Town.

I am a member of the TaiChi International (TCI) in B-Town.

I have a TCI email account at “nzw@tci.exampleorg”.

I created a gmail account at “nzw@gmail.examplecom” for signing up my Facebook

account. I use Facebook to communicate with my NizWen buddies.

I want to stay connected with the community, but I want some private space.

I am happy to introduce my NizWen buddies and my UI friends to my TaiChi

community, but I don’t want any information about my university life to be on

Facebook.

Situation:

To stay connected with the community, I need to i) be recognized as an individual

and ii) have some channel to communicate with the community. The two email

accounts and the Facebook account enable me to communicate with the three

communities via these three accounts. To introduce my NizWen buddies to the TCI,

I can introduce them in person or using emails or invite my TaiChi buddies to

Facebook and introduce them on Facebook. To introduce my UI friends to the TCI,

I can introduce them in person or using emails. But if I don’t want information about

my university studies and life to be made available on Facebook, I need to be very

carefully. Because if my UI friends reveal my UI information to my TCI buddies, and

they might talk to my NizWen buddies on Facebook; then, my UI information will be

on Facebook forever. So I think I need to tell my UI friends about my concerns and

ask them not to talk to my TCI buddies about my UI related. But how could I ask

them so that they understand and will be happy to help me preserving my privacy

on this bit? Of course I myself cannot use my UI email ID to login to Facebook, or
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disclose it on the website. Under the Data Usage Policy of UI, I can stay as an

individual member of the community with my UI student ID or my email ID as my

unique identifier in the university. Outside of the university management, I can have

my identifier information private and use it to access university resources if I am

complied with the policy not to abuse the ID for non-UI related matters. This means,

within the UI management framework, I have the right to make use of my ID under

the policy. Similar policy applied to use of IDs from TCI.

Discourses:

[ Email accounts ]

Description Discourse

<Each email ID> is to be used within < (4.3.3)

where I can be recognised as < (2.3.1)

an individual member of the community issuing the email>>. (2.6.1)

<Each email ID> cannot be used to perform <crossing community

identification>. (4.2)

<All email accounts> are to be used for

<associated community-related purpose only>. (4.4)

<The TCI email account> can be used for <NizWen-related purpose>. (4.4)

<All email accounts> are not to be <known> (4.1)

by those <<who> are not communicating with me (3.1)

for <university-related matters>>.

<All email accounts> are not to be <known> (4.1)

by < those <who> will be able to use (3.1)

<its associated functions> <without authorization from me>>. (4.2)

For those <who> will be introduced to the TCI and are (3.1)

communication with <me on “10002134@innovation.exampleedu”>, (2.1.1)
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will be introduced only <when they agree not to reveal my (3.2)

UI email ID and other related to the TCI>.

[ Facebook account ]

Description Discourse

<The Facebook account> is to be used for

<communication with NizWen buddies and TCI buddies>. (4.2)

<The Facebook account> is not to be used for (4.4)

<UI related communications>

<The Facebook account> is not to be <known> by <the UI comunity> (4.1)

As can be seen, the Descriptions (above) are in plain language. Begin with goal, they describe

the subject’s (i.e., “my”) existing identifiers in different contexts and associated higher level social

connectivities. This set of descriptions can be referenced to the discourses in the three core dimen-

sions - i.e., SocialConnectivity, IdentityFier and Goal. By accepting the discourses in practice, “I”

am given rights to implement the discourse. As a result, the Discourse (1.1) is implied - in the

Rights dimension.

Descriptive Remarks

The example above has demonstrated the descriptive capacity of ontological Language for describ-

ing personal privacy in the fundamental privacy dimensions. This capacity is important for privacy

management for the following reasons:

• Describing privacy in the ontological dimensions can ensure key affecting factors are included.

The ontological values identified in each dimension provide a matrix for privacy stakeholders to

develop awareness and desires for his/her own status in the ontological dimensions, naturally

leading to privacy requirements. This enables individuals who have not developed an under-

standing of what privacy is and what it can be expected to develop their privacy requirements

through aligning their wants and needs with the ontological values.
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• The ontological dimensions are identified as a common ground for all human beings12. With

associated ontological values, they can serve as a platform for different levels of privacy stake-

holders to develop a common understanding of privacy and to communicate privacy concerns

and requirements.

• Each ontological dimension has one or more ontological values that are embedded with a

social factor, implicitly enforcing considerations of “social needs”. These social factors are

linkages between the ontological dimensions. They can facilitate cross-dimension descrip-

tions and communications of privacy concerns and requirements. As shown in the example

above, cross-dimension descriptions can be achieved through a Goal-Discourse with appropri-

ate SocialConnectivity-Discourse(s) and/or IdentityFier-Discourse(s) included.

• The status value of goals can facilitate privacy stakeholders to describe and communicate rea-

sonable privacy expectations through enforcing considerations of information capacity, social

connectivity and the practical implications of information13. The purpose and usage values

provide placeholders for applying mechanisms to limit information usage and enforce the use

to be complied with the purpose. These values allow flexibility in constructing personal de-

sired statuses at different level of details for different social needs - e.g., multiple purposes for

multiple usages for the same or different people, same information for different usages with

different purposes and different people with different social connectivities. These values offer

the ontological language robustness for specifying privacy requirements in different contexts.

This robustness can be reflected by a counter example with the Platform for Privacy Preference

(P3P) [49] developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [224]. The P3P is a tool

to inform users about privacy practices of web sites. Its vocabulary provides a set of elements

to accommodate privacy relevant data. Categories are provided to give hints for specifying

intended use of data. However, P3P does not allow data overlap or linked between categories

[106] and finer level of details for limiting data usage [43]. For example, the category of Re-

cipients can only accommodate six possible types of recipients. Data sharing with friends, or

friends of friends cannot be specified [43]. The absence in supporting necessary granularity lead

to inability to support enforcement mechanisms to be applied. The deficiency in enforcement

support is the main drawback that has contributed to P3P’s unsuccess in its aim to privacy

practice.

Thus far, the Language is descriptively capable of expressions for personal-privacy-as-social-needs.

However, conflicts between discourses cannot be prohibited. In the example above, “The TCI email

account can be used for NizWen-related purpose.” This means the TCI email ID can be used to

12See Chapter 5.
13See Chapter 6.
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register as a Facebook login ID. If the TCI email ID is registered with Facebook as a login ID, “I”

as “nizwen@taichi.exampleorg” will be identifiable on Facebook by using the TCI email ID. This

is conflict with the goal of “Crossing community identification will not be enabled by use of the

email.” Another possibility is the TCI email ID can be made known to the NizWen buddies on

Facebook, regardless using it as the Facebook login ID. “I” as “nizwen@taichi.exampleorg” will be

identifiable in the NizWen community. Moreover, one from the TCI community on Facebook can

invite some UI people to join them on Facebook. If some of those invited UI people know some of

“my” UI-related information but are not aware of “my” concerns, they might communicate these

information on Facebook. If so, “my” goal for the Facebook account “Not to be known by the UI

community” will not be achievable.

It can be seen that, being able to describe privacy requirements is essential, however, not sufficient

to manage privacy. To achieve the desired level of privacy, appropriate actions must follow after

requirements are developed. In this open world, privacy is not absolute. Methodological development

of appropriate actions can maximize privacy to be achieved. The next section presents a system

consisting of conceptual models and methodological strategies that can guide actions to maximize

results to satisfy the privacy stakeholder’s desired status of information about him/her.

7.4 Privacy System

A privacy system is to achieve efficient privacy outcomes. Given privacy is a personal desired status,

we refer to privacy outcome as the achievement of one’s desired status of the information under one’s

consideration. Privacy is not absolute. Efficient privacy outcome means maximum privacy with

respect to the number of goals achieved on desired status of the information under consideration. A

privacy system can be seen as a goal-centric system that manages information status for the privacy

stakeholders.

As the Goal-Discourse has shown, a goal includes status, purpose and usage of the information

- the subject of the goal. Information status instantiated by the Status Tuple14 is relevant to

privacy stakeholder of the information. Purpose of information sets the scope of expectation for the

information status. In an operational environment, purpose of information also sets limitations on

usage of the information to enforce the expected status maintained. Therefore, a goal-centric privacy

system is to manage information on the basis of purpose of information and the information’s usage

to be complied with the purpose set.

Privacy is person-dependent. Achieving desired levels of privacy on the basis of purpose requires

rights to develop appropriate purposes to enforce usage [36]. Since the person-dependent privacy

14As defined in Section 6.5.2.
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requirement is a socially created need, appropriate purposes can highlight the privacy stakeholder’s

expectations and intentions on his/her social connectivity.

Concerned as a component of a privacy theory, a privacy system is to manage privacy-relevant

objects in the World 1 and the World 3 to satisfy privacy-relevant objects in the World 2. Satisfying

a World 2 object having mental state means to satisfy the object’s ontological status. Thus, an

ontological understanding of the World 2 object is required. As identified by the Language, goals

are World 2 objects referencing World 1 objects and World 3 objects. Constructs of goals - status,

purpose and usage - inherit a position in the World 2 with reference to the World 1 and the World

3. Satisfying a World 2 object, in the context of a privacy system, means achieving a goal. To

achieve a privacy goal, one should first be able to describe it at the ontological level. One should

then strategically manage its components ontologically. A privacy system, therefore, is to provide a

methodological platform for one to understand ontological status that can be involved in establishing

goals and to strategically manage objects in the World 1 and the World 3 that contribute to the

construction of ontological status to maximize the achievement of goals. This section, consists of

two parts. Part A provides an ontological understanding of goals through status, purpose and usage,

the central concepts of goal’s ontological status. Part B presents a set of strategies to manage the

central concepts in relevant dimensions to achieve goals.

Part A: Understanding the Ontological Status of Goals

This Part A presents an understanding of the ontological status of goals through a set of con-

ceptual grounds. Beginning with the notion of purpose in general and the notion of data purpose in

specific, it highlights action-based purposes and affecting factors for purpose decision. It then shows

the linkage between the purpose component and the usage component, and interprets implications

from binding the two components. Lastly, it presents the relationship between information objects

and data objects with respect to the ontological status of goals.

The Notion of Purpose

Purpose indicates “the reason for which something is done or created or for which something exists”

[151]. “Something is done” is an action result; “something is created” introduces a new object; and

“something exists” indicates the need for an object at present or in the past. Taking objects as

targets, purposes related to processing objects can be creation, existence, and action. A purpose

implies its creator’s desires, intentions, rationales and goals.

Objects are created and come into existence when their creation purposes are satisfied. Upon
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creation of an object, the creation purpose implies an existence purpose. That is, once an object is

created, it exists for some purpose. Creation purpose can be the same as or part of the existence

purpose. For example, the creation of a club name is to use it for the club representation, not

for another purpose that is against the benefit and/or reputation of the club and the stakeholders.

This implies the existence purpose of the club name, e.g., the club name is used for referencing or

representing the club in relevant matters.

Objects are meaningful only when their existence purpose is satisfied. Before an action is per-

formed, one needs to ensure that the preconditions of the action satisfy the existence purpose - i.e.,

object status at the pre-action age complies with its existence purpose. When an action purpose

is satisfied, one needs to make sure that the object’s status at post-action age meets the existence

purpose. When an action purpose needs to be fulfilled, it is (part of) an existence purpose.

Data Purpose

Data purpose inherits the notion of purpose. When the object representing “something” in the

purpose definition (above) is data, it is a data object. Often, data objects exist for use, with or

without entities’ control. To comply with the notion of purpose, we referred to the use of a data

object as actions of exercising the data object.

Data objects are characterized by their format, shape, style, size, granularity, volume and struc-

ture, as well as conditions bound to the validity of the data (e.g., location, time, forms of authenticity

and source). We call information describes these characteristics of a data object at a specific period

of time p the data status at p.

Data purpose shows expectations for specific status. It implies permissions for actions on the

data object to maintain the expected status. A data object can have multiple purposes, coexist or

optional, to indicate expectation of its status. We use the term “validity” to bridge expected and

unexpected status in response to satisfaction of data purpose. We say a data status is valid when it

meets a set of purposes expectation of the same data object. On this notion of validity, a data status

is valid only when its status satisfies the expectation of the purpose outcome. Such expectations are

safeguarded by permissions for actions on the data object. Thus, purpose implies permissions.

A data object can have a one-to-zero, one-to-one, or one-to-many relation to purpose. One-to-

zero means there is no any purpose bound onto the data object. One-to-one refers to a single purpose

is expected for the data object. One-to-many signifies more than one purpose is expected for the data

object, where these purposes can be optional or coexist to indicate an expectation. Required by the

purpose to serve expectations to reach expected status, permissions are multiple. An expectation

requires relevant permissions to safeguard conditions for an expected achievement. For example,
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Mary and Phoebe maintain a connection for communication about travel related matters. Upon

agreement, they maintain their relationship for teaming-up four teams. They intend to consent to

different channels for different information as shown below.

Data Object:

The relationship between Mary and Phoebe.

Purpose:

Mary and Phoebe to maintain a relationship for communication on travel related topics,

with four specific purposes:

i). a culture-exploring trip in China before 2010

ii). an adventure in South Africa before 2010

iii). a driving trip in Tasmania after 2011

iv). a backpacking trip in Europe before 2010 or after 2011

Expectation:

i). communication for travel relationship development

ii). both Mary and Phoebe’s professional space and non-specific-trip-related personal

space will not be touched by their communications, where “touched” means any

information about the subject of interest is affected

iii). four teams will be built at different period of times

Permission:

i). communications must be related to a specific trip

ii). relationship can be used for a specific trip referral

Figure 7.1 graphically summarizes a logical ground: data object concerns validity and status, and

data purpose concerns expectations and permissions.

Action-Based Purpose

Actions require actors to perform. Before an action can be carried out, actors need to collect

or accept respective data objects from their data holders, if the actor is not the data holder. From
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Figure 7.1: Data Purpose

the commitment of an action’s perspective, there are collection processes as prerequisites for ex-

ercising a data object. In what follows, a satisfaction of collection purpose is a prerequisite for a

satisfaction of exercise purpose.

On the other hand, a data holder may give away their data objects for some reason; thus,

there are distribution purposes. Since data can be presented and stored in different formats, there

are purposes for presentation and purposes for filing. Presenting a data object may include a re-

formation process of the data object. If one such process is required, format purpose constitutes

the presentation purpose. Following this line of reasoning, data purposes in relation to actions need

to be built on actions that data objects can accept. Such actions concern the set of actions as a

component of action-capacity. Data objects’ action-capacity needs to be in comply with information

objects’ action-capacity (presented in Section 6.5.2). Therefore, data purpose based on actions in

reference to the set of actions described in Section 6.5.2 can be:

• Activation purpose: A data object is to be used for performing activation actions.

• Deactivation purpose: A data object is to be used for performing deactivation actions.

• Verification purpose: A data object is to be used for performing verification actions.

• Identification purpose: A data object is to be used for performing identification actions.

• Observation purpose: A data object is to be used for performing observation actions.

• Access purpose: A data object is to be used for performing access actions.

• Manipulation purpose: A data object is to be used for performing manipulation actions, includ-

ing actions for reproduction, aggregation, integration, modification, restoration and deletion.
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• Distribution purpose: A data object is to be used for performing distribution actions.

• Presentation purpose: A data object is to be used for performing presentation actions.

• Re-Presentation purpose: A data object is to be used for performing re-presentation actions.

Each purpose or sub-purpose can require fulfillment independently or in combination with other

purpose(s) or sub-purpose(s) - i.e., data purpose has a co-existence property. On the ontological

level, purpose for creation shows desires of existence, and a fulfillment of the latter implies the

fulfillment of the former. Purpose for collection shows intentions for other actions on the intended

data object. Purpose for manipulation includes purposes for access - this follows that, a fulfillment of

manipulation purpose implies the fulfillment of access purpose, which in turn enables the fulfillment

of observation purpose. Since to access a data object, one must be able to observe the object. To

fulfill an identification purpose, one needs to be able to observe, access or manipulate the object with

the level of identification requirements. It can also require a fulfillment of integration purpose, if

integration is required. Integration purpose may or may not relate to other purposes, while legislation

purpose is based on the obligations that can be included in all other purposes.

Purpose for manipulation distinguishes itself from purpose for access in data object’s creation

and transformation. Manipulation concerns existing data object’s transformation via modification,

restoration or deletion; and new data object’s creation via reproduction. Access concerns one’s

knowledge of the information about the data object and their abilities to remark the information.

Note, these ontological relationships between purposes described above, are applicable to pur-

poses for a data object only. Relationship between purposes crossing different data objects rely on

the relationship between data objects.

Data Usage

Action-based purposes are expectations for use of data objects. Data usage can be restricted by cer-

tain constraints, which can be permissions to use the associated data objects. Constraints can also

include obligations indicated by commitments or responsibilities associated with permission grants.

Usage restricted by constraints can be interpreted by purpose of use, i.e., the purpose of the data

usage. Usage concerns constraints and purpose. It effects data validity through change of status.

Figure 7.2 shows the semantics of data usage.

Permission

An occurrence of the use of a data object can change the data object’s status and affect its va-

lidity. If purpose is to be fulfilled, a commitment to a usage will arrive at a validity status. As
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Figure 7.2: Data Usage

shown by Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2, data purpose and data usage intersects at validity. Permissions

play a key role in maintaining the validity of a data object that involves a use. In other words,

permissions are to bind usage to purpose to maintain data object’s validity. Figure 7.1 shows that

purpose aims at the status, whereas it is a “product” of usage in Figure 7.2. A consistency between

the status in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 can be seen as an indication of a successful binding of data

purpose and data usage. The status, in Figure 7.1, is “safeguarded” by permission of purpose; while

in Figure 7.2, it is by constraints which include permissions and obligations (if any). As a result,

there is a consistency problem between permissions associated with purpose and permissions under

which usage can be carried out. Figure 7.3 depicts the consistency problem between data purpose

and data usage. A coherent binding between data purpose and data usage to fulfill purpose require-

ments is a permission consistency problem (Figure 7.3).

Affecting Factors of Purpose Decision

At a practical level, a few factors can affect decisions regarding purpose selection - i.e., establishment

of purpose strategy - with privacy concerns.

• Data Stakeholder

A data object can be associated with multiple subjects having various levels of control over its
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Figure 7.3: Binding Data Purpose and Data Usage

status. We refer to these subjects as data holders. A data subject is the subject a data object

references. When personal privacy is in consideration, data holders and data subjects are the

stakeholders of the data object. We refer to them as data stakeholders.

Data stakeholders’ ability to control, their desires and intentions of data status can affect each

other’s purpose decision for the same data object. While there are multiple factors involved,

a fundamental affecting factor in this dimension is the connections between the stakeholders.

• Actor

Actions are performed by actors. Action purposes restricting actions to be performed on

data objects implies actors’ position in the view of data stakeholders to the data object, i.e.,

data stakeholders’ relationship to the actor. The relationship may be direct or indirect. In

a complex environment, this view of data stakeholder can include the relationship between

actors, in addition to his/her relationship to them - i.e., the stakeholders’ view on their net-

work that connects actors to them (i.e., stakeholder and actors’ social network). This view

reflects the stakeholders’ degree of trust on the network connections and therefore requires an
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understanding of the concept of relationship and network connections.

• Cardinality

A data object can have different data purposes for different actors, and/or different purposes

for the same actor when integrated with other data objects - i.e., the interrelationship between

purposes.

• Duration

Fulfillment of a data object’s purpose may be required in a specific duration. In addition,

an action may require actors to obtain permissions and obligation commitments to grant

permissions. Such a requirement may be specific to a certain period of time. Duration plays

a key role when the fulfillment of a data purpose is a precondition of the fulfillment of other

data purpose(s).

• Data Attribute

The nature of a data object and its relation to surroundings - e.g., the existence of the data

object’s impact on the surroundings which in turn can affect the status of the data object

under consideration.

• Data Structure

The feasibility or possibility for connecting a data object to external data structures can un-

intentionally change conditions required for fulfillment of the data object’s data purposes, if

such linkages were not previously accounted in purpose decision.

Implications

Positioning data purpose in the center, we learn the groundings of data purpose associated with

data usage from a semantic perspective on a conceptual implication-based flow. Figure 7.4 graphi-

cally describes the flow of implications starting from the central concept “purpose”. Semantically,

a data purpose is intended for a data object, which has a status and stakeholders who established

the purpose. There are two types of purposes for a data object: purpose for creating a data object

and purpose for maintaining the data object’s life upon its creation, namely creation purpose and

existence purpose, respectively.

Data objects exist for use - to distinguish the use of data objects for purpose other than existence,

we refer to this type of uses as actions for exercising data objects. Collection is generally required

before an exercise action can be carried out. Therefore, the existence purpose can be divided

into exercise purpose and collection purpose categories. A satisfaction of collection purpose is a
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Figure 7.4: Implications

prerequisite for satisfaction of exercise purpose. However, it cannot guarantee a satisfaction of

exercise purpose from the perspective of a collection. A data object allows to be collected means it

is allowed to be used. In other words, a data object having collection purpose attached implies it can

be used under permissions associated with the purpose. Permissions determine the extent of usages,

which are actions that require actors to carry obligations (if any) and will produce outputs upon

completion. Usage determined from permissions implied by collection purpose may not be consistent

with the exercise action intended by the exercise purpose, if the collection purpose was not clearly

associated with the exercise purpose. This logical ground introduces two clusters of implications,

namely permission consistency implication and connection implication, described below.

• Permission consistency implication

Since action results can have implications on the data status that existed before the action

was carried out, implications can be arose from the consistency between i) the permission of

usage that can be derived from the purpose of collection, and ii) the permission of exercise

that could be created without or incorrectly associating with the purpose of collection. Since

usage can result in new data status, inconsistency between them can hinder an achievement of
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an expected data status. We refer to implications due in this cluster as permission consistency

implication.

• Connection implication

Implications can be introduced by permissions due to the connection between actors of the

usage and stakeholders of the data object. Since connections between entities can consist of

complex relationships, the network of actors and stakeholders has an impact on the data status

via action performance. We refer to implications due in this cluster as connection implication.

Central to the connection implication is the problem of relationship, which can also affect per-

missions’ effect as actor’s position in the network has potential to introduce implications through

information propagation, positively or negatively, from a data usage perspective. This reasoning

uncovers “relationship” as a hidden property to data purpose and data usage. It also indicates

relationship as an important component to constitute permissions for binding usage into purpose.

Actors can be reached conceptually by their connections to the stakeholder. One connects to

another directly or indirectly. The connection between an actor and a stakeholder indicates the

connectivity between them. Constitutions of the connectivity therefore can be utilized for data

purpose decision and realization such that negative implications can be minimized. Grounding the

notion of relationship by connectivity (RBC), we learn:

• Connection end: A connection end is one of the two connected entities under consideration.

E.g., in the Figure 7.4, the actor and the stakeholder are two connection ends.

• Connecting entity: A connecting entity is one of the entities between two connection ends.

• Connection degree: A connection degree indicates the distance between a connecting entity

and a connection end, reflecting in the number of entities (including the connecting entity

under consideration) away from the connection end. E.g., if A connects to B , and B connects

to C , then A is said to be 2 degrees away from C , i.e., the connection degree between A and

C is 2.

In practice, multiple paths connecting two entities often exist. In such cases, the connection degree

of two entities is the length of the shortest path between them, since it reflects an entity’s ability

to connect to another economically. However, when considering privacy, the length of a connection

path is not a dominating factor in assessing a relationship; rather, the types of relationships involved

in the path have more impact on one’s privacy status. Such complexity can be described by RBC.

In the above example, if A and B are colleagues, B and C are friends, and A and C do not know

each other, then the RBC from A to C is described as a path like “a work connection at degree 1

followed by a friend connection at degree 2”.
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In Mary and Phoebe’s scenario, the notion of RBC can be used to better design permissions

and obligations to achieve a better information privacy preservation. For example, Mary can give

permission to those who do not have connection to her professional space, e.g., using “non-work

connection at degree 1” to indicate permissions not giving to those belong to this RBC cluster.

It might be ambiguous if Phoebe does not know anything about Mary’s professional information.

Mary therefore needs to give away some privacy; however, she does not need to tell Phoebe all the

details. She can require Phoebe to commit to “ ‘work’ is restricted to medicine-related areas only”.

With this specification, Phoebe knows that she cannot tell her father about Mary’s work related

information since he works for a pharmaceutical company.

On the other hand, social entities involved in a relationship can be at different levels of ab-

straction. For example, a relationship can be individual-to-individual, individual-to-group where

the individual can belong to the group, or group-to-group where one group can belong to another

group or they can overlap or be completely disjoint. In describing a relationship to her company as

“medicine-related”, Mary is able to avoid giving unnecessary information away in order to construct

her consents. This shows a way to flexibly specify level of details of a relationship in the RBC.

In sum, implications are due to permission consistency and connection’s connectivity, which are

“chained up” by relationship complexity. These implications highlight our interpretation of “data

purpose” supports the central privacy problem: “who can do what to information about me?” As

can be seen from Figure 7.4, the actor (“who”) performs the action/usage (“do”) to the data object

(“what”) of the stakeholder. Having sufficient choice, consent and control rights to express desires

(“purpose”) and restrict personal (“stakeholder’s”) information (“data object”) used by others (“ac-

tor”) is the path to a better management of information privacy.

Information Object and Status

The intended status of an object reflects its stakeholder’s preferences on the existence purpose.

With respect to data purpose, justification for a data object’s status relies on an understanding of

the nature of the data object - i.e., the data object’s characteristics. The complexity of data objects

lies in their structures, particularly for composited and hierarchical data objects, due to: i) a data

object can consist of different types of built-in structures; ii) a built-in structure can be hierarchical;

and iii) a data object can be connected to hierarchical structures, i.e., contains build-in hierarchical

structures or be involved in external hierarchical structures. When external hierarchical structures

are involved, the complexity of privacy preservation for the data object is increased. For example,

when a data object can be located or mapped to other hierarchical objects (when mapping mech-

anism is available) - e.g., a location related concept “Ultimo Australia 2007” can be mapped to a
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set of location concepts at different levels of detail - i.e., “Ultimo→Sydney→NSW→Australia”. In

such cases, purpose decision of the data object with privacy concern is multiplex and the connected

external data object’s structure needs to be accounted.

Data objects constitute information objects. Recall that information objects are instantiated

by the Information Tuple 6.1. Value held by each component in the Tuple is a data object. For

example, the relationship between Mary and Phoebe is a data object. With this data object as

the content, denoted by “RBCMary,Phoebe”, the information object instantiated by the Information

Tuple 6.1 is:

< “Relationship of Mary and Phoebe”,

RBCMary,Phoebe ,

“Travel related communications and activities”>

Composited by data objects, an information object inherits data object’s structural multiplex and

complexity. Information status, from a data object’s perspective, is the sum of its component data

objects’ status. However, from a privacy perspective, it must be justified with a social reference15.

Therefore, we call information that describes the Status Tuple16 for an information object at a

specific period of time p the information status at p. Purpose of an information object, then,

considers the integrity of all components’ data status for the information status of the information

object as a whole. Accordingly, permissions and implications take the whole information object into

account.

From the perspective of an object’s structure, an information object can be seen as a composited

data object consisting of three atomic data objects as components. However, since each component

data object is associated with specific semantics, an information object offers more meanings than

a data object and provides more rooms for purpose settings. For example, the relationship of Mary

and Phoebe as a data object does not allow a separation of purpose settings on the relationship’s

existence and on the relationship’s content. From a privacy perspective, the fact to know an object

in existence and the fact to know the object’s content have different privacy meanings and values.

The information object of this relationship (as shown above) has the capacity to support such a

separation setting.

Purpose setting for an information object with a semantic scope in mind for each component data

object can facilitate information status development with different semantics for different situations.

For example, for an information object of a student ID number < “Student ID”, “10001234”, (“Inno-

vation University”, “2007 − 2010”) >, from an object-reference-agent’s17 perspective, there can be

status as follows:

15As elaborated in Chapter 6.
16Defined in Chapter 6.
17Defined in Chapter 6.
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a. The content data object exists as a number.
b. The content data object exists as a number with the last 4 digits as “1234”.
c. The content data object exists as an ID number.
d. The content data object exists as a student ID number.
e. The content data object exists as an ID number in the university.
f. The content data object exists as an ID number in the Innovation University.
g. The content data object exists as an ID number during 2007-2010.
h. The content data object exists as an ID number since 2007.
i. The known ID number can be used to identify a person.
j. The known ID number can be used to identify a person in a university.
k. The known ID number can be used to identify a person in the Innovation University.
l. The known ID number can be used to identify a student.
m. The known student ID number can be used to identify a student in a university.
n. The known student ID number can be used to identify a student in the Innovation

University.

Different statuses for different object-reference-agents in different situations can be developed, for

example,

i. For agents of type A, the integrity of status a, c and e are the desired status.
ii. For agents of type B , the integrity of status b, d and f are the desired status.
iii. For agents of type C , the integrity of status c, e and g are the desired status.
iv. For agents of type D , the integrity of status d , e and h are the desired status.
v. For agents of type E after 2008, status d is the desired status.
vi. For agents of type F after qualified as an enrollment officer in the Innovation

University, status d is the desired status.
vii. For agents of type G , status d is the desired status.

Purpose set for an information object is not simply the sum of all purposes of its component

data objects. The subject component data object and the context component data object can

be independent of the information object. As the core of the information object, the content

component data object’s purpose setting must be consistent with the information object’s pur-

pose setting. When the meaning of an information object’s subject component data object can

be shared with another information object’s subject component data object, the purpose of the

data object cannot be accounted into the information object’s purpose setting. For example,

“Student ID” as a data object for observation purpose makes no meaning for information object

< “Student ID”, “10001234”, “Innovation University”> with non-observation purpose, regardless

who the object-reference-agents are. If the “Relationship between Mary and Phoebe” as a data ob-

ject is for observation purpose and the information object < “Relationship of Mary and Phoebe”,

RBCMary,Phoebe , “Travel related communications and activities”> is for non-observation purpose,

then, for the same type of object-reference-agents, an inconsistency for desired status development
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can incur - if both purposes are required to be fulfilled concurrently. Thus, purpose for an informa-

tion object with a semantic scope in mind for each component data object can facilitate learning

semantic implications. An information status instantiated by the Status Tuple allows to enforce a

social reference for each component data object to manage semantic implications and desired status

achievement.

Given the semantic difference between a data object and its relevant information object, the on-

tological status of data object need to be adapted for information object - mainly in the following

aspects:

• Action-based purpose

When there is purpose for an information object and one or more than one of its component

data object is attached with a different purpose, if the fulfillment of all the purpose of the

component objects arrive at a status that is not consistent with a status resulted from the

fulfillment of the purpose of the information object, the purpose of the component object must

be adapted. Consistency between statuses means equal or entail. A status is consistent with

another means the former equals to or can be implied by the latter. For purpose settings for

information object and its component data objects, the status of the sum of all the component

data objects is to be consistent with the information object’s status - if the purpose of the

information object is to be fulfilled.

The ontological relationship between purposes does not apply to the relationship between a

purpose set for an information object and the purposes set for its component data objects.

Fulfillments of purposes for component data objects do not imply a fulfillment of purposes for

their information object.

• Usage and permission

Usage is to be bound into purpose. Permissions enable commitments to usages of informa-

tion objects and/or their component data objects. Such permissions for data objects of an

information object must be consistent with permissions for the information object.

• Affecting factors of purpose decision

Stakeholders of an information object are the stakeholders of its content component data

object. In addition to their purpose decision on the content component data object, their

intentions on the other two component data objects’ status can affect purpose decision of

the information object. Similar to a single data object, actors are affecting factors; however,

for an information object, actions can be performed to an information object and each of its

component data objects on their capacity to accept actions. Consequently, actors can be of
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more types, and the complexity of their network to stakeholders can increase. Accordingly,

cardinality, duration, data attribute and data structure for component data objects can affect

each other’s purpose decision and arrive at different decisions for their information object.

The context component data object is meaningful only when it is used with the subject component

data object and/or the content component data object. It provides a scope to be associated with the

subject and the content. This semantic dependency between components requires purpose for the

depending component data object to be consistent with the purpose for the depended component

data object. The permission consistency implication and the connection implication applied to the

depended data object are inherited by the depending data object. Implications on the component

objects can be carried over to their information object, on the basis of status consistency (above).

Ontological Remarks

Privacy is an ontological problem of personal desired status for socially created needs. Goals as

requirements to achieve privacy are to address their ontological status in the dimensions of purpose,

usage and status. Purpose, the basis to establish goals, is the primary element to be managed.

Purpose fulfillment involves actions, which require actors and permissions. Commitments to usage

are actions, which require actors and permissions to be consistent with they are designed by asso-

ciated purpose. This consistency is the key to achieve a status resulted from the commitment to

usage to be consistent with a desired status that was the the motivation of creating the purpose.

In other words, a goal as requirements to achieve associated privacy is scoped by the status (i.e.,

desired status), which motivates the creation of purpose - which in turn regulates usage to develop

and maintain a desired status.

Taking privacy’s social notion into account, the consistency problem between purpose and usage

requires social factor’s input. Status to describe privacy is beyond the description data objects can

offer. Information objects concerning information’s social feature18 are therefore to be used as the

subject of the goals for privacy design.

Part B: Goal Strategies

This Part B elaborates a set of strategies to manage relevant concepts as a means to manage goals

to achieve desired levels of privacy. Each strategy is first elaborated for data objects; then, applied

to information objects under the Law of Goal (LoG) below.

18See Chapter 6.
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An information object instantiated by the Information Tuple 6.1 is goal-centric operable

in a Privacy System, if and only if the following is satisfied:

1. At least one purpose set19 created for the information object or any of its subject

or content component data objects.

2. There is a consistency problem of purpose sets that are relevant to an information

object and its component data objects. Purpose consistency denotes entailment or

substitution. A purpose set A of one object is consistent with a purpose set B of

another object means B implies A or A can be substituted by B .

3. If a purpose set is associated with the context component data object, it must be

consistent with the purpose set associated that is with either the subject component

or the content component data object.

4. If a purpose set is associated with the subject component data object or the content

component data object, it must be consistent with the purpose set that is associated

with the information object.

5. If there is no purpose set associated with the information object, the sum of the

purpose sets of the component data objects is regarded as the purpose set of the

information object.

Strategy 1: Purpose Specification

Purpose is a central concept for privacy management. As shown in Part A, there are many fac-

tors can affect decision making on purpose settings for privacy practice. It is crucial to specify

purpose for information with important factors captured. This strategy is established for specifying

multiple purposes of data objects, applicable to information objects, with the notion of personal

desires reflected in permissions and the notion of socially-created-need reflected in relationship con-

nectivity.

Pre-conditioned by the property cardinality and the property co-existence for its scope, a pur-

pose specification is a set of co-existing purposes and/or conditional purposes for a data object. To

facilitate specification development, the set of purposes of a data object is defined as a purpose unit.

The following elaborate key concepts and properties that constitute a purpose unit.

Definition 1: Purpose Unit

Purposes as conditions of creation or existence for a data object are referred to as creation purpose

19i.e., a set of purposes.
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or existence purpose, respectively. Purposes as conditions of actions that can be performed on an

existing data object is referred to as action purpose. Multiple purposes of a data object require

fulfillment under the same conditions are referred to as co-existing purpose. A purpose unit, denoted

by pu, is a finite set of co-existing purposes consisting of creation purpose, existence purpose and/or

action purpose that are applicable to a data object. Creation purpose and existence purpose may

or may not be related to social entities. If social entities are related, the purpose unit may be aug-

mented with constraints and social entities may be required to grant permissions with obligations

carry on it in order to be able to perform actions on the data object. Let Ppu be a finite set of

co-existing purposes. Let SEpu be a set of candidates who are granted permissions in PEpu for

performing actions related to purpose in Ppu on d with constraints in Apu . A purpose unit for a

data object d is defined as pu = (Ppu ,SEpu ,PEpu ,Apu). Under the Law of Goal, A purpose unit

for an information object is defined by the syntax of purpose unit of a data object, above.

An action purpose must qualify actors. In other words, actors to perform an action will need

permissions to act and obligation commitments to fulfill the purpose. This is critical for privacy

protection, since if permissions are not granted appropriately and/or obligations are assigned in-

correctly, the action purpose might not be fulfilled and its data object might not be reached or

maintained at the desired status when an associated action is performed.

With privacy concern, decision on selecting actors is crucial and complex, due to the connection

between actors are possible channels for distribution of information about data objects - a prob-

lem known as “information flow”, which easily leads to privacy implications since once information

is circulated via network connections, the stakeholder will not be able to “get it back” with full

control. Flowing information on a network is usually based on the way entities are connected, i.e.,

relationships. As a result, the problem of actors is largely the problem of their social connections,

namely relationship by connectivity. Definition 2, below, models this problem with two attributes

called type and connection degree.

Definition 2: Relationship by Connectivity

Let CP be the set of connection paths from sei to sej , CP = {cp1, cp2, ..., cpm}, such that cpk ∈ CP

denote a set of social entities linking sei to sej , cpk = {sei , sei+1, ..., sej}. Let r(sep , seq) be a sym-

metric relationship between any two immediate connected entities sep ,seq ∈ cpk , p, q ∈ [i , j ]. Let

rt(sep , seq) = (typeof (r(sep , seq)), duration, constraint) be the type of a relationship between sep

and seq in duration with constraint . Let RT (sep , seq) be the set of types of symmetric relationships

between sep and seq . Let rp→q(sep , seq) denote a directional relationship sep towards seq . Then,

the set of types of relationship from sep to seq is RTp→q(sep , seq) = {rtx ,p→q(sep , seq) | x ∈ N},
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rtx ,p→q(sep , seq) = (typeof (rx ,p→q(sep , seq)), duration, constraint). Let cd denote the connection de-

gree between any two entities. The connection degree between sei and sej is cd(sei , sej ) = j − i . Let

rbcseq→i
denote the immediate relationship connectivity sep ∈ cpk to seq ∈ cpk towards sei on the

degree away, such that rbcseq→i =
⋂y

x=0 (rtx ,p→q(sep , seq), cd(sei , seq)), y =| RTp→q(sep , seq) | −1.

Then, the relationship by connectivity (RBCcpk
) from sei to sej on the path cpk is a collection of

rbc for all entities in cp′k = cpk − {sei} such that,

RBCcpk
= {rbcseq→i | q ∈ [i + 1, j ]; i , j ∈ N}. (7.1)

Then, the relationship by connectivity (RBC ) from sei to sej for all cpk ∈ CP is

RBCCP = {RBCcpk
| cpk ∈ CP} (7.2)

The concept of relationship by connectivity takes a social factor - i.e., social connectivity - into

account. Such a factor can be used to restrict permissions by social context, which has high impact

on individual’s privacy. To utilize this factor, pu in Definition 1 is accordingly changed to:

pu = (Ppu ,RBCpu ,PEpu ,Apu) (7.3)

where at least one social entity in RBCpu is granted permissions from PEpu .

The social factor elicits a trust issue - naturally, the way one trusts the other has impacts on one’s

decision about whether the trustee can be the actor of particular actions for specific data purpose

of their data object. This requires to account a “trust” level on the relationship. On the other

hand, trust often built up on subjects. For example, A trusts B with respect to “selling books” but

not “buying books”. On the subject matter of “selling books”, A highly trusts B , and generally

trusts C . In the case of data purpose, we transform this “subject” problem into a “data purpose”

problem - i.e., one’s trust level on a relationship will consider the data purpose on top of the rbc.

On extending Definition 2, trust is injected into the rbc:

rbcseq→i
= (rtp→q(sep , seq), cd(sei , seq), t(sep , seq)) (7.4)

where t(sep , seq) ∈ [0, 1] is one’s trust level on the relationship between sep and seq . As Equation

7.4 is applied to Equation 7.3, trust is associated with data purpose (pu).

A social entity holds multiple relationships with another social entity can prioritize one relation-

ship over others. To indicate the importance of a relationship to the relationship holder, a “weight”

is injected into the rbc. The Equation 7.4 becomes:

rbcseq→i
= (rtp→q(sep , seq), cd(sei , seq), t(sep , seq),w(sep , seq)) (7.5)
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where w(sep , seq) ∈ [0, 1] denote the importance of rp→q(sep , seq) to sep .

Definition 3: Purpose Specification

Under the Law of Goal, a purpose specification of an information object i instantiated by the

Information Tuple 6.1 is defined as follows:

Let PUi be the set of purpose units for i =< subjecti , contenti , contexti >. Let PUsubjecti ,

PUcontenti ,PUcontexti be the set of purpose units for i ’s component data objects subjecti ,

contenti , contexti , respectively. Such that PUi ,PUsubjecti ,PUcontenti and PUcontexti sat-

isfy Equation 7.3. Then, the purpose specification of i is

(PUi ,PUsubjecti ,PUcontenti ,PUcontexti ) (7.6)

Note, an information object’s purpose specification inevitably contains certain level of redundancy

in-between the purpose set of the information object and some purpose sets of its component data

objects. However, under the Law of Goal, purpose consistency is guaranteed with purpose redun-

dancy. The purpose redundancy can increase the cost at the length of a specification. However,

it allows a clear separation of purposes set for subject, content and context; providing separating

rooms for developing desired status in different semantic scopes to facilitate status management.

Strategy 2: Validity on Purpose

The extent and the degree of data purpose’s fulfilment can affect its subject, in terms of the asso-

ciated data object’s status with respect to its stakeholder’s expectations, leading to privacy status

changed. In recognition of data purpose’s role in this context, this strategy introduces two new

concepts namely data validity and privacy validity, and uses them as criteria to validate data ob-

ject’s status and rules to enforce the consistency between purposes to improve privacy outcomes.

Data Validity

Since data purpose represents the stakeholder’s desires and intentions on the data object, a data

object’s desired status cannot be reached or remained, if its data purpose can not be fulfilled. That

is, from a stakeholder’s perspective, a data object is meaningful and valuable when its creation pur-

pose is fulfilled; and during its lifetime, its existence purpose is satisfied. A data object’s existence

is significant for privacy consideration when it is meaningful - when a data object is in this status,

we say the data object has a privacy value. Thus, before justifying privacy issues on a data object,

we must ensure that the data object is meaningful and valuable based on its data purpose. We
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refer to such status as the data object’s valid status, namely data validity. In other words, a data

object is valid when its purposes are satisfied. Due to the co-existence property, data validity can be

complete valid, partial valid, or invalid, representing all, part or none of the purpose units is satisfied,

respectively. Definition 4, below, formally describes this concept.

Definition 4: Data Validity

The validity of a data object refers to the satisfaction for all purpose units of the data object. Let d

denote the data object. Let PU be the set of the data object’s purpose units for d . The validity of

d on PU is denoted by
⋂j

i=0 valid(d , pui), where pui ∈ PU , j qualifies the quantity of validity such

that,

1. if j =| PU | −1, d is complete valid;

2. if j <| PU | −1, d is partial valid; or

3. if j = i , d is invalid.

In the scope of this dissertation we focus on the complete valid case. Under the Law of Goal, the

syntax of Data Validity is applicable to information objects.

Privacy Validity

Action purpose implies intentions for use of the associated data object. When privacy is at fo-

cus, permissions for actors to perform actions are required. Permissions can be granted with or

without obligations and/or other constraints.

Definition 5: Permission

A permission that can be granted for performing an action on data object d , is denoted by pe,

defined as a 4-tuple of (acpe ,SEpe ,Ope ,Ape), where

• acpe is a candidate action that can be performed on d ;

• SEpe is a set of candidate actors permitted to perform acpe on d ;

• Ope is a set of obligations that se ∈ SEpe must carry for performing acpe ; and

• Ape is a set of axioms that describes additional constraints on se ∈ SEpe .

Network connections can introduce implications through information propagation, positively or neg-

atively. Thus, granting permissions for a social entity to manipulate a data object while maintaining
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the permitter’s control on the data object, the connectivity between actors must be taken into

account in the construction of permissions:

pe = (acpe ,RBCpe ,Ope ,Ape) (7.7)

Permissions for actors can be affected by the stakeholder’s trust on the actors via their connec-

tivity. The RBC plays a dominate role in introducing trust into permissions. As Equation 7.5 is

applied to Equation 7.7, trust is associated with the action acpe .

Under the Law of Goal, a permission that can be granted for performing an action on an infor-

mation object is entitled to take the syntax that is applicable to an data object.

Consistency between purpose and permission dominates status of associated data object and in-

formation object at one’s desired level. To evaluate the consistency we introduce a concept called

privacy validity that is extended from the notion of data validity, based on the “Minimum Action

Permission Principle” (MAPP) where permissions to perform an action (i.e., pe in Equation 7.7 )

should not be greater than permissions suggested by related action purposes (i.e., PEpu in Equation

7.3 ). If MAPP is satisfied on all data purposes, we say that privacy validity of the associated data

object is satisfied. Based on the MAPP and RBC Interrelationship defined in Definition 6, privacy

validity is defined in Definition 7.

Definition 6: Intra-RBC Relation

Given two immediate connected social entities sep and seq . Let rtp→q(sep , seq) be the type of

a directional relationship rp→q(sep , seq), rtp←q(sep , seq) be the type of a directional relationship

rp←q(sep , seq). Let HRT be a set of underlying hierarchical relationship types supported by the

system. Iff the following is satisfied:

• rtp→q(sep , seq), rtp←q(sep , seq) ∈ HRT , and

• rtp→q(sep , seq) and rtp←q(sep , seq) share a parent node rtparent ∈ HRT .

Then, we say rp→q(sep , seq) and rtp←q(sep , seq) are asymmetric transferable, rtparent describes

rtp→q(sep , seq) and rtp←q(sep , seq).

For two given RBC s: RBC = {rbcseq→i | q ∈ [i + 1, j ]; i , j ∈ N}, RBC ′ = {rbcseq′→i′ | q ′ ∈
[i ′ + 1, j ′]; i ′, j ′ ∈ N}, rbcseq→i

and rbcseq′→i′ satisfy Equation 7.5. Let q = p + 1, q ′ = p′ + 1. For

every q = q ′ and i = i ′,

1. iff RTp→q(sep , seq) = RTp′→q′(se ′p , se ′q), t(sep , seq) = t(se ′p , se ′q) and w(sep , seq) = w(se ′p , se ′q),

then, we say RBC is equal to RBC ′.
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2. iff

• RTp→q(sep , seq) ⊇ RTp′→q′(se ′p , se ′q), or

• for every rt ′ inRTp′→q′(se ′p , se ′q), there is a rt ∈ RTp→q(sep , seq) such that, rt = rt ′ or

rt is capable of describing rt ′.

and t(sep , seq) > t(se ′p , se ′q), w(sep , seq) > w(se ′p , se ′q), j ′ ≯ j .

then, we say RBC implies RBC ′.

Definition 7: Privacy Validity

Given a complete valid data object d ,

1. Let pu be a purpose unit that satisfies Equation 7.3, let ACpu be the set of actions required to

be performed to fulfill the co-existing purposes Ppu in pu. Let Refpu be the set of references

for associating ACpu with Ppu such that, Refpu : ACpu → Ppu .

2. Let pe be a permission that satisfies Equation 7.7.

3. Let pvalid(d , pu) denote the privacy validity of d on pu.

4. For any acpe ∈ ACpe , if the following are satisfied,

(a) RBCpei ∈ RBCpe equals to or implies RBCpuj
∈ RBCpu

(b) Opuj ⊆ Opei

(c) Apuj ⊆ Apei

then, pu is MAPP satisfied.

5. Let PU be the set of purpose units for d . For any pui ∈ PU , if
⋂j

i=0 pvalid(d , pui) is MAPP

satisfied, then, d is MAPP satisfied on PU , where j qualifies the privacy validity such that,

(a) if j =| PU | −1, d is complete privacy valid;

(b) if j <| PU | −1, d is partial privacy valid; or

(c) if j = i , d is privacy invalid.

Under the Law of Goal, the syntax of Privacy Validity is applicable to information objects.

Strategy 3: Policy Enforcement

Since privacy requirements are person-dependent, each user has their own set of rules to enforce
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fulfilment of their requirements. We refer to this set of rules concerning privacy as a user’s privacy

policy. To achieve desired levels of privacy, privacy requirements need to be fulfilled. This strategy is

established for capture affecting factors in fulfilling requirements and enforcing the affecting factors

towards a status that satisfies the requirements. In other words, this strategy uses privacy policy as

a means to enforce data usage to comply with data purposes to achieve a desired status.

Using the MAPP as the guideline, the privacy policy of a user is scoped to describe rules for

actions that can be performed on the user’s personal information based on its intended purpose.

When a piece of personal information is referred to as an information object, a user’s privacy policy

is a collection of rules stating that, actions can be performed on an information object and its com-

ponent data objects by social entities, if and only if conditions of these objects’ purpose in relation

to the associated actions are satisfied.

Definition 8: Privacy Policy

Privacy policy of an information object i is a 3-tuple of (PU ,PE ,Ref ), where

• PU is a set of purpose units for use of i such that pu ∈ PU satisfies Equation 7.6;

• PE is a set of permissions that must be granted as a precondition to perform actions on i and

its component data objects for purpose in PU ; and

• Ref is a set of references for purpose unit in PU such that, Ref : PE → PU .

Permissions are the key to fulfill the privacy policy enforcement. However, different purposes can

require different permissions, potentially leading to inconsistent permissions granted and conflicted

implications for purpose fulfillments. Permission inconsistency is mainly two-fold:

1. The pe ∈ PE in Definition 8 is semantically different from the pe in Equation 7.7. The former

is one of permission sets required to perform actions to fulfill the associated action purposes,

while the latter is a permission for performing action acpe where the permission may or may

not be sufficient to fulfill the action (acpe) requirement (i.e., the pre- and post-conditions).

2. The permission of usage that can be derived from the purpose of collection may not be con-

sistent with the permission of exercise that could be created without or incorrectly associated

with the purpose of collection.

To fulfill policy enforcement by permission, a law is to be followed on granting a permission. An

important concept called deviation on information flow is to be understood before a permission law

can be established.
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Definition 9: Deviation on Information Flow

Consider permission pe1 for entity A in Figure 7.5., pe1 = (acpe , {(“friend”, 1, 1), (“work”, 2, 0.8), (“f -
riend”, 3, 0.5)},Ope ,Ape). Intuitively there are two paths satisfy pe1: cp1 = {A,B ,E ,H } and

cp2 = {A,B ,D , I }. However, the actual information flow needs to be measured against obligations

carried by all the entities on the connection path. On cp2, the connection between I and G was

established with obligations that both must share all friends’ information with each other. Thus,

while pe1 only permits the information to reach as far as three degrees away, the actual flow will

at least be four degrees away on path cp′
2 = {A,B ,D , I ,G ,K}. Under the permission pe1, we

say cp2 is a deviated path on connection degree, and I is a deviation source on connection degree.

Consider permission pe2 = (acpe , {(“friend”, 1, 1), (“work”, 2, 0.8), (“friend”, 3, 0.5)},Ope ,Ape). The

relationship types of the degree away match the cp1; however, the trust level on the relationship is

not satisfied, i.e., trust on the relationship that is two degrees away is lower than expected. We say

cp1 is a deviated path on trust and “B ,E” are deviated sources on trust.

Figure 7.5: An Example of Relationship by Connectivity

Permission Law

For two given permissions pe1 and pe2 that satisfy Equation 7.7 for use of data object d . That is

pe1 = (acpe1 ,RBCpe1 ,Ope1 ,Ape1), pe2 = (acpe2 ,RBCpe2 ,Ope2 ,Ape2). pe2 is consistent with pe1, if

and only if,

1. the pre- and post-conditions for acpe1 and ac2 are not conflicted, respectively;

2. acpe1 equals to or implies acpe2 ;

3. Ope1 equals to or implies Ope2 ;

4. Ape1 equals to or implies Ape2 ;

5. RBCpe1 equals to or implies RBCpe2 ; and

6. no deviation sources included in both the RBCpe1 and the RBCpe2 .
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Permission consistency is not reversible. That is, pe2 is not necessary consistent with pe1 when pe1

is consistent with pe2. For two given set of permissions PE1 and PE2. We say PE1 is consistent with

PE2, if and only if the sum of all permissions in PE1 is consistent with the sum of all permissions

in PE2. Let pecollection be the set of permissions of usage that can be derived from the purpose

of collection. A permission, pe, can be granted for social entities that satisfy RBCpu in Equation

7.7 to use the data object d , if and only if, d is privacy complete valid, and pe is consistent with

pecollection . The Permission Law is applicable to information objects under the Law of Goal.

Strategy 4: Optimizing Criteria for Privacy Validity by Levels

The concept of privacy validity (PV ) offers a rigor criteria to enforce the consistency between

purpose and usage; however, less flexility and choice options. Research [10] has found that applying

the notion of abstraction to the subject of matter reveals a hierarchy of compounds and facilitates

exploring essences. Using this finding to construct a stakeholder’s view about his/her world allows

more flexibility and choices. To allow more options while achieving consistency between purpose

and usage, this strategy utilizes hierarchical abstractions to optimize the criteria for achieving level

of privacy validity as a means to ensure the stakeholder’s privacy rights and to enforce obligations

with levels of flexibility to avoid negative privacy implications.

The notion of hierarchy is defined with “Object” as the object having the highest abstraction in

the hierarchy. The closer to the “Object” a node in the hierarchy, the higher abstraction the node

indicates. The lower abstraction a node indicates, the more details the node represents. Definition

10 defines the notion of hierarchy.

Definition 10: HX Hierarchy

Let HX be a set of hierarchical concepts X with a default concept “Object” at the top of the hi-

erarchy. Let lay(i) denote the layer of i ∈ HX . Let lay(i) ∈ [0,n] with smaller numbers indicate

higher abstraction levels in the hierarchy, such that lay(“Object ′′)=0 and increase by 1 each subse-

quent layer down the hierarchy. Let nod(i , j ) be the node i of the hierarchy at layer j , such that

nod(i , j ), i = 0 represents the leftmost node at layer j and i increase by 1 each subsequent node

towards the rightmost node at the layer j . Let laynum(HX ) be the number of layers of the HX . Let

k be an arbitrary node at the bottom layer of HX . Then, lay(k) = laynum(HX )− 1.

Level of Privacy Validity (LPV)

In compliance with the definitions of purpose (Equation 7.3 ) and permission (Equation 7.7), LPV
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holds three dimensions: relationship by connectivity (RBC ), obligation (O) and constraint (A). Each

dimension requires a different rule.

Given a data object D , let PU C and PU U be the sets of purpose units for the purpose of col-

lecting D and the set of purpose units for the use of D , respectively. Let PU C = {pu c1, pu c2, ...,

pu cm} and PU U = {pu u1, pu u2, ..., pu un}, such that for pu ci ∈ PU C , pu ci = (RBCpu ci ,

Opu ci ,Apu ci ), {typeof (rpu cix ), cdpu cix } ∈ RBCpu ci ; for pu uj ∈ PU U , pu uj = (RBCpu uj ,

Opu uj
,Apu uj

), {typeof (rpu ujy
), cdpu ujy

} ∈ RBCpu uj
; Then, the LPV for three dimensions is:

• Relationship by Connectivity

Let lay(rpu cix ), lay(rpu ujy
) denote layers of rpu cix and rpu ujy

in HR, respectively. For any

rpu cix ∈ RBCpu ci and rpu ujy ∈ RBCpu uj , if lay(rpu ujy ) >= lay(rpu cix ) and cdpu cix =

cdpu ujy
, then PV in this dimension is satisfied, denoted by valid(D ,PV R).

• Obligation

Let lay(opu cix ), lay(opu ujy ) denote layers of opu cix and opu ujy in HO , respectively. For

any opu cix ∈ Opu ci and opu ujy
∈ Opu uj

, if lay(opu ujy
) >= lay(opu cix ), then PV in this

dimension is satisfied, denoted by valid(D ,PV O).

• Constraint

Let lay(apu cix ), lay(apu ujy ) denote layers of apu cix and apu ujy in HA, respectively. For any

apu cix ∈ Apu ci and apu ujy
∈ Apu uj

, if lay(apu ujy
) >= lay(apu cix ), then PV in this dimen-

sion is satisfied, denoted by valid(D ,PV A).

If (valid(D ,PV R) and valid(D ,PV O) and valid(D ,PV A)) is satisfied, then valid(D ,PV ) is

satisfied.

Permission Transitivity

With privacy concerns, permission transitivity measures the implication of information flow by two

folds:

• If permission can be transited to all the social entities on the path of the information flow,

privacy implication is tolerant. To avoid negative implications due to complex dynamic net-

works, privacy implication should not be tolerant - i.e., permissions should not be allowed to be

transited to other entities. Permissions can, however, be transited to a new relationship that is

“upward compatible” - e.g., permissions granted for a “trade” relationship can be transited to

a “buy and sell” relationship, if the latter is at a lower abstraction level compared to the former

in the relationship type hierarchy. Given a set of permissions PE = {pe 1, pe 2, ..., pe n}, for
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any pe i ∈ PE , pe i = (Rpe i ,Ope i ,Ape i), (rpe ix , cdpe ix ) ∈ Rpe i and rpe ix ∈ HR, if

lay(r) > lay(rpe ix), rpe ix ∩ r 6= ∅ and r ∈ HR, then (rpe ix , cdpe ix ) = (r , cdpe ix ).

• Permission granted for use of data object d can be transited onto data objects at the lower

abstraction levels of HD , iff D ∈ HD .

Obligation Inheritability

Obligations can be required to be passed on to relevant entities. For example, group members essen-

tially carry on the obligations attached to the group. Passed-on obligations need to be made explicitly

for reasoning about new permissions for an inherited entity. Given permissions pe = (Rpe ,Ope ,Ape)

and pe ′ = (R′pe ,O
′
pe ,A

′
pe), such that (rpe x , cdpe x ) ∈ Rpe and rpe x ∈ HR, and (rpe y , cdpe y) ∈ R′pe

and rpe y ∈ HR. if lay(rpe x ) < lay(rpe y) and rpe x ∩ rpe y 6= ∅, then, Ope ⊆ O ′pe .

Strategy 5: Re-purposed Permission

An intended information object is created to exist for some purpose. Once created, an informa-

tion object’s creation purpose becomes history; however, its existence purpose can be changed by

its stakeholder. For example, a L-Plate driver license is created for its holder to drive a car under

the monitor of a qualified driver. However, the license holder often also uses the license as a proof

of identity in situations not related to driving; for example, as a proof of age for purchasing wine.

When the license is used for purpose other than driving a car, we say it is re-purposed. If permissions

to use the license in non-driving related situations are required, its original permissions for use are

to be expanded.

Re-purposing a PV20 object for action can require new permissions or disable some original ac-

tion permissions that can make its privacy validity invalid. To maintain an object’s PV status after

re-purposing, adaptation of permissions are required. To determine new permissions, we first need to

identify the difference between the original set of purposes and the new set of purpose. Consider two

sets of purposes, they can be equal, inclusive, overlapping or disjoined. Within an HX ’s capacity, an

inclusive case can be adapted through establishing a set of hierarchies and mapping the hierarchies

through hierarchical subset relations to enforce re-purpose permissions in comply with the initial

permission to maintain privacy validity. The following definitions define relevant hierarchies and

laws for mapping them and managing re-purposed permissions.

Definition 11: Composite Hierarchy

Given a hierarchical object, iff at least a node in the hierarchy is a composite object, the hierarchy

20See Strategy 4.
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of the object is said to be a Composite Hierarchy; otherwise a Simple Hierarchy.

Definition 12: Purpose Hierarchy

A Purpose Hierarchy HPURPOSE consists of nodes holding purposes for data objects. Each node in

the hierarchy holds a data purpose that subsumes another or be subsumed by another, with respect

to an intended context.

Definition 13: Purpose-Unit Hierarchy

A Purpose Hierarchy HPU is a hierarchical object consisting nodes that can be mapped as data

object purposes such that each node mapped is a purpose unite defined by the Definition 1.

Definition 14: HPU Subset Relation

Given a Purpose Hierarchy HPURPOSE , two Purposed-Unit Hierarchies HPU and H ′PU . For every

nod(i ′, x ′) ∈ H ′PU , there is a node nod(i , x ) ∈ HPU , iff,

1. x = x ′

2. Let the immediate parent node of nod(i , x ) be nod(j , (x − 1)) ∈ HPU . Then, the immediate

parent node of nod(i ′, x ) is nod(j , (x − 1)) ∈ H ′PU of node i ′.

3. PUi,x and PUi′,x ′ satisfy

(a) PUi′,x ′ ⊆ PUi,x , or

(b) PUi′,x ′ ∧ PUi,x 6= ∅, then

i. let PU 1i,x = PUi,x − (PUi′,x ′ ∧ PUi,x ), PU 1i′,x ′ = PUi′,x ′ − (PUi′,x ′ ∧ PUi,x )

ii. for every pu ′k ∈ PU 1i′,x ′ , there is a puk ∈ PU 1i,x such that, puk is a perent node of

pu ′k in HPURPOSE .

Then, H ′PU is a subset of HPU .

Mapping purpose hierarchy into permissions

Let PU C be the set of creation purposes of a data object d . For every element in PU C , there is

a corresponding node in HPU . Let HPU C be a Purpose Unit Hierarchy consisting nodes mapped

by elements in PU C , HPU C is a subset of HPU . Let PE C be the set of permissions that can

be derived from PU C . Then, for every element in PU C , there is a corresponding element in

PE C that can be mapped onto its counterpart’s position in HPU . That is, the set of permissions

PE C can be mapped onto the same hierarchical structure as the set of purpose PU C , where

counterpart elements are located at the same position in the hierarchy. That is, each node of PE C
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is a permission set for actions to fulfill a purpose unit held by the node at the same position in the

PU C . Let HPE C be a hierarchy consisting nodes mapped by elements in PE C , HPE C is a

subset of HPU . HPU C and HPE C share the same hierarchical structure, a subset of the structure

of HPU .

Definition 15: Purposed-Permission Hierarchy

A Purposed-Permission Hierarchy HpuPE consists of nodes holding permissions for purpose units.

Each node in the hierarchy is a set of permissions associated for a purpose unit defined by the

Definition 1. A node can overlap another with permissions it consists. Let lay(x ) denote the layer

of x of the hierarchy. Let lay(x ) ∈ [0,n] with smaller numbers indicating higher abstraction levels

in the hierarchy, such that lay(“Permission”) = 0 and increase by 1 each subsequent layer down

towards the bottom layer of the hierarchy. Let nod(i , x ) be an arbitrary node i at layer x , such that

nod(i , x ), i = 0 represents the leftmost node at layer x and i increase by 1 each subsequent node

towards the rightmost node at the layer x . Let PEi,x be the permission set for a purpose unit and

be held by the node nod(i , x ).

Definition 16: Permission Hierarchy

A Permission Hierarchy HPE consists of nodes holding permissions for a specific task. Each node

in the hierarchy holds a permission that satisfies Equation 7.7. Each node subsumes another or be

subsumed by another, with respect to performing the task the HPE intended.

Definition 17: HPE Subset Relation

Each node in a HPE is a permission object instantiated by Equation 7.7. Let pei be nod(i , x ),

pei = (acpei ,RBCpei ,Opei ,Apei ). Let pej be nod(j , y), pej = (acpej ,RBCpej ,Opej ,Apej ). Iff

1. x=y+1;

2. acpej equals to or implies acpei ;

3. permission granted for RBCpei is transitable to RBCpej ;

4. Opej equals to or implies Opei ; and

5. Apej equals to or implies Apei .

Then, pei subsumes pej , i.e., pej ⊆ pei .

Definition 18: HpuPE Subset Relation

Given a Permission Hierarchy Hpe . Given two Purposed-Permission Hierarchies HpuPE and H ′puPE .

For every nod(i ′, x ′) ∈ H ′puPE , there is a node nod(i , x ) ∈ HpuPE , iff,
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1. x = x ′

2. Let the immediate parent node of node i be nod(j , (x − 1)) inHpuPE , then, the immediate

parent node of node i ′ is nod(j , (x − 1)) ∈ H ′puPE of node i ′.

3. PEi,x and PEi′,x ′ satisfy

(a) PEi′,x ′ ⊆ PEi,x , or

(b) PEi′,x ′ ∧ PEi,x 6= ∅, then

i. let PE1i,x = PEi,x − (PEi′,x ′ ∧ PEi,x ), PE1i′,x ′ = PEi′,x ′ − (PEi′,x ′ ∧ PEi,x )

ii. for every pe ′k ∈ PE1i′,x ′ , there is a pek ∈ PE1i,x such that, pek is a perent node of

pe ′k in HPE .

then, H ′puPE is a subset of HpuPE .

Generalization of nodes consisting a hierarchy is increased each layer up towards the top of the

hierarchy. A node at a lower level of the hierarchy inherits properties of a node at a higher level. A

purpose node at a lower level of a purpose hierarchy inherits permissions associated with a purpose

node at a higher level of the hierarchy. Under the MAPP, the number of layers of the permission

hierarchy HPE C associated with a purpose hierarchy of a data object is not smaller than the num-

ber of layers of the permission hierarchy HPE U associated with actions. The number of nodes of

a branch of HPE C is not smaller than the number of nodes of a corresponding branch of HPE U .

Every node in HPE U has a corresponding node in HPE C from which it can be implied. This cri-

teria suggest to include a subsume condition into the MAPP for adapting hierarchical permissions

for re-purpose.

Re-purposed Permission Law

For a given data object d , let HPU C be its creation purpose set, HPE C be the correspond-

ing permission set. Let HPE U be the permission set for actions on d under the MAPP, i.e.,

HPE U ⊆HPE C . Let H ′PU U be the re-purpose set of use, H ′PE U be the corresponding permission

set. H ′PE U on MAPP is satisfied, Iff H ′PE U ⊆ HPE C . A permission can be granted in satisfaction

of the MAPP. As a composition data object, an information object instantiated by the Information

Tuple 6.1 in satisfaction of the Law of Goal can be enforced by this Re-purposed Permission Law.

Strategy 6: Information-as-Self for Abstraction-of-Self

This strategy provides an evaluational framework for an individual agent to determine representable
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or identifiable information about the self in a social context based the concepts of abstraction-of-self

(AoS ), information-as-self (IaS ) and information-as-communication(IaC ) defined in Chapter 6.

Recall that an AoS indicates a desired status about the self (“you are your information”[57]) in

a context - a partial Self made available in the context of interest. Information relevant to making

an AoS as a desired status includes IaS and IaC . For IaS , an AoS concerns a status that can

be distinguished from others. On the notion of HX , this concerns the level on which the available

self can be distinguished from others. To achieve this differentiation, two levels of HX are involved.

First, the details of the I in IaS . Second, the details of the “others” that are sufficient to be used

as criteria to make the distinction. When the context of an AoS has a hierarchical relation to the

context of another AoS , the status about differentiation from others in the context of the AoS can

be transferred into the context of another AoS , if similarity with others in the transferred-from

context is identified (as the dissimilarity with others in the transferred-to context). For example,

Phoebe has some AoSes for her university context including levels of University, Faculty, School

and Lab. These contexts are hierarchical related as “University-Faculty-School-Lab” with respect

to managerial context. In her lab, Phoebe has a nickname called “TaiChi Girl”. This nickname

takes the notion of an IaS for Phoebe in the Lab. In the Faculty, there are other TaiChi Girls.

When Phoebe’s paper was accepted by a top conference named ABC, her lab members Tom and

Matt were proud of her and spread the news in the Faculty: “Our TaiChi Girl has got an ABC

paper”. People in the Faculty like Jeff know Tom and Matt are members of the Innovation Lab.

They also know there is a “TaiChi Girl” in their lab. Jeff told others “The Innovation Lab’s TaiChi

girl has a paper accepted by the top conference ABC”. If Jeff did not know Tom and Matt were in

the Innovation Lab and there is a TaiChi girl in their lab, he would not be able to know it was the

TaiChi Girl of the Innovation Lab. So, when the similarity is identifiable in a more abstract level

where an I is accessible, the associated IaS is identifiable. Purpose management to achieve an AoS

for a desired status need to concern the IaS accessible status in the contexts of other AoSes that are

hierarchically related. Purpose management will not only concern the achievement at the level of

the AoS under consideration, but will also concern other AoSes’ implications on the achievement.

Definition 19: AoS Context Hierarchy

Given an individual agent a and a set of agents A, a /∈ A. Let AOS be the set of some AoSes of

a such that, contexts for all aosi ∈ AOS can be mapped into a HX hierarchy. Let IASp be the

set of IaSes of aosp ∈ AOS . When an AoS makes an information object as an identifier - i.e., the

information as an IaS , we say the AoS has the ability to exercise the IaS in the context where the

AoS intended. Let HAOS CTX be the hierarchy of contexts of all aosi ∈ AOS . Such that,

1. Each node aos ctxp ∈ HAOS CTX holds a context where there is an associated aosp ∈
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AOS , IASp 6= ∅.

2. Nodes are organized by the hierarchical connection similarity (hcs) that satisfies the following:

Let Sim(i , l) be the similarity of all agents’ AoSes in the context held by node nod(i , l) such

that,

(a) for all nodes at layer l ∈ [1, laynum], Sim(j , l)∧Sim(i , l−1) are the reasons of nod(i , l−1)

as the parent node of nod(j , l), Sim(j , l) ⊆ Sim(i , l − 1); and

(b) for all nodes at layer l ∈ [0, laynum − 1), Sim(k , l + 1) ∧ Sim(j , l) are the reasons of

nod(j , l) as the parent node of nod(k , l + 1), Sim(k , l + 1) ⊆ Sim(j , l).

Similarity of social entities within a context can be various. For example, ability, member-of, man-

agement level, organizational obligations, regulation enforcements, resource access or interests, can

be the similarity of entities from the same context. When similarity is used as reasons to relate one

context o another, the similarities at both ends are the connection criteria that can serve as access

channel between contexts under circumstances. For example, the transferred access for “TaiChi

Girl” in the example above. In other words, the “TaiChi Girl” is re-presented in a new context

other than it originally intended.

Re-presentability of an IaS outside of the context of its associated AoS can affect validity of the

IaS in representing the S in its intended scope and its associated AoS can be linked to the AoS in

the new context under the same individual agent. An IaS is representable in a new context when

there is a reference to the intended context of the IaS . In an HAOS CTX , this reference can be a hcs.

To remove the re-presentability, access to a hcs should not be activated. For example, the “Innova-

tion Lab” in the example above is a hcs reference to the context of the “TaiChi Girl”. The access

to this hcs was activated in the Faculty context via Tom and Matt’s message and Jeff’s knowledge

about their hcs. In reality, a deactivation of access to this hcs is unlikely to be done since the Lab

cannot be independent from the Faculty under the University’s policy. The only way to remove

the re-presentability of this IaS is to keep the known status of its existence within the circle of the

Lab. However, if we consider human’s social nature and the social acceptance of the IaS ’ protection

value, such a restriction of the IaS ’ known scope is not achievable. When a desired status is to be

maintained, awareness of possible situations where re-presentability can be activated envisions an

establishment of appropriate purposes as a means to restrict use for maintaining a desired status.

IaS Re-presentability

For a given individual agent a with an HAOS CTX associated with an AOS . For any two aosp , aosq ∈
AOS , let lp = lay(p), lq = lay(q) such that, lp = lq + 1, lp ∈ [1, laynum], lq ∈ [0, laynum − 1]. Let
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sim(p, lp), sim(q , lq) be the similarities that satisfy hcsp,q for the hcs of aosp and aosq . Let iaspk

be an IaS of aosp . Iff the existence of iaspk
, sim(p, lp) and their association (i.e., the connection

between the sim(p, lp) and aos ctxp the context of aosp whom the iaspi
is associated with) has a

known status for other individual agents in the context of aosq , then iaspk
has a re-presentability in

the context aos ctxq with sim(p, lp) as a reference.

Recall permission plays a key role in managing purpose. Under the concern of AoS context transfers,

a permission inherently concerns re-presentability of IaS since its construct RBC can imply a hcs

access issue by introducing permission propagations between contexts of AoS that can lead to revo-

cation of relevant IaSes. For example, Phoebe uses her email account “phoebe@taichi.exampleorg”

for TaiChi related communications. Her default setting is to communicate with her colleagues of the

Lab and their friends - i.e., by default, people on the path of RBC = {(“work”, 1, 1), (“friend”, 2, 1)}
is allowed to know her email address. If her desired status about this email address is to make it

as an IaS for her AoS to maintain within the context of the Lab, then, if the permission is granted

for the full RBC , her desired status will not be able to reached. E.g., once Jeff, who is a friend

of Tom and Matt, grants this permission, the context to maintain the IaS is expanded to include

the context of Faculty. To prevent a permission propagated into an unintended context, impacts

from the HAOS CTX are to be carefully investigated for designation of a permission, denoted by

propagate(pe,HAOS CTX ).

HAOS CTX Permission Propagation

For a given individual agent a with an HAOS CTX associated with an AOS . For any two aosp , aosq ∈
AOS , let lp = lay(p), lq = lay(q) such that, lp = lq + 1, lp ∈ [1, laynum], lq ∈ [0, laynum − 1]. Let

iaspk
be an IaS of aosp . Let pe be a permission aosp set for the information object i ∈ iaspk

,

pe = (acpe ,RBCpe ,Qpe ,Ape). The connectivity from aos ctxp to aos ctxq is RBCAOS CTX =

{rbcaos ctxp→j
| p ∈ [p + 1, q ]; p, j ∈ N}. Iff RBCpe equals to or implies RBCAOS CTX , then, the

permission pe is propagated to individuals other than a in the context on the RBCAOS CTX . Then,

pe is said to be permission propagative in HAOS CTX .

Transfer between contexts with a hcs, an IaS can be transferred into IaC s. When Tom talked

to Matt and mentioned “Our TaiChi Girl”, the IaS becomes an IaC -about-the-self for Phoebe in

the same context of the IaS . When Jeff said “The Innovation Lab’s TaiChi Girl”, the IaS becomes

an IaC -about-the-self for Phoebe in a new context. This transfer can introduce a privacy implication

on Phoebe regarding her relationship to those involved in the communication. If Phoebe has some

privacy concerns for the relationships involved, the desired status of the IaS will necessary include
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the relationship status from a privacy perspective.

“IaS”-as-“IaC -about-the-self” Implications

For a given individual agent a, an IaS associated with an AoS has the following characteristics.

An IaS features an IaC -about-the-self when it is being referred by some individual agents. Let the

set of individual agents involved in a referral of an IaS be A, a /∈ A. For any agent a ′ ∈ A, if a

has a privacy concern for the relationship between a ′ and a, then, privacy implications lie in the

relationships between the referrer who mentioned the IaS , the recipient who received the referral

information21, and the AoS , are as follows:

• The relationship between the referrer and the AoS can be learned by all agents in A:

– The known status about the existence of the AoS the referrer has (i.e., the one-way

relationship about the referrer knows the existence of the AoS ).

– The known status about the existence of the referrer and the AoS each other has (i.e.,

know each other’s existence, a two-way relationship can be disclosed depending the way

the IaS is being referred).

– The similarity of the referrer and the AoS22.

• The relationship between the recipient and the AoS can be learned by all agents in A:

– The referrer knows that the recipient knows (if previously did not know) the existence of

the AoS .

– The similarity of the recipient and the AoS the referrer believes.

If a recipient is from an context outside of the AoS intended where the IaS takes effect, privacy

implications are to include a’s connection to IaS learned by all agents in A.

An IaC transferred from an IaS can also be an IaC -to-the-self. The scenario below is an illus-

tration for such a transfer. Jeff and Max are friends. Since Max was interested in Phoebe’s paper.

He found she is from Jeff’s Faculty so he tried to communicated with Jeff to learn some information

about Phoebe. When Max met Phoebe in the conference, he said to her: “I heard that you are

a TaiChi Girl”. The IaS is now an IaC -to-the-self in an different context. Similar to the IaC -

about-the-self, an occurence of this transfer also requires to include known status of the existence

of relationships with those involved. The difference, however, is that the IaC -to-the-self can reveal

more relationship towards the self.

21I.e., the i makes the IaS .
22E.g., “our TaiChi Girl” - the world “our” can reveal the similarity in the referral context.
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“IaS”-as-“IaC -to-the-self” Implications

For a given individual agent a, an IaS associated with an AoS has the following characteristics. An

IaS features an IaC -to-the-self when it is being referred by some individual agents, who then refers

the information back to the AoS . Let the set of individual agents involved in a referral of an IaS be

A, a /∈ A. For any agent a ′ ∈ A, if a has a privacy concern for the relationship between a ′ and a,

then, privacy implications lie in the relationships between the referrer who mentioned the IaS , the

recipient who received the referral information (i.e., the IaS ), and the AoS , as follows:

• The relationship between the referrer and the AoS can be learned by all agents in A:

– The known status about the existence of the AoS the referrer has (i.e., the one-way

relationship about the referrer knows the existence of the AoS ).

– The known status about the existence of the referrer and the AoS each other has (i.e.,

know each other’s existence, a two-way relationship can be disclosed depending the way

the IaS is being referred).

– The similarity of the referrer and the AoS23.

• The relationship between the recipient and the AoS can be learned by all agents in A:

– The referrer knows that the recipient knows (if previously did not know) the existence of

the AoS .

– The recipient has established (if previously not existed) a relationship towards the AoS .

– The similarity of the recipient and the AoS the referrer believes.

If a recipient is from an context outside of the AoS intended where the IaS takes effect, privacy

implications are to include a’s connection to IaS learned by all agents in A.

As can be seen, an AoS management to maintain a desired status includes inter-contextual re-

presentation, permission propagation and IaS -as-IaC implications. When contexts are hierarchi-

cally related, inter-contextual re-presentability can be reasoned. Without regulation enforcement,

re-presentability is difficult or even impossible to manage, due to human’s social nature and the so-

cial world’s open nature. To minimize unwanted implications from utilization of re-presentability of

relevant information, one should be aware of connection criteria of relevant contexts, reduce the use

of IaS and minimize the identification level of the information. Inter-contextual permission prop-

agation due to the contexts’ hierarchical relations can occur implicitly and empower unexpected

hands to perform actions on relevant information with unexpected result return. The causation is

23E.g., “our TaiChi Girl” - the world “our” can reveal the similarity in the referral context.
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the RBC component of permissions. To achieve a minimization of the causation, the components of

RBC can be designed by minimizing the value of cd , generalizing the value of typeof and maximizing

the values of O and A. With respect to an IaS featuring IaC s, relationship privacy is the highlight.

If the information can be learned from a relationship due to an IaS featuring IaC s and there is a

privacy concern on the relationship, then, the management lies in the level of identification of the

IaS . As a conclusion, an IaS law to enforce management of AoS for a desired status is presented

below.

IaS Law

Let aosp be an AoS for an individual agent a with an HAOS CTX , aosp has an associated aos ctxp ∈
HAOS CTX . Let i be an information object capable of representing the aosp in its context. i qualifies

an IaS for the aosp under privacy concerns, iff the following are satisfied:

1. i does not have a re-presentability in any aos ctxq ∈ HAOS CTX , aos ctxq 6= aos ctxp for all

agents in A, a /∈ A;

2. Let PE be the set of permissions for use of i . ∀ pen ∈ PE (@propagate(pen ,HAOS CTX )); and

3. For all IaC -to-the-self and IaC -about-the-self featured by i within the reach of aosp , IaC

implications are complied with privacy requirements of aosp .

Strategic Remarks

Information with goals for desired status aligns with the notion of privacy. Information status

with respect to privacy is more than what data natural properties can describe. An information

object that takes data objects as basic elements to accommodate different semantic scopes can fa-

cilitate development of status to reflect its stakehloders’ social needs in different situations. Given

that data objects are basic elements of information objects, strategies involve information objects

explicitly are elaborated with data object as the basic element, then applied to information objects

as composition data objects with their semantic relations in consideration. The relationship between

an information object and its component data objects is captured by the Law of Goal. The interplay

between component data objects is also defined by this Law. Purpose, as the basis to establish goals

positioning itself the primary element to be managed for achieving goals, is used as the criteria to

define these relationships for the Law of Goal.

Strategy 1 provides a representational framework to accommodating properties of purpose iden-

tified in Part A. The ontological interplay of data purposes shows a co-existence property of data

purpose. Taking “purpose fulfillment” as the notion of goal achievement, the issue of actions and
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actors are elicited. With privacy at focus, permissions are required for actions. With a social mind,

the issue of actor is represented by the issue of connectivity on relationships. The concept of purpose

unit encapsulates these issues into an “unit” - i.e., the Equation 7.3. By allowing certain levels of re-

dundancy between purpose sets, this strategy provides a higher level of flexibility to integrate social

positions (via the relationship by connectivity property) with situations (via the context compo-

nent data object), facilitating situational desired status’ development. Potential conflicted statuses

resulted from fulfillments of redundant purpose sets can be avoided by enforcing the Law of Goal.

With a consideration of the lifetime of a data object, Strategy 2 provides an evaluational frame-

work for data objects with regard to their data purposes based on the notion of “validity”. Using

data validity as a prerequisite and the Minimum Action Permission Principle as a guideline, the

status of privacy validity is determined with regard to permissions. Based on privacy validity status,

Strategy 3 establishes privacy policy as a means to enforce data usage into data purposes to achieve

the consistency between purpose and usage - to reach a status that motivated the creation of the

purpose. Strategy 4 furthers the notion of privacy validity to ensuring the stakeholder’s privacy

rights and enforcing obligations with levels of flexibility to avoid negative privacy implications.

Social needs can evolve with the dynamics of the social world and personal development. Strategy

5 provides a re-purposed framework for managing permissions to maintain the consistency between

usage and adapted purposes. Strategy 6 provides an evaluational framework for an individual

agent to determine representable or identifiable information about his/her self in a social context

separation.

Under the Law of Goal, these strategies extend themselves for managing information objects as

composition data objects.

7.5 Summary

As Lewin [113] observes, “nothing is so practical as a good theory”[113]. Privacy is an ontological

problem that has practical implications. Its conceptual complexity and practical nature require a

systematic approach to guide its practice. A theory to build such an approach is needed. The

fundamental constructs of a privacy theory, we argue, are a Privacy Language for describing privacy

concerns and requirements, and a Privacy System for understanding and guiding privacy practice

towards efficient privacy outcomes. While a comprehensive privacy theory is in the distant future,

this chapter develops foundations of the theory.

The Privacy Language provides a set of template-discourses for privacy stakeholders to describe

the complex ontological problem of privacy in a simple and structured formation. It facilitates effi-

cient communications between privacy stakeholders and between system and users for their privacy

concerns. Moreover, through using the template-discourse, one can learn affecting factors of privacy
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status and systems can easily extract patterns from user requirements for system processing.

The Privacy System is goal-centric. It provides a conceptual framework for understanding the

ontological status of privacy goals and a strategic framework for managing goals to achieve efficient

privacy outcomes. The strategic framework can serve as guidelines for exercising privacy rights for

managing information towards desired status. It can also serve as a sub-system built-into or be

adapted for system applications that require privacy management. 24

24In this chapter, “Part A” and “Part B” in Section 7.4 are partially based on the work presented in [36, 37]
and [33, 37], respectively. The author is the primary contributor to [33], [36] and [37]. [33] and [37] are c© by AAAI
(www.aaai.org) and IEEE (www.ieee.org), respectively. The associated copyright notice can be found on the respective
website.



Chapter 8

Application: Privacy and Design

Privacy as a personal desired status involves design - for personal expectations and goals to achieve

expectations; for information selection; for behaviors to generate information; for communications to

create and modify information; and for requirements to deliver. To illustrate the concepts developed

in this dissertation and to demonstrate their impacts in privacy management in information systems,

this chapter presents two applications. The first application is implemented in a rich social infras-

tructure that is for information sharing and exchanging, and that offers rich resource for investigating

information privacy issues to derive privacy requirements for information systems development. The

second application is implemented on the basis of a well-known privacy management approach,

namely Privacy-by-Design, which is increasingly gaining accepted for privacy management. Each

application is presented in a section. Section 8.1 presents an application called Privacy as a Value

for Social Recommender Design. Section 8.2 presents an application called Privacy-by-Design in

Information Systems. Section 8.3 concludes the chapter with a summary.

8.1 Privacy as a Value for Social Recommender Design

8.1.1 Background

In today’s service dominated global economy privacy is valuable. The rapid development of online

services has presented a trend in developing the Internet into a network of services to facilitate and

optimize our everyday life and business, e.g., email service, chat service, employment service, bank-

ing service, travel service, social networking service. Social networking websites are one of the fastest

growing online service providers in recent years. These websites provide a platform to facilitate com-

munication, exchanging and sharing of information among users and third parities. Supported by

the Internet infrastructure, socialization on social networking websites is free of location and time

235
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limitations. To facilitate socialization and gain reputation in the competitive market, these net-

working websites offer innovative services to users. However, while these services provide attractive

features they also introduce high-level privacy infringement risks to their users due to the richness

of the information exchanged and shared, and the high degree of user interconnectivity. Effective

privacy management can increase reputation for services to attract customers in the competitive

market. In other words, privacy can be a value for service design.

The problem of potential privacy infringements has two key aspects:

1. User’s awareness: the user lacks awareness of information use control. In other words, risk of

privacy infringements can occur due to the user not being made aware to monitor and control

their personal information.

2. Service functionality: the user lacks ability of information use control because the service plat-

form does not provide adequate functionalities for fulfilling privacy requirements of information

use. In other words, risk of privacy infringements can occur due to the user not being able to

monitor and control their information.

From an operational perspective, awareness and functionality reflect the problem of “who can

do what” - i.e., i) the user’s awareness of “who can do what to information about me”; and ii)

functionality of the service that allows users to monitor and control “who can do what” to them.

Given that privacy is person-dependent, privacy status of the information under consideration is

justified by the user self. In other words, the rationality of a privacy infringement claim needs to be

justified based on the user’s requirements. From an information system’s perspective, the operational

problem is a system requirement problem, i.e., the service platform provides functionality to allow

users to manage information. To develop functionalities to satisfy users’ desires, it is essential to

understand users’ intentions about using their information - a problem referred to as “data purpose”,

which leads to “use limitation” of the data to achieve privacy protection of the data - two privacy

protection principles identified by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development

(OECD)[145], namely Purpose Specification (PS) Principle and Use Limitation (UL) Principle.

A number of purpose-based approaches for privacy protection have been proposed [30, 206].

However, there is still insufficient support for users to control their personal information - which

has been demonstrated in practical contexts, typically, by privacy breaches continually reported

in mainstream media - e.g., privacy breaches reported in Moses [133] and France-Presse [62]. This

phenomenon highlights the need to review and enrich the semantics of data purpose as one of the fun-

damental privacy requirements. In information systems, the ability to accommodate rich semantics

for effectively controlling information use requires appropriate representations of the information.

Motivate by such needs, this application domain devotes to two relevant OECD [145] Privacy Prin-

ciples - i.e., the PS Principle and the UL Principle - with a focus on data purpose specification for
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implementing mechanism for users to control data usage in information systems.

Another relevant concept to the problem of this application domain is social referrals. In a social

referral activity one connects to another by a third party’s referral. In social networking systems

(SNSs), such referrals are implemented using recommendation techniques. We refer to this type of

referrals as social recommendations (SRs).

This application domain is scoped in SRs on the following reasons: i) social networks provide

a rich social infrastructure for information sharing and exchanging; and ii) SRs in these networks

are rich resource for investigating information privacy issues to derive privacy requirements for

information systems development.

8.1.2 Problem Domain

Content-based filtering [19] vs. collaborative filtering [78] have been dominating the traditional

recommender systems. Typically, users are classified by their interests and/or preferences based on

some similarity measures. Grouping using these approaches connects users to each other, implicitly

or explicitly. Such connections can create new social contexts and reveal previously existing social

contexts for the new users, and can make the system prone to privacy breaches. On the other hand,

the development of online social networks has addressed the need to support social recommendations,

i.e., provide users the ability to introduce people (e.g., friends) to others or to offer social referrals

between users to facilitate network consolidation and expansion. However, such recommendations

are either based on existing connections or created using social factors in individual’s personal space.

For example, many SNSs - e.g., Facebook[53], LinkedIn [114], Pulse [173] and Google+ [82] - provide

a list of “People you may know” for users to build and/or expand their networks, or to invite people

who were previously unknown. People being introduced in this way are either socially connected

explicitly, or identified based on the similarity of some attributes (e.g., interests, geography location,

occupation). This kind of recommendation can inject many privacy issues for the parties involved,

and as a consequence increase the opportunities for privacy infringements.

In the problem domain of social recommendation, privacy issues arise mainly due to the lack of

choice offered to users as to whether they want to be introduced or referred - i.e., consent - and

the ability to control “who knows what about me”. The problem of choice concerns users’ rights to

choose their preferences and give consent. The control problem has two important aspects: the who

and the what dimensions - the latter concerns “things about me”, while the former concerns “things

about others”. As a consequence, concerns about users’ rights involve both “me” and “others”.

Privacy issues related to the control problem highlight the balance of rights between users.

The example scenario below reflects a social recommendation service - i.e., People you may know

(PYMK) - which, as mentioned above, has been offered by many popular SNS such as Facebook,
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LinkedIn, Pulse and Google+.

[A Social Recommendation Example]

Mary joined a social network on MySN site and she received a PYMK list, on which those

who went to the same school as her and those who share the same type of profession

as her are listed, allowing her to send a message to them. Mary was surprised to find

many school friends she had lost contact with on the PYMK list. However, she also felt

compromised to be on the MySN because she wanted to keep her professional information

disjoint from her personal social network, and to keep her away from those professionals

she did not want to network with. She reasoned that if she saw other’s information they

could also see hers.

The rest of this section discusses problems arise from the example above to uncover the funda-

mental privacy problem in social recommendations.

8.1.2.1 The Right Problem

From the example, above, we can see that if Mary was not asked if she wanted to be on the PYMK

list that appeared to others (e.g., to the public or to specific targeted groups), then she had no

way of choosing preferences and giving permissions to control her information privacy. We refer to

this problem the user’s right of choice. If choice is offered, the ability to consent on the usage of

information is then required to control the information. In other words, the user’s right to consent

and right to control their information are essential to fulfill privacy requirements. In this light,

the privacy problem in social recommendations mainly involves users’ rights of choice, consent and

control. We refer to these rights the 3C Rights (3CR) framework and describe them as follows:

• choice - the ability to choose to-be or not-to-be introduced or referred;

• consent - the freedom to give permissions of personal information usage to others; and

• control - the power to control personal information and ways of sharing it.

The 3CR framework can provide a specification of higher-level privacy requirements to the rec-

ommender provider. To fulfill these requirements, lower-level detailed requirements for recommender

system implementation are required. To discover fundamental problems behind the 3CR framework,

we analyze the interplay between each right of the 3CR using scenarios educed from the example

above.
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Choice

Scenario

MySN adds Mary to the PYMK list with people that share the same type of profession as her and

then presents the PYMK list to her boss who is on the MySN. Mary’s boss sends a friending request

to her and she adds her boss upon his request because she does not want to be impolite. However,

after her boss joins her social network, Mary fails to maintain the disjointedness of her personal

social network and professional social network.

Problem

The user’s choice of being introduced or referred will have an impact on his/her information privacy.

In the light of 3CR, a shortage of the right to choice naturally leads to a deficiency of rights to

consent and control information.

Consent

Scenario

MySN offers recommendation choice options: to-be-recommended or not-to-be-recommended. Mary

wants to expend her social networks but does not want her boss to be in her social network on

MySN. She knows that her boss is on MySN. If she chooses the option to-be-recommended then her

boss will know her existence and might request friending. But if she chooses not-to-be-recommended

then she will loose the opportunity to be known to potential social contacts.

Problem

Having binary choice options is insufficient for supporting consent and leads to failures of information

control because social relationships are not binary: friend or not. Users should have the freedom to

give different permissions to different contacts.

Control

Scenario

The new version of MySN allows Mary to specify who she will not be recommended to. Mary be-

lieves on MySN she can now stay away from her boss because she has specified the name of her boss

not to receive recommendation about her. However, two days later she receives a friending request

from her boss. She does not know that her MySN new friend Phoebe is her boss’ daughter who
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shares her online experience with her father.

Problem

Even though Mary has sufficient rights of choice and consent, she does not have sufficient power to

control what information is made available to her contacts - i.e., ways of sharing in the network.

It can be seen that, the magnitude and dimension of 3CR as well as the interplay between the

three rights have a major impact on the privacy. We describe the magnitude of 3CR in terms of

3CR values:

• the range of available choice options,

• the type and detail of consent the user can set, and

• the level of power the users have in controlling his/her information.

These 3CR values and the ways they interoperate can lead to different impacts of the information

usage and in turn the privacy. Since the problems reflected in these values are closely related to

social problems in social networks, to gain an insight into their privacy implications, we study the

related social problems in the next sub-section.

8.1.2.2 The Social Problem

Given that social interactions are fundamental activities in social networks and interactions are based

on social connections, the context of a social network is framed by social entities (e.g., users) and

relationships connecting them. In this light, fundamental to the privacy problem in social networks

is philosophy of social relationships - i.e., the relationship privacy is attributed as the primary

privacy problem in social networks. Processed in social networks, social recommendations inherit

the philosophical privacy problem - i.e., relationship privacy as social recommendation privacy.

Relationship privacy involves several problems that need to be addressed. In light of the 3CR,

these problems typically are:

• the selection of potential parties - who can be considered as appropriate candidate(s) to network

with; and

• the selection of specific information to share - who can share some certain information with

and in what way.

Different networks tolerate different connections, reflected in properties such as types, degrees,

directions and multiplex. The way these properties cohere to balance users’ rights in the 3CR
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space provides a key to the preservation of users’ information privacy in social recommendations.

However, the dynamic of social networks gives users no way of knowing the status of these properties.

Consequently, the 3CR problem in social networks leads to several operational issues described in

the next sub-section.

8.1.2.3 The Operational Problem

Information privacy requires users to be aware of the current status of the social network in which

they interact with others. One way to address this problem is to allow users to query the network

about self and others. However, to promise a balance of rights between users, queries cannot return

comprehensive information to the user that violates others’ privacy. On the other hand, queries

can potentially reveal the user’s privacy because they reflect the querier’s intentions. Accordingly,

privacy-aware queries need to be constructed with consideration to the following issues.

• content - i.e., what information can be retrieved such that the maximum information can be

obtained without violating privacy; and

• behavior - i.e., how to query such that the querier’s intentions that can reveal or be used to

infer privacy are not disclosed while at the same time necessary information can be obtained

as complete as possible.

While the social problem concerns current status of a social network, the operational problem

gives consideration to the dynamic aspect of the network - i.e., the evolution of the network. This can

be reflected in both the content issue and the behavior issue taking privacy implications into account

upon each operation. The key to uncover privacy implications in evolving social networks is to learn

potential ways the user connects to others - i.e., possible relationships that can be established. Since

each candidate is a social entity playing specific social roles in the network, they can have different

impacts on their social connections and in turn impact the privacy of those connected to them.

8.1.2.4 Summary

The problems described above suggest the privacy problem domain in social recommendations can

be divided into choice, consent and control issues, with the core in relationships. Consequently, it

requires an adaptable and extendable choice space and rich relationship semantics.

8.1.3 OECD Privacy Principle in SR

The set of principles for privacy protection identified by the Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development (OECD) [145] is a good candidate as guidelines to develop comprehensive privacy
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requirements because they represent as far as possible a global consensus. The eight principles for

privacy protection identified by OECD are as follows:

1. Collection Limitation (CL) limits the collection of personal data.

2. Data Quality (DQ) ensures personal data is relevant to the purposes of used.

3. Purpose Specification (PS) restricts the collected data to the purposes of collection.

4. Use Limitation (UL) restricts data to be used within the permission of the purpose specifica-

tion.

5. Security Safeguards (SS) ensures data is protected by safeguards.

6. Openness (OP) ensures policies with respect to personal data are open to the user.

7. Individual Participation (IP) ensures individual rights of actions related to own personal data.

8. Accountability (AC) ensures the principles above are complied.

The increasing number of privacy breaches reported in the media almost everyday has demonstrated

that, from a users’ perspective, there is insufficient support for the principles of Purpose Specification

and Use Limitation in existing SNS. One might argue that these SNSs do provide limited access

control support. However, users are not made aware of nor do they have the ability to specify the

purpose and usage of their information being collected. We argue that these two principles dominate

social recommendations since they align with the 3CR interrelations - semantically,

• The PS Principle concerns the consistency of the purpose of data usage and the purpose for

which they were collected. This concern of consistency captures the notion of choice and

consent, allowing the principle to be interpreted as users’ rights from choice to consent.

• The UL Principle concerns the consistency between data usage and the purpose of usage. This

concern of consistency captures the notion of consent and control, allowing the principle to be

interpreted as user’s rights from consent to control.

This integration can be demonstrated in the context of social recommendations, where both princi-

ples play a dominating role. Typically,

• The PS Principle restricts relationships because information can only be collected for the

purpose of sending social recommendations. This raises important questions regarding the

nature of consenting to recommendations. For example, in consenting to a recommendation

does the user also consent to spin-off recommendations that might include business propositions

like purchasing a product.
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• The UL Principle enforces a social relationship can only exist for the purpose of social inter-

actions. For example, a religious relationship is for religious interactions and not for trading

interactions.

8.1.4 Architectural Requirements

8.1.4.1 Choice, Consent & Control

This architecture is based on the three core pillars identified in the problem domain: choice, consent

and control. Users are given choice to consent and to control their information privacy. To create

consent for recommendations users need to be able to accurately express their needs. In addition,

preferences for wishes and interests are preferable because they help to determine users’ intentions

and in turn privacy management decisions. Since people’s desires, wishes and interests are highly

situated and can be multiplex, accurately capturing preferences adaptability and extendability of

choice are essential. To this end, a capable privacy-aware recommender will provide users with the

following:

• choice options that allow them to

– express their needs and preferences accurately, and

– adjust and change their needs or preferences to new conditions.

• consent mechanisms that enable them to

– learn the context of their own networks in relation to privacy implications, and

– specify permissions for using their data and obligations attached to the usage.

• control devices that provide them the ability to

– control ways of sharing personal information, and

– verify expected controls.

Based on the notion of the 3CR, the set of eight principles are categorized into the 3CR groups

and serve as a higher-level guideline for specifications of layer requirements. Figure 8.1 shows a

two-layer requirement architecture.

8.1.4.2 Layered Requirements

Given the dominating role the Principles of PS and UL plays in social recommendations, we aim to

address the problem of users’ awareness with respect to these two principles in the problem domain

of 3CR. In this light, Users’ awareness is about:
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Figure 8.1: Two-Layer Requirements Architecture

• self information and ability (i.e., power to control their information on the SNS); and

• others’ information relevant to his privacy - i.e., users’ knowledge about the social context in

which he lives, i.e., users’ own social networks.

To this end, it is necessary to provide users mechanisms to query the network to alleviate their

concerns and to increase their awareness, i.e., query-answering as an essential component of the

recommender. With the focus on the principles of PS&UL, query-answering addresses the problem

of user awareness with respect to privacy. In this regard, the following three layers of requirements

are established:

• At the 3CR layer, users are provided choice options and consent to important aspects of control.

• At the OECD Privacy Principle (OECD PP) layer, users are provided with conceptual guide-

lines on what needs to be taken care in terms of constructing consent and enforcing control.

– choice, the recommender allows user interactions (IP) for query-answering based on the

provided options (OP);

– consent, the recommender allows user consents set on the collection (CL) and the usage

(PS); and

– control, the recommender allows user information control in usage (UL).

• At the Codes of Practice (CoP) layer, users learn to situate themselves to better establish

controls using queries that are based on the set of CoP - in this application domain, learning

is mainly used to address the problem of social connections, i.e., relationship privacy.

It can be seen that, the CoP layer is a new layer added to the two layered requriements. The

purpose of layering requirements is to allow externality (in opposition to “pure” system requirements)
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input such as law and social norms as higher-level conceptual guidelines for system design situated

at a lower-level where CoP applies. The role that CoP plays requires fine-grained requirements of

social connection and relationship privacy be understood and specified.

8.1.5 Privacy in Social Connections

8.1.5.1 Social Connection and Relationship

To learn the meaning of relationship privacy, we begin from intrinsic properties of a relationship.

As we have identified in previous chapters, relationships are multifaceted and can be symmetric or

asymmetric. A relationship is symmetric if both ends of the relationship share the same attitude of

the relationship, i.e., recognize the relationship under the same conditions; otherwise, the relationship

is asymmetric. The asymmetric property implies the existence of direction in a relationship. On the

other hand, the same pair of social entities can hold more than one type of relationship.

To better understand the privacy issues that can arise between two social entities, we distinguish

the concept of relationship and the concept of social connection. A social connection indicates two

social entities are connected by some reason. Each involve the connection of two social entities in a

relationship, which has a type and a direction. A social connection is multiplex if there is more than

one relationship held between the two entities on the connection.

Social referrals naturally introduce indirect social connections. When one entity connects to

another via a referral, the connection is indirect. The concept of connection degree is used to

indicate the distance between two entities.

8.1.5.2 Privacy Concerns

In the context of social recommendations, we study what can have an impact on a relationship in a

specifc context. In the following we begin with a set of scenarios elicited from a social referral.

Assume that on MySN everyone can refer their social contacts to each other. In this example M

refers S to X . Scenarios where privacy concerns arise might include the following:

• If M introduces S to X explicitly, then possible privacy costs from such a referral include:

– X knows “M knows S (the latter may not know the former)” - the existence of the one-way

relationship is disclosed;

– X knows “M and S know each other (i.e., there is a relationship between them)” - the

existence of the two-way relationship is disclosed; or

– X knows “M and S are connected by R reason (e.g., working in the same department)”

- the type of relationships is disclosed.
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• If M refers S to X implicitly by i) anonymity, ii) using a different ID, or iii) via a third-party

(i.e., the system or another social entity), if these features available, then privacy costs from

such a referral could be:

– X knows “someone that knows S does not want to be known to X ” (by anonymity);

– X knows “the owner of the ID knows S” (by a different ID), or

– X knows “the third-party knows M does not want to reveal his relationship with S to X ”

(by a third-party).

In any of these cases, the referrer (i.e., M , or the third-party) knows that S is known to X .

8.1.5.3 Relationship Privacy

Relationship privacy concerns illustrated in this example can be encapsulated in terms of existence

and relationship type:

• Existence concerns whether one has a relationship with another. For example, M refers S

to X implicitly because of this concern. On the other hand, did M know if S had the same

concern?

• Relationship type concerns the kind of relationship between two social entities. For example,

sibling, friend and colleague are different relationship types.

On the other hand, social entities in a social network are interconnected. Social entities can

connect directly or indirectly. A consequence of relationship privacy between the two social entities

who hold the connection and their social contacts, existing or potential, is extended to access control

and distribution control:

• Access control concerns the kind of social contacts that can be granted access to certain in-

formation, or the condition of building a relationship with others that can grant access to

the information (recourse). In the context of social recommendation, relationship privacy has

three main relationships:

– the relationship between the recommender agent and the recommended agent,

– the relationship between the recommended agent and the recommendation recipient, and

– the relationship between the recommender agent and the recommendation recipient.

In this application domain, we give consideration to the recommended agent - i.e., we consider

the recommended agent as a privacy priority agent such that access control is the recommended

agent’s power to control his information being accessed by the recommender agent (i.e., to
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disclose information about the recommended agent) and the recommendation recipient (i.e.,

to know information about the recommended agent). For example, does M know if S is willing

to make a connection to social entities like X (e.g., X is a member of group GA and if S is

concerned about his privacy when having a relationship to GA).

• Distribution control concerns the kind of social contacts knowing (i.e., the existence concern

and the relationship type concern) or having access control to some information can also grant

permission to distribute information under certain constraints - e.g., before or after accepting

the recommendation (i.e., accept S as a social contact for some purpose), can X refer S to

others? Can X disclose the relationship between M and S (e.g., when referring S to other

social entities)? On the other hand, X also got to know something about M (if not before)

- can X distribute M ’s information (e.g., refer M to others - i.e., reveal the existence of M -

and the relationship between them)?

When each of these concerns on each dimension of a social connection are evident, the privacy

issue tends to be multi-layered. Consider the referral example above, If M makes the referral

explicitly, the existence concern on each dimension extends to:

• direction - can X know if S and M holds a symmetric or asymmetric relationship? In the case

of an asymmetric relationship, who is the dominant partner in the relationship?

• multiplex - can X know if S connected to M in various ways and how are they connected?

• connection degree - can X know if S is a direct contact of M ? If not, how many degrees away?

It can be seen that these concerns on each dimension can take the problem to a level where more

sensitive and negative implications can be discovered. This suggests multi-layer relationship privacy

requirements (RPR) for connection-driven social recommenders. The multi-layer RPR serves as a

guideline for establishing the codes of practice.

8.1.6 Social Connection Privacy Preserving Requirements

Given that our aim is to preserve relationship privacy in social recommenders, the codes of practice

(CoP) focus on the semantics of relationship privacy on four dimensions categorized as disclosure

and control.

Disclosure

This category concerns the properties of existence (EX) and relationship type (RT). Let P denote
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a property of a relationship privacy in Disclosure, such that P = EX for property “existence” and

P = RT for property “relationship type”. Then, the CoP for Disclosure are as follows:

• Direction (P :D)

– The disclosure of property P of a symmetric relationship should only be made with the

explicit consent of both parties of the relationship.

– The disclosure of property P of an asymmetric relationship should be made with the

consent of the dominant party. If P = EX , the consent includes the existence of the

relationship and its direction.

• Multiplex (P :M)

– The disclose of property P = EX of each relationship in a multiplex connection should

only be made with the consent of the dominant party of each relationship1.

• Connection Degree (P :CD)

– The disclose of property P of an indirect relationship should only be made with the con-

sent of both parties of the relationship. Such consent includes the value of connection

degree and the social entities connected on the path between two ends of the relation-

ship.2 If P = RT , the consent involves parties on the relationship that RT refers to.

Control

This category concerns the properties of access (AC) and distribution (DT). Let P denote a prop-

erty of a relationship privacy in Control, such that P = AC for property “access” and P = DT for

property “distribution”. Permissions for control of property P on certain information of an agent

can only be granted upon the consent of the agent. Within the scope of a social recommendation, if

• P = AC

Permission for agent A to introduce agent B to agent C should only be granted upon B ’s

consent that allows his (B) certain types of social contacts (i.e., A) to introduce him (B) to

certain types of social entities (i.e., C ). Permission for agent A to establish a relationship R to

agent B should only be granted upon B ’s consent that allows certain types of social contacts

(i.e., A) to connect to him (B) on a relationship type of R.

1This code is not applicable to the property RT since a relationship is simplex. Thus, P : M = EX : M .
2This code is made on the assumption that an indirect relationship is symmetric since otherwise the combination

of symmetric and asymmetric leading to the complex consent is out of the scope of this application domain.
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• P = DT

Permission for agent A to distribute certain information of agent B to agent C (e.g., when

making recommendation) should only be granted upon B ’s consent that allows his (B) certain

types of social contacts (i.e., A) to introduce him (B) to certain types of social entities (i.e.,

C ). The kind of the information of interest must be considered for this property in the CoP

below.

Let KI be “the kind of the information of interest”, the CoP for Control are as follows:

• Direction (P :D)

The type of A is determined by the relationship between A and B ; and KI , if applicable. The

type of C is determined by the relationship between A and C , and the potential relationship

between B and C ; and KI , if applicable. Direction should be concerned if the relationship is

asymmetric.

• Multiplex (P :M)

The type of A is determined by the set of relationships on the connection between A and B ;

and KI , if applicable. The type of C is determined by the set of relationships hold on the

connection between A and C , and the potential connection between B and C .

• Connection Degree (P :CD)

The type of A is determined by the set of relationships held on the set of connections between

A and B ; and KI , if applicable. The type of C is determined by the set of relationships held

on the set of connections between A and C , and the potential connection between B and C .

By establishing the CoP above, the layered requirements can be shown in Figure 8.2.

It can be seen that, these CoP provide a basis to support consent’s construction. Central to the

CoP is the problem of “who can see/use what?” (WCS/UW). In the social recommendation prob-

lem domain, social entities are identified by their social connections. Subsequently the problem of

WCS/UW requires the user not only be able to identify the kind of social entities, but also their

connections to the user. This requirement suggests the development of concepts of abstraction and

granularity, where the former reflects the level of detail on social entities - e.g., the abstraction levels

of individuals, groups, communities, organizations and networks are from the lowest to the highest,

the latter refers to the fineness with which relationship types are categorized on a certain abstraction

level - e.g., friends, business partners, family members, classmates, co-workers. In this light, the AC

and DT of CoP necessary consider abstraction levels, i.e., groups - i.e., for AC:D, AC:M, AC:CD,

DT:D, DT:M and DT:CD, when determining B ’s relationship to A and C , criteria should include

groups (if any) to which they belong.
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Figure 8.2: Three-Layer Requirements Architecture

8.1.7 System Requirements

8.1.7.1 Component Requirements

Towards the privacy-aware social recommender system that we propose, components provide func-

tionality to fulfill the requirements established above are: rights component, relationship registry

component and query-answering component:

• Rights component, which includes Choice, Consent and Control three components to provide

mechanisms for users to express their 3CR.

• Relationship Registry component, which is to store all the relationships and policies.

• Query-Answering component, which includes:

– Query Library component to store queries and permissions attached; and

– Obligation and Permission Reasoner component to reason about obligations and permis-

sions.

Choice

The Choice component provides a space for users to establish a basis of recommendation consents.

To construct consents for privacy purposes, choice requires the following key abilities: extensibility,

expressivity and adaptability.
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Extensibility:

It is essential for the users to accurately express their needs. In the choice space, users are given

higher-level options as initial suggestions. Upon selections of these options, users can further detail

their needs and preferences if necessary.

Expressivity:

Users’ requirements that can include short-term and/or long-term needs, and preferences for their

wishes and interests, require rich semantics options. From a system design perspective, this require-

ment shows the need of expressive representations to capture comprehensive requirements.

Adaptability:

Requirements can evolve over time. On the other hand, with the privacy issue in mind - i.e., rela-

tionship privacy (as identified above) - users’ not only need to be able to express and control the

evolution of their relationships, they may also need to identify their preferences at different level of

detail for each relationship. As a result, adaptability to allow users to adjust their needs or prefer-

ences to new conditions is necessary.

Consent

The Consent component constructs permissions with privacy concerns and obligations in mind. As

a prerequisite for control - i.e., the output of this component is provided to the Control component

to generate controls - it concerns the problem of fidelity under the principle of Purpose Specification.

As the successor to the Choice in 3CR, it is transited with the problems of extensibility, expressivity

and adaptability.

Control

The Control component manages users’ intentions for the privacy of their information. It con-

cerns the problem of adequacy under the principle of Use Limitation. As the top level of rights in

the 3CR, it inherits the problems of extensibility, expressivity and adaptability from its predecessor

(i.e., the Consent component).
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Relationship Registry

The Relationship Registry component stores all the relationships, stakeholders’ goals on their rela-

tionships and associated policies. In this component, granularity and abstraction are the fundamental

requirements to be highlighted. The finer granularity relationships tolerance, the more choice the

user will have and the more accurate consents can be constructed, which in turn the more fine-

grainded controls the user will have. This implies adaptability and extensibility requirements for

fine-grained relationships. On the other hand, abstraction levels of individuals reflects their relation-

ships to others within a certain scope. This implication not only stresses the need of adaptability

and extensibility, but also requires scalability since abstractions can overlap in various degrees - i.e.,

when one’s abstraction level changes, e.g., one can belong to multiple groups where some of these

groups are nested and some are overlapped, when the relationship between groups are changed but

one’s group memberships remain, his relationship to other members in these group can change. The

Relationship Registry is required to be able to adapt and scale to accommodate such changes.

Each relationship is associated with a set of goals of its stakeholders. Relationships are registered

in the form of Equation 7.5. Goals are managed within the framework of strategies presented in

Chapter 7.

The registry serves as a backbone to support the whole system with central information - i.e.,

relationships. Each time a new relationship is established, an existing relationship or goals of a

relationship is evolved, all the related information is required to register with the registry.

Query Library

The Query Library component stores all the queries available and conditions to restrict the kind of

users using certain queries. Queries are constructed with the aim to assist users to learn more about

their current positions or potential positions in the network in terms of privacy implications - i.e.,

identifying the choice options available to the user and the CoP for consents construction, queries

look for information about the user’s control power, and others information related to the user’s

privacy.

Obligation and Permission Reasoner

To answer queries with maximum information while committing to other users’ information pri-

vacy preservation - i.e., it is required that the answers to be compliant with these users’ privacy

policies and not negative consequences. This reasoner serves to fulfill such requirements. It takes
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users’ queries, checks privacy policies of other users that are involved in the answers, then reasons

about

• whether the answers are consistent with those policies; and

• whether the querier’s obligations and permissions in relation to the queries of interest are

compliant with his/her policy and intentions to control own information privacy.

The framework of strategies presented in Chapter 7 can be adapted to build the Reasoner.

8.1.7.2 Implementation Requirements of PS and UL Principles

Requirements in this cluster are three-fold: i) binding two principles, ii) 3CR accommodation and

iii) purpose management and policy enforcement.

Binding Principles on Data Purpose with Data Usage

The semantics of the two principles described in Section 8.1.3 show the meeting point of the two

principles and the 3CR: the central right “consent”. A comprehensive interpretation of three rights

therefore requires binding two principles coherently to centrally position consent in the 3CR model,

such that control of the operational issue - the WCDW - can be enacted.

The binding between the two principles showed in Figure 7.3 based on properties of the PS Prin-

ciple and the UL Principle showed in Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2, respectively, is the precondition of

implementing the two principles.

3CR Accommodation

In the Component Requirements section, expressivity, extensibility and adaptability have been iden-

tified as a fundamental problem to accommodate the 3CR in information systems. In addition,

rights of consent and control also concern factors of fidelity and adequacy, respectively. We refer

to these factors as the 3CR representation criteria. How the PS Principle and the UL Principle

can be interpreted such that detailed guidelines can be established to develop comprehensive 3CR

requirements for a better privacy management? The meeting point of the two principles and the

3CR can be used to identify fundamental dimensions of the principles and reason about fine-grained

guidelines for exercising the 3CR with the principles.
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The PS Principle on Choice and Consent

The PS Principle interprets choice and consent by two core concepts, namely data object and data

purpose, to provide users sufficient and meaningful choice options for constructing their consent.

• Data Object

The nature of a data object is described by size, volume, amount, granularity and structure.

Of these elements, the structure plays a dominant role in having choice to set consent on the

object’s size, volume, amount and granularity. Specifically, this concerns:

– Having choice to construct consent for any components of a composite data object - a

reflection on the adaptability criterion.

– Having choice to construct consent on the level of detail in hierarchies, when hierarchical

structures are involved - a reflection on the expressivity, extensibility and adaptability

criteria. Scenarios concerned include:

∗ The data object or a component of the data object is a hierarchical object (i.e., a

hierarchy of objects is considered as a whole for the data object or for the component).

E.g., relationship type as a data object, e.g., there is already a set of hierarchical

relationships and the relationship type of interest can be located in the hierarchy, or

the relationship type is established at a higher abstraction level of agreements, e.g.,

trading.

∗ The data object can be linked or mapped to a hierarchical object3. E.g., a location

related concept “Ultimo Australia 2007” can be mapped to a set of location concepts

at different levels of detail - i.e., “Ultimo→Sydney→NSW→Australia”.

• Data Purpose

Data purpose aims at data objects. With its backbone at permissions, data purpose concerns

fulfilment of expectation to maintain the data object at a desired status. Specifically, this

concerns:

– Having choice to provide consent to any of the conditions that remains the validity of a

data object - a reflection on the expressivity and adaptability criteria.

– Having choice to construct complex composite purposes with different conditions on a

data object - a reflection on the expressivity and adaptability criteria. E.g., the validity

of a data object d at time t1, t2, and t3 can be in the scenarios below:

3Here we assume mapping mechanism is available.
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∗ at time t1, d can only be used for purpose pe1, and at time t2 used for pe1 and pe2

and not pe3 where pe1 includes pe3;

∗ at time t1, d can only be used for either purpose pe1 or purpose pe2 and not for both

together, and at time t2 must be used for pe2 and pe3 where pe1 includes pe3; or

∗ d can only be used for both purpose pe1 and purpose pe2, or after time t1 used for

either purpose pe1 or purpose pe2 and not for both together.

– Having choice to construct purpose at different abstractions.

The UL Principle on Consent and Control

The UL Principle interprets consent and control by two core concepts, namely usage and constraint,

to provide users sufficient power to control personal information based on the consent they provided

- i.e., use constraints to restrict usages. As mentioned,

• Consent concerns the criterion of fidelity - on which that is satisfied, data purpose can be

derived by data usage and permissions implied by the derived purpose will be consistent with

permissions under which usage can be carried out. In other words, the criterion of fidelity

requires usage to be valid only under the permissions associated with purpose for the same

data object.

• Control concerns the criterion of adequacy - on which that is satisfied by reflections on con-

straints that require permissions and obligations. Permissions may not be adequate to restrict

usages to achieve expected results. For example, in the scenario that the relationship between

Mary and Phoebe as a data object in Chapter 7, communications/referrals under permissions

do not guarantee a result that a professional space is untouched. Phoebe shared information

about their trip to China with her father, asking for his advice because he lived in China

during 2007 and 2008. Although she mentioned Mary only when she talked about the trip, the

way she described Mary “told” her father that Mary was his employee. If Phoebe committed

to the obligations, she might have avoided an identifiable description about Mary when she

talked to her father.

Adequacy is difficult to measure. In the example above, even if Phoebe was aware of her obli-

gation, how could she know what to avoid in order not to “touch” Mary’s professional space -

if she did not know sufficient information about Mary’s profession (which Mary considered as

her privacy)? The implication-driven approach showed in Figure 7.4 serves as an alternative

to measure this criterion.
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Purpose Management and Police Enforcement

Creating purpose specifications for information that is relevant to relationships and imple-

menting purpose specifications with police enforcements are required, within the framework of

strategies presented in Chapter 7.

8.1.7.3 Overall Functional Requirements

Based on the requirements identified for each component in the previous subsection, the overall

functional requirements for a privacy-aware recommender system are illustrated in the form

of workflow described based on a social recommendation example as follows:

1. The user is offered two choice options for recommendation: to-be-recommended and not-

to-be-recommended. If to-be-recommended is chosen, then the following options are pro-

vided.

2. The user is offered choice to query the existing network.

The user has choice to learn about “who is around” - i.e., who is in the network and how

they are connected. For social concerns, the user has choice to query about existence of

groups and their members on their interests and habits - e.g., who is in his/her profession,

who share the same interests, who has something in common (e.g., attending the same

primary school). For privacy concern, the user has choice to acquire knowledge about the

social connections of those who are of interest, as well as their availabilities in terms of

what they can do and what they cannot do in relation to the user’s privacy concern. How-

ever, while the user is given choice for querying about the network, rights of social entities

of interest to the user must also be taken care of - i.e., these entities’ permissions for use

of their information. If answers to the query will not respect to their privacy, i.e., answers

conflict with other’s permissions, then such answers should not be given. The Obligation

and Permission Reasoner is responsible for checking such conflicts and provide advice in

compliance with related entities’ permissions. The CoP are applied to the related entities.

Example

A query could be “are there anyone from my company?” or “anyone in the Cooking

group working in my company?”. If a member of the Cooking group is working for the

company and has specified that he does not want to reveal his professional information

on the network, then the answer cannot include any information that can reveal his such
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information.

3. The user specifies his/her interests with consideration of the existing network - i.e., knowl-

edge learned from Step 2. above.

Example

The user asks to be recommended to “people in the Cooking group”.

4. The user specifies his/her needs. The CoP are applied to the user.

Example

After querying, the user is aware that his boss is a member of the Cooking group. He

does not want his boss to know that he is in the Cooking group so he requires to “keep

me away from my boss”.

5. The user queries about obligations and permissions on the existing network and potential

network in relation to his consent. The CoP are applied to both the user and the related

entities.

Example

In the previous step, if the user was told that his boss is not in the Cooking group but

somewhere in the network, then he might further query about “is there someone in the

Cooking group will share information with my boss” (i.e., someone permits or has obli-

gations to share information with his boss).

6. The user is notified about potential implications with respect to his privacy concern. The

CoP are applied to both the user and the related entities.

Example

After step 5, the user is informed that “Member A is connected to your boss B and A

allows B to view all her connections”.

7. Based on the information obtained, the user makes a decision regarding whether to change

his/her choices, consents and/or expectations of what to control. Then, repeat previous
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steps if desired and applicable.

Example

Upon obtaining the information from step 6, the user requires “not to be recommended

to the Cooking group” (i.e., repeat step 1), or “keep me away from Member A” (i.e.,

repeat step 4).

8.1.8 Concluding Remarks

The need for privacy-aware social recommendations has been stimulated by the increasing

prevalent privacy infringements in current online social networks and the failures of existing

recommendation techniques to address such problems. The development of a privacy-aware

system requires embedding privacy design into the development of requirements. In the area

of requirement engineering, a number of contributions to the work on semantic privacy issues

have been made. For example. Anton et al. [8] propose using goal taxonomies to struc-

ture privacy policies. Liu et al. [115] use a role-based approach to study trust relations and

attacker-defender relations. Giorgini et al. [73] propose a goal-oriented secure tropos method-

ology to address security and trust issues. A common deficiency of these attempts is lack of

considerations of the right problem at social level.

In the problem domain of social recommendations, we argue that the fundamental problem is

philosophically the right problem and sociologically the social problem, of which technology so-

lutions are necessary attributed to relationships and multiplex of relationship privacy must be

addressed. To this end, this application domain presents a preliminary work towards a com-

prehensive layered requirements architecture for building privacy-aware social recommender

systems.

The requirements architecture developed in this application domain takes philosophical and so-

ciological needs into account, allowing inputs from external regulations like legislation by using

a layer approach for requirements development. Within the scope of social recommendations,

requirements are developed for the central problem identified - i.e., social connection and rela-

tionship. As a result of lessons learned from existing social recommender business models such

as Facebook [53], LinkedIn [114] and Pulse [173] that are inadequate to meet the requirements,

functional requirements towards a privacy-aware cooperative social recommender system are

also developed. Future work will take steps towards methodologies and techniques for fulfilling

the functional requirements to realize privacy-awareness in social recommendations.
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8.2 Privacy-by-Design in Information Systems

The global economy has embedded individuals and organizations into complex social networks.

To continue playing a crucial role in this economy information systems are being developed

in open and social platforms. These operational platforms present information systems with

a new set of privacy challenges. Many existing systems have failed to provide robust privacy

management functionality. Examples can be found from many privacy infringement cases

arising from Facebook [53], a social networking service provider; and Google [83], a search-

based service provider.

The lack of robust methodologies for privacy management has led to an increasing acceptance of

Privacy-by-Design [32], an approach that argues building privacy into technologies as a default

[70]. However, there is still a research gap in methodologies that can be used to implement

this approach during the development of platforms for privacy practice in information systems,

due to:

– The Privacy-by-Design approach does not provide details in terms of how each of its

seven principles can be implemented - i.e., implementation requirements and conceptual

grounds to be adapted - in a dynamic environment.

– The Privacy-by-Design approach does not provide clear and detailed guidelines to address

fundamental privacy issues at an ontological level.

In an attempt to bridge this gap, this section studies the seven principles of the Privacy-by-

Design from the perspective of Information Systems (IS) development - in the dimensions of

implementation requirements, conceptual grounds and IS requirements. The findings of this

study can serve as a basis to develop a robust set of privacy requirements upon which informa-

tion systems can be designed, developed and deployed with privacy embedded by design. The

rest of this section is mainly dedicated to elaborating the Privacy-by-Design principles in the

three dimensions mentioned above. The section ends with a discussion and outlook for future

work.

8.2.1 Principles of Privacy-by-Design: Conceptual Grounds and Re-

quirements

The objectives of the Privacy-by-Design are to protect privacy by embedding it into new

technologies and business practices from the beginning. There are seven foundational principles

of Privacy-by-Design:
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1. Proactive not Reactive

2. Privacy as the Default Setting

3. Privacy Embedded into Design

4. Fully Functionality - Positive-Sum, not Zero-Sum

5. End-to-End Security - Full life Cycle Protection

6. Visibility and Transparency

7. Respect for User Privacy

Each principle is studied, below, in three dimensions namely Implementation Requirements,

Conceptual Grounds and their associated IS Requirements. Implementation Requirements are

requirements for privacy designers to embed privacy according to the Privacy-by-Design phi-

losophy into an operational environment (e.g., an organizational environment, an information

system) in which privacy practice is required. Conceptual Grounds capture implicit concepts

that underline the principle and that are identified in the Implementation Requirements. Con-

cepts are captured and identified at an ontological level based on the studies in the previous

chapters. IS Requirements elaborate requirements to fulfill each principle within an IS con-

text. The elaboration in this dimension is based on the concepts identified in its associated

Conceptual Grounds dimension.

8.2.1.1 Proactive

This principle concerns preventing privacy infractions from occurring. It sets privacy design

as an action of before-the-fact, not after.

Implementation Requirements:

1. The principle requires privacy designers to understand what is privacy and what is not,

in order to determine what can be qualified as privacy infractions. To prevent an event

from occurring one needs to understand the triggers of the event. Under this principle,

triggers of privacy infractions must be identified.

2. A privacy infraction includes a privacy loss. However, a privacy loss situation does not

necessary lead to a privacy infraction case. Both situations are important to privacy

management. This principle does not recognize the need to prevent privacy loss from

occurring. The absence of preventing a privacy loss from occurring in this principle

and the important role that privacy loss situations play in privacy management further
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the need to define privacy in terms of “what is” and “what is not”. A clear boundary

needs to be defined within context4, when applicable. Such a definition is based on the

identification of events - what is and what is not.

3. Being proactive to prevent unwanted events from occurring also implies that, in case of

such an unwanted event occurring, managing actions to minimize negative privacy impli-

cations and procedures adapted for future preventions from unwanted event occurrences

are needed for robust privacy management. Since the status of the information is changed

after an unwanted event occurs, stakeholders’ expectations and goals regarding the in-

formation can be changed - friendly reminders to the stakeholders for adaptations about

their goals must be issued and concerns identified above need to be addressed.

Conceptual Grounds:

I. Privacy indicates desired status. Within the legal and sociological framework, personal

privacy concerns one’s desired status of information about them.5

II. Broadly, when information is disclosed or reaches undesired status due to infractions of

permissions, obligations or regulations, privacy of the information is infracted. When

information reaches an undesired status without breaking any agreements or obligations,

privacy of the information is lost. For example, if one left a bank statement on a shared

desk and it is seen by others, then one’s privacy with respect to the financial information

is lost. When the bank discloses the financial status without one’s permission, his/her

privacy on this financial status is infracted. Clearly, situations of “loss” or “infraction”6

must be referred to the information stakeholder’s desired status7 about the information.

III. Privacy events include privacy loss and privacy infraction. Triggers of these events are

identified based on the pre-conditions of each event. A subject that makes a change of

a pre-condition of an event is a trigger of the event. Such a subject can be a user, an

information status, or an infrastructure that supports the existence of the information.

A trigger of a privacy event is qualified when it makes a change of an information status

to meet a pre-condition of the event and the post-condition of the event is satisfied when

the event occurred.

IS Requirements:

A. To prevent a privacy event from occurring, three basic functions are required:

4In the scope of this application, this refers to IS applications.
5See Chapter 5 for the notion of privacy.
6See Chapter 5 for the difference between these two types of situations.
7See Chapter 6 for the notion of information status with privacy concerns.
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a. Status Specifier for privacy stakeholders to specify their desired status of the infor-

mation under consideration.

b. Event Identifier to identify privacy events for the stakeholders based on their desired

status.

c. Monitor of the event trigger generation.

d. Notifier to send notice of status of event triggers to the stakeholders.

Associated functionalities required to fulfill secure notice delivery involve:

a. Delivery channel

Ways of sending notice to the stakeholders must be secure in terms of only stakehold-

ers being able to receive the notice, to ensure relevant information not being leaked

to the wrong hands or unnecessary information not being disseminated.

b. Layered notice

Various levels of details notice to receivers constructed according to factors like time-

frames a notice is sent and expected to be received based on the receiver’s privacy

right8 to and goals9 of the information.

B. Security of delivery channel can have social implications. Affecting factors include the

notice, intended receivers’ inter-connections and their networks (i.e., privacy stakeholders

vs. non-stakeholders with respect to access and permission to reuse the information10)

need to be managed.

8.2.1.2 Default Setting

This principle gives preconditions that provide for the protection of a person’s privacy so that

if an individual does not do anything, the individual’s privacy will remain intact. The principle

also sets a post-condition under which a need of protecting privacy in new times - meaning no

action is required on the part of the individual to protect their privacy.

Implementation Requirements:

1. This principle assumes privacy practice is undertaken in a static environment, reflecting

in:

1). the pre- and post-condition of privacy intactness of an individual, and

2). the individual’s privacy requirements will never be changed.

8See Chapter 5 for types of privacy right and its Discourse in Chapter 7.
9See Chapter 5 for types of goals and its Discourse in Chapter 7.

10The Strategy 5 in Chapter 7 is to be highlighted here.
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2. The information associated with the part of the individual’s privacy under consideration

is:

1). isolated from any other information about the individual, or can be related to the

individual;

2). never used elsewhere; and

3). never shared with others - i.e., there is only one stakeholder of the information.

3. The privacy rights of the individual whose privacy under consideration surpasses any

others’ rights.

4. Privacy does not concern the associated information’s status with respect to the stake-

holder’s expectations, instead, it refers to as individual’s action.

Conceptual Grounds:

I. The assumption of a static environment rejects information’s social feature - which indi-

cates that every existence of information has some social purpose and social feature11 -

for the stakeholder to access the world or for others to communicate with the stakeholder.

Information’s social feature is particular important in the current information intensive

era where individuals and organizations are embedded in complex social networks. Re-

cent emerging online social networks have dramatically increased the complexity of social

structures by increasing the ease of making connections online and integrating online re-

lationships with those in the offline world12. This phenomenon rejects isolation of the

information under consideration from its stakeholder’s other information13, as well as the

stakeholder’s privacy surpassing others14 .

II. On consideration of information’s social feature, the dynamics of the information stake-

holder’s operational environment in which the information status can be changed, must

be considered, in particularly with respect to:

i. communications and connectivity between information stakeholders, and their own

networks15; and

ii. the user’s new expectations and goals at new times16.

Specifically,

– with regard to i, above, a relationship’s properties17 need to be managed; and

11See Chapter 6 for information’s social purpose and social feature.
12See Chapter 5 for ontological status of cyber-physical relations.
13See Chapter 5 for ontological status of separation of selfs.
14See Chapter 5 for ontological status of privacy rights
15See Chapter 6 for information’s social feature and the cyber-physical evolution.
16See Chapter 5 for goals.
17See Chapter 5 for relationships.
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– with regard to ii, above, the stakeholder’s rights to the information about themself18

need to be managed.

III. The notion of privacy intactness is unclear - as per the Proactive, both privacy loss and

privacy infraction situations need to be defined.

IS Requirements:

A. System design on the assumption of this principle will not be able to accommodate dynam-

ics of the user environment. To remove this inability, the conceptual grounds identified

above must be taken into consideration.

B. Accommodation of dynamics implications is a representational issue. This principle pri-

oritizes the scalability issue in representations to stressing accommodations of extended

defaults, if privacy is to be built-in with respect to a user’s rights and the dynamics of

the user environment.19

8.2.1.3 Embedded

This principle requires embedding privacy into design and architecture of IT systems and

business practice. It concerns privacy as integrality to systems and business models without

discounting system functionalities or compromising business rules.

Implementation Requirements:

To assure system functionalities and business rules, relevant factors and associated informa-

tion, information’s role in fulfillments of these functionalities and rules, and information status

of pre- and post-implementation of these functions and rules must be identified.

Conceptual Grounds:

I. The notion of information must be understood at an ontological level.20 Information’s na-

ture like type, presentation, amount, size, volume, granularity, as well as any alternatives,

are critical to fulfill the functionality and business rules; required to be identified.

II. The capacity and tolerance of each function or rule, in terms of information flow when

the function or rule is implemented. This is important to information privacy, since a

18See Chapter 5 for privacy rights.
19See Chapter 7 Part A for Implications. Also, the Social Recommender application in Section 8.1 has partially

addressed this issue in the PS and UL Principles’ Implementation Requirements - the representational problem
establish itself a whole project, whose solution is out of the scope of this dissertation.

20See Chapter 6.
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satisfied output information status21 cannot guarantee the process of information at all

times where situation that can incur a privacy loss or infraction22 will not occur. E.g.,

information might be processed to a situation in which it is at a reachable position and

privacy loss can incur. When a function or rule has such capacity, the implementation

of the function needs to be redesigned to minimize the chance of incurring a privacy loss

of the information. Tolerance also refers to alternatives that are relevant to information

flow and status.

IS Requirements:

A. As an integrity context for business practices and IS implementations, privacy needs to

be constructed at the ontological level (as per requirements of the principles of Proactive

and Default Setting). Privacy constructs are modeled on the underlying concepts that

are identified by the Proactive and the Default Setting, and their interrelationships; as

well as functionalities required to support implementations of the principles, i.e., the

requirements inherent from the Proactive and the Default Setting.

B. To fulfill system functionalities and to successfully implement business rules, representa-

tions of information to achieve privacy must not conflict with system representations to

achieve system functionality and business rules.

8.2.1.4 Positive Sum

This principle requires accommodating all legitimate interests and objectives in a positive-sum

to avoid unnecessary trade-offs (i.e., minimum trade-offs) - e.g., privacy and security should not

discount each other, but mutually add value. This principle in particular concerns trade-offs

between privacy and system functionalities that implement business rules. Executing business

rules requires processing information. This process can involve user’s personal information.

When the process is in digital formats, information systems are employed to provide func-

tionality to processing information to implement business rules. Personalized services require

personal information to satisfy user expectations with personalization. A user’s willingness

to provide information is largely based on their trust of the service provider (i.e., the busi-

ness/system), where trust is built on the user’s relationship to the service provider based on

the user’s acceptance for the service’s usability (e.g., application scope, efficiency, effectiveness

and robustness of functionalities) and security protection. Following this line of reasoning,

we identify six privacy trade-offs namely, business rule, system functionality, user expectation,

21See Chapter6.
22See Chapter 5 for the difference.
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trust and relationship in two sub-dimensions. The implementation requirements of this prin-

ciple are derived from each trade-off category.

Privacy vs. Business Rule

Implementation Requirements:

To achieve a positive-sum for this trade-off, privacy must be managed at a level where business

rules can be executed when required. This means satisfaction of user expectations will not

create any barriers to information processes that are to execute business rules. The user shall

be given knowledge about how their information is used when business rules are executed to

allow them justifying their privacy expectations.

Conceptual Grounds:

Executing business rules requires an operational environment. Such an environment can in-

volve third parties for business reasons and can demand more than necessary information to

maintain the environment. If only necessary information is required from the user is a require-

ment to maintain the operational environment, the fulfillment of this requirement will serve

as a basic requirement to grant users’ rights23 to manage their information24.

IS Requirements:

System functionality to implement business rules, as per “Privacy vs. System Functionality”

(below).

Privacy vs. System Functionality

Implementation Requirements:

To achieve a positive-sum for this trade-off, privacy must be managed at a level where sys-

tem functionality can fully function as expected. This means system constructs capturing

privacy properties will not create any barriers to information processes that are to achieve the

functionality. The user shall be given knowledge about how their information is used when

functionalities are performed to allow them justifying their privacy requirements.

Conceptual Grounds:

I. Processing information to achieve functionality means sufficient information is required.

23See Chapter 5.
24See Chapter 7 for Language Discourse.
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With privacy concerns, this means the information collected must not beyond what is

necessary to fulfill associated business rules.

II. Sufficiency and necessity of information concern information nature, storage and use.

Information nature refers to properties of type, structure, amount, volume, size, granu-

larity. Storage refers to properties of device type, location, period of retention and device

maintenance. Use refers to access to and operations on the information. Necessity of in-

formation in these dimensions concerns information status with respect to the information

stakeholder’s privacy.25

III. Affecting factors include permission options available for grant and uses of the informa-

tion. Necessity of information applied to these factors requires minimum permissions

available for grant to minimum number of actors - this means the stakeholder of the

information will have necessary choice to manage the information about them.26

IS Requirements:

A. Information collected to fulfill functionality must satisfy a Minimum Principle, which

requires minimum information (with respect to its nature) and its collection, use, reten-

tion, permissions and number of actors granted permissions. Minimum Principle enforces

maximum obligations onto actors with respect to information use and retention.

B. A Functionality Instruction detailing information processed by each function including

inputs and outputs, with respect to the information nature, storage and retention must

be accessible to the user.

C. Users are provided with sufficient choice options to implement the Minimum Principle

with respect to their privacy expectations.

User’s Expectation: On Information vs. On Personalization

Implementation Requirements:

To obtain a positive-sum from this trade-off, user’s expectations about the personal informa-

tion, personalized service to receive, and the interplay between these two dimensions need to

be identified and defined. Consistency between different types of expectations needs to be

maintained at all times. Conflict detection methodologies, as well as notification and sugges-

tions deliver to the user upon a conflict is detected are required.

25See Chapter 6.
26See Chapter 7 Part A.
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Conceptual Grounds:

I. User’s expectation on personal information can conflict with his/her expectations about

personalized service to receive, due to lack of awareness with respect to how the informa-

tion will be utilized for configuring a service with obligations tailored to him/her. The

trade-off in this regard is understood as “purpose of the information and expectation of

information status” vs. “desires to use the information”.27

II. Information status concerns the information nature and accessible status by others.28

IS Requirements:

A. Users are to be given options to specify their expectations on the information status.

B. Alerts are to be delivered when there are conflicts with respect to users’ expectations in

this regard.29

C. The use of a third-party domain is highly uncertain to users. Many social networks have

established “comprehensive” privacy policies. For example, Facebook [54] “may integrate

third party features. . . to provide you with better services. . . To learn more about the in-

formation they collect or receive, review their privacy policies.” Plink [163] states “Our

Web site includes Social Media Features, such as the Facebook Like button. . . . Social

Media Features are either hosted by a third party or hosted directly on our Site. Your

interactions with these Features are governed by the privacy policy of the company pro-

viding it.” From these examples it can be seen that social networks tend to direct their

responsibilities to the user’s “self-regulation” on the ignorance of their connections to

the third-parties in distributing users’ information. When considering a user’s privacy

protection, measuring the use of third-party domains is crucial; however, it has not been

well considered and established in the research community. Therefore, in the case that

a third-party is involved, monitoring business rules with third party polices with respect

to the user’s information under consideration and their expectations on the information

must be functioned, and alerts to the user must be delivered, when appropriate.

D. Collection of a user’s information requirements:

a. only collect for a well-defined purpose,

b. only collect relevant information for the purpose defined,

c. only keep information as long as it is necessary for the purpose, and

27See Chapters 6&7.
28See Chapter 6.
29Re-purpose and re-permission can be required - in case occur, see Chapter 7 for Strategy 5.
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d. always use real time information collection and storage, when possible.

Privacy vs. Trust

Implementation Requirements:

Trust indicates a relationship that contributes to the connection between two parties. Require-

ments in this cluster is two-fold, as shown below.

1. For trust between the user and service providers:

Privacy is managed by sharing information that is selected based on the user’s trust to-

wards the service provider. This trust relationship largely relies on the user’s awareness

about how the service provider will use his/her information. Transparency and visibility

about the usage of user’s information at the service provider’s side are the basic require-

ments in this dimension.

2. For trust between users:

Privacy is managed by the strength of the connection with respect to information sharing

and exchanging. Transparency and visibility between users are important to develop trust

relationships; however, at a cost of privacy of the users involved. Robust functionality to

help users to gain required level of trust with minimal privacy loss with respect to user’s

goals on the information under consideration and ensure a privacy loss will not lead to

privacy infractions is required. Negotiation functionality can advance the implementation.

Conceptual Grounds:

I. Without privacy one has little confidence to trust the service received. A trust relation-

ship, from agent A towards agent B , will in turn impact agent A’s privacy decision about

his/her information sharing and exchanging with agent B . The trust relationship in this

aspect (i.e., a user’s trust on using the service), largely relies on the user’s knowledge

about the service provider with respect to the way they make use of the information, the

consequences of the information use (when applicable); and other users’ (if any) ability

enabled by the functionality, to use his/her information.

II. Often, third parties introduce uncertainties to users in terms of information retention

and making use of the information. Users’ trust relationship to the service provider can

be influenced by the way the service provider handing third party’s business rules and

polices with respect to use of user information including storage, process and retention.

Transparency/visibility and robustness are the keys to gain users’ trust and increase the
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trust level. Transparency/visibility means well-established and well-defined polices and

business rules, in terms of comprehensive, expressiveness and easy to understand and ways

to access. Robustness means commitment to provide empowering user-friendly options

and features - typically, choice, consent and control options for users to decide, declare

and control who can do what to them.30

IS Requirements:

A. Presentation of polices and business rules are comprehensive, easy to understand and user

friendly.

B. Empowering options and features are provided to one user without discounting another’s

privacy.

C. Third party polices and rules are monitored against business rules and user’s privacy

expectations.

Relationship: Simplex vs. Multiplex

Implementation Requirements:

Requirements in this cluster are to maintain an operational environment to manage separa-

tions that are elaborated in the Conceptual Grounds below.

Conceptual Grounds:

I. Privacy is necessary to be understood in a social context. “Without society there would

be no need for privacy”[132]. One needs privacy, to create a personal space in the society.

Privacy is needed when one connects to some others. As a socially created need [132],

privacy enables separation and separations enable different relationships to be established

[174] - without privacy we will not have the necessary dignity to build relationships with

others in the society. 31

Under the separation theory32, one can share more than one separation with another; thus,

one can have more than one relationship connecting to another - i.e., one’s relationship

to another can be multiplex, in terms of reasons of the connection. Examples that can be

found from everyday life are: be friends, of the same family/community, work for the same

30See Chapter 5.
31See Chapters 2&5.
32See Chapter 2.
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organization, and join the same group. Such reasons, are often termed as “relationship

type”.33

II. Privacy concerns over a multiplex relationship are two-fold:34

i. one’s preference to maintain each type; and

ii. the interrelationships between all existing types.

With regard to i, concerns include “weight” of each type - e.g., each type is of equal

importance, one or more certain types are more important than the rest.

With regard to ii, concerns include overlap, disjoint and dependency - e.g., each separation

is disjoint from all other separations and thus relationships exist in the separations are

disjoint; two or more separations are overlapping or have dependent relations to some

extent and relationships in these separations are inherently overlapping or dependent.

III. Trade-offs among the existence of the relationship types involve trust, security, and us-

ability. Privacy trade-offs for a multiplex relationship is two-layered:35

i. On each type (in each separation), trade-offs are the sum of trust, security and

usability trade-offs.

ii. On the relationship integrity, trade-offs are the sum of the trade-off on all types, on

the basis of minimum costs to the prioritized type(s).

To illustrate, consider person A and person B are on a multiplex relationship: After

reading B ’s article about the North Pole, A contacted B to share some of his experience

traveling to Finland. They then become friends. Sometime later they decided to co-

author a book about the North Pole. As their relationship and interest about the subject

developed, they partnering a consultation company for North Pole escape. Decomposing

this relationship, we can see:

i. A and B were friends.

ii. A was a reader of B ’s North Pole article.

iii. A and B were co-authors of a book called “7 Days at the North Pole”.

iv. A and B were partners of the consultation company “The North Pole Escape”.

The relationship between A and B was “friend, author-reader, co-author, partner”. At

this current stage, A considered “friend” as the most important relationship connecting

him to B , and prioritized their partnership over the other two relationships (i.e., reader-

author, co-author); whereas B considered the partnership and the co-authorship as an

extension to friendship that he prioritized.

33See Chapter 5.
34See Chapter 5.
35See Chapter 5.
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With regard to friendship, A and B both agreed to respect to each other’s privacy unless

one was keen to share with another. A offered some of his pictures to the book; however,

due to the copyright issue, they could not use these pictures to promote their company. A

did not want to let B know one of his trips to Finland with his ex-girlfriend C . However,

B ’s friend D , recommended C ’s photos taken in the North Pole to him to be used as

advertisements. When A was aware of D ’s recommendation, A gave up some privacy

on his story about this trip and shared some information about his former relationship

to C with B , to persuaded B not to consider C ’s offer. A’s decision was made on his

understanding about B ’s perception on partnership and friendship as equal importance,

and created a trade-off between his privacy to B and B ’s trust on their relationship. For

B , this trust was for the whole relationship; for A, this trust was to increase the security

of the partnership and to strengthen the friendship.

This scenario represents a potential relationship that can exist in systems aiming for

socialization support - in fact, in many existing social systems like social network systems

there are built-in functions supporting various degrees of multiplex relationships.

IS Requirements:

IS requirements in this cluster is mainly a representational problem. Relationship represen-

tation must be able to accommodate the multiplex property to allow users to hold multiplex

relationships and allow users to exercise trade-offs at two layers.36

Relationship: Symmetry vs. Asymmetry

Implementation Requirements:

Requirements in this cluster are to maintain an operational environment to manage separa-

tions and directions that are elaborated in the Conceptual Grounds below.

Conceptual Grounds:37

I. Relationship can be symmetric and asymmetric. Symmetric relationship connects two

entities on one type, regardless directionality. Asymmetric relationship connects two

entities on direction dominant types. Relationships like sibling, colleague, classmate,

housemate are symmetric, indicating entity A and entity B connecting to each other for

the same reason. E.g., A and B are siblings - “A is B ’s sibling” and “B is A’s sibling”

are both true. Relationship like friend, parent-child, sister-brother, employer-employee

36See Chapter 7 Definition 2 and Strategy.
37See Chapter 5.
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are asymmetric, indicating entity A and entity B connecting to each other on different

reasons. E.g., A and B are on a parent-child relationship - if “A is B ’s parent” is true,

then “B is A’s parent” cannot be true. “C is D ’s friend” does not imply “D is C ’s

friend”.

II. Asymmetry relationships can be described as symmetric relationships, when certain de-

tails can be omitted. Consider a brother-sister relationship: “Tom and Mary are brothers

and sisters”, i.e., Tom is Mary’s brother, and Mary is Tom’s sister. This asymmetric re-

lationship can be described as “Mary and Tom are siblings”, i.e., “Tom is Mary’s sibling”

and “Mary is Tom’s sibling” are both true. Similarly, a team leader and his team member

can be “team leader - team member” as well as “colleagues”.

III. Privacy trade-offs with respect to socially created needs reflect in social connections and

associated relationships. E.g., C ’s relationship to D is “friend”, i.e., C connects to D

as a friend; where D ’s relationship to C is acquaintance. Privacy concerns over this

relationship include:

i. C ’s privacy to D and C ’s privacy about his relationship to D

ii. D ’s privacy to C and D ’s privacy about her relationship to D

E.g.,

– C ’s and D ’s privacy to each other:

As a friend C shares all his contact details with D , while D sees C as an acquaintance

and only wants to be in touched via her general-purpose email account.

– C ’s and D ’s privacy about their relationship to the other:

C is keen to let his personal contacts know that D is his friend, while D does not

have motivation to introduce C to her contact circle.

Privacy implications from these concerns include:

– If C and D share common friends, then D will not be able to keep his privacy about

their relationship - more precisely, the connections between them - to their common

friends.

– Regardless issues of common friends, awareness of the other one’s privacy to the self

will likely have a great impact on one’s privacy decision to the other. If C knew D

would treat him as an acquaintance only, he might not be willing to share all his

contact details with D , but selected information.

These implications concern uncertainty and informativeness, i.e., a trade-off between

uncertainty and informativeness on relationships can be reduced to a trade-off between

the relationship’s symmetric and asymmetric properties. In other words, when one is
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uncertain about the other’s relationship towards him/her, privacy decision justified at a

less informative and symmetric level can reduce uncertainties about privacy implications.

Consider C and D ’s case, above, if C is uncertain about D ’s relationship to him, a decision

made on a more certain level - e.g., acquaintance - can help to decrease uncertainty.

IS Requirements:

IS requirements in this cluster is mainly a representational problem. Representation of rela-

tionship between two parties needs to be expressed in an asymmetric form when required.38

“Duration” is an important property of a relationship type that indicates the reason the

relationship exists. With respect to privacy, information shared prior to this duration can

affect the information privacy within the duration; in particular for information that can be

used to infer privacy associated with the relationship and its stakeholder. Duration is important

to identify potential issues for privacy decision made and the value of this property can be used

to design solutions to avoid privacy loss. For example, Mary and Tom are both identifiable

to Phoebe, via their relationship to Company A - i.e., they are all colleagues working for the

same company. However, Phoebe does not know Mary has a brother, and Tom has a sister.

This means Mary and Tom’s relationship is unknown and not identifiable to Phoebe. Later,

Phoebe learns: a) Tom went to UniB 2002-2005, and Mary 2005-2008; b) Mary was the only

one mentor of subjectA in 2008; c) Tom has a mentor for subjectA in his last year in the

university; and d) Tom’s mentor was his sister. After learning a-d, Phoebe concludes Mary

and Tom are sisters and brothers. If this conclusion is to be avoided, the mentor-mentee

relationship can be made unavailable or the duration can be made vague.

To design service allowing user interactions, engagement and transaction, this property is an

important affecting factor to user’s privacy. The relationship between two entities can be user-

to-user (e.g., social networking between users), user-to-object (e.g., user purchasing a product),

or user-to-service (e.g., user using a service - e.g., “People you may know” (PYMK)39. Allowing

users to manage this property value’s availability to others can reduce chances of privacy loss

to the associated relationship, and therefore to its stakeholders.

Asymmetry and symmetry relationships can be “hidden” through use of this property. E.g.,

if Mary did not want Phoebe to know that she was Tom’s mentor, she can either not disclose

the mentor relationship or utilize the duration (e.g., make it imprecise - e.g., “awhile ago”

or “previously”). This extends the asymmetry to a wider range. To give another example,

if Mary tells Phoebe that Tom is her friend, and Tom tells Phoebe that Mary is his lifetime

friend, then their relationship is asymmetric to Phoebe. This symmetric (recognition between

38See Chapter 7 Definition 2.
39See Section 8.1.
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Mary and Tom) to asymmetric (made available to Phoebe) can preserve Mary some privacy

on the relationship, and prevent future identification chances.

• The relationship-holder should be able to exercise trade-off uncertainty vs. informativeness

via transfers between symmetric and asymmetric.40

8.2.1.5 Full Lifecycle Protection

This principle concerns privacy with respect to lifecycle management of information. It begins with

the first element of information being collected, throughout the entire lifecycle of all information

involved, and securely destroys all information at the end of the process.

Implementation Requirements:

This principle sets privacy grounds in information collection, use and retention. To respect privacy

as a personal goal in relation to the status of information about oneself, these grounds are rooted at a

purpose setting for the information under consideration in the dimensions of information collection,

use and retention. To implement this principle, methodologies to manage purpose of information in

these three dimensions are required.

Conceptual Grounds:41

In a dynamic social environment, one’s privacy requirements can evolve. Accordingly, one’s purpose

setting for his/her information can require to be adjusted. Lifecycle management of information

purpose necessary be integrated into the dynamics environment. Termination of information’s life-

cycle means the information no longer exists in all forms and will not be able to be recreated in any

form.

IS Requirements:42

A. Accommodation of purposes of user information.

B. Allow users to develop purpose for their personal information to manage their collection, use

and retention against their privacy expectations.

C. Purpose development includes management of purpose evolvements.

40See Chapter 7.
41See Chapter 7.
42See Chapter 7.
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8.2.1.6 Visibility and Transparency

This principle concerns all stakeholders’ obligations and objectives for both business practice and

technology involved.

Implementation Requirements:

1. Polices and procedures of the service provider and third-parties involved in the information

process, as well as responsible contacts must be visible and accessible to all stakeholders.

2. Requirements are inherited from the trade-off concluded in the Conceptual Grounds below.

Conceptual Grounds:

Visibility and transparency place a weight on trust between stakeholders and their right to manage

privacy. Trust in this dimension inherits those in the same dimension of the trade-off “Privacy vs.

Trust” under the Positive Sum.

IS Requirements:

A. Functionality to view and search polices and procedures of the service provider and third-

parties, as well as responsible contacts need to be implemented.

B. As per IS Requirements of “Privacy vs. Trust”.

8.2.1.7 Respect for User Privacy

This principle concerns user-centricity above all and requires empowering user-friendly options.

Within the legal and sociological framework, respect for users in relation to privacy means allow-

ing personal goals to be achieved and facilitating an operational environment to exercise personal

information to achieve the goals. Such Implementation Requirements are the sum of all the Imple-

mentation Requirements under the other six principles described above. Accordingly, the Conceptual

Grounds and IS Requirements of this principle receive a sum of those are in the same dimensions

under the other six principles.

8.2.2 Concluding Remarks

This application seeks to advance an understanding of the implementation issues of the Privacy-by-

Design approach within an information system’s context. Based on the findings from the studies in

previous chapters, the grounding issues of the seven principles are uncovered, and privacy require-

ments for information systems design are derived at a conceptual level.
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Each principle is studied in three dimensions for uncovering hidden issues and concepts, as a

path to derive privacy requirements for implementing information systems with privacy embedded

by design. These three dimensions are:

• Implementation Requirements for privacy designers to design privacy by the philosophy of the

Privacy-by-Design approach. Scoped in an operational environment, requirements are analyzed

towards operable privacy. Hidden issues are discovered during the analysis of requirements.

• Conceptual Grounds for uncovering key concepts from the principles based on the Implemen-

tation Requirements. At an ontological level based on the studies in the previous chapters,

Conceptual Grounds are developed to enrich the semantics of the associated principle.

• IS Requirements for IS designers to design privacy embedding into information systems. Re-

quirement analysis is based on the concepts and their ontological status identified in the Con-

ceptual Grounds to ensure the philosophy of the associated principle is captured.

Since privacy naturally creates many trade-offs, this application prioritize the Positive Sum to

align with the philosophy of Privacy-by-Design that sets the Positive Sum as the ultimate goal [32].

Several findings offer concluding remarks for both the Privacy-by-Design approach and our studies

in the previous chapters, as follows:

1. Through this application study we have found the seven principles overlap each other to

some extent, due to the privacy nature or system design and implementation needs. For

example, the Visibility and Transparency is embedded into other principles e.g., the Respect

for User Privacy highlights users rights to privacy requires Visibility and Transparency support;

the Positive Sum of privacy and trust can be better achieved via implementing Visibility

and Transparency. Another obvious example is the Respect for User Privacy sums other

principles; as a result it overlaps with all other six principles. To some extent this finding of the

interconnections between the seven principles contradicts with Cavoukian’s [32] proposition.

We argue that this is due to the Privacy-by-Design framework lacking a consideration of the

fundamental conceptual grounds required to support requirement analysis. Our study has

initiated a path to requirement analysis for implementing Privacy-by-Design systems.

2. Future work will be based on the findings of this study to develop a formal and robust set of pri-

vacy requirements and building blocks to provide a grounding support for privacy management

in information systems that can be deployed in an open and social environment.
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8.3 Summary

To demonstrate and implement the theory and conceptual development in this dissertation, this

chapter presents two applications in two important areas that have significant privacy implications

in our society. The first application is applied with the conceptual grounds of privacy rights, re-

lationship and social connectivity; and the central concepts namely data purpose and data usage

for privacy requirements development for information systems. The second application is applied

with the ontological analysis in its conceptual ground layer. Key concepts identified on this layer

are translated into IS requirements in terms of representations, functionalities and components to

manage them.

Due to the applications’ nature and scope, the theory and conceptual development in this disser-

tation have not been able to implemented completely. However, the applications have shown that the

ontological foundation and conceptual grounds developed in this dissertation can be implemented

in the context of information systems and advance privacy management in this context. 43

43In this chapter, Sections 8.1 & 8.2 are based on the work presented in [33, 35, 36] and [39], respectively. The
author is the primary contributor to [33], [35], [36] and [39]. [33] and [35] are c© by AAAI (www.aaai.org) and ACS
(www.acs.org.au), respectively. The associated copyright notice can be found on the respective website.



Chapter 9

Conclusion

Obstacles to the achievement of privacy are multiplex. First, the absence of a consensus of the

notion of privacy is the primary obstacle to a meaningful understanding of privacy. The difficulty

in reaching a consensus is due to the lack of an ontological understanding of privacy - which can be

everything and which can be nothing. Second, the engine of privacy - information - has not been

well-understood with respect to its capacity for privacy management, particularly in respect of the

information revolution and digital transformation. Third, methodologies to implement understand-

ings into practice inherit the deficiencies of those understandings. In an attempt to address these

research gaps, this dissertation presents a research effort to engineer privacy towards a theory of

privacy. This chapter summarizes the dissertation’s contributions. To maintain the sustainability of

the dissertation’s research topic, the limitations of the dissertation’s work are identified and future

work is outlined at the end of the chapter.

9.1 Contributions

The principal contribution of this dissertation is an approach to conceptualizing privacy that can

assist in thinking about privacy theoretically and pragmatically in an informational environment,

and which may create possible ways to engineer privacy to advance its management in contemporary

society. This dissertation is conceptual in nature. The contribution lies in the area of conceptual

modeling spanning information and privacy management, privacy-by-design, information systems,

knowledge representation and reasoning, discourse analysis, narrative analysis, phenomenological

analysis and requirement engineering. Highlights of the contribution are: an ontological path to

privacy, a new ontological foundation for understanding privacy, a conceptual model for learning

information’s capacity in privacy management, foundations of a new privacy theory, a social recom-

mender privacy design and a privacy-by-design requirements analysis framework.

279
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9.1.1 An Ontological Path to Privacy

The notion of privacy is conceptualized in its informational aspect with the nature of privacy encoded:

person-dependent with socially created need. An ontological path showing the fundamental steps

required to achieve the desired level of privacy is established. Based on the notion of privacy, the

ontological path is built with the fundamental steps required to address the problems of privacy

status, information capacity with respect to privacy status, and goals to achieve information status

with respect to privacy. (Chapter 4)

9.1.2 An Ontological Foundation for Understanding Privacy

By analyzing the fundamental characteristics of privacy, the ontological foundation of privacy is

presented as a basic platform for engineering the ontological path to privacy. The ontological foun-

dation (Chapter 5) consists of five ontological dimensions, a classification, an evaluation framework,

two taxonomies and two ontologies - as follows.

Core Value Framework Extension

An extension to Moor’s [130] Core Value Framework (CVF) to reflect the value of privacy in con-

temporary society.

The Ontological Dimensions of Privacy

On the basis of the nature of privacy and the CVF Extension, the ontological dimensions of privacy

are identified to form a platform for understanding and identifying privacy issues and implications,

facilitating the exercise of privacy practice.

Identity Classification

A classification of identities based on the creation of the source of identity information. Such a

criterion can enable the privacy issues of an identity to be identified at its source - the identity in-

formation; and its environment - the cyber world, the physical world and the cyber-physical world,

based on the type of world the identity belongs to. This method of issue identification can avoid the

inclusion of unnecessary noise or inappropriate scope being used for the issues being identified.
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Identity Privacy Evaluation

A framework for the evaluation of identity privacy, consisting of underlying factors for evaluat-

ing identity validity and the interplay between identities. It can serve as a platform for evaluating

the privacy implications of identity creation and usage, and the interplay between identities.

Cyber-Physical Relationship Taxonomy

The ontological properties of relationship in human society are uncovered. A relationship tax-

onomy built on double-layered heterogeneous classification criteria organizes complex, open and

infinite connections of cyber-physical relationships into closed structures. It can guide the under-

standing of impossible-to-identify relationships in the open cyber-physical world towards a simple

and more coherent understanding. This taxonomy can serve as a framework for the development of

relationships in the open cyber-physical world with possible evolution issues in mind - from which

an understanding of possible privacy implications in this dimension can be developed.

Situation Claim Ontology

The ontological properties of situation claims for privacy are identified. The complexity between

situations is uncovered. An ontology of situation claim is developed to serve as a framework to guide

justifications of privacy claims. The ability to justify privacy claims can enable one to pro-actively

learn the affecting factors of privacy implications and develop better privacy decisions and reason-

able privacy expectations.

Goal Taxonomy

A set of goals to reflect core values that are common to all human cultures are identified. In

response to the notion of privacy, the goals are classified based on the ability to have direct control

or indirect control to prevent others having the ability to control. Taxonomy semantics of goals

are identified. The goal taxonomy serves as a high level guideline for developing detailed goals for

diverse social cultures. It can also serve as a mapping reference for negotiating requirements and

decisions in a global environment that is regulated by different policies or judicial systems.
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Ontology of Privacy

An ontology of privacy that captures the ontological dimensions and their interplay, the notion

and the context of privacy, and the role played by core values, is presented. The ontology serves

as a framework for developing an understanding of privacy at the ontological level. Attributing

core values that are common to all human cultures as a key property of the ontology allows the

ontology to serve as a platform to develop consensus in requirements and decision making in the

digital transformation where consistent regulation protection is absent. Populated by key concepts,

the ontology can also serve as a basis for deriving privacy constructs as components for developing

systems with privacy management features.

9.1.3 A Conceptual Model of Information in Privacy Management

All information has some social purpose, as a result of which information makes a difference in many

aspects of our lives - privacy is one aspect. How information makes a difference to privacy, how-

ever, has not been well understood through the lens of information capacity. A conceptual model

(Chapter 6) for learning multiple aspects of information capacity that will make a difference to

privacy management, in particular, is presented. This model consists of a set of conceptual grounds

including three frameworks, an ontological status model, an operational platform, a set of criteria,

two definitions and two information status ontologies - as follows.

Information Value Framework

This framework depicts how information makes a difference when driven by social purpose via

values in three dimensions. It shows information capacity in two aspects. First, by showing the

dominating role of core values - by which the subject of the difference the information made can be

learned - it shows a dimension of information capacity in the types of difference the information can

make. Second, by showing types of values and their relationships in transfers, information capacity

is shown as value creation and value transfers among the three dimensions. The framework provides

a guideline for the establishment, development and transfer of values between the three fundamental

dimensions, namely core value, action value and social value, to make a difference to one’s desired

personal status.

Ontological Status of Information-as-a-Privacy-Difference

The social paradoxical property features information as a socially constraining power and a socially
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enabling power. This feature empowers information to make a difference to the status of privacy

- a socially created need. By positioning information’s social paradoxical property, this grounding

model conceptualizes the ontological status of information capacity to make a difference to privacy.

Information Social Networks

Information that has privacy implications comes primarily from the information stakeholder. The

stakeholder to whom the information can be related is the center for creating information’s capacity

for making privacy implications. Privacy is a socially created need, and information that has privacy

implications is not isolated to the stakeholder self - it has a social feature for connecting oneself to

the world where the need for privacy was created. Thus, information that has the capacity to create

a privacy difference has the capacity to build a social network. Core Values, which empower the self

to connect to the world, play a key role in building and maintaining the social network. The two

frameworks of Information Social Network illustrates information’s capacity in three pillars and the

types of information in the social network, with and without the drive of core values.

Operational Platform for Information-as-a-Privacy-Difference

Information’s cyber-physical capacity can make a difference to privacy through core values. Three

clusters of differences that can be made by the cyber-physical capacity are identified. Operational

factors that are common to the three clusters of differences are identified. Based on the conceptual

model of the ontological status of Information-as-a-Privacy-Difference, the interplay between oper-

ational factors is identified and utilized to build an operational platform on which individuals can

exercise information-as-a-privacy-difference towards desired personal privacy status, and for system

designers and developers to identify essential components for building privacy-friendly systems.

Criteria of Information-as-a-Privacy-Difference

All information can make a difference to some extent. The scope and extent of difference can

be understood in different ways, depending on the meaning of the information - which can be un-

derstood variously according to its poly-semantic nature. Thus, criteria for identifying the scope

and the extent of information-as-a-privacy-difference are required to justify information’s impact

on privacy. This set of criteria consists of the quality of information that is centric to the “self”

concerning privacy enablements - the separation of Selfs; and the relevance of information’s mean-

ing in making a privacy difference to the separated selfs. Taking information’s social purpose and
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individual involvement into consideration, these criteria encode privacy’s notion of personal desires

and its nature of socially created need into the notion of Information-as-a-Privacy-Difference.

Definition of Information Structure

A definition for information structure is introduced by taking information’s capacity to accom-

modate privacy status into consideration. This definition describes information structure in such a

way that information objects instantiated by the information structure are capable of accommodat-

ing status that reflects privacy status within information capacity.

Definition of Information Status

In the context of understanding and describing privacy, a description of information status must

be able to reflect privacy status. That is, the notion of information status has the capacity to re-

flect status that can be accommodated in the dimensions of privacy. Defined by three dimensions,

information status enforces a social factor (i.e., the Reference Agent) and personal desires (i.e.,

the Criteria Context and the Status Criteria). This definition is introduced to describe information

status as having the capability to reflect privacy status as personal desires and a socially created need.

Information Status Ontologies

Status ontologies in the form of discourse can enable users to express goals for privacy in plain

English. The ontologies serve as templates from which patterns can be extracted to facilitate sys-

tems to identify and process requirements to manage privacy. Status ontologies provide a channel

for users and systems to better communicate privacy requirements to avoid unnecessary ambiguity

and inconsistency.

9.1.4 Privacy Theory Foundation

A high level descriptive Privacy Language and a Privacy System built on the ontological status of

goals, and a strategic framework consisting of a set of strategies for managing privacy goals, are de-

veloped to build the foundations of a privacy theory for improving privacy management (Chapter 7).

Privacy Language

A descriptive privacy language that provides a set of template-like discourses for describing privacy
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requirements in ontological dimensions. The discourse structure allows the expression of privacy

requirements in plain English - it provides a channel for the communication of privacy requirements

between privacy stakeholders and to claim privacy rights. The template structure provides the scope

for developing privacy requirements and decisions without noise being involved. For system appli-

cations, it provides a channel for developers to extract patterns from user requirements for system

processing.

Privacy System

A goal-centric privacy system consisting of an understanding of the ontological status of goals and

a strategic framework that provides a set of strategies for managing goals to achieve desired privacy

outcomes. Based on the notion of privacy as one’s desired status of information about oneself, pri-

vacy management within this system is central to privacy rights and is reflected in the management

of goals designed to achieve the desired level of privacy. In other words, strategies are guidelines

for exercising privacy rights for managing information to achieve the desired status. The strategic

framework is adaptable for, and can serve as a sub-system built-into system applications that require

privacy management.

9.1.5 Social Recommender Design

An application named Privacy-as-a-Value for Social Recommender Design is developed (Chapter

8). Using social referral as the problem domain and the privacy foundations developed in previous

chapters, the application models privacy rights and two central concepts for privacy against represen-

tational issues. The two privacy concepts, namely purpose and usage, are identified by ontologically

grounding the two OECD Privacy Principles. The grounding approach suggests a path to apply

Privacy Principles in application practice. The requirement architecture takes philosophical and

sociological needs into account, allowing inputs from external regulations like legislation by using

a layer approach for requirements development. The highlight on representational issues shows an

innovative approach to managing privacy rights.

9.1.6 Privacy-by-Design Requirement Model

An application named Privacy-by-Design in Information Systems is developed (Chapter 8). In an at-

tempt to address the under-researched requirement analysis for the well known privacy management

approach, namely Privacy-by-Design, the application models the approach in a three dimensional

requirement framework using the privacy foundations developed in previous chapters. It serves as
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a basis for developing a robust set of privacy requirements upon which information systems can be

designed, developed and deployed with privacy embedded by design. The application has initiated

an approach to develop Privacy-by-Design for privacy requirements. Thus, the three dimensional

requirement framework can also serve as an evaluation platform for the implementation of Privacy-

by-Design.

9.2 Limitations

Due to the timeframe and scope of a dissertation, there are a number of limitations to the research

presented in this dissertation. These limitations lie in the following aspects.

• Ontological Foundation

The new ontological understanding of privacy is still in its infancy. Our understanding is based

on the five dimensions identified from our conceptual studies and reasonings. In contemporary

society, social structure is complex and its complexity has been dramatically increased by the

implementation and application of advanced technologies in society. The increasing complex-

ity of society can motivate personal self-development. More dimensions may be required by

people’s motivation systems (e.g. Mashlow’s Hierarchy of Needs [121]) to understand privacy

comprehensively. On the other hand, privacy management of the affairs of the deceased may

introduce new issues that require additional dimensions to understand privacy further.

• Privacy Theory

The privacy theory is currently constituted by a privacy language and a privacy system. The

privacy language is developed as a high level descriptive language. It does not support lower

level expressions. Moreover, it is developed in English, thus it lacks robustness in supporting

conversions in other languages such as Chinese. The privacy system is a goal-centric system

for privacy goal management. It does not have sufficient support for identity management -

to which a whole research community is dedicated. Further, the theory has not yet considered

the following: i) the emotional aspect, to address privacy as a state of personal desires; and ii)

public expectations, the rights of others and the public need for privacy invasion aspects, to

address privacy as a socially created need. On the other hand, the formalism is presented for

the set of goal strategies. As the system develops, a complete set of formalism will be required.

• Evaluation

An evaluation focusing on design and conceptual modeling in two application areas is presented.

A comprehensive set of evaluations performed in a wider range of application contexts and

cultural contexts was not possible within the timeframe of this dissertation.
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9.3 Concluding Remarks and Future Work

Privacy is an ontological challenge with significant practical implications. Although there have been

many interpretations of privacy and various approaches to managing privacy, its conceptual com-

plexity and practical nature have given rise to obstacles in achieving the desired level of privacy.

As a socially created need, privacy management requires a consensus of what privacy is. As a state

of personal desires, privacy management requires self-awareness. For its informational nature, pri-

vacy management requires management of information capacity. For its contextual nature, privacy

management varies with different jurisdictions. Advanced ICT has enhanced information capacity

and challenged the law - it is evidenced that regulation always has difficulty keeping pace with

technology.

In facing such a phenomenon, this dissertation argues that the privacy stakeholder self is fun-

damental to privacy management in relation to understanding one’s personal wants and needs with

respect to privacy, as well as the ability to create information and its capacity to achieve such

wants and needs. It is also fundamental to the ability to interact with the world to implement this

understandings in practice. To assist thinking about these issues, this dissertation develops i) a

new ontological understanding of privacy that can be shared by different cultures under different

regulations; and ii) a new understanding of information capacity to manage privacy.

By incorporating the ontological understanding of privacy and information capacity in privacy

management, this dissertation constructs the foundations of a privacy theory in two dimensions

using a high-level descriptive language for different levels of privacy stakeholders to communicate

privacy concerns and specify privacy requirements, and a privacy system for managing privacy goals

designed to achieve the desired level of privacy.

This dissertation is conceptual in nature. It seeks to advance privacy management in contem-

porary society. The theory and conceptual development can be used by business analysts, system

designers and developers, and other theorists to create better privacy management frameworks, sys-

tems and technologies. The theoretical work will help to guide the adoption of privacy-enhancing

technologies and thereby reduce privacy breaches. As a demonstration, two applications are pre-

sented. Using an Information Systems lens and mechanisms that can be used to implement the

research findings, the theory and conceptual development are applied to two important areas that

have significant privacy implications in society. These are social network recommendation and

Privacy-by-Design for information systems.

Privacy’s conceptual complexity yet practical nature highlights that a comprehensive and sophis-

ticated solution to privacy is far beyond the work of a dissertation - it lies in a distant future.

This creates future work for the research presented in this dissertation, namely, a comprehensive
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and robust privacy theory, the foundation of which will be built on this dissertation to address

the limitations identified in Section 9.2, and which will promote a number of areas for informa-

tion and privacy management. These include privacy representation and reasoning in the areas of

knowledge representation and reasoning, and ontologies, as well as privacy design in the areas of

privacy-by-design, design thinking, information systems design, personalized location-based service

design, requirement engineering and policy making.
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